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Abstract 

Hans Jiirgen Tertel: An Empirical Model for the Transmission History of Old 
Testament Narratives 

The author argues the necessity of empirical models for source criticism 
of Old Testament narratives to overcome the problems posed by the lack of 
earlier versions and the ambiguity of internal evidence derived only from the 
texts themselves. After a methodological discussion establishing the conditions 
for appropriate analogies for the transmission of Old Testament narratives 
previous suggestions of empirical models are examined. While the development 
of the Akkadian epic literature (Anzu, Etana, Atrabasls, Gilgames) considered 
leads to texts which exhibit a narrative structure significantly different from Old 
Testament stories, the Chronicler's treatment of the Biblical Books of Samuel 
and Kings on its own cannot serve as analogy, because his extra-biblical sources 
are not extant. The author therefore suggests a new empirical model, the 
redactorial treatment of Assyrian royal annals, which meets the methodological 
requirements. Campaign accounts of the Assyrian kings Sennacherib and 
Assurbanipal permit us to trace the literary development of narratives through 
different stages of redaction. 

In an attempt to isolate general trends of redactorial treatment the 
author investigates alterations of discourse structure, participant orientation, 
grammatical texture, and time organization in secondary versions. It becomes 
apparent that the literary development generally took place in the process of 
abbreviation. While rhetorical level, complexity of discourse structure and 
participant orientation decrease progressively from the earliest extant to 
subsequent editions, the time organization generally becomes more 
complicated, changing from chronological to thematic order of narration. 
Narratives with common features were further assimilated. A comparison of the 
redactorial methods of Assyrian scribes with the Chronicler's treatment of the 
account of Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem (2 Kgs.1813.17_19) shows parallels to 
the suggested analogy. The author then examines the practical applicability of 
the empirical model in a literary critical investigation of narrations of Ahab's 
wars against the Arameans (1 Kgs.221_38 and 1 Kgs.20), which exhibit features 
associated with early versions of Assyrian campaign accounts. A detailed 
analysis of these texts corroborates the working hypothesis. 

The employment of the suggested analogy implies that the common 
assumption of the continuous expansion of Old Testament narratives with its 
implications should be re-examined. The progressive assimilation of already 
similar accounts also affects the understanding of supposed doublets. 
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Preface 

The immense religious importance of the Old Testament imposes a great 
responsibility on the exegete. Since his results are inseparably bound to his 
presuppositions, a thorough and continuous examination of the latter is 
essential. The need for a discussion of appropriate methodology is illustrated by 
the variety of results provided by source-critical studies of the same narratives. 
The present thesis aims to contribute to this discussion by suggesting a possible 
analogy to the transmission of Old Testament narratives. 

Two basic assumptions are made: 1. analogies between the transmission 
of Ancient Near Eastern texts and Old Testament narratives are possible and 2. 
if the evidence is inconclusive, a hypothesis based on a valid empirical model is 
to be preferred. 

Since general tendencies of development have to be isolated, many 
passages of Ancient Near Eastern texts had to be referred to, which because of 
space limitations could not all be quoted verbatim. The reader is thus referred 
to the publications of these texts noted in the relevant passages. In footnotes 
only short titles of books and articles are mentioned. The full title with further 

information is given in the bibliography. 

I would like to record my gratitude to my supervisor, Mr. A.R.Millard for 
his well-reflected comments and questions and steady encouragement. My 
thanks are also due to the Tyndale House Fellowship and the Arbeitskreis fUr 
evangelikale Theologie for their generous grants. I would further like to thank 
my first teacher of the Hebrew language, Prof. R.Laird Harris. 

Many friends and relatives have provided financial or other support. 
Only a few can be mentioned: my fellow-students Dr.E.C.Lucas, Dr. J.Collins, 
and Dr.Y.Muchiki; Mr.P.GroB (t), Fam.R.Gross, Fam.R.Tertel and 
Mr.F.Tertel, Fam.G.Denker, Fam.Th.Wusterack, Mr. & Mrs. B.Burk, the 
members of Belvidere Road Church in liverpool of which Mr. & Mrs. E.Walsh 

and Mr. & Mrs. M.Evans may be specially mentioned. I would also like to thank 
my parents and my brothers for their sacrificial support. Finally, I wish to 
express my deep gratitude to my wife and my children for enduring hardships 
and giving many joyful moments. 

J.T. 
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I Methodological Considerations 

A The Necessity of an Analogy 

For the understanding of Old Testament narratives! as they were 

intended by their narrators, source-critical and redaction-critical analysis to 

reconstruct their transmission history2 is of crucial importance. The authors' 

intentions can only be deduced from passages which may safely be attributed to 

them and not to later redactors and vice versa. However, it is impossible to prove 

whether a passage stems from the author himself, or from a later redactor. 

Since we know that someone wrote an original3 version of the narrative 

preserved in the Old Testament, but we do not know a priori whether it was 

altered during its transmission, the unity of a text and single authorship have to 

be assumed until the opposite can be demonstrated. Redaction criticism applied 

to Old Testament narratives has to answer the question whether a given 

narrative is the result of various redactions or whether, apart from accidental 

alterations, it constitutes the original version.4 

Various criteria have been developed by literary critics to identify 

diverse author /redactorship of Old Testament texts. Most prominent among 

1 Of course, the substantial differences in form and content between narratives in the Old 
Testament must not be ignored. However, unless it is apparent that such differences are due to 
or prompted different modes of transmission, methodological principles and working 
hypotheses may be regarded as generally valid, but have to be constantly re-examined. 

2 The term transmission history has been preferred to tradition history because of the latter's 
ambiguity, being the equivalent of two German terms, Uberlieferungsgeschichte and 
Traditionsgeschichte. 

3 

4 

2 

The notion of an original is, of course, problematic, since there is no clear-cut distinction 
between an author and a redactor. We use the term original for the earliest identifiable version 
of a given narrative. 

Various examples from Ancient Near Eastern literature demonstrate that texts could be 
transmitted accurately over long periods of time (d. e.g. Biggs, "An Archaic Version of the 
Kesh Temple Hymn from Tell Abu Salabikh": "although the Abu Salabikh copies are 
approximately eight centuries earlier than copies known before, there is a suprisingly small 
amount of deviation (except in orthography) between them .. ." (p.196); cf. also Ucss0C, "On 
the Fragments of the Hammurabi Code"; Cooper, The Return of Ninurta to Nippur. an-gim 
dim-rna. Cf. also the Late Assyrian fragments of the Atrabasls epic, all coming from 
Assurbanipal's library, which have well preserved passages of Ku-Aya's edition (see below 
p.22). 



these are the identification of internal inconsistencies in form or content,S or 

the presence of doublets. Methodologically, however, there are some 

fundamental problems with the presuppositions involved. Is it justified to 

assume that the number of redactions, implying alterations, was limited? Only if 

we can presuppose that after a certain inconsistency crept into our text the 

latter was transmitted with some faithfulness, does detailed study make sense. If 

not, the consistent parts of our text could be the result of redactorial treatment 

of formerly inconsistent passages and thus cannot be used to identify any 

inconsistency. Even if we assume that the consistent portions of our narrative 

were consistent with each other in the original, we do not know how the 

(supposed) inconsistency came about, by addition, omission, or alteration, 

deliberate or accidental. Literary criticism with those underlying 

presuppositions has to assume such a fundamental change from alteration to 

preservation for every redaction. The assumption of such a mixture of the 

initially faithful transmission of the Vorlage, unfaithful transmission (that 

5 Cf. Barth, H. und Steck, Exegese des Alten Testaments,32f. "Diese FragesteUung (sc. nach 
der literarischen Integritat eines Textes) beherrscht traditionell die lk.e (sc. literarkritische) 
Forschung." Even J.Stoebe, writing on the limitations of literary criticism in the Old Testament 
("Uber die Grenzen der Literarkritik") considers this methodology as "indisputably justified": 
"Die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft hat fUr die Beurteilung von Textzusammenhangen, ihrer 
Entstehung und ihrer Zusammensetzung eine feste Methode entwickelt. a) Eine besondere 
Bedeutung hat in dieser einmal die Beobachtung von Doppelbericilten tiber denselben 
Gegenstand, von sogenannten Dub/etten ... b) An zweiter Stelle steht die Feststellung von 
Sprungen und Spannungen in der Darsteliung, sofern diese zu Widerspriichen und 
Unvereinbarkeiten fUhren .... Die Folgerung, die aus diesen Beobachtungen gezogen wird, ist 
die, daB sich von hier aus die Entstehung eines TextgefUges, sei es groBerer oder kleinerer 
Art, als literarischer WachstumsprozeB begreifen laBt. Die Richtigkeit der so entwickelten 
methodischen Grundsatze ist ebenso unbestreitbar wie die Berechtigung ihrer Anwendung." 
(p.385)). We have to disregard here the question whether our notion of inconsistency was 
shared by the authors of Old Testament texts since this could only be answered from the texts 
themselves. In principle there is not a single word that can or cannot be ascribed with absolute 
certainty to the author (if we assume that there was an author in the first place). Nevertheless 
we can only proceed with our investigation, if we accept J.Barton's axiom, that "All literary 
study must assume that even quite remote cultures have some affinities with our own" 
(Reading the Old Testament, pp.28f; italics by Barton). The problem lies with the word some. 
We agree that a narrative in its first version can be expected to be internally consistent. 
Consistency, however, has also to be assumed for the redactor's work. In the Assyrian annals it 
is nevertheless apparent that even the earliest extant versions did contain inconsistencies (cr. 
below n.307). 
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allowed the inconsistency to arise), and, again, faithful transmission that allows 

us to identify it and explain its origins, needs to be empirically substantiated and 

may not be a priori accepted as a working hypothesis. Detailed research into the 

literary prehistory of a given narrative of which earlier versions are not extant 

has to deal with this problem. 

There still remains the possibility of identifying late stages of 

development by internal inconsistencies without making detailed statements 

about the literary development of the narrative. But then there remains an 

ambiguity as to whether this literary unevenness was present in the first version 

or whether it arose by addition, omission, alteration, or a combination of some 

or all of them. Thus the criterion of internal inconsistency, notional or formal, is 

necessarily subjective and ambiguous.6• 

A common method applied in literary critical analyses is the so-called 

Luckenprobe. This method attempts to isolate or at least to vindicate an 

6 Thus, for example, J.H.Tigay, (Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic, pp.232-234) has referred 
to formal discrepancies in the Gilgames-epic between the non-flood portions of N(eo-) 
A(ssyrian version) XI and the flood account, which was taken over into the Gilgames epic 
from the AtralJasis epic, as indications for different sources. In his account of the flood 
UtnapiStim refers to his wife as "sinniStu" (0.191.194), whereas in the non-flood portions she is 
termed "marlJitu· (0.202.105.209.258); within the flood portions in NA Xiv-vi and XI "A pasu 
ipuSamma iqabbi izakkara ana B" is used as speech introduction, whereas outside the flood 
account the formula "A ana sasu / sasima izakkar(a) ana B" is used. However, passages 
mentioning AtralJasis's wife have not been preserved in the AtralJasis epic, and thus we do not 
know whether sinniStu and marlJl1u indicate different sources or were used because of a slight 
difference in meaning. "sinnistu" also occurs in IXii13.1S outside the Flood account. As for the 
speech introduction formulae, both occur in the Gilgames-hunter episode: 

4 

NA liiit : ~yyad[u pasu] ipuSma iqabbi izakkara [ana abEu 
NA Iiii14: [abEu pasu ipuSma iqabbi] izakkara ana ~yyad[u] 
NA Iiii.w: ClGilgames ana Wuma izakkara [ana] ~yyadi (K4465; d. Thompson, Gilgamish, 

pO.I1I and IV). 
In this scene we cannot automatically relate the different formulae to different sources. 
An interesting example of literary unevenness in spite of single authorship is found in 

Xenophon's Hellenica. As has been shown by M.MacLaren ("On the Composition of 
Xenophon's Hellenica" - reference courtesy Dr. C.Tuplin), the work can be divided into at 
least two parts on linguistic grounds with the major break in 11,3,10. From this MacLaren 
deduced that Xenophon wrote the second part considerably later than the ftrst part, by which 
the differences in style and vocabulary could be adequately explained. It is important that 
MacLaren was able to substantiate his claim with a great amount of statistical data and that he 
reckoned with coherent blocks of literature and the use of different styles by one author. 



identification of a story nucleus, which is imagined as having been expanded 

later. This procedure is methodologically dubious since it requires the 

assumption that a) substantially more was added than omitted7 and b) that 

original versions only give a minimum of information. Both presuppositions 

need to be substantiated. It thus becomes apparent that some presuppositions 

have to be made which cannot be derived from the investigated text itself. And 

it is the aim of the present thesis to investigate such basic assumptions, which 

have far-reaching consequences for the study of the literary pre-history of Old 

Testament narratives. Since the text itself cannot lead us any further, an 

empirical model becomes indispensable.8 To be sure, it can only serve as a 

7 " ••• daB an vie len alttestamentlichen Texten uber Jahrhunderte hin gearbeitet worden ist -
durch Umformulierung, Erweiterung und Erganzung, aber auch durch die Einfugung in 
groBere Zusammenhiinge (Barth-Steck, Exegese des A/tell Testaments, p.31), Hug. (sc. 
uberlieferungsgeschichtliches) Wachstum" (p.33). Here, possible omissions or abbreviations 
are completely ignored. Key words are "expansion" or "growth" (cr. also the citation from 
Stoebe's essay in n.4). This assumption would lead to the conclusion that earlier stages of 
literary development are obtainable. In a brief outline of his mcthodology applied in a literary 
critical study of 1 Kgs.22 ("Bewahrheitungen des Prophetenworts") O.H.Steck argues that any 
literary critical analysis based on the assumption of lost material or unmotivated addition loses 
plausibility (p.96: "Analysen, die auf der Annahme von Uberlieferungstorsi. verlorenen alteren 
Uberlieferungsbestandteilen und unmotivierten Zusatzen beruhen, buBen eo ipso an 
Plausibilitat ein"). However, this by no means affects the veracity of such an analysis. That 
detailed research can only deal with expansions, does not necessarily imply the assumption, 
conscious or subconscious, that there were no abbreviations. The possibility has to be 
examined, whether such dctailed research is possible in the first place. 

S The weaknesses of developmental hypotheses and the need for empirical evidence have 
been amply described by Ungnad, "Gilgamesch-Epos und Odyssee", p.l06f: 

"Die Literarkritik ist nieht zu entbehren, wollen wir nicht auf den Versuch verziehten, zu 
erkennen, wie der Kunstler den Kranz gebunden hat. Nur soll man von solcher doch recht 
untergeordneten Arbeit nicht soviel Aufhebens machen, wie dies namentlich von der 
alttestamentlichen Textkritik geschieht ... Wir mussen uns auch tiber den hypothetischen 
Charakter solcher Textkritik vollkommen klar sein, und hier konnten klassische Philologen 
und Alttestamentler manches von der Assyriologie lernen. Altes Testament und Homer liegen 
uns in einem fertigen GuB vor, und es ist wenig wahrscheinlich, daB uns ein giitiges Geschick 
einmal Texte beschert, die im Alter wesentlich tiber die bekannten Rezensionen hinausgehen, 
also etwa den Jahwisten in seiner rein en Gestalt oder eine noch nicht in dem Sagenkranz 
verarbeitete Erzahlung von Odysseus' Seefahrten und Abenteuern. Deswegen ist gerade hier 
ziigelloser Kritiklosigkeit Tiir und Tor geoffnet, und mancher wiirde mit seinen wilden 
Hypothesen zuriickhalten, wenn er nicht ganz genau wiiBte, daB eine Kontrolle seiner 
Ansichten niemals moglich ist. Ganz anders liegen die Verhaltnisse fUr den Assyriologen. Er 
muB jederzeit gewartig sein, daB neue Funde seine Erganzungen, Vermutungen und 
Hypothesen einer scharfen Kritik aussetzen konnen ... Gerade das Gilgamesch-Epos zeigt uns 
durch seine Geschichte, wie wenig sich voraussagen und vermuten laBt, wenn man sich tiber 
den Boden der Uberlieferung erhebt .. : 

It is interesting to note that in 1899 MJastrow published an article ("Adam and Eve"), in 
which he attempted to demonstrate that the Enkidu-prostitute episode constitutes a 
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starting point, a working hypothesis, that has to be constantly examined during 

the process of investigation, but nevertheless it is necessary. There is yet 

6 

Babylonian counterpart of the Biblical story of Adam and Eve. In order to show the composite 
nature of the Gilgames epic Jastrow applied literary-critical methods similar to those 
mentioned above. Even though J.H.Tigay (Literary-Critical Studies, pp.147-150) claimed that 
Jastrow's analysis was vindicated by later text fmds, a closer look at the evidence reveals in fact 
that Jastrow was proved wrong in his main conclusions. 

Jastrow's line of argument can be summarized as follows: 
-1. The name "Ea-bani" (Enkidu) indicates that the person was created by Ea, which would 

contrast with the epic, where EabanijEnkidu is described as having been created by Aruru 
(p.I99). 

- 2. There is a great cultural difference between Gilgamel and Ea-bani/Enkidu (p.200). 
- 3. The course of the narrative is not affected by Ea-bani's (Enkidu's) career (p.200). 
- 4. The presence of mediatory characters (e.g. the hunter) shows the independence of Ea-

bani's/Enkidu's story (the hero would have proceeded directly against Ea-bani/Enkidu) 
(p.200). 

- 5. Ea-banijEnkidu is described as the friend of Gilgames, but the title originally belongs 
to the prostitute (p.202). 

- 6. The narrator gives no reason for the prostitute's disappearance (p.202) 
- 7. Enkidu and Gilgamei fight against ijumbaba, but only Gilgames is celebrated after the 

victory (p.203). 
- 8. Ea-bani/Enkidu is punished for the killing of the Bull of Heaven, although it was 

Gilgames, who had killed it (p.203). 
From that Jastrow concluded that the Ukhat-Ea-bani episode was secondarily attached to 

the career of Gilgames. There are, however, objections to be raised: 
1. Since J astrow's study the reading of the name of Gilgamel' friend has been recognized 

as being dEN.KI.DU rather than Ea-bani. Although the etymology of dEN.KI.DU is still 
obscure (cf. Oberhuber, "Gilgames", pp.2-3), the better reading proves Jastrow's conclusions to 
be wrong. 

2. The very presence of this feature in the Gilgames epic shows that at least for a redactor 
it was possible to have protagonists from different cultural backgrounds in one story. If it was 
possible for a redactor, why not for an author? Surely, Gilgamei and ijuwawa can be said to 
come from different cultural backgrounds, but nevertheless they appear in the same Sumerian 
tale ("Gilgames and the Land of the Living"). In four of the five knoWD Sumerian Gilgames 
tales Enkidu, too, is mentioned. The fifth, "The Death of Gilgamel" is not well preserved, and 
thus mentions of Enkidu may have been present in the lost portions. Furthermore, no 
independent Enkidu tales are knOWD. Thus in this case Jastrow's conclusions were proved to 
be wrong by later finds. 

3. This statement is simply wrong. There are many and extensive references to this event in 
the latter part of the epic (vm-~; Xi.-ii14 par). Enkidu's death shortly after the moment of 
the friend's greatest triumph, the VictOry over the Bull of Heaven, constitutes the turning-point 
in the course of events. Gilgamei realizes that etemallife cannot be gained by heroic exploits 
and decides to visit UtnapiStim (cf.IXl _7; Xiil4-l7 par.). 

4. This statement, too, is shown by one of the Sumerian Gilgamei tales to be erroneous. 
"Gilgames and Agga of Kis" narrates the siege of Uruk by king Agga. Gilgames did not 
proceed directly against Agga, but sends a certain BirlJurturri, and, after the latter is beaten up 
twice, Enkidu. 

5. As has been mentioned under 2., the Sumerian Gilgamei tales show that Jastrow's claim 
is without foundation. 

6. The end of NA IIv and the beginning of I1vi are lost. The prostitute's disappearance 
might have been explained there. Furthermore, it is of no interest for the further course of 
events. 

7. It is difficult to see where Jastrow could find the celebration of Gilgames for the killing 
of ijumbaba. The concluding part of Tablet V is not extant. Furthermore already in the 



another reason for the need for an analogy. The redaction of a narrative is, or at 

least may be, a very complex action. General tendencies may be mixed with the 

redactor's personal preferences. Only by comparison with the transmission 

history of other narratives is there the possibility of distinguishing one from the 

other.9 By viewing the redaction of a particular narrative against the 

background of an empirical model the redactor's intentions become clearer. 

Now it still might be objected that the Old Testament and thus the 

modes of its transmission, too, are unique and that consequently any analogy 

must fail. However, only if it can be demonstrated that those unique aspects of 

Old Testament narratives determined the modes of redactorial treatment, so 

that these differed from those of the suggested analogy, is the objection valid. 

Yet this is only possible with the help of further analogies. 

B The Nature of a Valid Analogy 

From the early days of Pentateuchal criticism scholars have searched for 

empirical models to support their theories. Recent times have seen strong 

efforts by J.H.Tigay and others to revive the quest.10 Behind these efforts lies 

the basic thought that once an empirical model is found, which shows that texts 

could indeed have been transmitted in ways similar or identical to those 

commonly assumed for the development of the Old Testament, these theories 

Sumerian story of "Gilgame~ and the Land of the Living" Enkidu is mentioned as a member of 
the expedition against ijumbaba, there, however, as Gilgames' servant, rather than the latter'S 
friend. 

8. It was Enkidu who insulted IStar by throwing a thigh of the bull into mar's face (VI158-

165)' 
9 The difficulty of separating deliberate alterations from semi- or sub-conscious ones has 

lead to such contrasting studies as, for the development of the Anzu-epic, by Cooper, 
"Symmetry and Repetition", and Vogelzang, "Kill Anzu!", and, for the Chronicler's treatment 
of his Vorlage, by Brunet, "Le Chroniste et ses Sources" (I and II) or Willi, Die Chronik als 
Auslegung, on the one side and Lemke, "Synoptic Problem" on the other. 

10 Cf. e.g. the collection of essays in Tigay, ed. Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism. 
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are proven to be right or at least made probable.ll The question of proof by 

analogy cannot, however, be answered that easily. The number of possible 

analogies is infinite. These can range from the development of Ancient Near 

Eastern texts12 over the Chronicler's work13, Tatian's Diatessaron14 right 

through to modem times to Reader's Digest editions of novels. The choice of an 

appropriate analogy is decisive. But even then all that has been obtained is an 

analogy and no more. We shall nevertheless attempt to define criteria for 

"proper" analogies, and their applicability for Old Testament research to obtain 

a working hypothesis. 

In principle, however, no proposed analogy can be ruled out a priori 

unless it can be shown that it was indeed confined to a particular culture or 

time. Since there is a strong possibility of cultural influence on redactorial 

techniques, analogies from a cultural environment and/or time comparable to 

that of the creation of Old Testament narratives are preferable. 

In the Old Testament we generally have narratives in only one stage of 

literary development,15 Possible analogies can provide us with texts in different 

stages of literary development. By investigating the differences between various 

versions, which we may call Early or Late, it might also be possible to deduce 

editorial methods. 

In an ideal case the analogy should cover as many aspects of 

transmission as possible. We therefore suggest that the Late Stage of the 

empirical model needs to be comparable to the Old Testament narrative. This 

means that the Old Testament narrative can be imagined as being the result of 

a developmental process observable in the empirical model. 

11 A good example of such a methodology is a recent article by W. Johnstone, "Reactivating 
the Chronicles Analogy in Pentateuchal Studies". 

12 Tigay, Empirical Models For Biblical Criticism. 
13 Cf. e.g. Johnstone, "Reactivating the Chronicles Analogy". 
14 Cf. G.F.Moore, "Tatian's Diatessaron and the Analysis of the Pentateuch". 
15 The most notable exceptions are, of course, found in the Chronicler's work, and will be 

discussed below. 
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Furthermore, it should be evident that the transmitters of Old Testament 

narratives could have carried out alterations comparable to those by which the 

Late Stage of the analogy was achieved. 

And, finally, the Early stage of the proposed analogy and that of the Old 

Testament narrative for which the analogy is proposed have to be comparable. 

For the possibility of applying the analogy to Old Testament narratives a 

fixed relationship between the editorial process and the late stage needs to be 

established. This means that there must be certain features in the late stage of 

the analogy that mirror the process by which it was achieved. If these features 

are also found in certain Old Testament texts then these texts are comparable to 

the analogy. 

Similarly the hypothetical early stages of Old Testament narratives and 

those of the proposed analogy need to be comparable. If it can be shown that 

the literary development of the proposed analogy was prompted by certain 

features of its early versions, these should have been shared by the supposed 

early versions of Old Testament narratives. 

The comparability of the processes involved implies that the basic 

principles of textual development are identical in the transmission of both texts. 

Thus one has to distinguish between alterations carried out because of general 

tendencies and those made because of certain individual features of texts or the 

personal taste of editors or mere scribal errors. It should, however, always be 

kept in mind that the tendency as an abstract idea does not exist, and therefore 

is no force in itself, but rather embodies itself in alterations carried out by 

individual redactors or editors. There is nevertheless a difference in quality 

between these kinds of alterations which in many cases may be related to the 

conciousness with which changes are carried out. For the investigation of 

possible analogies this means that first of all analogies must be explorable. 

Since we are not able to follow up every intention of the editor we have to be 
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content with the investigation of basic tendencies or principles of editorial work. 

This implies that a sufficient amount of evidence should be available. We need, 

therefore, as many ideally successive versions of a given text as possible. With, 

for instance, only two versions it is not possible to demonstrate that the 

differences between the two texts conform with general tendencies or that there 

were general tendencies at all. Or else the different versions of as many texts as 

possible must be referred to as analogy. The differences between two versions 

of a given narrative could be non-typical for the general course of its literary 

development.16 There should be enough evidence to allow distinction between 

alterations because of the structure and alterations because of the contents of a 

Vorlage in order to isolate alterations due to general tendencies rather than the 

personal taste of the individual redactor. To be sure, changes because of 

contents, too, could be due to general tendencies but, unless this can be shown, 

the opposite has to be assumed. 

But not all kinds of evidence are equally suited for investigation. The 

evidence should be explorable. This means that the differences between the 

various versions should not be too great. The greater the differences are the less 

exact are statements that can be made about editorial principles and 

hypothetical earlier versions. If great differences between the text of the 

versions coincide with great differences in the time and place of the production 

of the manuscripts this obstacle becomes even greater. Then it is reasonable to 

assume that we do not have successive versions and that the text of the actual 

Vorlage of the later version could have been quite different from that of the 

earlier version. We further conclude that only the generally valid features of 

textual development may be used as analogy, which takes account of the fact 

that the exact form of an earlier stage is not obtainable. 

16 Cf., for example, the redactorial treatment of the accounts of ASiurbanipal's ftrst Egyptian 
campaign. See below pp.88ff. 
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For several reasons the present thesis concentrates solely on the 

investigation of the transmission of written texts and ignores oral tradition. 

Firstly, we know that Old Testament narratives were transmitted in writing, but 

we do not know whether this was preceded by a period of oral tradition or not. 

So far no valid criteria have been developed that would allow us to judge from 

Old Testament narratives themselves.!7 Secondly, even if they were transmitted 

17 An attempt to trace such criteria was made by E.Nielsen (Oral Tradition) following the 
ideas of H.S.Nyberg. Nielsen lists the following marks of orally transmitted accounts: "The 
formal characteristics here are: a monotonous style, recurrent expressions, a fluent, paratactic 
style, a certain rhythm and euphony which are especially noticeable when one hears the 
account, and finally anacolutha which a literary writer would hardly have let pass, but which 
may have been accompanied by a gesture in oral delivery or even have come into existence by 
the incorporation of a 'stage direction' in the text" (p.36). Nielsen's suggestion was repeated by 
R.C.Culley ("An Approach to the Problem of Oral Tradition"), who referred to the results of 
Milman Parry's and A.B.Lord's research into the characteristics of oral literature (cf. Lord, 
Singer of Tales). Parry and Lord established certain characteristics, expecially the re
occurrence of various formulae, for orally composed and improvised songs and applied their 
results to the study of Homeric epics. Old Testament texts exhibiting such characteristics could 
be regarded as having been orally composed (for an application of these criteria to the 
transmission of a Sumerian myth cf. BAlster, Dumuzi's Dream). Formulaic language, however, 
is not necessarily an indicator for oral composition as is evident from the Assyrian royal 
annals. Nielsen further mentioned laws of epic literature, of which he expressly mentions the 
"law of repetition", the "law of the number three", and the "scenic law of the number two", 
proposed by A.Olrik and others as marks of orally transmitted accounts (cf. below, pp.221t). In 
addition Nielsen draws attention to textual variants. In his opinion variants indicate hearing 
mistakes point to oral transmission, while variants created by reading mistakes point to 
transmission by writing. (p.13t). Nielsen also stressed the importance of oral tradition 
throughout the Ancient Near East. (pp.18-38). Nielsen also takes up H.Ringgren's approach 
("Oral and Written Transmission in the Old Testament") to argue from the differences 
between parallel texts in the Old Testament that these were orally transmitted. 

There are, however, serious objections against the validity of these criteria. The 
characteristics of so-called oral literature are marks of orally composed, not necessarily of 
orally transmitted accounts. Lord's definition of oral literature is: " ... oral epic song is narrative 
poetry composed in a manner evolved over many generations by singers of tales who did not 
know how to write; it consists of the building of metrical lines and half lines by means of 
formulas and formulaic expressions and of the building of songs by the use of themes" (Singer 
of Tales, p.4). It is very doubtful whether Old Testament narratives would meet such a 
description. Furthermore, it has not yet been demonstrated that they are only marks of orally 
composed literature and are not found in written accounts. As will become apparent below, at 
least some of those features of accounts can be explained as the results of redactorial 
treatment of written Vorlage, others may be valid for any narrative. As for hearing mistakes, 
these more probably happened during the process of dictation than that of oral transmission. 
The differences between parallel texts in the Old Testament are paralleled by differences 
between different versions of Assyrian Royal Annals. Since in the latter case the redactors 
presumably had written Vor/agen, the same origin may be assumed for those parallel texts 
studied by Ringgren. Nielsen has not succeeded in demonstrating the primacy of oral tradition 
in the Ancient Near East. For the importance of transmission by writing cf. J .Lress0e, "Literacy 
and Oral Tradition in Ancient Mesopotamia". 
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orally, our results would still be valid for the period of written transmission. 

Anyway, it would have to be demonstrated that orally transmitted narratives 

developed differently from those transmitted in writing. An equivalent study of 

oral tradition would be very difficult, if not impossible, since exact textual 

dependencies are required. 

C The Investigation of Analogies 

Looking for general tendencies in the development of possible analogies 

we are faced with a fundamental problem; the relationship between form and 

content. Different narratives have different plots. Thus we have to find a 

method of describing the development of a given narrative that is independent 

of the individual plot. The plot will still be needed to obtain the description.18 

One way of describing a narrative is by its plot profile.19 The increase and 

decrease of tension throughout the narrative is marked in a diagram. For the 

study of oral tradition Jan Vansina had suggested this method of illustrating the 

development of tension during the relating of a story though his criteria for 

measuring tension concentrate on the notional structure.20 While Longacre 

used plot profiles for interpreting narratives, we only employ them for description. 

18 For obtaining descriptions of narratives we have made use of some linguistic methods 
developed in the field of so-called Discourse Analysis. The application of such methods has to 
be carried out with great care, since many of these techniques have been developed by 
students of obscure tribal languages in South America or the Far East. Therefore, it is very 
difficult to check whether the techniques work in the language for the study of which they were 
originally developed. Only a few examples are given, and then it still remains to be shown 
whether they work for Ancient Near Eastern and Old Testament texts. Nevertheless since we 
only use the methods for describing texts and not inteTPreting them, we take it as justified to 
make use of some techniques which seem to be valid for any language. 

19 Cf. Longacre, "A Spectrum and Profile Approach to Discourse Analysis" and "Interpreting 
Biblical Stories". 
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"The ability to hold the listener's attention can be gauged for each episode, as it mainly 
depends on the extent to which the listener can foresee what will happen next (p.74) ... The 
tension increases as the number of possible outcomes is reduced to two ... In theory, then, 
tension is measurable. In practice only a very rough estimate can be made .. ." (p.75). 



For obtaining the discourse profile both formal and notional criteria are 

necessary. Thus, for example, a climax, or to use Longacre's terminology a 

discourse peak21, may be created by relating events in an unusual way. It is 

marked in the grammatical and syntactical structure of the narrative. However, 

it may also be created by relating unusual events in a form that does not 

necessarily differ from that of the context. This will be explained in more detail 

below. We can study the development of the plot profile of a given narrative 

throughout its transmission and compare it with the development of different 

stories with similar plot profiles. Thus the development of stories with different 

plots can be compared. For our investigation we further distinguish between the 

main line of a given narrative and supportive material. The main line constitutes 

the succession of verbs of main clauses throughout the narrative and marks the 

progress of the plot, whereas subordinate clauses belong to the supportive 

material. We can then investigate how transmission affected the main line as 

opposed to the supportive material. 

For the investigation of the complexity of a given narrative we shall 

analyze the development of the participant orientation pattern22 and of the 

relationship between the sequence of narrated events and the sequence of 

narration. In the narratives investigated below there are up to three distinct 

participants in a given main-clause (A, B, and C). Their r6les may be described 

as agent, patient, and benefactive.23 In our description of the participant 

21 "Zone of turbulence" (Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, p.xvii). 
22 The method and terminology is described in Grimes, The Thread of Discourse, pp.261-271. 

In the present thesis, sequences of permutations have been studied, rather than permutation 
states. For the investigation of permutation states, each participant orientation is compared 
with the initial one (cf. e.g. Wise and Lowe, "Permutation Groups in Discourse"), whereas for 
studying the complexity of a narrative it is more appropriate to describe each participant 
orientation in its relationship to that of the preceding sentence. 

23 In certain instances the evidence is ambiguous. The notional agent and the grammatical 
subject may not be identical (e.g. in passive forms). In those cases the notional agents have 
been noted. Some verbs do not describe an action. The fear of an enemy of an Assyrian king 
may be described as "imqussu battu" (BM 113203, 1.26) with an impersonal grammatical 
subject, as "pulbe melamme beliltin isbupusu" (Rass. [/ / Chic.-Tayl. ii39D with the 
pronominal sufftx referring to Sennacherib, as "pulubti dassur u distar iilikilt idIya isbupilsuma" 
(Av71) with Assyrian gods as grammatical subject, or "iplab libbasun" (Rass [/ / Chic.-Tayl. 
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orientation the agent is given the first position, the patient the second, and the 

benefactive the third. Some narratives only have two participants, and in those 

which have three, not all of them are constantly mentioned. If a participant was 

not mentioned in a given sentence, we have assumed that he kept the r()le of the 

preceding sentence. The following symbols describe the different changes of the 

participant orientation: 

"I" for "identity" (ABC > ABC) denotes a continuation of the participant 
orientation. 

"r" for "reversal" (ABC > BAC) describes a reversal of the main relation, that 
between "agent" and "patient". The participants in the main relation are the 
same as in the previous sentence. This is different in the other operations. 

"SOl for "switch" (ABC > ACB) marks an greater alteration of the participant 
orientation. C, previously denoting the "benefactive" enters the main relation, 
even though it then marks only the "patient". Still greater is the change 
through 

"rs" (ABC> BCA). All three participants take a different position. The "agent" 
leaves the main relation to become the "benefactive", the "patient" becomes 
"agent" and the "benefactive" becomes "patient". Thus A moves two places to 
the right. A similar operation is that of 

"sr" (ABC> CAB), in which C moves two places to become the "agent". Both 
combinations of operations mark the beginniop of units within the narrative. 
The operation that describes the greatest change of participant orientation is 

"srs" (ABC> CBA). The relations are reversed. Both, A and C, move two 
positions. "srs" denotes a major break within the course of the narrative. 

Throughout a given narrative we shall further distinguish between 

primary and secondary participants. Secondary participants have no narrative 

function on their own, but rather act on behalf of primary participants. Often 

this is expressly mentioned in the narrative, e.g. where messengers are sent. 
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ii78) with the enemy as grammatical subject (For the abbreviations see below pp.58f.8lf). All 
of these expressions are roughly synonymous, but with different grammatical subjects. It may 
be possible to argue that the first three cases describe the cause and the last case the effect. 
However, there remains the dilemma that in an expression that has "the fear of A 
(overwhelmed B)" as grammatical subject, within the latter, A as the one feared is object. In 
our investigation of participant relations we have treated expressions containing references to 
participants like mentions of participants. Other expressions have been evaluated according to 
their context. 



Both, the primary and their secondary participants, appear together (almost) 

exclusively in transitional passages, where one takes the function of the other. 

Further indication that a participant is secondary may be found in participant 

designations.24 

There is an infinite number of aspects under which the development of a 

narrative could be studied and compared with the development of other 

narratives. Thus in a certain way the choice of investigated aspects determines 

the result of the investigation. The aspects chosen for the present work were 

partly determined by the prevailing methods used in literary critical research 

into the development of Old Testament narratives, partly by the availability of 

linguistic methods. 

The variety of aspects under which the literary development of narratives 

was investigated implies that there may be various possibilities of categorizing a 

given alteration. In such a case priority will be given to the effect the alteration 

had on the literary structure of the narrative rather than on the grammatical 

structure. 

D The Aims of the Present Study 

The aims of the present study are to examine various internal criteria 

used for the identification of redactions of Old Testament narratives25 and to 

investigate the applicability of some empirical models. The results of text

immanent research can be counterchecked against an empirical model where 

earlier stages of literary development have been preserved. Both internal and 

24 Thus, for example, in a passage of BM 113203's account of Sennacherib's first campaign 
the Assyrian army and its generals are described as "~indlya ... ummanatemeSya ... gibslya ... 
bele pihatemeSya (BM 113203, 1l.19-21, cf. also 1.22) with the pronominal suffIX referring to 
Sennacherib, indicates that the Assyrian king is the protagonist and his soldiers function as 
secondary participants. 

25 This includes the criteria for the identification of forms of tradition, as e.g. Sage or 
Legende, which are commonly held to have been determined by their modes of transmission 
(cf. Gunkel, GenesiS, p.8, Westermann, Genesis 2, pp.40ft). 
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external criteria may supplement each other. Even though through the present 

investigation only a working hypothesis can be established, the picture drawn 

from the study of the literary development of narratives from the Ancient Near 

East, hazy as it may be, can give valuable illustrations for the transmission of 

Old Testament stories. It is self-evident that any suggested analogy can only 

constitute a starting point for the study of a given narrative, not more. The 

development of any given narrative may have been atypical. The present study 

does not claim to present the best possible analogy but presents itself as an 

invitation to further discussion. 

II Proposed Analogies 

A Akkadjan Epics26 

As an analogy to the transmission of Old Testament narratives J.H.Tigay 

has adduced the transmission of the Gilgame~ epic.27 There is no a priori reason 

to prefer the transmission of the Gilgame~ epic to that of other literary works 

from Ancient Mesopotamia as analogies for the transmission of Old Testament 

narratives. To the contrary, as we intend to show below, the four epics 

investigated in the present thesis bear common marks of literary development. 

In the search for valid analogies we need to examine whether these 

developmental tendencies meet the requirements established in the 

methodological considerations above. 

The conditions for the study of the literary development of Akkadian 

epics are far from being ideal. Of the stories about Anzu and AtralJasIs only two 

26 We do not wish to enter the discussion about whether the texts concerned are epics or 
myths. For convenience we subsume under this genre designation the stories about the theft of 
the tablets of destiny by the bird Anzu and their return by Ninurta C-Anzu-epic"), about the 
Flood (" Atrabasis-epic"), about Etana's quest for the birth plant ("Etana-epic"), and about 
Gilgames's quest for eternal life ("Gilgames-epic"). For a discussion of the relationship 
between epic and myth see Hecker, Untersuchungen zur akkadischen Epik. 

27 Tigay, Literary-Critical Studies in the Gilgamesh Epic; Evolution of the Gi/gamesh Epic; 
Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism; cf. also Rast, Tradition History, pp. 5-7. 
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main versions are extant.28 Of the Gilgames-epic, too, only two main versions 

are available for investigation.29 

Only of the Etana epic three main versions have been preserved30, but in 

only one, possibly two, passages all of them are extant. Furthermore, as is 

indicated by the fact that there are agreements between the Old (OV) and the 

Late Version (LV) against the Middle Assyrian Version (MA V), the textual 

28 GIg. XI is not a new edition of the Atrabasis-epic and thus has to be ignored here. 
29 The facts that there is little parallelism in wording between the Old Babylonian and the 

Neo-Assyrian versions and that they have different orders of events have led J.R.Kupper to the 
conclusion that the two versions were accomplished independently ("Les diff~rents versions", 
p.lOO). In spite of the problem of textual dependency we shall compare the two versions, 
regarding the Old Babylonian version as a representative of an earlier stage of literary 
development compared to that of the Neo-Assyrian version. 

For practical purposes we may ignore the question of different versions among the Old 
Babylonian fragments (cf. Lambert, Review, p.1l7; von Soden, "Das Gilgamesch-Epos", pp.6-
7). 

We shall further exclude the "foreign" manuscripts found at Boghazkoy and Megiddo, since 
their textual history is even more obscure than that of the text provided by Mesopotamian 
manuscripts. S.N.Kramer, "Epic of Gilgames", p.l4, n.53, has

y 
drawn attention to the fact that in 

the Hittite version the sun-god is mentioned as dUTU SAME.E which has a parallel in 
"Gilgames and the Land of the Living", where he is continually called dutu-an-na, but not in 
any of the extant Semitic versions. 

The study of the relationship between the Sumerian Gilgames-tales and the Babylonian 
epic exceeds the limits of the present thesis. Attempts to demonstrate that some of the known 
Sumerian Gilgames tales constituted an epic with a fixed order of episodes have failed. While 
Langdon ("Sumerian Epic") did not adduce evidence for the coherence of the different tales, 
Matous was forced to retract his conclusions in the light of the publication of a new fragment 
containing the concluding part of "Gilgames and the Land of the Living" (d. van Dijk, 
"Denouement"; Matous, "Les rapports", p.89, n.3). The epic as such was compiled in Old 
Babylonian (d. Kramer, "Epic of Gilgamd"; Oberhuber, "Gilgamesch", p.l; Landsberger, 
"Einleitung", p.32). Two, perhaps three, of the five known Gilgames tales appear to have been 
used by the author ("Gilgames and the Land of the Living" [cf. Kramer, "Gilgamesh and the 
Land of the Living"] and "Gilgames and The Bull of Heaven" [d. Witzel, "Himmelsstier
Episode"], perhaps "The Death of Gilgamd" [cf. Kramer, "The Death of Gilgamesh"]), but 
only the broad outlines of the Sumerian tales were taken over. A further Sumerian Gilgames 
story ("Gilgames, Enkidu, and the Netherworld") was appended to the epic in literal 
translation to form the 12th tablet of the Neo-Assyrian Gilgames series (d. Kramer, "Epic of 
Gilgames", pp.l9-23.83). Since the differences between the Sumerian tales and the Akkadian 
epic are so great it cannot be argued with any certainty that the extant tales constituted the 
Vorlage of the epic. The problems of textual dependency are even greater than between the 
Babylonian versions. Even if we assume that we have two successive versions, the differences 
are too great to permit detailed analysis. Furthermore, the compilation of an epic from 
disconnected tales is, or at least may have been, carried out under different redactorial 
principles and techniques. Since the preservation of the Sumerian tales and the Akkadian epic 
is unique general developmental tendencies cannot be isolated. 

30 Cf. Kinnier Wilson, Etana, pp.2l-23. 
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dependencies are obscure.31 The time gaps between the extant versions of all 

four epics would allow for several intermediate versions.32 Thus detailed 

research is rendered impossible. However, a comparison of the different 

versions of all four epics shows that there was a tendency towards increased 

agreement in wording between parallel passages. The descriptions of parallel 

events were adapted to each other, as were the relations of speeches and 

corresponding events. These adaptations were usually accomplished by 

alteration, addition, or expansion, and only very rarely by omission. 

1 Anzu 

As has already been noted, the Anzu-epic with only two extant versions33 

does not fulfill the conditions of an explorable analogy. It is therefore not 

possible to determine whether there was any consistency of redactorial 

treatment in the literary development of the epic. 

The following passages have been preserved in both versions: 

OB IIi-SOlI II SB Iiii23-iv12 ll1-37 
II!3-19 II I!38-63yy 
II162-77 II 1I108-11~ 

In the Anzu story, after the tablet of decrees was stolen by Anzu, Adad is 

summoned and asked to retrieve the tablet. After his refusal appeals are made 

to Girra, Sara, who also refuse, and, finally, Ninurta. Already in the Old 

Babylonian version there is some parallelism between the first three speeches. 

The address to Adad and his reply are given in full extent in direct speech: OB 

IIU -24. Of the appeals to Girra and Sara only the introductions are given (OB 

31 OV 1/ A4 / / LV U23; OV 1/ A8-9 / / LV U28-29; OV 1/03 / / LV 11113• MA V readings not 
found in OV and LV: I/AlO-14.18-20; I/Bu.30 (break). 

32 For the Atrabasis-epic Lambert and Millard have argued from internal evidence that the 
Assyrian recension is dependent on a Middle Assyrian original (Atra-basis, pp37-38). 

33 For the texts cf. Hruska, Mythenadler, Hallo and Moran, "The First Tablet of the SB 
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Recension of the Anzu Myth", Saggs, "Additions to Anzu", Nougayrol, "Ningirsu vainqueur de 
Zft". 



1125-26, OB 1127-28), These lines parallel 11.11-12 which introduce the gods' 

appeal to Adad. The replies of Girra and Sara are not mentioned, but rather 

have to be inferred from the context. In the SB version the parallelism between 

the various speeches has been increased by the addition of the appeals and the 

replies (SB Iiii[56]-[65).[66)-76.77-86.87-97/ / SB Iiii37_44.45_[55).34 

The SB version has further increased the correspondence between the 

speeches and the preceding report of the theft. SB has added "anzu ipprisma 

sadussu [iggus]"35. This line is part of the narrator's report of Anzu stealing the 

Tablet of Decrees. It is paralleled by a line in Adad's reply in 1.5136 (/ / Girra's 

speech in 1.72 / / Sara's speech in 1.93).37 The SB version has further added 

"nadu parsi" (SB Iiii50 / / OB 1119), This addition increases the correspondence 

between Adad's and the narrator's (SB Iiii23 = OB Ill) relation of the theft. 

To the OB's version of the appeal to Adad the SB version has added 

Iiii41_42.38 The lines are paralleled by [iii62-63] (promise to Girra), iiiS3-S4 

(promise to Sara) 1124-25 (speeches to Ninurta), 11121-122 (message to Ninurta 

spoken to Sarur), 11144-145 (message told by Sarur to Ninurta). Either SB 11121-

122 or SB 11144-145 correspond to OB 11170-71, Thus the parallelism between the 

first three appeals and that directed to Ninurta has been increased. 

SB 1120-27 give further orders of Mami to Ninurta. Parallels to 11.20-2539 

are found in SB 11117-122 (Ea's advice to Ninurta given to Sarur) / / 140-145 

34 

35 
36 
37 

Equally plausible is Nougayrol's explanation for the missing speeches in DB: "Pour la 
restitution des paroles d'Anu, du refus qui suit et de l'atmosphere qu'il cree, Ie scribe de Suse 
s'en rapportait ~ la memoire de ses lecteurs, alors qui celui de Ninive repetait par deux fois 
tout ce passage. A Suse, Ie «raccord» est fourni par la «faiblesse» passagere des dieux." 
("Ningirsu vainqueur de ZU", p.91, n.2). There still remains, however, the adaptation of the 
appeal made to Ninurta to the preceding appeal(s). 

SB Iiii24, cf. Hallo-Moran, "The First Tablet", p.82. 
I I DB ii2o: "[ipparisma sad]issu ittasi resISu". 
Cf. also SB 1129 "igrur ir[t]a"ub sadussu ikkus "1/ DB 1174: "qitrud tabazim igdabus sadis" (cf 

Nougayrol, "vainqueur du ZU", p.93, n.3), describing Ninurta's advance. 
38 For the addition of SB Iiii43 no reason is apparent. A parallel of this line, 1126 has also been 

added by SB and DB equivalents t.o further parallels, SB 11[64.185.123.146, are not extant. Cf. 
also Cooper, "Symmetry and RepetItion", pp.50Sf. 

39 For the addition of 1.26 cf. preceding note. 
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(Sarur's repetition of the advice to Ninurta). It is probably the last of these 

passages that is paralleled by OB 11167_71•40 Thus the addition increases the 

agreement between Mami's and Ea's advice.41 

Table 1 Correspondences in the SB version of the Anzu Epic 

liii 
appeal to 
Adad 

narration 
of theft 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

Adad's 
reply 

appeal to 
Girra 

[56] 
[57] 
[58]*42 
[59]* 
[60]* 
[61J* 
[62]* 
[63]* 
[64]* 
[65]* 

Girra's 
reply 

~ppeal to 
Sara 

77 
78 
79* 
80* 
81* 
82* 
83* 
84* 
85* 
86* 

Sara's 
reply 

Iiv 

appeal to 
Ninurta 

24* 
25* 
26* 
27* 

22 
23 
24* 

45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
[55] 

[66]* 
[67]* 
[68]* 
[69]* 
70* 
71* 
72* 
73* 
74* 
75* 
76* 

87* 
88* 
89* 
90* 
91* 
92* 
93* 
94* 
95* 
96* 
97* 

40 11.146-147 have no parallel in the extant portion of the passage in the OB version. The 
addition of 11.24.25 parallels that of liii41-42' d. above. 

41 Cf. also Cooper, "Symmetry and Repetition", p.509. Further cases may be seen in the 
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addition of SB 1162.111-116' SB 1162 adds the introduction of Anzu's speech missing in OB. The 
line is paralleled in SB 1178.93, OB equivalents of this passage and of the parallel to SB 11111_ 
116 (SB 11134-139) have not been preserved. Thus it cannot be ruled out that all these passages 
were inserted by SB. 

SB has also added liii111_116. These lines relate Ninigiku/Ea's appeal to summon the "Belet 
iii". The narration of the fulfillment, but not Ea's appeal, had been present in OB (136)' The 
wording of the appeal proper (SB liii112_1l6) corresponds closely to that of SB's narration of its 
fulfillment (11.117-121). It should, however, be noted that of the narration of the fulfillment of 
the appeal 1l.118.120.121 have been added. Although this alteration does not constitute an 
adaptation of parallel passages towards each other, it nevertheless indicates the redactor's 



II III 

Ninsiku's Sarur's 
orders to orders to 
Sarur Ninurta 

events 
10543 128 
106 129 9 
107 130 10 
108 131 11 
109 132 12 
110 133 13 

order to 111 134 
Ninurta 112 135 

113 136 
17 114 137 
18 115 138 
19 116 139 
20 117 140 20 
21 118 141 
22 119 142 
23 120 143 
24 121 144 
25 122 145 
26 123 146 
27 124 147 

events events 

29 149 
30 150 
31 151 
32 152 
33 153f 
34 155 

Ninurta's 
orders to Sarur's 

battle Sarur report 

7z44 89 
73 90 
74 

59 75 
60 76 91 
61 77 92 
62 78 93 
63 79 94 
64 80 95 
65 81 96 
66 82 97 
67 83 98 
68 84 99 
69 85 100 
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2 AtrabasIs 

Of the Atrabasls-epic the best preserved version is the edition of Ku

Aya45, accomplished during the reign of king Ammi-~aduqa. Middle Babylonian 

fragments as far as they are preserved overlap with neither the Old Babylonian 

version nor the late Assyrian fragments.46 Thus between the texts that can be 

compared with each other, Ku-Aya's edition and three late Assyrian fragments 

(S, T, and U47), there may be a time gap of about a thousand years! The Vorlage 

of the late Assyrian version may have differed greatly in wording from that of 

Ku-Aya.48 The following passages are extant in both versions49: 

42 
43 

44 

OB 118-38 
OB 17l 
OB 1118-145 

/ / S il -13 
/ / S i14 
/ / S ii8-2950 

interest in symmetrical narratiion. 
• = added 
The parallelism between 11105-124 and 11128-147 includes that references to Ninurta are 

made in the 2nd p.sgl., although in 11105-124, properly speaking, Sarur is addressed. See also 
below next note. 

The parallelism between 1159-69, 1172-8S' and 1189-100 even includes the use of the 3rd person 
for Ninurta in the latter's own speech. Cf. also Hecker, Untersuchungen, p.l60 with n.1, who 
refers to a similar case in Nergal and Ereskigal where both parallel passages use 1st p.sgl. 
(v2'-12' / / vI8'-27')· 

45 Cf. Lambert-Millard, Atra-basIs, p.31. 
46 

47 

48 
49 

50 
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The fragment from Ras Shamra (RS 22.421) gives an account in the 1st pers. sgl., relating 
the Flood only, and is thus ignored here. 

For the manuscripts and their designations cf. Lambert-Millard, Atra-basis, pp.40f and 
Lambert, "New Fragments, pp.71-76. 

Cf. above n.32. 
Line count according to Lambert-Millard, Atra-lJasis. 
S iil _7 and iig.29 are, strictly speaking not parallels of OB 1169-173 and 1118-145. Lambert

Millard, Atra-basIs, p.xii, give the following parallels: 
S ii 23 ••. de]n-l1l (OB 1125) 

24 ... ] an-nu-gal (127) 
25 ... E]N tagazi(KA X ERiN) (129) 
26 .. .ig-ra]-a~-la (130) 
27 ... b]ab en-l1l (133?) 

28 ••• a]-bu-su (1~ 
29 ... ] den-lfl (137) 

According to the fragments of the Assyrian version published by Lambert, "New 
Fragments", pp.71-74, 1.27, corresponding to 1.17 of the same col., has to be restored as [qa-ab
lu i-ru-ta ana blab den-lfl. Thus the line probably parallels OB 1131 / / 143' Of these lines only 
qa-a[b is preserved. The content makes clear that the line probably contained a further 
accusation of the 19i9i. In OB 181.83 Nusku tells Enlil: "qablum iIii$a ana babika" (cf. also 1.110 



OB 1169-173 II S iil _7 
OB 1252-260 II S iiio-7 
OB 1277-300 II S iii8-20 
OB 13SrIli23 II S iVl_Sl 
OB IIiVI_17 II S v3-33 
OB IIiV19-23 II S vil 6-19 
OB IIIi1S-21 II U ObV.I3-16 I I GIg. X12O-22 
OB IIIi22-iiSO II I I GIg. XI23-92 
OB IIIiiS1_SS II U rev.2_3 I I Gig. XI93_9S 

II U rev.4-15 I I GIg. XI96-102 
OB III iiiS-ivl4 II U rev.16_23 I I GIg. Xl103-123 
OB III iV1S-viSO II I I GIg. XI I24-186 

There are parallel passages from almost all major parts of the epic. They 

cover the report of the Igigi's work and their uprising, Enlil's order to Nusku, 

Enlil's address to Anu, the creation of mankind by Mami, the multiplication of 

mankind, the imposing of the plague, Enki's advice to AtragasIs, the renewed 

multiplication of the people, the starvation, Enki's advice, and the Flood. In this 

respect the development of the Atragasls epic would be preferable to that of the 

Gilgames epic as an empirical model. Since, however, parallels from only two 

and 114). 
Sii2S might parallel OB 11321/144 and Sii29 I lOB 11331 1t4S. OB 1133.145 like S ii29 end with 

den-iiI. However, 11.28-29 have no parallel in the preceding spech of Anu. Thus it is not 
probable that they constituted part of Nuska's speech. In any case, the passage preserved in Sii 
does not constitute an exact parallel to that ofthe OB version. 

According to the latter Enlil sends Nusku to inquire the reasons for the Igigi's uprising 
(11.118-133). Enlil's order is carried out by Nusku who repeats Enlil's message verbatim (11.134-
145). The 19i9i reply to Nusku (11.146-152), who returns and repeats the reply to Enlil (11.153-
165). Enlil asks Anu to summon one of the 19i9i and have him killed (11.168-174). Then Anu 
replies to this suggestion (11.174ft). The Old Babylonian version is only preserved up to 1.170, 
but its text can be deduced from late Assyrian fragments that overlap from 1.163 onwards. 
11.182-189 are completely lost. According to the Assyrian version Enlil's suggestion to kill one 
of the 19i9i (S ii3-7) is followed by another trip of Nusku (S iisff), which is not reported in the 
preserved part of the OB version. From the additional fragments of the Assyrian version 
published by Lambert it becomes clear that Nusku is sent to the rebels, althoughvhe is not sent 
to speak "ina pubri kala illma" (OB 1122.134), but "ina pubri sa ilanimes rabiitimes" (S iilO) and 
that in S Nusku is dispatched by Anu, not Ea (as in the OB version, cf.ll.111-112). 

Obscure is the reference of the pronominal suffIX of a]busu in S ii28• It might refer to Ea, of 
whom a speech is preserved in ms.G. This speech repeats part of Anu's reply to Enlil's 
suggestion to have one of the 19i9i killed and has Ea suggest the Belet-ili create mankind. With 
this suggestion the main version sets in again. The suffix may also refer to We-ita, the one of 
the 19i9i who was killed (OB 1223) or even to Nusku himself. 
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versions of the epic have been preserved51 the consistency of redactorial 

treatment cannot be analyzed and thus general tendencies of literary 

development cannot be isolated. 

Already in the OB version the epic is well structured. 

Table 2 Correspondences in the OB version of the Atragasls-Epic 

Tablet I 

plan execution 

43 5']52 
44 58 
45 59 
46 60 

order execution 

87 89 
88 90 

advice execution 

97 
98 

51 

S2 

24 

99 
100 

The 11th tablet of the Neo-Assyrian version of the Gilgames epic has to be disregarded 
here, since it is not a new version of the Atra!Jasis epic and it is not clear on which edition( s) it 
is dependent. GIg. XI99-102 parallel OB IIvi49-53 and U rev'I4-15' Gig. XIw-lool lOB IIvi49-SO 
have no correspondence in U. OB IIvii49_53 relate Enki's order to create a flood. A 
corresponding passage relating the events may be seen in OB IIIiii4_1Ot but both passages are 
mutilated and the preserved portions do not exhibit parallel phraseology. The passage in Gig. 
XI relates events, Enki's order is not mentioned. This may be due to the fact that GIg.xI has 
only taken over the Flood narrative and does not mention the preceding events. OB IIIiiisl-S3 
is paralleled in both, U rev'14_1S and Gig. XI101-102' U, however, mentions the lines in a 
different order from that of OB and Gig. XI. A further case of agreement of OB and Gig. XI 
against the Assyrian version is found in OB IIIiii13_14 I I Gig. XI111-112, which has no 
equivalent in U. 

On the other hand U obv'I4-15 agrees with Gig. XI20-21 against OB: 
OB 11116: [is]saqar ana ardiSu 
U obv'I4-15: [izzaka]r ana kikkiSi [ ] kikiS kik[iS] 
Glg.XI20-21: amassunu manna ana kikki(su) kikkiS kikkiS igar igar 
U rev'2 and Gig. XI93 relate that Atrabasis/Utnapistim entered the ship, which is not 

mentioned in OB. The latter agreement, however, is not close enough to indicate textual 
dependency. That Atra!lasis/UtnapiWm must have entered the ship is apparent from the 
context. 

The preceding passage is not preserved. 



message delivery 

124 136 
125 137 
126 138 
127 139 
128 140 
129 141 
130 142 
131 143 
132 (144) 
133 145 

reply delivery 

146 159f 
147f 161 
149 162 
150 163 
151 164 
152 165 

II 
Enlil disturbed Enlil disturbed 

352 i1 
353 2 
354 3 
355 4 
356 5 
357 6 
358 7 
359 8 

Enlit's Atrabasls' 
advice to advice to 
Atrabasls elders 

374 389 execution 
375 390 

40lf 
376 391 403 
377 392 404 
378 393 405 
379 394 406 
380 395 407 
381 396 408 
382 397 409 
383 398f 410f 

Atrabasls' 
advice to 
elders 

. 
ii8 

9 
10 
11* 
12 
13 
14f 
16 
17 
19 

execution 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28f 
30 
31f 
33 
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cessation of plague 

412 34* 
413 35* 

Enlil's speeches 
v14 28 
15 29 
16 30 
17 31 
18 32 
19 
20 
21 

vi 23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Having laboured for 40 years the oppressed Igigi gods approach Enlil. 

Ii43-46 (/ / liis7-60). Unfortunately the text immediately preceding and following 

133-49 is not preserved. Presumably the council of the Igigi is narrated where the 

plan was set up to approach Enlil. 11.57-60 parallelll.43-46. Plan and execution 

are related in (almost) identical wording. The Igigi surround Enlil's house and 

the latter is roused by Kalkal. A conversation between Enlil and his vizier 

Nusku is narrated. Enlil's order to Nusku is related in 11.87-88 which parallel 

11.89-90 where their execution is mentioned. Nusku then advises Enlil to send 

for Anu. The advice is related in 11.97-98 which parallel its execution in 11.99-

100. Again order/advice and fulfillment are narrated in almost identical 

wording. 

The Anunnaki decide to send Nusku to the rebels to inquire concerning 

the reasons for their uprising. The order to Nusku is narrated in 11.120-133. Of 

these 11.124-133 contain the Anunnaki's message to be delivered by Nusku to 

the Igigi. These lines are paralleled by 11.136-145. Again order and execution are 

related in (almost) identical wording. 
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The Igigi reply to Nusku's message (11.146-152) and Nusku delivers their 

reply to the Anunnaki (11.159-165). Plague is imposed (11.352-36353). Atrabasls 

prays to Enki who gives the advice to worship no god but Namtara (11.374-383). 

Atrabasls repeats Enlil's suggestion to the elders (1l.389-398f) who execute it 

(11.40lf-410f). 

Then the plague ceases, and because Enlil's rest is again disturbed by the 

peoples' noise the cycle starts all over again. This time a famine is imposed to 

diminish mankind. The multiplication of the peoples and Enlil's disturbed rest is 

described in both cases with identical wording (1352-359 / / IIi1_S)' Enki's advice 

to Atrahasis (1374-38354) is repeated verbatim by the latter to the elders (1389-398f 

/ / IIiis55_19)' The description of its execution (IIii20-38), however, is slightly 

different.56 The ceasing of plague and famine, too, are described, as far as the 

passages are extant, in very similar wording (1412-413 / / IIii34-35a). 

Then three times a speech of Enlil is reported. Apart from the fact, that 

once 3rd p. is used (IIV14-21) and twice 2nd p., (IIV2Sft57 / / I1vi23-30) ), the 

passages are parallel to each other. 

Table 3 Correspondences in the Assyrian version of the Atrabasls-Epic 

Anu's 
message delivery 

ii 9 19 
10 20 
11 21 
12 22 
13 23 
14 24 
15 25 

53 Ll.360-363 are not preserved. 
54 DB parallel not extant. 
55 The preceding lines are not preserved. 
56 Ll.374-375 (/ /QI3'-14')/ / 389-390, unfortunately mutilated, are not paralleled and U.401£ 

/ / IIii20 have no correspondence in the earlier passages. 
57 The passage after IIv32 is not extant. 
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16 26 
17 27 

Enlil disturbed, 
orders plague 

Rev. iv 1 report to 
2 gods 
3 
4 37 
5 
6 
7 execution 40 
8 41 
9 13 
10 14 
11 15 
12 16 

Atrabasis prays to Ea 
17 27 
18 28 
19 29 
20 30 

famine 
ordered execution 

execution 
42 52 
43 53 (2) 
44 54 v3 
45 55 4 
46 56 5 
47 57 6 
48 58 7 
49 59 8 
50 60 [9] 
51 61 [9] 
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plague plague 

[11] 
12 vi 1 
13 2 
14 3 
15 4 
16 5 
17 6 
18 7 
19 8 
20 9 
21 10 
22 11 
23 12 
24 13 
25 14 
26 15 

Although as we have pointed out58 DB 1118-145 and Sii8-27, are not 

parallel, they report comparable events, and we may suspect that Sii8-27 closely 

paralleled the passage in the Assyrian version, which properly corresponds to 

OB 1118-145' OB 1118-145 and Sii8-27 report a dispatch of Nusku to the rebels. In 

the DB version there is a close correspondence between Ea's message and its 

delivery by Nusku. DB I: 

118 denlil piasu i[pusamma] 
119 issaqar ana [sukalli dnusku] 
120 dnusku pite [babka] 
121 kakkIka l[iqe ... 
122 ina pubri [kala ilIma] 
123 k' ... [ ]. tmts 1Zl z ........ -ro 
124 ispuranni [abiikunu] anu 
125 malikkunu [quradu denl]il 
126 guzzaliikun[u dnin]urta 
127 u gallukun[u den]-nu-gi 
128 mannumrni [ .... q]ablim 
129 rnannum[mi ..... tab]azi 
130 mannu[mmi igram t]uqumtarn 
131 [qablam ......... ] X X X 
132 [ina ............... ] X X 
133 [ibba-............... ] X X X X denlil 

58 Cf. above n.50. 

134 [illik dnusku ana pubri k]ala ilima 
135 ... ] X X X ipsur 
136 [ispuranni a]biikunu anu 
137 [malikkunu qura]du den[li]l 
138 (guzzalukunu dn]inurta 
139 ul [gallukunu de]nnugi 
140 rna[nnurnrni ..... q]ablirn 
141 [ . t-h-] . rna nnurnrnt ....... aoa ZI 

142 ma[nnummi igrarn tuqu]rntarn 
143 qa[blam ................ ] X X 
144 ina [ ................. J X 
145 ibba-[ .............. enl]lil 
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The correspondence between Anu's and Nusku's speech is still closer in 

the Assyrian version Sii59: 

S danu pasu ipma iqabbi 
izzakar [ana dnusku] 

9 dnusku pete babka: 
giskakkt-DleSka [lege ( ... )] 

10 ina p$i sa ilanimes rabiitimes: 
kimi[s ... ] 

11 qibaSuniiti [ ... ] 
12 iSpuranni da[num abiikunu] 
13 malikkunu q[uradu denlil] 
14 guza[lii]kunu dni[nurta 

u? galliikunu? annugal] 
15 mann[umm]a bel qabli 

[ma-nu-ma bel tagazi] 
16 ayy[u] itu sa ibna [tuqunta] 
17 qa[bl]u iriita60 ana [habiya] 

18 d[nusk]u annit[a ina Semesu 

19 giSkakkt-DleSsu ilt[aq~ ( ... )] v 

~ in~ p$i sa ilanimeS rabiitimes [: 
ikmlS ... J 

21 [iqba]rSU1[niiti ... ] 
22 [iSpuranni abiikunu dan]um 
23 [malikkunu quradu de]nlil 
24 [guzaliikunu <lrunurta 

u? galliikunu?] annuga1 
25 [mannumma bel qabli 

mannumma b]el tabazi 
26 [ayyu itu Sa ibn]a tuqunta 
27 [qablu iriita ana blab denlil 

In the OB version only the message as such had been repeated with 

almost no changes. In the Assyrian version, however, the correspondence is 

increased to include the orders given to Nusku, with the exception of 1.9a61 11. 

132-133, and probably their equivalent in 11.144-145,too, are not represented in 

the Assyrian version. Unfortunately these lines are badly mutilated. Thus no 

reason for their omission is apparent. 

The addition of S rev. iV3 adapts the description of events to Enlil's 

speech to the gods (cf. OB 1359 / / S rev. ivs) and that of S rev. iV7 adapts Enlil's 

speech to the description of events (cf. OB 1355 / / S rev. iV2) 

S9 

60 

61 
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According to the OB version Bnlil complained to the gods: 

358[iktabta] [rigiml awiliiti 
359[ina bubiiriSi]na uza(am1ma sitta. 

This has a correspondence in the preceding description of events: 

355ina [bubfiriSina ilu litlta[:>dlar 
356[denlil iSteme] rilgim1sin 

For the text of 11.14-29 cf. Lambert, New Fragments". 
For "iriita" instead of "ir~a" cf. Lambert, "New Fragments", p.74. 
The missing repetition of Si~a may be due to scribal error. Haplography because of 

Homoioarkton (US) cannot be ruled out. 



In the Assyrian version the complaints are: 

6[ik]tabtam[a r]igim ameliite 
7[ina r]igme[sin]a aWidar 
S[ina g]u[bii]riSina Iii i~abbatanni sittu 

and events are described as: 

2[ina] rigmesina ittal'l[dar] 
3[ina] gubOriSina Iii i~abbassu [sittu] 

Thus the correspondence between description of events and complaints 

has been increased.62 

The addition of S rev. v27-30 after the description of the plague adapts 

this passage to the description of the previous plague, where these lines were 

also present in the OB version (cf.S iV17-20 / / DB 1364-367)' 

Due to lacunae in the OB version, further cases cannot be adduced with 

certainty.63 

62 However, in the parallel passage describing the gods' next attempt to diminish mankind, 
the OB version has an exact correspondence to IIi4.S.7.8 (Enlil disturbed by the noise), while 
the Assyrian version only mentions Enlil's renewed complaints (Siv40-41)' which corresponds 
to Siv7_8' The Assyrian version only mentioned Ea's advice to Atragasis, but omitted a 
description of their fulftllment and the subsequent multiplication of mankind. 

63 Another case may be found in S rev iV47b_SI an equivalent of which was probably not 
present in the OB version. These lines are part of Enlil's orders for the second attempt to 
diminish mankind, which had also been described in OB IIi. OB IIil8 parallels S rev. iV46 and 
OB I1i19 corresponds to S rev. iV47a' OB IIi20-22 have not been taken over by the Assyrian 
version. Unfortunately OB IIi breaks off after 1.22. That the lost portion contained an 
equivalent of S rev iV47b-Sl does not seem probable, since the focus of Enlil's speech had 
already turned from effects of the famine on nature to those on mankind in 1.20. The 
descriptions of the taking effect of Enlil's orders in the Assyrian version contained equivalents 
of the added passage (ivS7b-61 and v6b-9)' Parallel lines to the latter of them have been 
preserved in the OB version: 

S rev. v6b / / DB IIiv7 
S rev. v7/ / OB IIiv4.8 
S rev. vs/ / DB IIivs 

Ass has further added S rev. v9-10' 1.9 can be restored after S rev. iV60-61' 1.10 can not be 
reconstructed. The addition of 1.9 can be regarded as adaptation to the parallel passage in S 
rev. iv (11.50-51.60-61), but there, too, the line(s) might have been added (no equivalent is 
preserved -but DB II i breaks off after 1.22; OB IIil9 / / S rev. iV47a)' Unfortunately Enlil's 
orders for his first attempt to diminish mankind (OB 1360-363) are almost completely lost. 

In the DB version these lines had been present in the description of events but not of 
Enlil's orders. The Assyrian version adapted the orders to the description of events. DB IIi20-
22 had had no equivalent in the description of subsequent events and might have been omitted 
for this reason. 

In the report of the fulfillment of Enlil's orders Ass. has added S rev. vS-6a (/ / iVS6-S7)' 

These lines had already had their equivalent in Enlil's orders (DB IIiI8-19/ / iV46-47)' 
Thus the alteration constitutes an adaptation of the narration of the plan to that of its 

fulfillment. 
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Although the Atragasls epic had already been well structured with 

repetitions and parallels in the OB version, we can notice a tendency to increase 

the prominence of this feature even further. 

3 Etana 

Of the Etana epic three major versions have been preserved.64 the 

following parallels can be noted: 

OVI/Al _14 
OVI/Cl _13 
OVI/Cl4-S1 

OV 1/01_3 
OVI/°4-lS 

II 

II 

MAVI/Al _22 

IILV~16 
II LVD17_36 
II LV D37-71 
II LV~l12 
II LV DU3 
I I LV DU 4-128 

MA V I/C1_10 I I LV D138-14S· 

As has already been pointed out above66, the textual dependency of the 

extant versions is not linear. For our purpose we shall disregard this and treat 

the versions as if OV constituted the Vorlage of MAV and LV. Since there is 

only slight indication that the LV used MAV at a1l67, we shall treat those 

passages found in MA V and not in the other two versions as additions by MA V 

rather than as omissions by the LV.68 Those cases where LV differs from MA V, 

and where OV is not preserved, are therefore not conclusive.69 

64 
6S 
66 
67 

For the texts cf. Kinnier Wilson, Etana. 
No correspondence in phraseology. 
Cf. p.17. 
The only agreements between the two versions over against OV consist of MY II A2 

[restored after LV] I I LV 1122, MA V II A" I I LV 1118 (equivalents of which may have been 
present in OV in the lost portion preceding OV I/C1) and the omission of OV 1/01_3. 

68 For the consequences of the uncertain textual dependency for the investigation of 
macrostructural development cf. the development of the accounts on Anurbanipal's Egyptian 
campaigns; see below pp.87ff. 

69 In the LV there is a close agreement in wording between the eagle and the serpent's oath 
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of friendship and the warning spoken by the eagle's young not to breach the oath. The MA V 
of the warning is not extant. Thus it remains uncertain whether the omission of MA V I/As.7' 
which has no counterpart in the LV of the warning (MA V II A" I I LV 1118 I I LV 1149), 
adapted the narration of the oath to that of the warnin& 

A furthe! verbal parallelism in LV is that between SamaS' orders to the serpents and their 
execution. Samas' orders have not been preserved in MAV. LV has no correspondence to 
MA V I/B24 and reads "istene~i" (LV 1I10S I I LV 1181) for "ippa[lis)" (MA V I/B1S), "ana 
kultum1 libbi" (LV 11108 I I LV 1182) for "ana karaS r[Imi)" (MA V I/~l)' and "ana li[bb)i" (LV 
11109 I / LV 1183) for "ana qerbuS" (MA V I/Bn). LV ~93 (/ I LV 1178-80) have no equivalent 
inMAV. 



Unfortunately there is not a single case in the Etana epic where two or 

more parallel passages, command-fulfillment etc, are preserved in two different 

versions. Thus it cannot be argued with certainty that in this epic, too, the 

correspondence between parallel passages was increased by redactorial 

treatment. 

Only a few examples for possible adaptation may be adduced from the 

Etana epic. MA V (II A,8-9) has reworded OV I/C,6-7.70 The two passages read: 

OV: ina ~illi ~erbettim u[l]lid ~errum eru ittalad.in.il sUisu 
MA V: illi! mull W eru alidma ina esdi ~arbate ~eru italda. 

In a later passage describing the eagle's safety from the serpent, LV 

(1144) has "appi i~i". Unfortunately the whole passage is missing in MAV and the 

corresponding line is mutilated in OV (I/C,20). Thus it cannot be argued with 

certainty that the alteration of "~erIsu" to "appi i~i" constitutes an adaptation to 

the later passage. 

With the replacement of "uttaz[ik]"71 (OV I/D6) by "unakkis" (LV 11117 

I I LV 118472) and the alteration of OV I/D9,73 LV (11119 I I LV 1186) may have 

adapted the narration of events to that of Samas' orders. The replacement of 

"utamammii" (OV I/C4) with "itmll er~et[im rabItim" ?] (LV 1123 I I LV 1115)74 

may have assimilated the narration of the proposal to swear an oath with that of 

the event and the addition of MA VII A175 (OV I/C2 I I MA V (II A3) may have 

adapted oath and warning. It is, however, equally possible that a corresponding 

line had been present in the section before OV I/C1.76 

70 LV caret. 
71 Restoration uncertain; cf. Kinnier Wilson's remarks, £tana, p.46. 
72 nukkis. 
73 The MA V of this passage is not extant and the lines are damaged in both OV and LV (OV 

I/D8: asar mu[ ... ; LV 11119: [mut) bUbiit[i u ~umm)i ima[ti)). 
74 MA V caret. 
75 LV caret. 
76 It is interesting to note that the LV does not have this line, but a correspondence in the 

warning to the eagle by his young (LV 1146; cf. also LV 1168.70) to which the MA V version is 
not preserved. The parallel to the latter passage in OV (IjC,24) is badly mutilated and the 
second part of the line is completely lost. The fragmentary remains ([I)a t[akal abi) ... ) are 
consistent with the text of the LV and we might even suggest that MA V, too, had the same 
text. If so, LV may have removed a parallelism. 
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4 Gilgamd 

The Development of the Gilgamesh-Epic has already been studied in 

detail by J.H.Tigay.77 Since his methodology and emphases differ from those of 

our study a new investigation is necessary. Of the different versions only few 

parallel passages have been preserved. Because of the limited amount of 

evidence available all conclusions derived from the development of the 

Gilgamesh Epic must be treated with care. Thus we are confined in our 

investigation to a comparison of the Old Babylonian (OB) and the Neo

Assyrian (NA) versions. 

For our comparison we shall, in agreement with our methodological 

considerations, use only the OB and the "Late (Neoassyrian) Version",18 A first 

case of increasing parallelism and repetition is found in the literary 

development of Gilgamd' dreams of Enkidu.79 

77 The Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic; cf. also Tagay, Literary-Critical Studies, and his essays 
in Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism. 

78 The correspondence found between a fragment from Nippur and the Neoassyrian version 

79 
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I30ff is ignored here, since the former may be post-OB (cf. Tigay, Evolution of the Gilgamesh 
Epic, p.40, n.l.) and the textual relationship of this fragment and the other OB texts is 
uncertain. 

Cf. Cooper, "Gilgamesh Dreams of Enkidu", where the texts are given on pp.41-44. For 
further bibliographic information cf. the bibliography in GilgameS et sa legende. 



Table 4 Correspondences between the Narrations of Gilgames' First and 
Second Dreams in the OB and the NA versions80 

Old Babylonian versionS1 

First Dream Second Dream 
Dream Interpr. Dream Interpr. 

24 
ilf 15f 25 3']83 
3 26 
4f 
6 
7 27-
8 -30 
9 
10 

11 21 31 
12f 20.22 32f 
14 23 34f 

17 iiI 
18 
19 

Neo-Assyrian versionS2 

First Dream 
Dream Interpr. 

v25 
26 

27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

39-40 

41 
42 

43 

47 
45 
46 

viI 
2 
3 
484 

5 
6 

Second Dream 
Dream Interpr. 

7 
8 

9a 
9b 

10 
11 
12 

14 
13 
15 

16f 

18 

19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

OB Penn. IIi35-36 has been omitted in NA. These lines have no 

correspondence in the first dream. Thus the omission constitutes an adaptation 

of the description of Gilgames's second dream to that of his first dream. 

The Neo-Assyrian Version has replaced "[um]mi ina sat musrtIya" (OB 

Penn. IIi3) with "ummi sunat attalu mUSItlya" (NA 1V26) and has omitted OB 

Penn. IIi4-5. This alteration together with the omission can be regarded as an 

adaptation to Gilgames' second dream, which neither in the OB nor in the Neo-

80 Parallel passages are noted in the same lines of the table. 
81 OB Penn. coLi.ii. 
82 NA Iv.vi. 
83 U.38f not preserved. 
84 / / v47. 
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Assyrian version exhibits lines corresponding to the ones omitted by NA from 

OB Penn.'s version of Gilgame~' first dream. Such lines would have been 

positioned between NA Ivi8 and vi~ resp. OB Penn. IIi2S and i26• The lines in 

the descriptions of the second dream corresponding to OB Penn. IIi3 and NA 

IV26 read: 

OBPenn. iu: 
NA Ivi8: 

[um]lmi i]t[a]mar bnitam 

lummi at]amar bnlla sutta. 

It is thus apparent that NA IV26 is much closer to the corresponding line 

in the descriptions of the second dream as given by both versions. natalu was 

employed instead of amaro, which is found in the corresponding passage in the 

second dream, presumably because of the foretelling of Gilgame~' dream in NA 

IV24= "dGilgame~ ina lib urukki inanala ~unateka". The passage has thus also 

been adapted to its immediate context. 

NA IIii43 (as well as OB Penn. IIii43) might refer to Gilgame~ and may 

have been adapted to the narration of a comparable situation in NA VIl8485 

("dGilgami~ bani ina etleme~"). Unfortunately the end of NA IIii43 is lost, but as 

"ullanumma" shows the line constitutes a subordinate clause.86 

The description of Enkidu in the explanation of Gilgame~' dream by the 

latter's mother differs in the two versions (OB Penn. IIi17-23 > NA Ivil -6)' NA 

Ivi2_3 resume the description of Enkidu given in Iiii3-4' NA lvi4 refers back to 

v36(.47)' NA Ivi6 reminds of Vii38_39.87 Thus the alteration has adapted the 

narration of one dream to that of another. Unfortunately no OB parallel of the 

latter is preserved, which renders interpretation difficult since the passage could 

have been added to the later dream as well. If so, then the positive evaluation of 

the dream by Enkidu in the later passage anticipates the outcome of the 

8S 
86 
87 
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Reference to 1.182 in Tigay, Evolution of the Gi/gamesh Epic, p.279. 
For the technique of subordination see below, p.157. 
"[ib]ri damqat suna[tka] [s]uttum suqurat". Line count according to Thompson, Epic of 

Gilgamish. Landsberger, "Zur vierten und siebten Tafel", pp.98.117, regards Thompson's col. ii 
as coLi. 



encounter with Huwawa and the addition would thus have been that of a 

prolepsis.88 The same purpose may be adduced for NA Ivi1.5 which remind of 

NA IIIi4-5.9·89 

NA has replaced "i~~abtilma kIma lem90" (OB Penn. IIvi l5) with 

"i~~abtilma ina bab bIt emilti" (NA IIii48). This alteration led to an adaptation of 

the narration of the event to that of the dream (cf.OB Penn. i27 (/ /[NA I vi9]). 

Since, however, the same adverbial phrase is already found in NA 1146) the 

difference between the versions may also be of accidental origin. 

NA has added IV36' which narrates Gilgames' caressing the ki~ru. A 

corresponding line is also found in the descriptions of Gilgames' second 

dream91 (OB Penn. lIi33-34 / / NA I Vi14). Thus the addition constitutes an 

adaptation of the narration of the first dream to that of the second. 

NA has further added IV38.46; vil5. A corresponding line is already found 

in the explanation of the second dream in OB Penn. lIii1
92, whence it was taken 

over by NA into the descriptions and explanations of both dreams. NA has also 

added 1V41-47' These lines give Gilgames' mother's repetition of Gilgames' 

narration of his dream. They thus constitute an adaptation of the explanation of 

the dream to the narration of its contents. 

NA has added Ivi lO_13 to the description of Gilgames' second dream. 

These lines closely parallel NA 1V3I-33.37 and the addition therefore constitutes 

an adaptation to NA's description of Gilgames' first dream.93 

OB Penn. IIi10-11 have been expanded to NA Ii3I-35. The latter passage is 

paralleled in the Neo-Assyrian description of Gilgames' second dream about 

88 cr. OB Penn. IIIiv27.28' NA lIIi9 vis IVvi38• 
S9 / / NA II1vis (cC. IVvi38); OB Penn IIIvi27. 
90 For an interpretation with a different reference or "klma lern" cr. Tigay, Evolution of the 

GilgamesIJ Epic, pp.280r. 
91 cr. Tigay, Evolution of the Gi/gamesIJ Epic, p.88. 
92 cr. Tigay, Evolution of the Gi/gamesh Epic, p.88. 
93 See above. 
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Enkidu (Ivi lO_12), which, too, has been added. Thus the addition cannot be 

explained by a tendency towards increased agreement between the two dreams. 

The added lines (+ 1.34), however, correspond to the description of Enkidu's 

arrival in Uruk as found in NA 1138-42, Thus the expansion constitutes an 

adaptation of the dream to the narration of events foretold in it. Even though 

the wording of the narration of Enkidu's arrival differs in NA from DB Penn 

and it is not possible to reconstruct the exact course of literary development, it 

is important to note that the internal correspondence between dream and event 

is greater in the Neo-Assyrian version than in the DB-text. 

DB Penn. lli15-1637-38 have been expanded to NA IV39-40-vil6-17' In 0017 

Gilgame~' mother is described as "dNIN.SUN emqet mndati kalAma idi". This 

passage may have prompted the additional appositions in NA IV39-40' The 

second parts of NA IV39.vi16 constitute an adaptation to the introduction of 

Gilgames' speech to his mother (DB Penn IIi2 / / NA IV25)' 

OB Penn. Hi / / NA Iv2S: 

NA IIIi: 
NA IV39-40 / / Ivil 6-17: 

2 izzakkar ana ummiSu 
15 ummi dGilgameS miideat kalama 
16 izzakaram ana dGilgame~ 
17 dNIN.SUN emqet miidati kalama idi 

39 lummi dGilgamcl emqet mu]dat kalama idi izzakar ana beliSa94 
40 [dNIN.SU~ emqet] mudat kalama idi izzakkar ana dGilgame~. 

Unfortunately no DB parallel to NA Illi17 has survived. Thus it remains 

uncertain whether the additional appositions in NA IV39 were just taken from a 

later passage or were indeed added by NA. For the identification of Gilgames' 

mother with dNIN.SUN cf. DB Penn. IIvi29-34• It is thus quite conceivable that 

the added material stems from other parts of the epic and that it served to adapt 

the passage to its context and to the phraseology used in other passages. 

NA has replaced "[leq]ema dGilgames ba~~innam ina qatIka" (DB Mi. 

ivu) with "gsi dGilgame~ ba~~inna ana i[dlka" (NA Xiii40). The text of NA 

94 
95 
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NA Ivi17: "mama". 
Tigay, Evolution o/the Gi/gamesh Epic, p.m: "[Rimat-dNin-sun ... ]". 



agrees with IX ii33, for which the OB parallel is not extant%. Thus the alteration 

may have been an adaptation to the earlier passage, but no final conclusion can 

be reached. 

A further case where NA has harmonized the narration of parallel events 

is that of Gilgames' meeting with Siduri (the ale-wife), Sursunabi/Ursanabi 

(UtnapiStim's boatman), and, finally, UtnapiStim himself.97 Unfortunately the 

OB version of the former two passages is mutilated and of the latter it is 

completely lost. However, enough has been preserved to show NA's tendency to 

unification. In the OB version there is only slight verbal agreement between the 

corresponding passages. 

Thus, for example, 

is answered by 

Xivs': mannum sumka qibiam yasim 
Xiv6': anaku sursunabu sa utanapistim ruqim 

Xivs': 
Xiv9': 
XivlO': 
Xivll': 

dgis sumi anaku 
sa allikam istu uruk eanni 
sa asburam sadi 
urbam reqetam wa$i dsamsi 

The agreement between corresponding passages is far greater in the 

Neo-Assyrian version. Extant, though mutilated, are Siduri's questions and 

Gilgames' answers, Ursanabi's questions and Gilgames' answers, and Gilgames' 

answers to UtnapiStim98: 

96 Cf. also NA Xii44• 
97 For the DB version d. Meissner, • Altbabylonisches Fragment", Millard, "Gilgamesh X"; for 

the Assyrian version Thompson, Epic of Gilgamish. 
98 According to Thompson, The Epic of Gilgamish, p.58, the beginning of col.v should be 

restored according Xi33-ii14• BM 35546 1.2', however, disagrees with NA Xii14 parr. 
D.J.Wiseman therefore regards Thompson's suggestion as unlikely ("Additional Neo
Babylonian Gilgamesh Fra~ments·, p.131, n.1). Since BM 355546 is a Neo-Babylonian 
fragment and ll.3'ff agree wlth NA XV22ff' we have assumed that the beginning of col.v 
corresponds to parallel passages in cols.i-iii, unless the remains of col.v indicate deviation. 
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Table 5 Correspondences in the NA version between the narrations of 
Gilgame~' encounters with Siduri, Udanabi, and UtnapBtim 

lament99 / Gilg. 
narrative 

IX4Xis 
~ 

VIII 
iis 
~ 
iito 
iin 
iil2 

Siduri 

139 
i.w 
!4l 
!42 
l.43 
i.w 
~SlOI 
l.46 
i4, 

~ 
149 
broken 

Gilg. Urian. Gilg. 

iiil 

iiiz 
iii3 
ii4 
ills 
~ 
iii, 

broken 
ii, 

~ 
Usb 
~ 
~IO 
ll11 
ii12 
ii13 
~I4 
ll15 
iiI6 
iit , 
iiIS 
iiI9 

99 The corresponding passage in the OB version is not extant. 

Utnapilt. Gilg. 

DIg broken 

~ broken 
iiilO [vII 
iiiu [v21 
iii12 [v31 
iii13 [v .. ) 
[iii14] [vsI 
(iii15] (v61 
[iiil 61 [v,) 
(iii17] (vsI 
J~IS] [v9J 
wl9 [VIO]102 

[vu] 
~ [v12] 

~l [vl31 
Wn 
Din (vI4] 

[v15] 
iii24 [vl61 
iii2S [v17aJ' 

~ 
[Vl'7b)., 
(vlSa]-

~27 (vl8b) 
w28 [vI9] 
iii29 (vzoJ 
iii30 (va] ... ., 

(v21a) w3la· ... ., 
(v2Ib] lllJlb· 

iii32 
iii33 
iii34 
iiilSa 
iiilSb 

tOO i.-49 are taken from BM 34193, a neo-Babylonian fragment representing a different version 
(Thompson, The Epic of Gi/garnish, p1.42). Identification of its position within the epic and line 
count according to Schott, "Ubersetzung", pp.132-133. Cf. also DJ.WlSCman, "Additional Neo
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Babylonian Gilgamesh Fragments", p.128-13O. 
BM 34193 Xiii 
Gilgames's exploits (ia..38) 
repeated by Siduri (i39-43) 
Siduri's questions (44-49) 
[repeated by Gilgames] 

Udanabi's questions (1-7) 
repeated by Gilgames (8-14) 
Gilgamd and Enkidu's 

Xv 

(UtnapiStim's questions) 
repeated by GilgameS ( ... 1-5) 
Gilgames and Enkidu's 



Since the beginning of Gilgames' speech to Siduri in OB Xii is lost, it is 

not possible to determine how much and which lines were added by the Neo

Assyrian version. Unfortunately Gilgames' lament for Enkidu is not extant and 

the description of his appearance is mutilated in the OB version. Thus we do 

not know whether the Neo-Assyrian version has increased the agreement 

between the lament and Gilgames' speeches. It is, however, apparent that the 

parallelism between question and answer and between the various speeches was 

increased for the Neo-Assyrian version. A Neo-Assyrian equivalent to Samas' 

speech to Gilgames has not been preserved. Of Samas' speech according to the 

Old Babylonian version nothing has been taken over into Siduri's, Ursanabi's or 

Utnapistim's speeches. It is interesting to note that those lines, which had been 

repeated in the OB version, have not been taken over into the Neo-Assyrian 

version. The Neo-Assyrian version of Gilgames' answer to Siduri may be 

reconstructed with the help of parallel passages (NA Xiii20_23103 [Gilgames's 

answer to Ursanabi] and NA XV12_15104 [Gilgames's answer to UtnapiStim]). 

and agrees closely with OB Xiil'_13'. The beginning of the OB passage is not 

extant. 

OB 

iiI': ittlya ittallaku kahi mar~[atim] 
ii2,: denkidu sa animiisu dannis 

[Enkidu's fate and 
its effects on Gilgames] 

exploits (15-19) 
Enkidu's fate and 

ibri [ 
EN.KI [ 

NA 

] kalu mar~ati 
]lakii KI.MIN 

exploits (6-11) 
Enkidu's fate and 

(20-31) (12-21 ... ) 
Since in the repetition of his exploits by Siduri in 8M 34193 2nd p.sgI. is used (Xi4O-43), 1st 

p.sgl. may have bee? used in Gilga~e~'s ~arration of his expl?it~ (Xia-1g, which differs from 
the parallel passage m Xv, where, as IS mdlcated by 1.9 ( ... ]a mnarfi), IS p.pl. was employed. 

101 The 3rd p.sgl. suffIx in kars~ probably is a scribal error influenced by Xig / / IXi4 / / Xiii4 
/ / Xiiin / / XV2 (corresponding passages in Gilgames's and Utnapistim's speeches are lost). 

102 Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine which line of XVS_ll was added. 
103 Cf. Thompson, The Epic of Gilgamish, pl.40. 
104 Cf. Thompson, The Epic of Gi/gamish, p1.42. 
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ii3,: ittiya ittallakO kalfi mar~tim 
ii4,: illikma ana simatu awelOtim 
iis': urri u miiSi eliSu abki 
iit,,: ul addiSSu ana qeberim 
ii7': ibrima laC?) itabbiam ana rigmiya 
us,: sebet iimim u sebe muSiatim 
~,: adi twtum imqut ina appiSu 
iilO,: iStu warkiSu ul Ota baIatam 

iill,: attanaggiS kima babilim qabaltu ~ri 

ii12,: inanna sabitum attamar piioiki 
ii13,: mOtam sa atannaddaru ayya lJDur 

ikSu(lOS 
VI urr[i 
u[ 

adi [ 

J eliSu abki 
q)eberi106 

]su 

adurma [ J ib? [ J 
mOta ap{Jabma arap.pud ~Jeri: 
amit ibrIy[ a (nad)a' -Jat eliya 
urba rllqata arappud ~ri: 
amit EN.K1DU ibriyal07 KI.MIN 
barranu ril[qatu] arrapud [~ri] 

Apart from the trend towards increasing harmonization. it is difficult to 

see any strict method behind these alterations. The redactors have added 

passages, retained, omitted or reworded others. 

The Neo-Assyrian version has contracted OBiiS .8' to one line, but on the 

other hand expanded iiu. Sentences of similar contents (is,. ii.10.12,. iii2,) have 

been omitted and the retained material has been reworded. 

Xi43 in the Neo-Assyrian version of Siduri's speech mentions one of 

Gilgamef exploits, but is without equivalent in the extant portion of the 

preceding speech of Gilgamd. H the order of mentioning was not changed in 

Siduri's answer, the ale-wife mentioned one of Gilgame~' and Enkidu's exploits 

that Gilgame~ had not told her before. The line has a parallel in VIlIiiu 

(Gilgame~' lament for Enkidu) / / Xiii1S (Gilgame~' speech to UrWlabi) / / XV9 

(Gilgamd' speech to Utnapi~tim). No reason for the addition of Xi43 is 

apparent. Possibly the equivalent was accidentally omitted from the preceding 

speech of Gilgame~. 

lOS Xiliz2 (GilgameS' answer to UrSanabi) - not in GilgameS' answer to UtnapiStim; d. table 5 
and n.l05. 

106 XvlS (Gilgames' answer to UtnapiStim) - not in GilgameS' answer to UrSanabi; d. table 5. 
Thompson's reconstruction of NA Xii contains parallels of both NA Xiii22 and XvlS' The Epic 
of Gilgamish, p.56. 

107 Restored after NA XV19 (Thompson, The Epic of Gi/gamish, p1.42). Thompson's 
restoration of ~ has only "ibri" (The Epic of Gi/garnish, p.56). 
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Xi48-49, belonging to Siduri's description of Gilgames' appearance have 

no equivalent in the extant narrative portions of the epic. No reason for their 

addition is apparent. 

OB PennlO-ll have been expanded to NA Ii3l-35. The latter passage is 

paralleled in the Neo-Assyrian description of Gilgames' second dream about 

Enkidu (IvilO_l2), which, too, has been added. Thus the addition is not explained 

by a tendency towards increased agreement between the two dreams. The 

added lines (+ 1.34), however, correspond to the description of Enkidu's arrival 

in Uruk as found in NA 1138-42, 

The only apparent developmental tendency affecting the form of the text 

is that of increasing parallelism and repetition.108 It dominates the literary 

development of all epics investigated above. Thus in accordance with our 

methodological considerations above, we have to rule out Akkadian epics as 

empirical models for the transmission of Old Testament narratives. The epic's 

final stage differs from that of Old Testament narratives. Since the tendency of 

redactorial treatment is towards harmonization, earlier stages of literary 

development could not be reconstructed anyway. 

108 K.Hecker has treated parallelisms and repetitions in Akkadian epics as techniques of 
composition (Untersuchungen zur akkadischen Epik, pp.154-l60; cf. also M.E.Vogelzang, "Kill 
Anzu!"). Similarly B.Alster argued that the repetitions are a mark of oral transmission and 
were employed as a poetic device by oral poets (Dumllzi's Dream). Although, of course, it 
cannot be ruled out that they could be employed as literary devices, the fact that repetitions 
and parallelisms increase in number and extent through the process of transmission cannot be 
overlooked. Thus parallelisms and repetitions should be regarded as developmental tendencies 
unless it can be demonstrated that they were deliberately used as literary devices. The 
dominance of verbatim repetition over adaptation in grammar and contents (cf. Cooper, 
"Gilgames Dreams of Enkidu", p.40) of the added parallel passages to their new context may 
indicate that expansions were carried out rather mechanically. 

With Alster's interpretation of parallel passages as signs of oral poetry there are major 
problems. How are we to imagine that the recitations of oral poets were committed to writing? 
Devices used in recitation may not have been necessary in dictation, which would have been 
much slower than the actual recitation. Why did parallelisms increase? Are we to regard the 
different versions as written copies of different recitations? Unless these questions can be 
satisfyingly answered, Alster's suggestion remains mere hypothesis. 
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B The Biblical Books of Samuel-Kings and Ouunides 

Examples of the literary development of Old Testament narratives can, 

of course, be found in the Old Testament itself. H.Ringgren109 has, though not 

successfully 110, attempted to show that the differences between parallel 

accounts in the Old Testament indicate their being transmitted orally. While the 

relative order between parallel texts is debatable, the case is different for the 

books of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. The use of the Chronicler's work as an 

analogy for the transmission of Old Testament narratives in general was 

recently revived by W. Johnstone ll1. The question is set whether the 

Chronicler's treatment of his Vorlage can serve, or better, should serve, as an 

illustration of how narratives in general were transmitted. In principle, if the 

Chronicler's work can be shown to provide a permissible analogy, the fact that it 

is within the Old Testament would give it priority to others. 

However, there are only two developmental stages that can be 

investigated, Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. Thus general developmental 

tendencies cannot be isolated.112 Furthermore, it is an open question, whether 

the Chronicler aimed to replace Samuel-Kings, or whether he rather intended to 

supplement it. If the latter is true, we cannot even properly speak of two versions 

of the same text.H3 

Furthermore, a basic difficulty in investigating the Chronicler's editorial 

techniques lies in the establishment of his Vorlage. The similarity of narratives 

in Chronicles with those in the biblical books of Samuel and Kings indicates 

that there is some kind of literary relationship between them, but the exact 

nature of this relationship is obscure. 

109 "Oral and Written Transmission". 
110 The deviations between parallel texts resemble those between the different versions of 

Assyrian campaign accounts, where they cannot be related to oral transmission. See below. 
111 "Reactivating the Chronicles Analogy". 
112 See above p.9. 
113 Indications for this may been seen in the Chronicler's different modes of referring to his 

sources. See below p.53. 
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The agreements of the MT of Chronicles with the LXX of Sam.-Kings114 

indicate that the Chronicler's Vorlage was not identical with the MT of Samuel

Kings. On the other hand, there are also agreements of the MT of Chronicles 

with the MT of Samuel-Kings against the LXX of Samuel-Kings. Further 

indication that the Chronicler's Vorlage differed from MT(Sam.-Kgs) is 

provided by the fragments of 4QSama. Unfortunately, the fragments have not 

yet been properly published and thus we have to rely on the judgements and 

identifications of F.M.Cross and his pupils. Furthermore, only for a small part of 

the Books of Samuel fragments have been identified.11S 

Apart from the expected agreements of the MT of Samuel and 4QSama 

against Chronicles116, there is a substantial number of agreements of Chronicles 

and 4QSama against the Massoretic text of Samuel.117 In some of these cases 

the text of 4QSama is supported by the LXX(Sam.).118 The close relationship 

between the text of 4QSama and the Vorlage of the LXX is indicated by no.34 

where 4QSama and LXX(Sam.) have the same erroneous reading.119 There are 

further instances, where all three versions disagree with each other.l20 Passages, 

where the LXX121 or 4QSama122 appear to have combined the readings in 

MT(Sam.) and MT(Chr.) may be taken as indication for their secondary 

character compared to the MT(Sam.), but a case like no. 10, where the 

MT(Sam.) appears to have combined readings represented by LXX(Sam.) and 

4QSama/MT(Chr.) hints that a fixed stemma of manuscripts cannot be 

114 Cf. Rehm, Textkritische Untersuchungen, pp.28-30. 
115 A table listing differing readings or MT(Sam.), 4QSamB, and MT(Chr.) will be given in 

appendix I. 
116 Cf. appendix, table 1, oos.4.6.10.12.13.31.32.33.34.35.50.52. 
111 Cf. e.g. appe~dix, table 1, oos.1.2.7.8.9.14.18.25.26.28.27.37.38.39.4O.41.43.44. 45.46.47.48.49. 
118 Cf. appeodix, table 1, ~os. 8.9.(25.)26.37.40.41.(53). 
119 cr. also appendix, table I, no.16. 
120 Cf. e.g. appendix, table 1, nos.12.15.19.29.36. Certainly in no.19, perhaps in no.11, too, the 

reading of 4QSam8 is supported by the LXX. 
121 Cf. appendix, table 1, nos.22.25. 
122 cr. appendix, table I, nos.51.53. 
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established. Of the three possible Vorlagen for the Chronicler, MT(Sam.), 

4QSama, and the Vorlage of the LXX(Sam.), none agrees constantly with either 

MT(Chr.) or LXX(Chr.) against the others. Thus it is not probable that anyone 

of them constituted the actual Vorlage of the Chronicler.123 The matter is 

further complicated by the fact that for 2 Sam.llr1 Kgs.211 and 1 Kgs.22-2 

Kgs.25 codex Vaticanus does not exhibit the Old Greek translation.124 Whether 

the Old Greek translation of these passages may have survived in a stratum of 

"Lucianic" mss. is debated.125 Thus it is apparent, that differences between 

MT(Sam.-Kgs.) and MT(Chr.) may not simply be attributed to the Chronicler126 

,indeed, not even to his Vorlage. 

Further difficulties arise from the fact that both Samuel-Kings and 

Chronicles were further transmitted after the Chronicler had used material 

paralleled in Samuel and Kings. There is indication of deliberate alteration of 

the text of Samuel, where the Chronicler has preserved the original readings. 

MT Samuel LXX Samuel MT Chronicles LXX Chronicles 

l1V1J VI'K127 
nV1J ( , ) 9b132 

n'~137 
nJIIJ JV1,141 
D'i1::J~145 
nl"lllW n'J 148 

IEIJoa9€I28 
MEIl+tIJoo9EI33 

EAtbl38 

IE~EI42 
't0Ul; 9EOUI; a\n:wvl46 

'to • Acn:op't£\OV 

123 Cf. also Lemke, "Synoptic Problem". 
124 Cf. Thackeray, The Septuagint and Jewish Worship; BartMlemy, Les Devanciers d'Aqui/Q, 

pp.91-143. 
125 Cf. BartMlemy, Les Devanciers d'Aqui/a, pp.l26f; Cross, "The History of the Biblical Text"; 

Tov, "Lucian and Proto-Lucian". 
126 contra Brunet, "Le Chroniste et ses Soprces I" and" ... n". 
127 2 Sam.2g.10.12.1S 3-,(pc mss, 4Q Sama; '1201[ ... ).8.14.15 4s.s.12' For the Greek versions 

of nvIJ VI'K in 2 Sam.4 d. below n.133. 
128 ~Sam.2g.10.12.1S: L-93 "E,,+Il'oa9E; L93: EU7~. 2 Sam.3,.s.11(>M1).14.15: "E,,+ijk>a9E 

BO- L (cf. 44), lEtmeE Ar (v.7), AS (v.S). 
129 1 Chr '~3 939, 
130 1 Chr'~3' YL: U7PaaA; A +: lE~. 
131 1 Chr.939. S: IO'~; B: IEPaaA; A Y+: ~ !:! 2 Sam.41 (4Q Sama pr •.. ]::J '9b).4 96.10.11.12.13 164 1925.26.31 217.8' 

2 Sam.41.2(>MT).5.7(>MT).8.12: BOL "E,,+llioa9E; M: lEIioa9E. 44 96.10.11.12.13 161.4 
134 1925.26.27(>M'l).31 217.8.: L "E,,+tPaaA. In 2 Sam.4S.8.12 the MT reads nV1J VI'K 

lChr.~ 940, 
135 L "E"+~. AY+: "E+PtIJaa).. 
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It is hardly conceivable that nW:J in the names of Saul's (and Jonathan's) 

sons would have been replaced by 'JY:l, whereas it is much more likely that 'JY:l 

was replaced by the polemic nW:l. The same is true for the alteration of the 

name of one of David's sons from Y,''JY:l to y,''JR The Greek equivalents of 

n:lW:l :lW' and CY:lW' indicate that the original form of the name probably was 

'JY:lW'. While CY:lW' can be regarded as being due to scribal error, n:Jw:J :JW' 

is best explained by a scribal corruption following a deliberate alteration of 

'JY:lW' to nVl:l VI'. Similarly Ci1'i1'J~, referring to the Philistine gods, was 

replaced by the polemic Ci1':J~y.150 In 1 Chr.148_16 C'i1~, God, occurs six 

times151• Thus it seems unlikely that the Chronicler would have replaced 

Ci1':J~ by Ci1'i1~.152 

While the Chronicler, if he does not retain the Divine name from Sam.

Kgs., usually replaces inil' with D'il~153, there are a few instances where the 

136 L JJ.E:JJ.~lJ}ooA; y+ JJ.E:~PlJ}ooA; A + JJ.E:XPlJ}ooA; complures JJ.€PlJ}ooA. 
137 2 Sam.516. 
138 B( +): E:TtI'&X€. 
139 1 Chr.1~. 
140 BS + j3aAe:yOO€; y ~uxOO; ALP j3aAAuxBa. 
141 2 Sam.23g. 
142 L l€O'J}ooA. 
143 1 Chr.11u . 
144 complures l€O'€~; B + l€O'€j3o&x; S + l€O'O'Qlj3o&x; pauci isbaal; A Y lO'PooJJ.. 
14S 2 Sam.521. 
146 Usually J~V is represented by the LXX with ),Aumoc; (Ps. 10636.38 Is.461) or €WwAOV (1 

Sam.319 1 Chr.109 2 Chr.241S Ps.1154 1351S Hos.417 84 132 1~ Mi.17 Za.132 Is.lOu and only in 
2 Sam.521 with e€Q<;. 

147 1 Chr.1412• 
148 1 Sam.311O• 
149 1 Chr.311Q. 
150 2 Sam.521 (LXX: '[oUe; B€u«; cnhwv) / /1 Chr.1412• 
lSI vv.10.11.13(2x).15.16. The Tetragrammaton is used once (v.16). The parallel passage in 2 

Sam.517_25 consistently has il1il' (vv.19[2x].20.23.24.25). 
152 cr. 1 Sam.3~ / /1 Chr.109, where both versions have Dil 'JW. 
153 2 Sam.2317/ /1 Chr.1119> 2 Sam.65/ /1 Chr.13g, 2 Sam'~(2x)l /1 Chr.1312(2x). 2 Sam.611/ /1 

Chr.1313• 2 Sam.51S/ /1 Chr.141O• 2 Sam.520/ /1 Chr.14n• 2 Sam.523/ /1 Chr.1414• 2 Sam.524/ /1 
Chr.141S' 2 Sam.525/ /1 Chr.1416• 2 Sam.617(2x)/ /1 Chr.161(2x), 2 Sam.73/ /1 Chr.172, 2 
Sam.74/ /1 Chr.173• 2 Sam.71S/ /1 Chr.1716• 2 Sam.719/ /1 Chr.1717• 2 Sam.2410/ /1 Chr.21s• 2 
Sam.2417/ /1 Chr.2117• 1 Kgs.3s/ /2 Chr.17• 1 Kgs.6t1 /2 Chr.33• 1 Kgs.74S/ /2 Chr.419• 1 
Kgs.7sti /2 Chr.51• 1 Kgs.811 / /2 Chr.514• 1 Kgs.863/ /2 Chr.7s• 1 Kgs.109/ /2 Chr.9s (~'il'Jk), 1 
Kgs.121S//2 Chr.101S• 1 Kgs.151S//2 Chr.151S• 1 Kgs.2~//2 Chr.18s C'l1}1t > D'il7}1til). 2 
Kgs.113/ /2 Chr.2212• 2 Kgs. 11 10/ /2 Chr.~. 2 Kgs.2219/ /2 Chr'~7' 
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Chronicler has iniT", whereas Sam.-Kgs. have D'iT'JK,154 In some of the 

passages iT,iT' or D'iT'JK is used consistently by Sam.-Kgs., but, because of the 

alteration, not in Chronicles.155 We either have to assume that in these cases 

the Chronicler's Vorlage differed from Sam.-Kgs.156, or that he was not 

consistent in his redactorial treatment, or that he was in a certain way 

consistent, but we are unable to follow his intentions. Each of these conclusions 

indicates difficulties for using the Chronicler's work as an analogy. 

The difficulty in establishing the Chronicler's Vorlage is further increased 

by his references to non-extant literary works.157 

While for David's reign the description of the Chronicler's sources (1 

Chr.2929_30) might indeed match the account in Samuel-Kings, the case is 

different for the succeeding kings. Even a superficial comparison of the 

154 2 Sam.6121 II Chr.152S, 2 Sam.6171 II Chr.l6t, 2 Sam.721 II Chr.171, 1 ~.1~21 12 Chr.112• 
155 2 Sam.519(il'iP in vv.19[2x].20)1 II Chr.1410 (il'il' in v.10, D'il)Kin vv.10. 11), 2 

Sam . .2410.17 ( il'il' in vv.1.3[1'il'JK il'il'].10[2x].11.12.14.15.16.17.18.21.23 [illil' 
, 'il'JK].24[ 'il1nt i1.'il '].25[2x]1 I 1 Chr.21g.17(il'il' in vv.2. 9.10.11.1212x]. 
13.14.15[2x].16.17['il'JK illil'].18.19.26.27.28.29.30; 221[D'il'JKil illil']; D'il"})t in 
vv.8.15.17), 1 Kgs.61 (illil' in vv.1.3)/ /2 Chr.~ (il'il' in v.1, D'il'm.1 in v.3), 1 Kgs.748.51( 
il'il' "'Jin vv.45.48.51[2x))1/2 Chr.419 5t (il'il' "'J in 616 51' D'il'Jx.1 Q'J in 419 51),1 
Kgs.8u (illil' in vv. 10.11[2x]. 12)/ /2 Chr.514 (il'il' in vv.13[3x].14, O'il']Kil in v.14), 1 
Kgs.863(i11il' itJ vv.62.63[2x))112 Chr.51iil'il' in vv.4.6[2x], D'il'JK.1 in v.5), 1 Kgs.I09(~1i1' 
in vv.1.5 9[1 'il?K il'il '].9.12}/ / 2 Chr.9g(il'il' in vv.4.8[2x 1'il'm il'il '].11,0 'il?K in 
v.8[1'ilSK)), 1 Kgs.121S(2x il'il'}1/2 Chr.101S (il'\," D'il'JKil), 1 Kgs.15~ (il'il' in 
vv.14.15)// 2 Chr.15.lg(il'il' in vv.8.9[1'il?K il'il'].11.12['il7K il'il' 
Dil'n1JK).13['JK''D'-'il7K illil''J].14.15, O'il'JK in v.18), 1 Kgs.226['11K].14(illil' in 
vv.5.[6.]7.8.11.12.14[2x].15.16.17.19[2x].20.21[2x].23[2x].24.28)/./2 Chr.18S 13(illil' in 
~.4.6.7.10.11.13.15.16.18[2x].19.20[2x]22.23.27, 0 'il'JK in w.5.13[ 'il'mj, 2 )(gs.li3.4.1o(il'il' 
10 vv.3.4[2x).6.10.13.15) I I 2 Chr.212 32.3.9(il' il' in w.5.6[2x)12.14, 0 'il'7K in 212 33.9), 2 
KgS~223_S(illil' "'J in vv.3.4.5[2x)) II 2 Chr.3~_10( il'il' "'J in vv.8.10[2x], "'J 
O'il . v.9), 2 ~.221~(il'il' in W~.16.18.18['m1W' 'il'm il1i1'].19}/ 12 Chr.~~il1i1' 
inw.23[ "ltD' ';,'JK illil').24.26[7K"ltD' 'il'JK il'il'],D'il'minv.27). 

156 As for at least the books of Samuel there is strong indication that the Chronicler's Vorlage 
did indeed differ from the MT. See below. 

157 It is noteworthy that he does not state expressly that he used these texts as sources. The fact 
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that he does not always refer to their contents, and in those cases where he mentions specific 
contents, he often refers to matters which are dealt with in Chronicles only briefly or not at all, 
rather suggests that the Chronicler wanted to recommend these texts for further reading. This 
is also shown by the presence of ,", I '1)tV1 which indicates that these texts for certain matters 
provided more information than the work of the Chronicler. 

Nevertheless, it seems plausible that the Chronicler has made use of these texts and since 
they are commonly referred to as the Chronicler's "sources" we, too, shall use this term. 

A table of the Chronicler's major source references is given in appendix I. 



Chronicler's remarks on the contents of the quoted sources with the those of the 

Biblical Books of Kings shows that the former and the latter cannot be 

identical.158 The "Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel" is quoted for the 

reigns of Asa (2 Chr.161l), Amaziah (2 Chr.2526), and Ahaz (2 Chr.2826). In 

each case the Chronicler's account is more extensive than that in Kings. It is, 

therefore, hardly conceivable that the Chronicler would refer to the Biblical 

Books of Kings for additional information. Thus, although for Hezekiah's reign 

Kings provides a more detailed account than the Chronicler, the fact that "the 

vision of Isaiah, the prophet, the son of Amoz" was found in "The Book of the 

Kings of Judah and Israel" (2 Chr.3232) rules out the possibility that a canonical 

source is referred to. 

The same is true for the "Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah", which is 

mentioned by the Chronicler as having contained accounts of 10tham's wars (2 

Chr.277), which are not found in the Biblical Books of Kings. The same source is 

cited for more information on Jehoiakim's reign (2 Chr.368), for which the 

accounts in Chronicles and Kings are of about the same length. Only for 

Josiah's reign the description of the Chronicler's source (2 Chr.3526_27) might 

match the account in Kings, but the identification of one with the other is 

already ruled out by the previous references. 

The "Acts of the Kings of Israel" are mentioned by the Chronicler as 

having contained Manasseh's prayer and the speeches of seers (2 Chr.3318). A 

prayer by Manasseh is missing from the Biblical Books of Kings. There is a 

prophetic speech in 2 Kgs.211O_15, which was not taken over into Chronicles, but 

the source reference in Chronicles has the plural D'lnil "J1. Manasseh's 

l..Jvrn ~f)().5... 
ql\}~ ': ;:,,' ~ ~;", : 1!'~ 
1).. .' ;' 1.1.. ",~ :, 

~ .~ t 'IIJi l 

158 The only possible exceptionis quoted in 2 Chr.929 for Solomon's reign: "the Words of 
Nathan, the prophecy of Ah~.ft the Shilonite and the vision of Idqo the Seer concerning 
Jeroboam the son of Nebat"Asthe repetition.of the prepositions 'J11 and J shows, three 
distinct works are meant. Wh* a speech of Nathan is found in 1 Kgs.122_27 and a prophecy of 
Ahijah in 1 Kgs.112~39 Iddo is ot~entioned in the canonical Book of Kings. 

t·· ~ " .-
; . '/' t,- _" , 

",,-7 I 
< < 

I 
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prayer, building operations and other deeds are mentioned as the contents of 

the 'IT'" ":11 (2 Chr.3319). 

Since the "Midrash of the Book of Kings" is mentioned as having 

contained information on Jehoash's son, taxes introduced by him, and his 

building operations in the Temple (2 Chr.2427), which is not given in the 

Biblical Book of Kings, it, too, is not to be taken as part or whole of the latter. 

The Chronicler describes the "Words of Shemaiah the prophet and of 

Iddo the Seer" which he mentions as source for his account on Rehoboam's 

reign as providing information on wars between Rehoboam and Jeroboam (2 

Chr.121S)' This description hardly matches 1 Kgs.1430, where no additional 

information to the remarks in the Chronicler's source reference is provided. 

The Chronicler's accounts of Abijah's reign for which he cites "Midrash 

of the Prophet Iddo" (2 Chr.1322), of Jehoshaphat's reign for which he cites "the 

words of Jehu, son of Hanani which were inserted in the Book of the Kings of 

Israel" (2 Chr.2~)1S9, and of Uzziah, for which he cites "the Acts of Uzziah" (2 

Chr .2622) are more extensive than their counterparts in Kings. 

Various solutions to this Synoptic Problem have been suggested. The 

common features and the differences have been thought to be best explained by 

the assumption that Kings and Chronicles go back to a common source, the 

"Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel" / "Book of the Kings of Israel and 

Judah" (Chronicles) being equated with160 or thought as being dependent on161 

"the Book of the Chronicles of Judah" plus "the Book of the Chronicles of 

Israel" (Kings)162, which both have independently used. This would imply that 

159 The Book of the Kings of Israel is also mentioned in 1 Chr.91 as having contained 
genealogies of all of Israel. 

160 Thus Keit, Chronicles, p.3Of, Konig, Einieitung, pp.270-272, who further assumes that the 
Chronicler used the Biblical Books of Kings, too. 

161 Thus Bertheau, Chronik, p.XU. 
162 The fact that Chronicles concentrates on Judean affairs would render the "Book of the 
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Chronicles of Israel" unnecessary as a source for the Chronicler, but as has been pointed out 
by de Wette (Kritischer Versuch, p.37) against Eichhorn, it is unlikely that the Chronicler would 
have replaced "Judah" in the source's title with "Judah and Israel". 



the Chronicler's Vorlage can be reconstructed only where Chronicles agrees with 

Samuel-Kings. Material in Chronicles, not found in Samuel-Kings might have 

been abbreviated by the Chronicler and omitted by Samuel-Kings rather than 

added by the Chronicler. In such cases where Samuel-Kings and Chronicles 

differed from each other, it would be impossible to determine which is closer to 

the common Vorlage. Thus any attempt to analyze the Chronicler's editorial 

method would have to disregard the greatest part of the Chronicler's work. No 

firm conclusions would be possible. However, this suggestion does not take 

account of the fact that there is a marked stylistic and syntactic difference in 

Chronicles between the passages paralleled in Samuel-Kings and the 

Chronicler's Sondergut163 and that the Chronicler's source references, with the 

exceptions of 1 Chr.2929_30 and 2 Chr.3526_27, appear in the same place within 

the account of a given king's reign where they are found in Kings, even in those 

cases, where the source reference is not given at the end of the account (2 

Chr.16111 II Kgs.1523, 2 Chr.2034111 Kgs.2246' 2 Chr.2526112 Kgs.141S), and that 

the Chronicler gives no references for lehoiachin and Zedekiah. It is, therefore, 

not probable that the Chronicler's Sondergut stems from a common Vorlage. 

Thus Klostermann suggested that Chronicles is dependent on an 

enlarged and supplemented version of Kings.164 The lost intermediate stage 

between Kings and Chronicles would provide a serious obstacle for analyzing 

the Chronicler's editorial method. What were the sources for the enlarging of 

the Book of Kings? Again, material found in Chronicles, but not in Kings may 

have been abbreviated from the Vorlage rather than added. 

This difficulty is avoided if a direct dependency of Chronicles on Kings is 

presupposed. The similarity in style between the Chronicler's Sondergut and 

163 cr. Driver, S.R., Introduction, pp.535-540, and "Speeches"; Kropat, Syntax, Polzin, Late 
Biblical Hebrew. 

164 "Chronik", pp.%f, followed by Rudolph, Chronikbilcller, pXf, Eif3feldt, Einleitltllg, p.725. 
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alterations carried out by him as well as the fact that the Chronicler, with only a 

few exceptions, gives his references parallel to the source references in Kings165, 

has prompted the conclusion, that material peculiar to Chronicles was invented 

by the Chronicler and that the source references are imaginary.l66 It is, however, 

difficult to find a motive for the Chronicler's inclusion of imaginary source 

references. That the reference to sources was an element of Deuteronomistic 

style adopted by the Chronicler167 or a claim of having used the sources 

referred to in Kingsl68 or their interpretationl69 cannot be demonstrated. H the 

Chronicler followed Deuteronomistic style, why did he not take over the 

reference formula prominent in Kings, 

(i1\lN 1VJK {'J:J,} l,n"::11 {'J:J},]) ... ',::1, 111' ?170 

On the other hand, the Chronicler's D'l'rm." D' l,vm,jJl71 is not 

found in the parallel passages in Kings. Furthermore, there is not a single case 

where the names of the sources mentioned in Kings and Chronicles agree. The 

same is true for the mentioning of details of their contents. Where the latter are 

given, the Chronicler's Sondergut generally does not match them.l72 We do not 

165 see above. 
166 Thus Torrey, "Chronicler", p.223, Becker, 1 Chronik, p.7, Galling, Chronik, p.8, Wtlli, Die 

Chronik als Auslegung, p.233ff, Smend, Die Entstehung des Altes Testaments, p.228f. 
167 Noth, Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien I, p.175, Galling, Chronik, p.8, Williamson, 1 and 

2 Chronicles, pp.17-19. 
168 Smend, Die Entstehung des Altes Testaments, p.228f. Willi, Die Chronik Ills Ausiegung. 
169 Becker, 1 Chronik, p.7. Willi, Die Chronik als Aus/egung, p.233. 
170 Of the references paralleled in Chronicles the complete formula is present in: 1 Kgs.l5n 2 

Kgs.2020, 
( ... ) missing in: 2 Kgs.141S' 
[ ••• J missing in: 1 Kgs.1l41 1 Kgs.l~ 1 Kgs.~ 2 Kgs.l2w 2 Kgs.156 2 Kgs.1536 2 Kgs.1619 

2 Kgs.2117 2 Kgs.~ 2 Kgs.24,s, 
{ ... } missing in 1 Kgs.2246 2 Kgs.1536 (mit Vrs. + "J1) 2 Kgs.1619 (mit Mss. LXXL, Syr., 

Targ.fMs )J1). 
171 1 Chr.2929_30 2 Chr.929 2 Chr.121S 2 Chr.16u 2 Chr.2034 2 Chr~ 2 Chr~l 2 Chr~ 2 

Chr.3526-27· 
172 ''The Book of the Chronicles of Judah" is mentioned in Kings as having contained names of 

cities built by Asa (1 Kgs.15~. In 1 Kgs.1522 / / 2 Chr.166 the building of Geba is mentioned. 
Since 2 Chr.146_7 do not give names of the cities built, there is no reason to assume that the 
Chronicler claimed to have used Kings' sources. For Manasseh's reign the source reference in 
Kings mentions expressly Manasseh's sin (2 Kgs.2117). Contrarily Chronicles places much 
emphasis on Manasseh's conversion. 
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There just remains the case of Kings' source reference for Hezekiah's reign, where the 
building of the pool, the conduit, and the bringing of water into the city is noted (2 Kgs.2117)· 



argue that the Chronicler could not have used Kings' sources, but the suggestion 

. that he claimed to have used them is not tenable. It is difficult to see how the 

Chronicler's readers should have been able to recognize that he claimed to have 

used the sources mentioned in Kings or how he interpreted the source 

references in Kings. The fact that the Chronicler did follow the order of 

narration in Kings shows his dependency on his Vorlage but does not devaluate 

the authenticity of his sources. From the fact that the Chronicler's extra

canonical sources are not extant it does not follow that they never existed.173 

Two main features of the Chronicler's source references need to be 

explained: (1) that the Chronicler's main source, 'Samuel-Kings'174, is not 

mentioned and (2) that there is a linguistic unevenness between the passages 

paralleled in Samuel-Kings and the Chronicler's Sondergut, which, on the other 

hand, reflects the Chronicler's style. A possible solution to both problems is the 

assumption that the Chronicler used two different modes of reference. He 

referred to 'Samuel-Kings' by quoting them (almost) verbatim with hardly any 

modernization of syntax or vocabulary. He may have been able to assume that 

his readers knew from where he was quoting, whereas he treated his other 

sources in a different manner, using his own style and vocabulary175, and 

referred to them by mentioning their title so that his readers could consult them 

for further information.176 

The difficulties outlined above indicate that a comparison between 

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles on its own cannot yield a valid empirical model 

This is indeed reported in 2 Chr.3~. 
173 Contra Willi, Die Chronik a/s Ausiegzmg, p.232. 
174 Quotation marks are used to indicate that the Chronicler's Vorlage was related to but not 

identical with the the Masoretic Text of Samuel-Kings. 
175 Thus Driver's assumption, that, if the Chronicler used the quoted sources, these "must have 

been composed at a date scarcely earlier that that of Chronicles itself, and by an author writing 
in a similar style and with a similar aim" (Introduction, pp.530t), is not necessary. 

176 This is supported by the presence of ,n' and '~V1 in the references to extra-canonical 
material. 
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for the transmission of narratives in general. We shall nevertheless examine 

their differences below in comparison with those between different versions of 

Assyrian campaign accounts. 

m A New Analogy: Assyrian Royal-AnnaIs-

There is a third body of literature which, according to our 

methodological considerations outlined above, is better suited to provide an 

analogy to the kind of literary development that may have occurred in the 

transmission of Old Testament narratives - Assyrian Royal "annals".1TI The 

relative order of the extant manuscripts, and in many cases even their dates, can 

be established. Their close temporal succession renders it probable that 

(almost) successive versions are available. The decisive advantage, however, lies 

in the fact that the late versions of Assyrian Annals and Old Testament 

narratives exhibit no significant structural differences178 - as we shall see below. 

Thus we shall first consider the literary developments of Sennacherib's and 

Anurbanipal's campaign accounts and then evaluate the differences between 

Sam.-Kgs. and Chronicles in the light of our results. 

177 This term will be used for convenience although campaign accounts were also presented in 
geographic or thematic order. 

We disagree with Liverani's suggestion that the royal titulary provides a good opportunity 
to follow up the redactors' intentions and that "every variation in it is always the result of a 
decision deeply considered and not at all casual" ("Critique of Variants·, p.231). To the 
contrary, it seems more likely that in titularies we would find a higher ratio of stock
expressions compared to campaign accounts. 

178 The decision which differences between narratives are taken as significant. is, of course. 
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necessarily subjective. For our purpose a difference between two narratives may be regarded 
as significant if it can be related to modes of redactorial treatment which cannot be imagined 
as having produced Old Testament narratives in their present form. e.g. the difference 
between Old Testament narratives and the Late Stages of the epics investigated above. 



A The Macrostructural Development of Assyrian Annalistic Texts 

The purpose of this part of the present investigation is to analyze the 

changes that occurred in the process of rewriting or re-editing Assyrian "annals". 

This will serve as an example for those kinds of alterations that are likely to 

have taken place, when texts were transmitted exclusively (?) in written form 

and were copied extensively. 

There are various difficulties with the application of the method outlined 

above. The narratives in the "annals" of the Assyrian kings are generally brief, 

which means that rise and decline of tension - if it is traceable at all - takes 

place within a small amount of space and that only a few rhetorical devices are 

employed to mark a discourse peak. Various accounts, especially among those 

of Assurbanipal's campaigns are of episodic nature. Already in the earliest 

extant version they are reduced to a minimum of content. Nevertheless, some 

narratives exhibit marked stages and peaks. 

A further obstacle is provided by the fact that the campaign accounts are 

not freely composed narratives, but are pre-shaped by the historical events 

which they describe and the ideology of their authors. Their primary purpose is 

not to entertain but rather to convey information. Thus within the narratives 

there are lists of enemies, booty, captives etc, which seem to disturb the course 

of the plot. Since these texts were written in a different culture, personal taste of 

authors and listeners is likely to have been different from ours. Some remarks 

may have increased attention among listeners/readers merely by their 

contents.179 

It has already been mentioned that only a few rhetorical devices to mark 
, 

the discourse profile are employed in the texts under question. Although 

179 An example may be seen in the mention of the scattering of salt (FvS6 / / Avi79 / / Tv7; DT 
257 [Bauer, IWA, p.61), K 13755 [Bauer, IWA, p.60), K 4455 [Bauer, IWA, p.61). A further 
example is the retention of the reference to horses as tribute by IT (see below n.477). 
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conclusions thus might be based on little information, one may expect that these 

devices were employed in those parts of the text which the author wanted to 

emphasize. Criteria used here for the identification of a surface structure peak 

are, for example: 

Form: - accumulation of verbsl80 
- accumulation of adverbs, adverbial phrases181 

- accumulation of nouns, adjectives182 
- direct speech 183 
- paralleIismsl84 
- EEN constructions185 

- unusual reports of common events186 

Content: - resolution of conflictl87 

180 Accumulation of verbs corresponds to Longacre's "change of pace", which denotes a 
surface structure PEAK. Either these verbs are almost synonymous, which means, that the 
narrator rests at a point of a narrative or they describe successive action. The plot accelerates. 

181 In narratives verbs are of special importance. Thus adverbs and adverbial phrases, 
intensifying the described actions, are likely to be employed at points of special emphasis. 

182 A pendant to the accumulation of verbs. A high ratio of nouns or adjectives retards the 
narrative. 

183 Direct speech does not have to be used in narratives. It makes a story more vivid, and is 
likely to be quoted in such part the narrator wishes to stress. 

184 Parallelisms denote a higher level of speech and thus are likely to be used at points of 
importance. 

ISS EEN stands for ~llu, d>bu, namru. one of the examples used by Ehelolf to demonstrate the 
principle of ordering words or phrases according to increasing length, which he discovered in 
Assyrian texts. Fales, "A Literary Code", uses the term with a different reference. He employs 
it for any construction consisting of three or more parts, regardless of length or meaning of the 
components. Here it is used only for those constructions the parts of which a) belong to the 
same category and b) are of increasing length. These two features are essential. Ehelolf 
discovered that the principle worked for single words as well as for phrases. Since a series of 
single words may be triggered by the mention of the first of these, (e.g. booty items) and such 
series are not uncommon, they will not receive special attention here. The case is different 
with EEN constructions that involve phrases or sentences. Here belonging to the same 
category means that either they are descriptive with roughly the same meaning or function, or 
they are narrative carrying the plot forward. The increasing length means increasing emphasis, 
with the last member stressed most. Such constructions can consist of short components, ego 
"abbul aqqur ina isati aqmu", or longer ones, eg.: 

"remu arsiSuma 
maru $R IibbiSu utirma arImsu 
albal$emes sa [e]li Iba~1i sar mat$urri urakkisu aptur 
ina tamtim u nabali girretiSu mala U$abbitU apti (Biis9-64)' 

186 In the accounts of the various campaigns of Sennacherib and ASSurbanipal certain events 
are repeatedly narrated, e.g. the arrival of a messenger at the Assyrian court reporting the 
rebellion of a vassal, or the mustering of the Assyrian army. When these events are described 
unusually extensively, compared to the length of the account, or unusually vividly or with 
unusual wording. then we might suspect that the narrator wanted to place emphasis on them. 
The same is true for the reports of unusual events, which, however, may be difficult to identify. 

187 The movement of the two major opponents towards each other causes an increase in 
tension, which is resolved in the mention of a battle and/or an Assyrian victory. 
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- unusual events reported188 

Furthermore, it is presumed here, that the distinction between main line 

which is generally characterized by verbs in Pret. Ind, and supportive material 

conforms with different levels of importance and emphasis. It is the main line 

that carries the narrative forward.189 

Because of space limitations and to avoid unnecessary repetition, the 

developments of five campaign accounts (Sennacherib's first campaign, 

ASsurbanipal's two Egyptian campaigns, and the accounts of the submissions of 

Gyges and of Ba:)alu, Mugallu, lakinlu, and Sandisarme)190 serve as examples. 

Corresponding and contrasting phenomena in the development of the 

remaining accounts will be noted briefly. Participant orientation patterns and 

discourse profiles will be presented with short comments in appendices. The five 

accounts have been selected because of their variety in structure and contents 

and because they constitute clear examples for developmental trends. 

For accounts of Sennacherib's campaigns 1-111191 sufficient manuscripts 

of the same kind, namely Cylinder(s) and Prisms, which were used as 

foundation deposits192 are preserved to allow us to see if alterations were made 

in a consistent manner or not. Reports on these campaigns are also given as 

Bull inscriptions, and the version of Bull 4, too, will be considered. 

188 See n.179. 
189 Evidence for the validity of this assumption can be found e.g. in Bull4's treatment of its 

sources. There the main line has received far less alteration than the supportive material. See 
below. 

190 We shall also refer to the developments of accounts of Sennacherib's second and third 
campaigns, and Assurbanipal.'s campaigns against Kirbit, Abseri, Urtaku, Teumman, 
Ummanaldasi, Dunanu, and agamst Arabs. 

191 Capital Roman numbers.following "BM 113203", "Bell.", "Rass.", "Chic.-Tayl.", or "Bull 4" 
will be used to denote campalgn accounts. 

192 Cf. Ellis, Foundation Deposits, pp.108-113. 
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1 Sennachedb's First Campaign 

Events of Sennacherib's first campaign are narrated on the cylinder BM 

113203193, presumably written soon after this campaign and before the next 

one, for it only relates this campaign. Campaigns I and II are related on the 50-

called "Bellino Cylinder"l94 (K 1680), which is dated to 702 B.C. Reports of the 

first three campaigns are furnished by the so-called "Rassam Cylinder"195 (87-7-

19,1), which is dated to 700 B.C. Other mss. reporting three campaigns only will 

not be taken into consideration. Of importance are, however, the accounts of 

the "Chicago-" and the Taylor-prisms, dated in 691 B.C., resp. 689 B.C. The 

latter differ from each other only in orthography and will therefore be treated 

here as a single text.196 The Bull inscription mentioned above is that of Bull 

4.197 

Before the literary development of reports on Sennacherib's campaigns 

I-III can be investigated the literary dependencies of the manuscripts have to be 

established. For the account of Sennacherib's second campaign LD.Levine198 

suggested the following stemma: 

Figure 1 L.D.Levine's stemma for the accounts of Sennacherib's second 
campaign 
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Bell. 

~~x 
RaSS.=---------

I 
BM 113,000 
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Levine's reconstruction with a non-extant forerunner of the Bull 

inscriptions and Rass. being dependent on at least two sources for one account 

rests on the mentions of three cities in varying contexts. Bell., the oldest extant 

account for Sennacherib's second campaign, mentions Bit Kilamzah as being 

captured during an expedition to the Zagros mountains (1.22). Later (1.24) Bell. 

mentions that deportees were settled there. Bell. 1.25 narrates that Sennacherib 

settled captured escapees, who had been brought down from the mountains, in 

Hardishpi and Bit-Kubatti. These two cities were evidently situated in the plain. 

Rass. 1.5a and Chic.-Tay1. in mention all three cities together in the context of 

the mountain expedition as being conquered. The reports of deportations to the 

three cities are given, as in Bell., separately. Bull 4, too, mentions all three cities 

as being conquered (1.10), but relates deportations only to Bit-Kilamzah (1.12). 

Levine argued that while Bull 4's text can be explained by the latter's tendency 

towards abbreviation, Rass. presents "a muddled picture", having taken the 

narration of conquests from a forerunner of Bull 4 and the mentions of 

deportations from Bell. 

Levine's construction, however, contains some major weaknesses. He 

had reached his conclusions by considering only these two passages in the 

differing versions. The overall picture looks different. 

Already, at first glance Bull 4 is closer to Chic.-Tayl. than it is to Rass. 

The opposite would have been expected, if Levine's theory was right. Bull 4 and 

193 For manuscripts duplicating the text of Sennacherib's inscriptions quoted here d. Borger, 
Baby/ollisclJ-AssyrisclJe LesestUcke, pp.64-67. 

194 Henceforth "Bell.". 
195 Henceforth "Rass.". The line-count is given according to parallel passages in the Chicago-

Taylor prisms. 
196 Henceforth "Chic.-Tayl.". 
197 The texts are ~aken from ~uckenbill, The Annals of the Sennacherib and from Borger, 

Babylonisch-Assynsche Lesestucke. 
198 "Second Campaign". 
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Chic.-Tayl. do not only have the same omissions compared with Rass., but in 

their accounts of Sennacherib's campaign there are at least two common 

additions to Rass.199 Thus Levine's reconstruction would demand that Chic.

Tayl., too, used X. If Levine's reconstruction was right, Chic.-TayL would have 

omitted from Rass. only those passages that were also missing in Bull 4, for 

there is no information in Bull 4 that is missing in Chic.-Tayl. That omissions by 

Chic.-Tayl. would only have been carried out in those passages and not in others 

does not seem likely. Therefore Bull 4 as well as any imagined forerunner 

should be assumed to be secondary compared at least to Rass., probably also to 

Chic.-Tayl. But there are even more reasons to dismiss Levine's suggestion. In 

all those cases where Rass. (and Chic.-Tayl) and Bull 4 provide additional 

information compared to Bell., these additions would have been made by the 

forerunner of Bull 4, not by Rass.200 In one case (ii3Ob-32) the forerunner of Bull 

4 would have added 2 1/2 lines. According to Levine the tendency of that 

forerunner was to abbreviate, hence the reading now present in Bull 4 which 

was used by Rass. Now it seems unlikely that the same "author" should have 

added so much. Indeed, Bull 4 is much shorter than the other versions, as will 

become apparent below. Thus the assumption of a non-existent forerunner "X" 

of Bull 4, which was written earlier than Rass., creates more problems than it 

can solve. It is quite conceivable that Rass. could mention the three cities 

together without any dependence on a written source. The stemma with the 

greatest probability is that of a simple dependency of Bell. on BM 113203, Rass. 

on Bell., Chic.-Tayl. on Rass. and Bull 4 on (a forerunner of) Chic.-Tayl.201 

199 "~adasu emid (Chic.-Tayl. ii4()t Bull 4, 1.19), "(Sa) la ikn~u ana DJrIya (Chic.-Tayl.iiil9> Bull4 
1l.27t). Chic.-Tayl. iii,39, Bull 4, 1.31 (u) and Chic.-Tayl. iii,41, Bull 4, 1.31 are of too little 
significance to be considered. 

200 Chic.-Tayl. i22, iso, ii2O> iin , ii30• 
201 Bull 4, containing the reports of six campaigns is, indeed, earlier than Chic.-Tayl. narrating 
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eight campaigns. Nevertheless, the fact that the text Bull 4 is closer to Chic.-Tayl. than to Bell. 
or Rass. and that Chic.-Tayl. is closer to Bell. and Rass. than Bull 4 is indicates that the order 
of text-forms is different from the chronological order of the manuscripts. 



Although it cannot be assumed with any certainty that any of these mss. actually 

constituted the Vorlage for the next one, the existence of identical copies or 

intermediate stages in the textual development would only distribute the 

alterations among more mss., but not affect the results of this investigation 

substantially. 

Figure 2 A provisonal stemma for Sennacherib's campaigns I-III 

BM 113203 

I 
Bell. 

I 
Rass. 

I 
Chic.-Tayl. 

I 
Bull 4 

It should, however, be mentioned that some difficulties remain, which 

cannot be explained by the provisional stemma suggested here.202 

Having established the order of dependency of the manuscripts under 

consideration we can now proceed to investigate the differences between them. 

The conditions for our analysis of the literary developments are excellent. The 

202 Thus Rass. and Chic.-Tayl read "sise gis~umbi" (i25) whereas BM 113203, 1.29, Bell. 1.7, and 
Bull 4, 1.5 have the reverse order. 

BM 113203, 1.57 and Bull 4, 1.8 ("mandattasu") agree against Bell., 1.17, Rass., and Chic.
Tayt. iS7 ("tamarUisu"). Adaptation of the reports to changed political circumstances does not 
seem probable, but cannot be ruled out (for the meanings of tamartu and mandattu d. Martin, 
Tribut und Tributleistungen bei den Assyrem, p.45 [with p.24], Postgate, Taxation and 
Conscription in the Assyrian Empire, p.l54). 

A further difficulty might be found in Chic. i32-33 parr. BM 113203,1.32 and Chic.-Tayl. 
mention "singers". These are not noted in the booty-lists in Bell. and Rass. The difficulties are 
however, not important enough to require a reconsideration of the proposed stemma. ' 
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earliest extant account was written shortly after the events narrated and the 

succeeding versions not significantly later, as is evident from the fact that Bell 

narrates only campaigns I and II, and Rass. only campaigns I-III and from the 

dates of the copies. The availability of five versions in combination with a 

simple stemma enables us to examine the consistency of redactorial treatment. 

Especially this last point is of crucial importance for our search for general 

tendencies of development. 

a) The Structure of the Earliest Extant Version 

The first four lines of BM 113203's account introduce Sennacherib and 

give a royal titulary, the actual account begins with line 5, which gives the first 

time reference to the text. Since BM 113203 only reports the first campaign 

there is no difficulty in identifying the end of the account. 

An analysis of participant relations is of threefold importance. Firstly, 

the development within a given account can help us to identify peak sections and 

enables us to establish a description of the narrative which is independent of its 

specific contents. Secondly, participant relations belong to the most important 

criteria for the identification of "Sage" or "Legende" as opposed to historical 

accounts. An analysis of the participant orientation pattern may thus test the 

appropriateness of such criteria. Thirdly, alterations of the participant 

orientation pattern may hint at redactorial trends. Since our investigation deals 

with narratives, we shall concentrate on the main line as opposed to the 

supportive material. 
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The main line reads as follows: 

Table 6 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's First Campaign 

Main Line agent patient benefactive operalion203 Bell. Rass. Chic.-Tayl Bull 4 

+204 + + 

1.7 isburma B205 C (A) 
usatlimsuma B C (A) I 
cterrissu B C (A) I 

1.9 ispura C B (A) r 
1.15 upabbirma B C (A) r 

usan~ir B C (A) I 

1.16 usanniinimma A' A (B/C) r 
annadirma A (B/C) I 
aqtibi A BUC) I 

1.17 ismcma BUC) A r 

1.18 udannin B C (A) I 
useribma B C (A) I 
usan~ir BUC) A I 

1.19 ustessera A (B/C) r 
a~batma A (B/C) I 
ul usadgil A (B/C) I 
ul uqi A (B/C) I 

1.20 uma""ir206 A A' (B/C) I 
1.21 cmurma BUC) A' r 

u~~amma BUC) (A') I 
cpus BUC) A' I 

1.22 idninma207 BUC) A' I 
ul ili~u A' BUC) r 
ispuruni A' A (B/c) I 

1.23 askunma A CUB) s 
utibbibma A (C/B) I 
a~~abat A CUB) I 

1.24 use~amma A CUB) I 
CUB) amnu A I 

203 In our analysis of participant orientation operations we have concentrated on major 
participant relations and assumed as few changes as possible. Therefore, primary and 
secolldary participants (e.g. A and A') have neither been distinguished nor counted separately. 
The transition from ·umanirma" (1.34; agent: A, patient: A', benefactive: B) to "uba~~suma" 
(1.34; agent: A', patient: B) is instructive. This transition has been evaluated as "1", although in 
fact agent, patient, and benefactive have all changed. With regard to the main conflict, that 
between Sennacherib and Merodach-baladan, however, the participant relation has remained 
the same. The fact that me~tions of secon~ary participants were altered to those of primary 
participants corroborates thIS mode of descnptton. 

204 "astakan" (agent: A, patient: B/c). 
205 "A" stands for Sennacherib, "A'· for his generals, "B" for Merodach-baladan, and "C· for the 

latter's allies. 
206 + direct speech 
207 Impersonal subject ("qitrub tablizi 'nakri") referring to Merodach-baladan. 
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1.25 annadirma208 A (C/B) I 
allabib A (C/B) I 
aStakan A B(/C) s 

1.26 emurma B(/C) A r 
imqussu209 A B(/C) r 
ezibma B B'UC) (A) r r r r _210 

1211 I I r 
innabit BUC) A I I 

J212 _ 

1213 I I 
1.27 aSkunma A C(/B) rs 

uparrir A C(/B) I 
1.28 ~bat A C(/B) I 
1.29 ikSuda214 A CUB) I r215 r r r 
1.30 abtsma A BUC) s 

crub A BUC) I 1216 I I I 
1.31 aptema A BUC) I I I I I 
1.33 use~amma A B(/C) I I I I 

amnu A B(/C) I I I I 1217 

1.34 urrilJma A BUC) I 1218 -
uma"'irma A A' BUC) I I 
ubaOC>(lSiima A' B(/C) I 1219 -
ul innamir220 A' B(/C) I I 

1.35 upabbir A B(/C) r 
iDa JGtig eirriya 
1.50 alme A C (s) (rs) (s) (s) 

akSud A C I I I I (s) 
aSlula A C I I I I I 

1.51 uSakii A C I 
abbul A C I 
aqqur A C I 
aqmu A C I 
utir A C I 

208 Cf. 1.16. 
209 Impersonal subject ("battu"). Since immediately before it is reported that Merodach-

baladan saw "akamu girriya" (the pronominal suffix referring to Sennacherib), the implied 
agent has been evaluated as "A". 

210 See below p.80. 
211 "ipparsidma". 
212 "erumma". 
213 "etir". 
214 The grammatical subject is "qataDya". 
215 Because of the omission of BM 113203, 1l.27-28, the grammatical subject of "umaHirii" 

(Bell. 1.7) is Merodach-baladan, whereas in BM 1132031.29 (muHuru) the reference appears 
to be to his allies. This implies a change of patient. Consequently the operation is Or", not Mrs" 
(cf. BM 113203, 1.27). 

216 Cf. preceding note. 
217 "aSlula". 
218 
219 
220 
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"~batma". 
"ipariinimma" . 
Although the grammatical subject is impersonal ("asarsu") with the pronominal suffIX 

referring to Merodach-baladan, Sennacherib's generals constitute the notional subject of the 
passive verbal form. 



l.52 usesamma 
amnu 

l.53 usiikil 
l.54 astakan 

ina tayyartfya 
l.56 aksudma 

aslula 
ina metiq iirriya 
l.57 ambur 
l.58 usamqitma 

ul ezib 

1.59 asbat 
ukin 

l.60 atiira 
1.62 usamqitma 

alul 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 

A 
A 
C 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

c 
c 
C 
A' 

C 
C 

C 
C 
(A) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 

I 
I 
I 
I 

(I) 
I 

(I) 
I 
r 

r 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

(I) 
I 

(I) 
I 
r 

r 
I 

I I 
I I 

1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 

(I) (I) 
I I 

(I) (I) 
I I 
r r 
r225 r 
1226 I 
I I 
I I 

34x 1(69.39 %), 11 x r (22.45 %),3 x s (6.12 %), 1xrs (2.04%) I 11 x I I 1 x II 5 x I, 2 x r 

I 
I 

(I) 
I 

(I) 
I 
r 

r 
I 

The formulae "ina tayyartrya" and "ina metiq girrTya" divide BM 113203's 

campaign account into four parts. The stage of the first part is provided by 11.5-15. 

First a time reference is given (1.5), then the enemy's sin is described; first in 

general terms (1.6) then specifically (1.7). A list of the enemy's allies is given in 

11.8-15. The stage is clearly dominated by the enemy. Merodach-Baladan is the 

grammatical subject of all main line verbs belonging to the STAGE. After the 

necessary background is provided, the inciting event is described: Sennacherib is 

told about the rebellion (1.16). The significance of this structural component is 

shown by the description of Sennacherib's emotional response, which is 

intensified by the use of an adverb ("labbB"; 1.16). The inciting event leads to an 

increase of tension. The rhetorical level is higher than that of the stage and both 

opponents have entered the narrative. The scope then switches back to 

221 "useSib". 
222 "usadgil". 
223 "askunma". 
224 "emissuniiti" • 
225 "alulma". 
226 "usalme". 
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Merodach-Baladan,whose preparations for battle are described (11.17-18). Again 

Merodach-baladan dominates all main line verbs of this section. Thereafter the 

Assyrian advance is reported (11.19-20). Here Sennacherib dominates all main 

line verbs. The absolute time reference loosens the link of the following sentences 

from the previous ones and renders them less dependent on the context. Thereby 

the information previously given is somewhat reduced in its importance and has 

almost the function of a background. It is interesting to note that the descriptions 

of the opponents' preparations for battle differ from each other. While that of 

Sennacherib's enemies describes the enemies "(so imti galli lemni" / "Sa la Ida 

mI[to?]tu" / "emoqi la nrbi ittIsunotima"), that of Sennacherib himself contains no 

subordinate clauses or appositions, but concentrates more on action. In 1.19 a 

comparison (kIma rlmi gapsi) and a parallelism (pan gibslya ul uSadgil / arkA ul 

oqi) are employed. 1.20 contains direct speech. Thus the Assyrian advance is 

depicted on a higher rhetorical level than that of Merodach-Baladan. Next in BM 

113203's account is the mention of the battle between the Assyrian and the allied 

armies (1.21-22a). Of the battle it is only mentioned that it took place and that the 

Assyrian army had to withdraw. No adverbial phrases are used to intensify verbs. 

The rhetorical level thus is comparatively low. This conforms with the fact that 

after the outcome of the battle is known, tension declines, only to rise again with 

the mention of a messenger sent to Sennacherib (1.22b). Now Sennacherib enters 

the stage, whereby the function of the account of the previous events is almost 

reduced to that of a stage. This is accompanied by a rise of the rhetorical level 

("ina uggat libblya" / "tababu"227 / "aslis"). 

After the successful assault upon Kutha, the booty and captives taken are 

listed (1.24). Then the report on the course of the campaign is resumed and the 

rhetorical level increases even more ("labbis annadirma alabib abobis" < 1.25 > ). 

227 usually "daku". 
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"labbiS annadirma" was already used in 1.16 to describe Sennacherib's reaction to 

his learning of Merodach-Baladan's rebellion. But in 1.25 it is intensified by the 

parallel expression "alabib abubiS". Now Merodach-baladan's reaction is 

described (1.27; cf. 1.17). Thereby both major opponents take part in the story plot 

and tension increases. The battle itself is not mentioned. The remark on the 

Assyrian victory is intensified by the parallel expression "uparrir el < las> su" .228 

The next two lines again mention the booty and captives taken by the Assyrians. 

Again the narrative rests for a short while. But thereafter (1.30) action is resumed 

on a high rhetorical level ("ina bud libbi u numur pani" / "abIsma"). L.30 contrasts 

sharply with 1.16 (fllabbiS annadirmafl) and 1.25 ("labbis annadirma alabib abubis") 

and marks the DENOUEMENT of the notional structure. The following lines 

describe the booty taken from Merodach-Baladan's treasure house (11.31-33). 

Tension declines, but increases again with the narration of the hunt for 

Merodach-Baladan (1.34), though not to the level it had reached before; "arabu" 

which is more intensive than flalakufl is used, but no adverb or adverbial phrase is 

employed. The mention of the failure of the search (1.34b) and the report on the 

gathering of the scattered forces of Merodach-Baladan concludes this section of 

BM 113203's account. 

The other episodes within the account of the first campaign (11.36-51; 52-

54; 55-56; 57-59) do not exhibit great increase or decrease of tension. With the 

exception of the negated "ul ezib", Sennacherib dominates all main line verbs! 

228 Usually only "tabtasun askun" or "abikUisun askun". 
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Emphasis is on taking booty and ravaging the enemy's country.229 For the main 

section a discourse profile can be established. 

Figure 3 discourse profile for BM 113203's account of Sennacherib's first 

campaign 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

The participant orientation pattern parallels the differences of rhetorical 

level between the various sections of the account. In the first section we have 

noted: 

I 34x 69.39% 
r 11x 22.45% 
s 3x 6.12% 
~ Ix 

49x. 
2.04% 

The other sections exhibit a stronger prevalence of the I-function (11 x I / 

1 x I / 5 x I, 2 x r230). The substantial number of reversals in the first section 

mirrors the vividness of the narration. We further note, that towards the 

229 Cf. the EEN-constructions "alme aksud a!lula Salassun" (1.50), "abbul aqqur ina girri aqmu 
ana tillemes ma!iiti utIr" (1.51). 

230 Although in this last section the percentage of r-functions is nearly as great as in the first 
section, it must be noted that it is due to only ~ main-line verb, the grammatical subject of 
which is not Sennacherib. 
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beginning of the account Band C are mentioned with separate functions within a 

sentence. Thus not only the main participant relation, that between Sennacherib 

and his enemies, receives attention, but also that between the enemies 

themselves. Four times Sennacherib's messengers or generals appear as main-line 

agents and seven (+ 1) times as patients. The alternation between primary and 

secondary participants, too, contributes to the story's liveliness. Even at relative 

peak, the report on the first battle, secondary participants for Sennacherib are 

mentioned. 

The narrative structure and the participant orientation pattern of BM 

113203's account may thus be described as complex231, whereas the time 

organization is simple. 

231 For a narrative which in its earliest extant version exhibits a comparatively high rhetorical 
level cf. section 4 of Rass. III ("ina sukbus aramme u qitrub supe mitbu~ zug sepc pilsi niksi u 
kalbanate" [/ / Chic.-.Tayl.iii23 : ~EN-co.nstru~tion], "klma i~~fir quppi" [J / Chic.-Tayl. iii27 -
comparison)), but a simple participant onentatlOn pattern. 

The fIrst section of Rass.III, on the other hand, has a low rhetorical level, but a complex 
participant orientation patte~n (cr .. append?t III, ta~le ~). . 

Finally, there are narratIves With a unIfied mam lme and a low rhetoncallevel already in 
their earliest extant version. With the exception of two verbs Sennacherib dominates the 
complete main line of Bell. II. There are only two reversals and secondary participants do not 
occur on the main line (cf. appendix III, table 1). Bell.I1's rhetorical level is low compared 
with BM 113203 I, only two main line verbs are intensified by an adverb or an adverbial 
phrase. EEN-constructions are of the more common kind. Cf. also sections 2 and 3 of Rass. II. 
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b) The Structural Development 

Figure 4 discourse profile of BM 113203's account of Sennacherib's first 
campaign indicating text retained by Bell. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Bell. has omitted the complete stage, inciting event and the remarks on the 

first battle, as well as those on the assault upon Kutha with the list of booty taken. 

Only the decisive victory is mentioned. By Bell.'s alterations the profile of the 

narrative is made simpler; one relative peak is omitted. 

The alterations' effects on the main line of the narrative are significant. 

The number of reversals was reduced from eleven (+ one rs) to two232, one at the 

beginning of a section relating Merodach-baladan's escape and one at the 

beginning of the section relating Sennacherib's victory and conquest. Both 

reversals had already been present in BM 113203. Thus the participant orientation 

pattern of the first section was simplified by Bell.'s redactorial activity. The 

232 
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This is more important than the percentage reduction of reversals (22.45% > 15.4%). 
Comparable cases are Bull4's omission of "isat" (Chic.-TayJ.ii68), the only verb in the third 

part of Chic.-Tayl.II1 not governed by Sennacherib as agent, and of Chic.-Tayl u80-81' removing 
a reversal. Bull 4 has further omitted "ase abul al Isu utirra" and thus unified the line of 
patients. Cf. also the Rass.' omission of Bell. 1.12, which contains three diffe rent main line 
agents. 



further sections' patterns had already been unified in BM 113203. As in BM 

113203, in these paragraphs only one main clause, "napiStu ul ezib", interrupts the 

domination of the main line by Sennacherib as agent. The omissions in the first 

section primarily affected the passages dealing with the actions of Sennacherib's 

enemies. Thus it is only told of Merodach-baladan that he fled and saved his life 

(l.6). References to Merodach-baladan's allies are reduced to a minimum. While 

the single mention of "B' " as patient was retained233, all references to "C" have 

been omitted.234 Sennacherib's generals are only once expressly mentioned as 

agents235 and once as patients on the main-line.236 In the second section a further 

secondary participant for Sennacherib mentioned as patient: Bel-ibni.237 All cases 

had already been present in Bell.'s Vorlage. Thus in the first section Bell. rather 

concentrates on the major conflict, that between Sennacherib and Merodach

baladan.238 As has been mentioned above, the other sections exhibited a clear 

participant orientation pattern already in BM 113203. 

These alterations also affected the time organization within the narrative. 

A chronological order of narration gives way to a more thematic one. Proleptic 

remarks suppress an increase of tension. 

While the narrative structure has been simplified, the opposite is true for 

the time organization. The report in BM 113203 seems to adhere closely to the 

chronological order.239 It does not anticipate events which happened later in the 

233 "elattIsu ezibma" (BM 113023, 1.26) > "ezib karassu" (Bell. 1.6). 
234 However, in a sentence added by Bell. at the beginning of the campaign account, the 

outcome of the conflict is stated and both, "B" and "e" are mentioned as patients. 
For the effect of the omissions cf. also above n.215. 

235 "iparOnimma". For an additional case, where Sennacherib's generals constitute the 
notional, but not the grammatical, subject see above n.220. 

236 "uma"'ir" (BM 113203, 1.20). 
237 "astakan" (BM 113203,1.54). 
238 The trend towards focussing on primary participants may also be responsible for the 

alteration of the reference to the warriors of ijirimmu ("sa ultu ulla ana sarrani abbemeSya Ia 
iknusO .. ." < BM 113203, 1.58>, to "sa ultu ulla ana nlrlya la iknusu" < Bell., 1.18». This 
alteration does not affect the overall structure of the narrative. 

For similar cases cf. below n.248. 
239 This is also true for the earliest extant account of Sennacherib's second campaign (Bell. II), 

and the first two sections of Rass.III. See, however, below n.268. 
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course of the campaign. This is different in Bell., where the writer knew which of 

the events reported in BM 113203 were important for the main course of 

narration. 

Thus the account of Bell. starts with "ina res sarI1ltia sa Idmarduk-apal

iddina sar lkardunias adi ummanatba elamtiki ina tamirti kiski aStakan tabtASu" 

mentioning right at the beginning the outcome of the conflict. In Bell. Merodach

baladan's escape is mentioned thereafter, whereas according to BM 113203 

Merodach-baladan fled before the battle took place (11.25-27). In Bell. this is 

reflected by "ina qabal tambari suatu", which makes clear that the final victory 

and not the successful conquest of Kutha (BM 113203, 1.23) is referred to. The 

remark on the Assyrian victory in Bell. is thus to be regarded as anticipatory and 

more emphasis is placed on the outcome of the campaign. 

A comparison of the passages relating the escape of Merodach-Baladan is 

instructive. 

BM 113203 reads: 

IOU ~ii ~piS lemneti akamu girriya ana riiqeti emurma imqussu battu gimir ellatnu ezibma 
ana miitguzummani innabit" (1.26). 

Bell. reads: 

"ina qabal tambari ~uatu ezib karassu ediS ippar~idma ana matguzummani innabit qereb 
agamme u appiirlite erumma napiSt~ etir" (1.6).240 

Bell. anticipates later events. In BM 113203 the escape of Merodach

Baladan is reported before the Assyrian victory is mentioned, in Bell. the order is 

reversed. "swamps and marshes" was originally mentioned later in the account 

(BM 113203, 1.34). Likewise the success of his escape is stated by Bell. (napistus 

etir), before the pursuit of Merodach-baladan is reported. It might be argued 

that, since in Bell. the report of the hunt is retained, "napistus etir" may only refer 

to a first escape. However, the fact that "qereb agamme u apparate erumma" was 

240 For further comments on this passage cf. below p.lS7. 
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taken from BM 113203's report of the hunt (1.34)241, into Bell. 1.6 indicates that 

in Bell. the failure of the search is implied.242 

Further redactorial activity took place in Bell., 1.12. In this passage Bell. 

adds "Kutha" to the list of cities given in BM 113203, 1.52. In BM 113203 the 

conquest of Kutha is reported separately, after Sennacherib's generals had lost 

the first battle. By this addition Bell. compensated for the omission of this 

passage from the original context.243 The remarks on Bel-ibni (BM 113203,1.54) 

and the list of peoples captured "on the return" of Sennacherib are retained by 

Bell. without any alteration. 

Bell. then gives the total amount of booty taken to Assyria. The wording 

and some of the numbers have been altered by Bell. For these changes no reason 

seems obvious. The mention of the tribute imposed upon Nabu-bel-~umate is 

taken over from BM 113203 in almost identical form. The only alteration carried 

out by Bell. is the replacement of "mandattu" by Itamartu".244 

Bell. has transferred the mention of the total amount of booty (with a~lula 

ana matassur245) to a position before the mention of the tribute from Nabu-bel

~umate, which is introduced in both versions by ina "metiq girrrya". Thus Bell. has 

changed the chronological order towards a thematic one.246 

The anticipatory and summarizing remarks prevent a great increase and 

decrease of tension. This accords with the generally lower rhetorical level, a 

result of the omission of adverbs and adverbial phrases. 

241 BM 113203 mentions "ana 19uzumanni" in both passages (11.26.34). 
242 Comparable is Rass.'s addition of "u~abbir massu" (f / Chic.-Tayl.ii22, cr. Bell. 1.31) which 

anticipates 1l.23ff. 
243 Cf. also Rass. additional mention of ijardispi and Bit Kubatti (f / Chic.-Tayl.i72, see above 

p.60). 

244 Cf. above, n.202. 
245 BM 113203, 1.60: "itti ... atiira ana qereb assurki". 
246 For the different order between the two mss. cf. the participant orientation pattern above 

p.66. One reason for the alteration of the order might be, that Bell. wanted to conclude th~ 
account of the fIrst campaign with the mention of tribute paid regularly. 
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In Bell. twenty-two lines of BM 113203 (16-27) are summarized in one 

single sentence: "ina res sarrotIya sa ldmarduk-apal-iddina sar lkar-dun-ia-d adi 

ummanatba elamtiki ina tamirti kiski aStakan tabtMu" (1.5). Here information of 

very diverse origin is packed closely together. Sentences of that kind are not 

found in BM 113203's account. The remark on the accession of the king 

(BMl13203, 1.5) was omitted from the time reference by Bell., presumably 

because it was no longer regarded as being important enough to be taken over in 

a second edition. Further omissions by Bell. have already been mentioned. To 

these should be added that considerable alteration took place in the account of 

Sennacherib's entering of Merodach-Baladan's palace. BM 113203 1.30 reads: 

"ina bod libbi u numur pani ana babiliki abIsma ana ekalldmarduk-apla-iddinana 

aSsu paqad bosi u makkori qerebsa erub". Bell. 1.8 reads: "ana ekalllsu sa qereb 

babiliki badg erumma ... " . The text of Bell. is much shorter. Two adverbial 

phrases of BM 113203 are represented in Bell. only by a single adverb. 

Furthermore, Bell. does not mention that Sennacherib "hastened" to Merodach

Baladan's palace, but only that he entered the palace, which was the more 

important of the two actions. Bell. also omits the adverbial phrase "aSsu paqad 

basi u makkori qerebsa", for the information given there was also contained in 

the following sentences, that Sennacherib entered the treasure house. These 

alterations reduced the rhetorical level of the passage. 

We can note that the most "vulnerable" parts of BM 113203 I were the 

stage and pre-peak-episodes. The whole account in Bell. was put on a lower 

rhetorical level than it had been in BM 113203; it is less vivid and the rise and 

decline of tension is much smaller. This is partly due to the use of anticipatory 

remarks and partly to the reduced number of participants. The effect of the 

major alterations on the discourse profile was that the number of relative peaks 

was reduced. Thus the course of the narrative was much simpler in its second 

edition than it had been in the first. 
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Since Rass.'s Vorlage was a secondary version, alterations to the same 

extent as those between BM 113203 and Bell. are not to be expected. As a major 

abbreviation we can note a further reduction of discourse profile peaks. Rass. 

omits the destination of Merodach-Baladan's escape, part of which had been 

added by Bell., and that he fled into the "swamps and marshes", which had been 

added by Bell. Consequently the report of Sennacherib's pursuit of Merodach

Baladan, too, is omitted by Rass. Probably the latter was the reason for omitting 

the former as well. By the omission of the report of the hunt for Merodach

baladan a relative peak was omitted. This continued the tendency in the 

structural development already visible in the omissions carried out by Bell. The 

remark that Merodach-Baladan saved his life is, however, retained by Ras . By 

this omission the second relative peak beside the absolute peak was omitted and 

the discourse profile further simplified, as can be seen in the following diagram. 

Figure 5 discourse profile of BM 113203's account of Sennacherib's fir t 
campaign indicating text retained by Bell. and Rass. 

5 10 15 20 

Iill 0 BM 113203 

E1 retained by Bell. 

retained by Rass. 

25 30 35 
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Alterations have also affected the participant orientation. In Chic.-Tayl. 

i22247 Rass. adds "re~I~u" to identify the Elamites as allies of Merodach-Baladan. 

This may find its explanation in the assumption of a textual history more 

complicated than that presupposed here. Rass. (or an non-extant forerunner) 

would have summarized BM 113203, 1l.6-15, which, among others, had been 

omitted by Bell. In any case it links Sennacherib's opponents and thus clarifies 

the participant orientation, which in Bell. had already been indicated by "marduk

apal-iddina ~ar Ikarduni~ Jdi ummanat elamtiki". With the omission of the report 

of the hunt for Merodach-baladan mentions of Sennacherib's generals (secondary 

participants) as agents were removed. Thus we can note a further concentration 

on primary participants.248 Similarly in a reference to captured Chaldean cities249 

Rass. has replaced alani dannnti with alani~u. By the addition of a personal suffix 

the internal coherence of the narrative has, though only slightly, increased.2S0 In 

the altered reference to Bel-ibni mentions of secondary participants have been 

added, which disagrees with the development of the participant orientation 

pattern from BM 113203 to Bell. The difference, however, probably can be 

explained by another redactorial tendency, that of updating. 

Two alterations may be taken as having affected the time structure of the 

narrative. Whereas Bell had taken over the introduction with the royal epithets 

without alteration, Rass. adds one epithet to the list: "w kiMati" (Chic.-Tayl.i2)· 

Rass. replaces "re~ ~arrnttya" by "mabre girrlya" which correspods to "~ane 

girrIya", already found in Bell (1.20). 

247 Cf. Bell. 1.5. 
248 Cf. also the replacement of "uSalikSuniiti" (Bell. 1.30) with "uSilikSuma". by Rass. (/ / Chic.-

Tayl.ii22), with the pronominal SuffIX referring to Ispabara, rather than on his subjects. 
By the omission of Chic.-Tayl.ii46' Bull 4 has removed aU references to secondary 

participants from the fust section of Chic.-Tayl.llI. From the third unit Bull 4 has omitted the 
references to the Egyptian army as main line agents (Chic.-Tayl iiso.81). 

249 / / Chic.-Tayl. i36• 
2SO The omission of "danniiti" as an equivalent to "~ibriiti" might have been accidental, because 

usually "aIani ~ibriiti" is preceded by a reference to "aIani danniiti". Chic.-Tayl., has "dannOti". 
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A further change took place in the mention of Bel-ibni. The text of BM 

113203, 1.54 and of Bell.,1.13 reads: 

Ibel-ibni mar Irab-bani per'i babiliki sa kIma mIrani sabri qereb ekallIya irbu ana SarrOt 
mat Isumeri U akkadiki astakan ellsun. 

Rass. reads: 

Ibel-ibni mar Irab-bani ina giskussi sarruti usesib nisemes mat akkadiki usadgil panussu eli 
gimir nage mat kaldi IsUt-reslya ana Ipabati askunma nlr beliitIya emissunuti.lSl 

The alteration probably reflects the situation in Babylonia prior to or even 

during Sennacherib's fourth campaign. Sennacherib reports that during his fourth 

campaign he defeated Suzubu, "the Chaldean" (Chic.-Tayl.iii52f; Rass.: "eli gimir 

nage mat kaldi Isut-reslya ana Ipabati askunma") and after his victory over 

Merodach-baladan and the king of Elam installed his son Assur-nadin-sum as 

king of "Sumer and Akkad"252 (Bell. 1.13: "nir belotIya emissunoti"). Rass. 

alteration may thus constitute an update of the remark given in Bell.253 implying 

a resolution of the chronological order of narration.254 

251 The passage is between the equivalents of Chic.-Tayt. i42 and i43. 
252 "ina kussi belatIsu usesibma rapastum lsumeri u akkadikl usadgil panussu" (Chic.-

Tayl.iii72c)· 
253 Cf. Levine, "Manuscripts·, pp.63f, where comparable cases are suggested. Liverani, 

"Critique of Variants·, p.256, only regards the omission of "Isumeri" as a factual variant 
indicating that Bel-ibni has lost territory to Merodach-baladan. Liverani, referring to the 
causative verbal forms "usesib" and "usadgil" in Rass., as a "definition of the subordinate role of 
Bel-ibni". However, the causatives also appear in the report of Assur-nadin-sum's installation 
(Chic.-Tayl.iii73f), where no reference to the Assyrian administrative system is made. The 
omission of "Isumeri" in Rass.'s mention of Bel-ibni's installation may be significant. The 
Babylonian Chronicle I reports that in his third year Bel-ibni was taken bound to Assyria (ii27) 
and that "dsin-abbe-eriba ana lakkadi iirdamma bubut lakkadi ibtabat" (cf. Grayson, Assyrian 
and Babylonian Chronicles, p.77). The omission thus may reflect a reduction of territory 
controlled by the Assyrians. Cf. also Brinkman, Prelude to Empire, pp.58-60, and "Merodach
Baladan n", pp.26f. 

254 The added reference to the punishment of rebels at ijirimme (Chic.-Tayl.iS8-60) may 
reflect later events, but possibly it was prompted by a similar passage in the account of 
Sennacherib's third campaign (Chic.-Tayl. iiilO). The remarks were not retained by Bull 4. 
Rass. (/ / Chic.-Tayl.ii30_32) adds a note of the settlement of deported peoples in Kar 
Sennacherib to Bell. II, which may have taken place at a later time. Comparable are also 
Chic.-Tayl.'s insertion of a remark on Lule's death, which updates the narration of his escape 
(ii40) and the additional mentions of Sippar in Chic.-Tayt. i41 and ISqaluna in Chic.-Tayt. iii32• 
Rass. (/ / Chic.-Tayl. ii30) also adds a mention of the settlement of deportees in Elenzash, the 
handing over of the city to the ~overnor of Harhar, and the resulting extension of Assyrian 
territory. These remarks, too, mIght reflect later events. Cf. also the addition of "gammale" by 
Rass. (Chic.-Tayl. ii20) to a list of booty items taken from Ispabara's country. 
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With the omission of the report of the pursuit of Merodach-baladan, 

however, one of the indications for Bell.'s secondary character was not taken 

over, since from the text of Rass. it is not clear that nnap~~ etir" is anticipatory. 

It is noteworthy that the number of indications of a secondary character of a text 

does not necessarily increase with further editions. 

The developmental tendencies apparent in the previous redactions can 

also be seen in the differences between Rass. and Chic.-Tayl. We have noted 

above that already in Bell. mentions of Sennacherib's enemies' actions were 

reduced to a minimum. In Chic.-Tayl. a passage describing these actions has been 

added to the royal titulary before the account of the first campaign: 

ultu timti eleniti sa salam dsamsi gimri .it qaqqadi ulaknil sepil~a u malki si~iiti eduril 
tibazi dadmesun izzibiima kima sudinni ~iir ~ ediS ipparsii alar Ii an (0.13-19). 

In the following campaign accounts the reported actions of Sennacherib's 

enemies are almost restricted to those actions already mentioned in the 

introduction. The actions mentioned in the introduction are: 

255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
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ulaknis 
edurii 
izzibii 
ipparsii 

• 255 
115 
i16 
i17 
i19 

Actions mentioned in the accounts of the first three campaigns are: 

ezebu 
naparsudu 
m8$ru"u 
kanisu 
nabiitu 

ASlur grammatical subject. 
Merodach-baladan. 
"nobody". 
Merodach-baladan. 
People of the land of the Kassites and the Yasubi-gallai. 
Merodach-baladan. 
Ispabara. 
AU negated. 
Ispabara. 
Lule. 



Exceptions to this rule are found in Chic.-Tayl's account of the third 

campaign and in those passages which report that peoples submitted to the 

Assyrians and paid tribute. That exceptions are found in the account of the third 

campaign265 (and in later ones) is due to the fact that these show fewer signs of 

redactorial activity. 

The reference to Bel-ibni, who in the meantime had been taken to Assyria 

(Bab.Chr. ii27) is completely omitted by Chic.-Tayl. so adapting the account to 

political circumstances at the time the redaction took place. The omission also 

removes a mention of a secondary participant as patient and conforms with the 

tendency to concentrate on primary participants. 

Bull 4 followed this trend and with the alteration of "ina qabal tambari 

suati ezib karassu" to "sil ana sozub napistIsu" the last reference to secondary 

participants ("karassu" - B') has disappeared from the main-line of the account. 

We can thus note that at least for the development of Sennacherib's 

campaign accounts common trends are apparent. The narrative structure and 

participant orientation pattern have become progressively more simple.266 The 

265 Actions of enemies in the third campaign are: 
Lule innabit (ii40) 

vassals 

Sarruludari 
Sidqa 
people of Ekron 

Egyptians 

people of Ekron 

Hezekiah 

emid (ii40) 
issunimma (ii60) 
unassiqii (ii60) 
isat (ii68) 
iknusii (negated; ii72) 
idduma (ii75) 
iddiniisu (ii77) 
ikteriinimma (ii81) 
illikii (ii81) 
usa""alii (iiil) 
usabsii (iii9) 
epis (iii12) 
iknusii (negated; iii19) 
useribuma (iii39) 
usebilamma (iii48). 

266 In the case of Sennacherib's second campaign where already the earliest extant version 
(Bell. II) exhibited a si.mple narrative struc.ture and participant pattern these were not 
significantly altered. This IS also true for sections 2,3, and 4 of Rass.III. The first section of 
Rass. III provides an example showing that narratives with a complex participant orientation 
pattern were not necessarily simplified (see tables 1.3-5 in appendix III). 
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narrative was edited with its outcome in view. The redactors resolved the 

chronological order of the first version. 

If we take the development of Sennacherib's campaign accounts as 

empirical model, serious obstacles for literary-critical research into the pre

history of Old Testament narratives arise. Wide-spread hypotheses such as those 

outlined above267 have not found support. To the contrary, the omitted portions 

cannot be reconstructed without the presence of earlier manuscripts. Without the 

latter it is also difficult to establish the order of events as compared to the order 

of narration. Even if this could be done, we cannot a priori assume that both 

necessarily agreed in a first version.268 We have noted that editors revised their 

sources with the narrative's outcome in view. We thus have to reckon with 

harmonizing changes, removing difficulties from the narrative. Again, from a 

harmonized exemplar it is not possible to deduce the original differences. Since 

several of the narrative features which can be demonstrated to have been created 

by redactorial intervention are also present in early versions of other stories, their 

absence may be taken as indication for an early stage of literary development but 

their presence does not permit us unequivocal deductions. The effects of 

alterations carried out in the transmission of Sennacherib's campaign accounts 

may permit to identify that a given narrative is in an early stage of literary 

development, but the opposite conclusion cannot claim any certainty.269 

267 Cf. on.S.7. 
268 In Rass. III the Padi's release and the siege of Jerusalem are related in separate sections, 

which lead to a resolution of the chronological order. The release of Padi (iii1S:"ultu qereb 
alurusalimmu uSesamma") is not likely to have taken place before the beginning of the siege of 
Judean cities (iiiIsrr) or even of Jerusalem (iii28)' But even within the sections the order of 
narration is not chronological (d.ii74_77, iiiZ7.39-40)' 

269 Although in OUr investigation we have to concentrate on the differences between the 
versions, it must not be ignored that in a number of cases accounts were retained without 
significant alteration (cf. appendix III). 
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2 MSurbanipal's Campaign Accounts 

The second set of "annalistic" literature to be investigated is that of 

Assurbanipal. Again a stemma has to be established first. The dates of the main 

editions taken as basis here are those established by Grayson.270 These are: 

E 665 B.c.~jl271 
B 649 B.C. 
C 646 B.C.273 
F c.646 B.C.274 

A c.643/2 B.c.275 

Further important editions are H1 (c.639 B.C.)276, H 2277, K and T (646 

B.C.)278 An early and important version of Msurbanipal's early campaigns is 

found on K 228( + )279 

270 "Chronology". Cf. also Tadmor, "The Three Last Decades" (E: 665 B.C.(?), B: 649 B.C., C: 
647 B.c., F: 645 B.C., A: 643 B.C.). 

271 For the text cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions. Spa linger , "Assurbanipal and 
Egypt", p.317, dates the sack of Thebes to 664 and thus ed. E to a later date. Grayson, 
"Chronology", p.245, argues for 663 B.C. However, taking up Cogan's and Tadmor's suggestion 
("Gyges and Asshurbanipal") he assumes the existence of two earlier editions of E, El (666/5 
B.C.) and E2 (665/4 B.C.). In this respect the latters' conclusions are not supported by the 
evidence available. The relative order of mss., however, is not affected by a slightly later date 

ofE. 
272 For the text cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions. Spa linger, "Assurbanipal and 

Egypt", dates B to 648 B.C. 
The text of prism D does not differ significantly from that of ed. B (cf. Piepkorn, Historical 

prism Inscriptions, pp.94-95) and thus has been disregarded in our comparison. 
273 For the text cf. Freedman,Assurbanipal's ''Annals''. 
274 For the Text cf. Aynard, Le Prisme du Louvre AD 19.939. 
275 For the text cf. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzte1l assyrischell Konige II. 
276 Grayson, "Chronology", p.245. For the text cf. Nassouhi, "Prisme d'Assurbanipal". 
2n Cf. Weidner, "Die iilteste Nachricht". 
278 R.C.Thompson, Prisms, pp.29-36. pll.14-18. 
279 Cf. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyriscllen Konige II, pp.158-174; henceforth HT 

(Harran Iablets, after the place for which they were composed). Although the HT are votive 
tablets and thus do not constitute an annal edition, because of their closeness to ed. E and the 
similar case of K 2802( + ) and VAT 5600( + ) for Assurbanipal's campaigns against Arabs, they 
will nevertheless be treated like an annal edition. Since HT contains reports of the Arvad and 
Tabal affairs, not present in E, HT was probably written later than E (cf. Olmstead, Assyrian 
Historiography, pp.54f and Spalinger, "Assurbanipal and Egypt" , pp.317f.). Further indications 
will be given below in our discussion of developmental tendencies. 
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In a study of A~~urbanipal's campaigns in Egypt280 A. Spalinger has 

established the following stemma: 

Figure 6 Spalinger's stemma for the accounts of A~~urbanipal's Egyptian 
campaigns 

I 
/H 

B 
I 

D 
I 
K~ 

F~ 
A 

As was already evident in the case of Sennacherib's "annals", 

considerations based only on a part of the available evidence do not permit final 

conclusions. A comparison of the whole texts of the various editions was carried 

out by Freedman281 and led to different results: 

280 
281 
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Figure 7 Freedman's stemma for the accounts of A~surbanipal's Egyptian 

campaigns 

From the great similarity of E and HT it is evident that HT depends on E 

or at least on a text very similar to E. The very first part of Spalinger's stemma is 

without doubt justified by all the evidence. This part was not covered by 

Freedman's reconstruction of the textual dependency. The nature of similarities 

between HT and B indicates a dependency of the latter on the former. Thus 

Spalinger's reconstruction is correct in this part, too. B also has readings in 

common with E against HT. Biiiu has "alu ~uatu" which is also found in Eiii28
282, 

whereas HT has "alkirbit". This instance by itself however, would not be sufficient 

evidence for a literary dependency. The difference between the two readings 

could well be due to the different contexts in the three manuscripts. Two more 

cases are found. Biii12 provides the information that the leader of the city of 

282 BM 134445, BM 121018 (Thompson, "A Selection of Cuneiform Historical Texts", pp.100-
102, ## 20.21). 
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Kirbit was taken to Nineveh. A reference to this is also made in Eiii~, but not 

in HT. It must, however, be said that not only the wording is different but also the 

name of the deported leader. The second case is found in HT rev.12, where HT 

has "ki~itti qateya" which is found in neither E nor B. The latter have similar 

readings in this passage. A dependency of Con HT is also traceable.284 With 

regard to this the stemma produced by Freedman is somewhat misleading. 

Furthermore, a dependency of C on E might be indicated by the presence of 

"arkanu" in Cii105, which is present in Eii27, but missing in HT. Unfortunately the 

bad state of preservation of ed. C does not allow to adduce more evidence. Aii9 

and Eiv19285 read "aSkun" whereas HT has "aSpur".286 The corresponding passage 

in C is lost but might have had the same reading as A, coinciding with E against 

HT. Numerous coincidences between eds. F and C indicate that F is dependent 

on C. But F has also a reading in common with B against C. Fi40 has the same 

text as Bii22 "ana qereb a1ni=) innabit". Cii83 reads in this passage "innabit ana 

qereb a1n[i:>]". But this may be regarded as insufficient evidence to postulate 

literary dependence. 

283 BM 134481 (Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts from Niniveh", p1.20), K 1821 
(Piepkom, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.14 [as iv5). 

284 Cii105-iii3 parallels HT obv.33-41.43-47, which has no equivalent in ed.B. 
28S BM 128305 (Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts from N'meveh", p1.19). 
286 Cf. Bauer's correction of Streck's reading in Bauer, IWA, p.33, n.3. 
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With regard to A's Vorlagen it is important to note that A is not only 

dependent on C and F as the stemmata by Spalinger and Freedman might 

suggest. Aii98.104 parr. indicate that A is also dependent on HT and, if Cogan and 

Tadmor are right, and their reconstruction of the extent of edition E287 appears 

to be reasonable, then A might also have used a text of edition E as a source. A 

and B share a reading against Fin Bvii48 (/ / A ivs). The readings of A and Bare, 

however, not entirely identical. B has a main clause, whereas A has a subordinate 

clause. Since the common reading is a stock-phrase288, the textual situation could 

be explained without the assumption of literary dependence. The case is different 

with B viis8-6b which is retained in Aiv12-1S. Although the word order is different, 

the information common to B and A does not consist of stock-phrases. Thus 

either A is dependent on B or they have used very similar sources. It is interesting 

to note that the reading of A also occurs in B5289. 

A resulting stemma290 would be: 

Figure 8 A provisonal stemma for ASsurbanipal's campaign accounts 

287 "Gyges and Asshurbanipal", p.70, n.18. 
288 nul isru sulum sarrfitiya" (B), "la isalfi sulum sarrfitiya" (A). 
289 Cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.79, n.28. Bs has an additional "sa". Cf. also Bs 

(/ /Bviiis3) / / AivlO (Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.79, n.24). 
290 Only the main versions are mentioned. There were, of course, other sources, e.g. the list of 

Esarhaddon's vassal kings which was used by ed. C. See below p.l06f. 
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As in the case of Sennacherib's annals, this stemma can only present a 

distorted picture. It cannot claim to represent actual and direct dependences. The 

stemma indicates, with a dependence on several sources, what in fact may have 

been a more complex literary history with several non-extant manuscripts 

depending on only one Vorlage. It is only because of the preservation of ed. E and 

HT that we know that B and later versions did not expand their Vorlage but 

omitted from a more extensive source. Without the actual Vorlagen any 

comparison between different editions is thus necessarily preliminary. However, 

the substantial similarities between the extant editions indicate that our results 

will probably not be significantly affected. We further have to allow for the 

author's / redactor's personal preferences,291 which may account for some 

changes not corresponding to or even contradicting the general course of literary 

development. It is important to recognize, that even where earlier sources are 

extant the motivations for some of the alterations remain obscure.292 

291 We may note A's extensive description of SamaS-sum-ukin's rebellion here (cf. Aili70-135 
iV41_10)' To B's account of the campaign against UmmanigaS, C has added two references to 
Assurbanipal's brother (Cvili1S.4S)' 

292 Thus before narrating Indabigas' uprising A has inserted a description of a famine in 
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Bablonia (Aiv41_109), which parallels C's account in contents but differs in wording. 
(resemblences are found in Aiv43-4S / / CviiillS_1l7, Asl-52 / / Cix29_34, AivS9 / / Cixl 6-1S' 
Aiv62-63 / / Cix36-37. Aiv64-65 / / Cix38-44)' In A there is close agreement between the narration 
of the seer's dream and of the later events (iii122f / / iV43; iii12S / / iVs9, iVSOf.SS.60' 
iii135.iv43.59.SO; iiil26 / / iiil34.iv79)' Both sections added by A are introduced with "ina iimesu" 
(Aiii70, Biv41)' The first section anticipates the second with iii130_134 and the second section 
refers back to the first with iV42f / / iii79.106. 

In those parts of B's account of Tammaritu's dethronement (Bvii4S_S7) which have been 
taken over by F and/or A (Fiiil2-20 / / Aiv3-22), virtually every phrase has been slightly altered. 
No reason for this is apparent. It is interesting to note that the differences between B and F / A 
correspond to those found between Biblical parallel accounts, from which Ringgren "Oral and 
Written Transmission") deduced a period of oral tradition. The variations between 
Assurbanipal's campaign accounts show that such differences are perfectly compatible with 
transmission by writing. 



a) ASSurbanipal's First Campaign in Egypt 

(1) The Structure of the Earliest Extant Version 

An investigation into the structure of the earliest extant account of 

Assurbanipal's first campaign into Egypt is rendered impossible by E's bad state 

of preservation. As far as E's account is preserved it does not seem to differ 

substantially from that of HT which will be taken here as point of departure. 

Unfortunately the first three lines of HT are badly mutilated.293 The next 

line294 tells that kings brought tribute to Nineveh and kissed Assurbanipal's feet. 

1.2 introduces a new character, Tarqu. Here, contrary to 1.15, he is not called "~ar 

m~ltkusi". This suggests that he was mentioned in the first three lines of HT. 

Nevertheless, 1.2 constitutes the beginning of a new paragraph. There appears to 

be no link in form or content between this line and the previous one. 

The rhetorical level of HT's account is high. Already 11.2-4, the stage of the 

narrative, contain an EEN construction: 

danan dassur beliya emesma 
ittakil ana emUq ramanISu 
[eps]et marustu sa abu banu'a epusus ul ibbalkit ina libbISu. 

The same is true for the narration of the inciting event (11.5-7): 

illikamma 
qereb almimpi erumma 
alu suatu ana ramanUsu utir. 

ana 
daki 
babate 
salali 

uma"era ummansu. 

As~urbanipal's emotions are described in a chiastic parallelism: 

libbi Igugma 
issarib kabitti (1.10). 

293 Cf. Bauer, IWA, p.33, n.3. 
294 Streck's line 1 (cf. above, n.279). Streck's line counting will be used hence. 
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The narrative "rests" for a moment, only to go on in intensified form. The 

rise of tension is paralleled by an accumulation of adverbs295 in 11.13-14. The 

tension reaches its climax in 11.16-18, where the opposition of Msurbanipal's and 

Tarqu's forces is expressed in another parallel construction: 

ana epe§ qabli ~kakki 
tabazi ummaniitem idka 

isdira mibrit ummanaten (1.16). 

Overlay296 is employed to slow down the narrative and prepare for the 

resolution of the conflict. The outcome of the battle is introduced by a 

comparatively extensive reference to divine support (1.17). The narrative rests for 

a moment to describe the Assyrian victory (1.18). The result is stated and tension 

declines. The narration of Tarqu's fate parallels 1l.lOff. A description of feelings 

precedes the report of actions. While the rise of tension was expressed by EEN

constructions with increasing length, it is interesting to note that Tarqu's escape is 

related in sentences of decreasing length: 

"ultu almimpi297 iii sarriitiSJl a§ar tukultiSu ~~ima 
ana siizub napiStiSu qereb ~eleppi irkabma 
kariissu uma§Sirma 
Mis ipparsidma 
qereb alni' erub". 

The mention of the capture of Tarqu's ships (1.23)298 and of another mar

sipri sent to Assurbanipal (1.24) conclude the first section of the campaign 

account. L.24 constitutes a transition passage concluding the first section by 

transferring the scope back from secondary participants to M~urbanipal himself, 

and simultaneously initiating another episode by prompting the Assyrian king to 

intervene again. The structure of this episode corresponds to that of the first one, 

295 "urrubis", "Samris", "bantis". A similar function of adverbs my be adduced for a's 
description of the destruction of Kirbit and some other cities ("abiibiS [iiinJ, "imbariS" [iii3i), 
"bubaris" [iii33])· 

296 Each member of the construction repeats part of the preceding member. Cf. Grimes, 
Thread of Discourse, pp.292ff. 

297 Cf.I.S. 
298 Cf. below n.332. 
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conforming to a similar course of events. The overall rhetorical level, however, is 

lower. Assurbanipal's emotions are referred to by "busurat bade" only. 

ASsurbanipal sends his army, Tarqu learns about it and flees. Rhetorical devices 

are employed far less extensively. No adverbs are used, the march of the army is 

referred to by one main line verb only, and only one verb describes Tarqu's 

escape ("umassirma", followed by "ebirma"). The lower rhetorical level conforms 

to the fact that the decisive event, the defeat of Tarqu's army, had already taken 

place. 

The introduction of a different grammatical subject in 1.33 indicates the 

beginning of a second unit299, the rhetorical level of which is comparatively high. 

The first part of this section tells about a plot against the Assyrians, in 

which Egyptian vassal rulers were involved, giving in direct speech their plan and 

their message to Tarqu (- 1.40). Already the introduction is formed in a chiastic 

parallelism: 

ade dassur u ilanimeS rabiitimes beIemeSya etiqiima 
iprusii mamissun 

The quotation of direct speech slows down the narration and since direct 

speech is not very commonly employed in ASsurbanipal's annals it denotes a rise 

in tension. In their message to Tarqu rhetorical underlining is used and 11.39b-40 

constitute an EEN-construction: 

nindaggara abames 
mat abenna nizuzma 
ai ibbasi ina birini sanumma belum. 

The parallelism in 11.41-42 summarizes the allies' plans and clarifies the 

major conflict by expressly mentioning the Assyrians as the target of the 

aggression: 

ana ummanat miitassur gabsatiya iSteni~ amiit Iemuttim 
ana siizub napistisun ikrimii buUuqu adi Ia base. 

299 Ed. E (ii27 / / CiilOS / / Aills) further separates the units by "arkanu". 
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There is still no progress of events. The intensifications "gap~atIYa" and 

"adi la. baSe" led to a further increase of tension. For the denouement of the story 

the narration is resumed, though again very slowly in parallel construction and 

with the use of overlay300: 

"Isiit-reseya amati annati 
Irakbesun 
Isarruludari niku 

iSmWna 
isbatunimma 
isbatflnimma 

ikkilii niklassun (1.43) 
emurii epSet surratiSun (1.44) 

ina biriti parzilli iSqati parzilli 
marolt daSsur sar ilanimes 

utammebii qatall u sepall (1.45) y 

ikSussuniitima sa ibtii ina ade <ilanimes>301 rabi'itimes• (1.46) 

While the second parts of 11.43.44 correspond to each other ("ikkilil" -

"emUril"), the first parts denote progress of events ("i~mt1ma" - "i~batilIlimma"). 

i$batonimma in 1.45a refers back to the same word in 1.44, and 1.45b only 

intensifies the first part of the line.302 It is the grammatical object that changes 

from 1.44 to 1.45 and the grammatical subject from 1.45 to 1.46. U.46-50 form a 

Coda of the narrative. L1.46-48, intensified by 1.49, describe the punishment of 

the rebels and resemble the report of the inciting event: 

11.34-35 

ade daSsur u ilanimes rabi'itimes belemeSya 
iprusii maroIssun 
tabti sa abu baniya 
libbasuniiti ikpud limuttam 

11.46-48 

marolt dassur sar ilanimes 
sa ibtii ina ade < ilanimes > 303 rabi'itimes 

tabti qatiiSun sa ep,uSusuniiti dunqu 
u msemes alanimes mala ittiSun [Saknii] 
ikpudii amiit limutti 

In 1.50 the setting switches back to Nineveh304 and concludes the section. 

In this passage 1.47 is of special significance. This sentence constitutes the result 

of a gradual development. L.44 had narrated the capture of the enemies' 

messenger by A~surbanipal's generals (A' - C'), 1.45 the capture of the rebels 

themselves (A' - C), 1.46 refers to divine intervention (A* - C) and, finally, 1.47 

mentions the resolution of the conflict with the express mention of the primary 

300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
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cr. above n.296. 
Cf. Ai133• 

"parzilli" contrasts with "bura$i" in 11.56.57.58. 
See above n.301. 
Cf.ll.1.9. 



participants (A - C). The participant orientation thus gradually approaches and 

culminates in the main participant relation.305 This has led to the sudden 

appearance of a verb in 1st p.sgl. ("uba~1ma"; 1.47) with ASsurbanipal as agent, 

although, as is evident from 1.50, the Assyrian king is still in Nineveh.306 

Consequently in obv.49f again 3rd p.pl. is employed.307 

30S Similarly in B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against Dunanu (cf. appendix III, table 
11) the participant relation in a first resolution of the conflict is A'- B'/C' (vii30-3s)' In the final 
resolution of the conflict which was achieved by divine intervention the participant relation is 
A· - B (vii4042)· 

In E's version of the Kirbit affair (cf. appendix III, table 6), and B's accounts of 
Assurbanipal's campaign against Teumman (cf. appendix III, table 8, and below n.370) the 
main participant relation with the Assyrian king as agent does not occur on the main line at all. 

Late stages with their trend to concentrate on primary participant relations, especially in 
peak sections often removed this features (cr. below n.386). 

306 Cf. 2 Sam.1~30 / /1 Chr.201_2, 2 Kgs.121S-19 / / 2 Chr.2~. 
307 HT obv.47 is paralleled in E (BM 121018 iV3)' 

Cf. also the transition from E (K 1821 [Piepkorn, Historical prism inscriptions, p.14]) iV6 
("ubliini") to iV7 ("assub"). Of particular interest is further the participant orientation pattern of 
B's account of the campaign against AlJSeri. In the first part of the narrative (iiil6-30; see below 
appendix II, p.235t), secondary participants for both Assurbanipal and AMeri appear as agents 
of main line verbs. Neither 1st p.sgl. nor 3rd p.pl. are consistently used. In Biii29 the Assyrian 
army suddenly becomes agent (cf. 1.22). In the second part (iii3lff), this has suddenly changed 
back without transition. C has altered "umallii" (Biii30) to "umalli" (Civs8) and thus mentions 
ASsurbanipal as agent in the description of the Assyrian victory. F has omitted the first part of 
the account and thus removed the inconsistency. In F's account of Assurbanipal's second 
campaign against Ummanaldasi 1st p.sgl is used until FV43 (/1 Avi64), then the Assyrian army 
is introduced as main line agent (Fv48 I I AV69), and from FV49 (//Av70) onwards the account 
resumes lsI p.sgl. narration. 

Further examples can be adduced from accounts of Assurbanipal's campaigns against 
Arabs. B's participant orientation pattern exhibits several abrupt changes from primary to 
secondary participants in B~~iis-6-7.(1~-I~.)2~-28' A~cordi~g to .. ~Viii7 A~syrian troo~s are 
dispatched "~eruSm", but BVIllS notes abikta~ lskunu . BV1ll27 mentIOns the pUDlshment 
according to "ade~", which was inflicted on "(islmii)=.§y". VAT 5600+ 11.44-60 (Avii105_124) 
have the Assyrian army as main line agents, whereas in col. IV suddenly the Assyrian king is 
grammatical subject. Additional cases of sudden changes are found in Avii93.100 and 
Aviii102104. Since it is not probable that VAT 5600+ would have altered 1st pers. sg1. into 3rd 
pers. pi:, we may assume that A has preserved an earlier version of the account. 

The preserved portions of K 2652 (Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten Assyrischen KOll;ge, 
II, pp.188-194) appear to have a sudden change of grammatical subject from rev.8-10 to rev.ll 
(cf. appendix II, p.237, n.922). 

A further inconsistency created by the difference between primary and secondary 
participants is found betwee~ viI' v:here Assu:banip~ claims to have decapitated Teumman, 
and B~l where heel) ascnbes thiS to a soldier of hiS army. 

We can also note inconsistencies of participant designations. In B Uaite~ is introduced as 
"sar miitqadaru" (vi~). His subjec~s, however, are designated as "Arabs" (d. Bviii4 S 23)' A has 
altered the introduction to "sar mataribi" (viis3) and has thus removed the inconsistency. In a 
different section, however (Aixl _2, not paralleled in B) the participant designations were not 

I'd I' ~ v mat 'b'M Cf al b I harmonized ("u ql raya ualte ... sar an 1. . so e ow, p.132. 
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Noteworthy is also the difference between "tabti ~ aJm baniya" (1.35) 

and "tabti qatt1~un sa ~sunt1ti dunqu" (1.47), conforming with the tendency 

to mention primary participants inpeak sections.308 

"u anaku dassur-ban-apli" (1.51) introduces the concluding section of 

HT's account of ASsurbanipal's first Egyptian campaign. The Assyrian king 

clearly dominates the main line for the remainder of the account. Almost no 

progress of events is apparent. L1.55-59 describe ASsurbanipal's gifts to Niku, 

who had been pardoned by the Assyrian king (11.52-54). The mention of the 

lavish presents (bura~u in 11.56.57.58)309 constitutes another climax of the 

narrative. The campaign account concludes with the mentions of Niku's and his 

son's re-installations (11.61-65) and a reference to the fate of Tarqu (1.66), 

thereby closing the circle to 1.2. 

The following diagram shows the discourse profile of IITs version: 

Figure,9 discourse profile for HT's account of ASsurbanipal's first Egyptian 
campaIgn 

308 
309 
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A has "Uibat ... epussuniiti ... " in both passages (AiU9.133)' 
cr. also 1.63. 

50 60 



The order of narration appears to be roughly chronological, with the 

exception of several subordinate clauses310, most of which refer to Esarhaddon. 

In Ei the installation of Egyptian vassal kings by Esarhaddon had been reported 

on the main line before the actual campaign account. 

Table 7 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of Assurbanipal's first 

Egyptian campaign 

HT B CIA 
+311 + 

1.2 ustamsa312 B (A) 
1.3 emesma B A*313 I r r 

ittakil B (A) I I I 
1.4 ul ibbalkit A*314 B r 

1.5 illikamma B A' r 1315 I 
erumma B A' I I I 
utir B A' I 1316 I 

1.8 uma"era B B' A' I 

1.9 illikamma A' A (B) r r r 
us anna A' A (B) 1 I I 

1.10 egugma A (B) I 1 I 
issarib A (B) 1 I I 

1317 
1318 

1319 

1.11 alsima A A' (B) 1 
1.13 askunSunUti A A' (B) 1 1320 1 

1321 

1322 

uSaskina A A' (B) 1 1323 

1.14 irdu A' (B) I 1324 I 

310 Cf. 11.4.33.47.48.52.61. Cf. also in B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against AbSeri 
the subordinate clauses in iii18-19.S3-S4.74-7S iVS.10-lS which do not follow the chronological 
order. 

311 "lu allik" - A [B]. 
312 For the text cf. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyrischen Konige II, pp.158-174. 
313 "danan dassur beliya". 
314 Grammatical subject: "epset maruSti sa abu Mnu'a epusus". 
315 "illaka" - corresponds to "uma"era" (HT obv.8). 
316 "usib" - B [A]. 
317 "assu" - A A' [B]. 
318 "usalli" - A A' [BI. 
319 "usteSsera (barranu)" - A [B]. 
320 "adki". 
321 "iSSiinimma" - A' A [BI· 
322 "unassiqu" - A' A [BI. 
323 "usasbissunUti" - A A' [B] 
324 Hardiman - A [B]. 
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illikti A' (B) I 1325 I 
1.15 isme B A' r r r 
1.16 idka B B' A' I I I 

isdira B B' A' I 
1.18 iskunii A' B r r326 r 

urassibti A' B' 1 
r327 r 

1.19 imqussiima A328 B I r329 r 
illikii B (A) r r r 

1.20 u~~ima B (A) I 
1.21 irkabma B (A) I 

r330 r 
1.22 umassirma B (A) I r r 

ipparsidma B (A) 1 1331 1 
crub B (A) 1 

1.23 u~abbitu332 A' B' r 
r333 r 
1334 I 
I33S I 
1336 I 
1337 1338 
1339 I 
1340 I 
1341 I 

1342 

1.24 iqba A' A (B) I 
1.29 uraddima A A' B I 

aspur A A' (B) I 
illikti A' B 1 

325 "allik" - A [BJ. 
326 "askunma" - A B'. 
327 + "isma" - B A. 
328 Grammatical subject: "battu pulubtu". Cf. "battu pulubtu beltitIya isbupsuma" in 1.66, with 

the pronominal suffIX referring to ASsurbanipal. 
329 "isbuptiSuma" - A· ("namriri aSsur dbel dnabii ilani rabuti belcya aIikiit idiya") B. 
330 "iktuniisuma" - A B. 
331 "innabit" - B [AJ. . 
332 According to Ei4-s, HT obv.23 should be emended to "l$eleppati" qarabi mala ittiSu < u > 

~abe tabazi < SU > U$abbitii ina qata". The agents of "U$abbitii" are the Assyrian troops (cf. 1.16). 
For HT obv.24 Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyrischen KiJnige, p.160, n.a) suggests the 
emendation of "DA-A-UD(PAR)-RA" to ''is(?)-ta(?)-a-par-ra". The corresponding passage in 
Eiig , however, has "sa a-tam-ra"'vSince Streck's emendation does not render the text 
meaningful, a scribal error (DA for SA) seems more probable. 

333 "asbat" - A B('). 
334 "userib" • A A' [B). 
335 "uscsib" • A A' [B). 
336 "utirma" . A A' [BJ. 
337 "ulzissuniiti" • A A' [B). 
338 "apqissuniiti" - A A' B. 
339 "asbat" • A A' [B). 
340 "udannin" - A A' B. 
341 "urakkisa" • A A' B. 
342 "attira" • A. 
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1.31 

1.32 

1.34 

1.35 

1.36 

1.38 
1.41 
1.42 
1.43 

1.44 

1.45 

1.46 
1.47 

1.49 

1.50 

1.53 

1.54 

1.55 

343 
344 
345 
346 

347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 

355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 

iSme B A' r 
umassirma B A' I 
ebirma B (A') I 
iskuna B (A~ I 
etiquma C A* 3 srs344 
iprusu C A*346 I 
imslima C A*347 1 
ikpud C (A) I 
idbubuma C (A) I 
imliku C (A) I 
uma""eru C B (A) s 
iSteni~ C/B A I 
ikrimu C/B (A) I 
ismuma A'348 C/B r 
ikkulu A' C/B 1 
i~batiinimma A' C'/B' I 
emuru A' C'/B' I 
i~batunimma A' C I 
utammebu A' C I 
iksussunutima A*349 C I 
uba""una A C I 

1350 
usam[qitii A' C' I 1351 
la ezibu A' C' I 

1353 
1355 
1357 

ublUni A' C 1 s359 
[?] 
arSISuma A C 1 
addISuma A C 1 
[uSatirma] A C 1 
askun A C 1 
usarbissuma A C 1 

Grammatical object: Hade dassur u iHinimes rabutimes belemeSya". 
C has been treated as virtual benefactive. 
"ibtu" - C (the vassal kings have become primary participants) A(*). 
Grammatical object: "mamIssun". 
Grammatical object: "tabti abi baniya". 
Cf. below 0.366. 
Grammatical subject: "mamn dassur sar ilanimes". 
"aksud" -A B'. 
"anir" - A B'. 
As in B: "uSamqitfima". 
"alul" - A B'. 
"Uulu" - A' C. 
"asbut" - A B'. 
"isb]utu" - A' C'. 
"uballip" - A B'. 
"uballipu" - A [C']. 
"a~bat" - A C{B'?). See below 0.378. 
As in B: "ubiluoi". 
"uballit" - A c. 

rs345 

1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

r 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1352 
1 
1354 
1356 
1358 
1360 

1 
1361 
1 
1 
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ulab]bissuma A C I I 
1.56 aSkunSu A C I I 
1.57 u[rakkisa] A C I I 
1.58 [asturma] A (C) I I 

addinSu A C I I 
1.59 aqissu A C I I 
1.60 aSpur A A' C I I 
1.62 utIrsu A C 1 1 

1362 

1.63 uSatirma A C I 1 
epussu A C 1 I 

1.65 aSkun363 A C' 1 
1.66 isbu~uma A364 B s s s 

illik B r r r 

62 x 1(82.76 %),10 x r (13.33 %), 2 x s (2.67 %),1 x srs (133 %) 

The participant orientation pattern of HT's account of AS~urbanipal's 

first Egyptian campaign is comparatively complex. The most vivid section is the 

first one (11.2-32; 28 x I [77.78 %], 8 x r [22.22 % D. Three major agents 

(A~~urbanipal [AD, Tarqu [B], and Niku, Sarruludari, and Pakruru [CD with 

their secondary participants are mentioned.366 However, only for the Assyrian 

king do secondary participants appear as agents:367 Even in 11.17-18, constituting 

362 "apqid" - A C' (corresponds to "aSkun" [HT obv.65). 
363 Cf. previous note. 
364 Grammatical subject: "battu pulubtu beliitIya (d. 1.19). 
365 "illik namiiSiSu". 
366 It must, however, not be ignored that HT does not constitute the earliest extant version. 

There is a small difference between E and HT, which is not without significance for the 
development of the participant orientation pattern. In HT the uncovering of the plot against 
the Assyrians is ascribed to "an officer" (obv.43; cf. Eiii49). A more detailed report on the 
events is provided by BM 82-5-22,10. Unfortunately the text is fragmentary. Spalinger, 
"Assurbanipal and Egypt", pp.32Of, argued that PiSanburu, dominating the account in BM 82-5-
22,10, is identical with the officer mentioned in ed.E. If his suggestion is correct, then the 
development would be from a primary to a secondary participant and, by the alteration of sgl. 
to pI. into further anonymity (ef. however below, n.378). Since the conspirator's message bas 
the same wording in both BM 82-5-22,10 and EjHT, Spalinger's claim that the tradition of the 
former was not used by the latter cannot be upheld. 

367 For further accounts with complex participant orientation pattern and comparatively many 
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references to secondary participants ef. also B's account on Assurbanipal's campaign against 
Urtaku (BivlS_S6' esp.iv29_30 [Assyrian officersbs_37.43-44[messenger]). B's version also 
exhibits a high rhetorical level with direct speech (Biv~, parallelisms (Biv19-20.20-21.69-7Ot 
cf. also the parallel structure between 11.66-68 and 11.69-73), a comparison (Biv46)' and an 
EEN-construction (BivS6-ss). The account has no equivalent in F and A. and the accounts of 
C, K, and H are not well preserved. Thus a detailed comparison with B is not possible. 

Comparatively many references to secondary participants, but with a simple participant 
orientation pattern, are present in early versions of ASsurbanipal's campaigns against Kirbit 
(ed. E [ef. appendix III, table 6]), against AtJSeri (Biiil6-33.43-S1.66.69.82-8S. iv9-17 [cf. appendix 
III, table 7, and comments in appendix II)), against Dunanu (Bvi5(}.69.1O-7S.87-89. vii3-42.43-76 
[ef. appendix III, table 11, and comments in appendix II)), against Teumman (BivsrvilS [ef. 



a first relative peak, the participant relation is A' - B, A' - B'. This resembles 

BM 113203's account of Sennacherib's first campaign.368 

Further parallels between the two narratives may be seen in the 

comparatively extensive references to enemies actions369 and internal 

participant relations between primary and their secondary participants.370 

(2) The Structural Development 

With regard to the discourse profile the most important change from HT 

to B is the drastic abbreviation of the report of the conspiracy and the omission 

appendix III, table 8, and comments in appendix II - apart from the protagonists, A~surbanipal 
and Teumman, and secondary participants for both of them, various gods, a seer, unnamed 
messengers, and impersonal subjects are mentioned as agents), against Yauta' (Bvii93-viii22 [ef. 
appendix, table 13, and comments in appendix II). In E's account of the Kirbit campaign 
secondary participants for both A and B appear as agents, in the peak section the participant 
relations are A' - B' and A' - B. The account contains no passage with a main line participant 
orientation A-B. 

There are also early versions of accounts with a unified line and no or only a few references 
to secondary participants. Fs versions of Assurbanipal's campaigns against Ummanaldasi 
(iii33"iv16' iV17-vi21[cf appendix III, tables 9 and 10]), the accounts of the submissions of 
Mugallu and Iakinlu (HT), Ba'alu (B) and Sandisarme (A [see discussion below)), and various 
episodes from Assurbanipal's campaigns against Arabs (with the exception of Bvi~3-viii22; ef 
appendix III, table 12) 

368 Cf. above p.66. 
369 Extensive descriptions of enemies' actions as a sign of early stage of development are also 

found in B's accounts of Assurbanipal's campaigns against Urtaku (iv27-34.4S-4S) and 
Ummaniga~ (vii3-29)' omitted in F and A. Cf. also the narration of AbSeri's advance in Biii23-
27' In ed. F Abseri's role has become an entirely passive one. He learns of Assurbanipal's 
advance, flees, and is killed by his subjects (see below, appendix II, p.235f, appendix III, table 

7). .. (A"· b . I' . . D ) d 370 Cf. also BV1l20-22.S4-S7 ssur antpa s campaign agamst unanu an B's account on 
Assurbanipal's campaign against Teumman. Substantial parts of the latter narrative are not 
concerned with the main participant relation A - B / B - A, but rather deal with internal 
particip~nt relation~ A - A' / A' - A~ A-A' / A' ~ A, A" - A, B -.B'. The complex partici~ant 
orientatIon pattern IS also reflected m the succession of speeches 10 B's account. A~~urbantpal 
receives intelligence by unnamed messengers (Bv21_24; A' - A). Within the report Teumman is 
quoted (B - A). Thereupon the Assyrian king prays to IStar (Bv29_46, A - A'), again 
mentioning the Elamite king's plot (B - A). IStar comforts Assurbanipal (Bv47-49) and in the 
relation of the seer's dream (BvS2_7S; A" - A [A' - A "J) she is quoted as having set her face 
against Teumman (A' - B). W?ile th~ .actual spe.eches ~re between primary and secondary 
participants, they reflect th~ mam participant relation. It IS also noteworthy that although !Star 
speaks directly to Assurbantpal (Bv47-49) the major part of her message to the Assyrian king is 
given in the relation of a seer's dream (BvS2_7S) and thus by a secondary participant. 
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of Nilw's re-installation.371 In ed. B only one sentence is devoted to the former 

(Bii3_6). Thus the number of peaks was reduced and the narrative structure 

simplified. Not the overall peak, but rather the passage relating the final 

resolution of the conflict was retained. B has altered the EEN-construction from 

HT obv.2-4, but added distar u dilanimes to the first member and omitted the 

third, the only one negated and not having Tarqu as grammatical subject. Thus 

the main line of this passage was unified,372 The EEN-construction of HT's 

report of the inciting event, however, was retained as 

ana dAki 
baba[ti _ 
u ekem matmu]~ur373 (lls9)' 

371 The reference to Niku's participation in the plot against the Assyrians and his pardoning by 
M~urbanipal may have been omitted because N'lku remained Assyrian vassal king at least of 
Sais after his reinstallation, possibly of Memphis, too (d. ~). 

A's insertion of subordinate clauses referring to a previous capture of Bit-Imbi by 
Sennacherib (iv126-131) may also reflect circumstances at the time of the redaction. It is 
interesting to note that edA commemorates the restoration of the "bit-ridiiti", which had been 
built by Sennacherib (Axs3-S4; cf. also Aiv71 referring to Sennacherib's death). A further 
reason for the additions may have been that Sennacherib's wars against Merodach-baladan 
were regarded as prototypes of ~urbanipal's wars against the Elamites (d. Avii16.28, where 
Nabii-bel-~umate is introduced as Merodach-baladan's grandson). 

372 Unification of the main line can also be observed in F's version of Assurbanipal's 
campaign against Dunanu. In Fs Tammaritu section (iii12-31) up to the mention of Indabigd' 
rebellion, Tammaritu (iii19) is the only main line agent ("~mu" (F'wlS> probably is subjunctive). 
Later in the account F has omitted Bvii73_74 with various gods as agents and altered " ... 
ulzissuniiti" (Bvii76) with Msurbanipal as agent to " ... izzizma" (F'w30)' with Tammaritu, who 
also dominates the preceding main line verbs, as grammatical subject. F has further replaced 
"ana dalal iliitisun rabiti" (Bvi~6)' referring to all Elamite escapees, with "idallala qurdi 
ilanimeSya danntlti" (Fiii31)' with Tammaritu as agent. In F's version of A~~urbanipal's 
campaign against Teumman, there are no reversals at all. The Assyrian king dominates all 
main line verbs. H has omitted B~Sf from the account of Ualli's submission and thus reduced 
the number of reversals to one. ASsurbanipal is only mentioned at the end of the passage. cr. 
also below n.389. 

373 Restored after ed. D. 
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The rhetorical level of the narration of ASsurbanipal's intervention was 

significantly reduced by B.374 Of the three adverbs, which were used in the 

corresponding passage in HT and marked an increase of tension there, only 

"urrubis" has been retained. Likewise Tarqu's preparations for battle have 

374 Several further examples with effects on the narrative structure can be adduced. The 
overall peak of B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against Abseri is found in the 
description of the ravaging of Mannean territory which constitutes an EEN-construction 
(BiiisO-S1' see below appendix II, figure 1 and comments, pp.235ff). Of this construction F has 
only retained the fmal member. From B's report of the campaign against Teumman F omitted 
Teummlin's speech (v21-24) Assurbanipal's prayer (v2S-46)' IStar's reply (v47-49), the seer's 
dream (vSO-74)' and the description of the seizure and distribution of booty (vi lO-16). F's 
redaction thus resulted in an episodic account with hardly any rise or fall of tension. 
Noteworthy is also F's replacement of B's des<:.ription of Assurbanipal's return from the 
campaign against Dunanu (Bvi47_49) by "ana matassur" (Fiis3 / / Aiii67)' From the EEN
construction describing the destruction of Sapibel (Bvi43-44) F has omitted the last member. F 
and A have also drastically compressed the Ummanigas section. They have omitted the 
comparatively extensive description of Ummanigas' advance and only retained some of the 
subordinate clauses, relating Ummanigas' "sin" (F has parallels to Bvii3-4.6 [/ / Fiii6-8] and 
added Fiii9; A has parallels to Bvii4.8_9 [/ / Aiii136_13SD and the narration of Tammaritu's 
uprising and thus reduced the rhetorical level to a minimum. 

In opposition to this general tendency A has raised the rhetorical level in several passages 
by the insertion of speeches (AiiiS-7 iVl6-20 v37-38 v9S-103)' The first passage, a promise by the 
goddess Htar, clarifies the participant relation since it becomes apparent that Agseri's servants 
act on her behalf. The second and third passages, emphasizing the persistently hostile attitude 
of Elamite kings, reflect a second campaign of Assurbanipal against Ummanaldasi (Fiv17-vi21 
/ / AV63-viig) and another expedition shortly before A was written (cf. ~39; for the date d. 
Grayson, "Chronology", p.231). This may also explain the addition of AV36-38 to Fs version (cf. 
also Ax17-39.). The fourth of the noted passages relates a dream "ina sat musi" (Av97) in which 
IStar encouraged Assurbanipal's troops to a dangerous crossing of the river Idide. Both F and 
A had reported that Ummanaldasi fled to the city Dur-Undasi and used that river as defence 
line (Fiv25_27 / / AV72_7S)' A's alteration is particularly interesting, since F had stated explicitly 
that Assurbanipal did not hesitate to cross the river (Fiv46f: "isten ume sina ume ul uqi pan 
arke ul adgul ina umesiima ebir nari"). A thus appears not only to have contradicted a 
preceding version but also to have added a comparatively extensive reference to secondary 
participants ("ebir" [Fiv47] > "ebiru" [AvI03])' 

Another purpose of the additions may have been to emphasize the futility of the enemies' 
plans. This is apparent in the expansion in the account of the campaign against Dunanu. There 
Tammaritu co~plains: "lq~m~nigas ki unassiq qaq~aru ina pan Imare sipr~mes sa Idassur
ban-apli Sar maC dassurkl (AIV18_20)' But Tammantu has to face a rebelhon and flees to 
Assyria. Then A's account remarks: "ltammaritu sepall sarrUtiya unassiqma qaqqaru usesir 
ina ziqniSu" (Aiv28_29)' (Cf. also Aiv114_11S.123·v21.3S·viis6_S7.7S' In A's account of 
Assurbanipal's first campaign against Ummanaldasi A has added a speech in which 
Tammaritu mentions the looting of Elam by the Assyrians (v25-28)' This, too, has 
correspondences in later reports (cf. AVS9-62.vnz-vis7.vi81-97)' 

Whatever the purpose of these insertions may have been, it is significant that all of them 
have been carried out by the same addition and that all of them comprise direct speech. 

A further case may be seen in VAT 5600+ 11,13-22 (/ /A~_74)' which is not paralleled in 
B and which quotes Arabs admitting that the famine from which they were suffering was 
inflicted upon them, because they had broken treaties with the Assyrians. However, the textual 
relationship between B, VAT 5600 + and A is uncertain (see below, appendix III, n.1023) 
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received less attention in B. By the omission of "isdira" (1.16), which constituted 

a parallelism to "idka." (1.16), the effect of overlay was reduced. The description 

of Tarqu's fear, however, was expanded in B. After the reference to Tarqu's 

defeat (i77) B adds "ltarqu ina qereb almimpi i~ma. tabte ummanate~u" (i78-79)' 

This addition creates a contrast to i72-74• Tarqu learns of events: 

n1tarqu iar matm~ur u matkiisi 
Itarqu 

qereb almimpi aIak girriya iSmema ... (11.71-72) 
ina qereb a1mimpi iSma tabte ummanateb3su .... (11.78-79) 

and reacts. B has shifted the emphasis from Tarqu's first reaction to the second, 

the decisive one.375 This was accomplished by an expansion of the description of 

Tarqu's fear from two to three members: 

namriri usur u diStar isbuptiSuma 
illika mal}biitaS 
melamme sarriitJD iktumfiiyma ... 

This is supplemented by a change in the participant orientation pattern. 

In HT the participant relation in the narration of the battle had been A' - B', A' 

- B. Ed.B in the corresponding section (i75-77) has A - B', which prepares for A-

37S Various alterations show that redactors edited narratives with their outcome in view. Apart 
from the insertion of anticipatory remarks (see below p.102 with n.385) cr. e.g. the 
replacement of "ana katiriSu" (Bviin ) with "aBu epa diniSu alak r~iitiSu" (Fiii29 / / Aiv32; d. 
Fiii37f / / Aiv3O> Fiii70f / / Aiv21,f)' By the addition of "anau Idassur-ban-apli libbu rapSu la 
k!$ir ikki mupassisu bitate ana tammaritu remu armsuma" to Fs description of the pardoning 
of Tammaritu (Aiv37_39) ed. A may also prepare for the description of ASSurbanipal's showing 
mercy to the inhabitants of Babylon (Aiv94)' The alteration of the campaign formula from "eli 
Iteumman sar matelamtiki lu allik" to "ana matelamtiki uStesSera barranu" may reflect that 
after the expedition against Teumman further campaigns were necessary. It also corresponds 
to the fact that the peak section described the conquest of Elam (cf. aJZPCndix II, figure 3 with 
comments). Noteworthy is further the alteration of "ldunanu al}bemCSSu" (Bvi25) to "dunanu 
samgunu" (Fii79). Of Dunanu's brothers only Samgunu is mentioned later (cf ~'s "addition" to 
Bvis1: "qaqqad listarnandi ina kisad I[samgunu] abi Idunanu tardennu [alul]" (piepkorn, 
Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.94 [/ / Kiii7().71]' Bvi7J. 

According to VAT 5600+ 111,12 Anurbanipal conducted a second campaign against 
Uwaite~, because of the latter's conspiracy with Natnu. According to Aviii&sff' however, it was 
Abiate~, who had conspired with Natnu. A further inserted a reference to Abiate~ in ~9S 
(/ / VAT 5600 + III,33). While the first part of the campaign was only of limited success 
(Uwaite~ escaped), the second part achieved its aim. Abiate3 and Aimu were captured and 
carried to Assyria (Aix1S-24 / / VAT 5600+ IV,22-28), escapees were punished (Ai"ls-41 / / 
VAT 5600+, IV,29ff[text mutilated)). 
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B in the sentence added to the description of Tarqu's fear,376 Thus the peak has 

moved from the narration of a conflict to the relation of its effects.377 

B further noted the occupation of Memphis, which was presupposed but 

not expressly mentioned in HT. The main line verbs ("a~bat", "userib", "usesib"; 

Bi85-86) parallel the narration of Tarqu's conquest of the same city (erumma, 

usib; Bi60)' Mentions of the punishment of rebellious cities378, the capture of 

Sarruludari, and Tarqu's death conclude the account. 

The following diagram shows the discourse profile of B's version of the 

account of ASsurbanipal's first campaign in Egypt 

Figure 10 discourse profile of B's account of Assurbanipal's first Egyptian 

campaign 

i50 60 70 80 90 iil 9 

376 In the .mention of Tarqu's death B has replaced "battu pulubtu bcliitiya" <HT obv.66) with 
"rasubbat I~kakki aSSur beliya" (iis)' 

377 B's additional text to the narration of the punishment of rebellious cities (Biil_2) is 
paralleled in C (not extant) I Aii3-4' On the other hand C/A (i134-ii2) agree with HT obv.48-49 
I IE (BM 134481 iil_2 Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts from Nineveh", p1.20) against 
B~_99' The fact that in ed. A 3rd p.pl. is used and in B 1st p.sgl. may either be explained by 
the assumption that CIA being dependent on a non-extant source, possibly older than E/HT 
have preserved the older text, or that CIA have adapted their Vorlage to the new context i~ 
CIA (1st p.sgl. > 3rd p.pl.). Therefore, we cannot decide whether B has expanded the passage 
or HT has abbreviated it. 

378 The names of these cities are given as a1sa-a-a a1bi-in-ti-ti al~a-~-nu. According to A~l 
Sarruludari ruled over a city called al~i-~-nu, while al~a-~-nu was governed by a Putubisti. In 
Ail34 (/ I B~5) al~a-.~-n~ an~ al~i-'-nu are var~ant Jeadings. ~ossibly the ~W? names re~er to the 
same city and the list lD AlcJo-I09 may mentIOn Sarruludarl and Putublstl as successive rulers 
(thUS von Zeiss~ quoted in S~alinger, "Assurbanipal and Egypt", p.319, n.25 contra Spalinger), 
as may have been the case With the rulers of alna-at-bu-u (d. Ai92.97)' The king of that city 
named first is PiSanburu, who figured prominently in BM 82-5-22,10. Possibly, he, too, was 
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With regard to the time structure of the campaign account, there are 

only two minor alterations apparent, the insertion of a campaign formula: "ina 

mabre girrlya ana [matma]kan u [matmelubba] Iu allik" (Bi50-51)379 and the 

designation of Tarqu as "[~ar matmu$ur u]380 matkosi" (iS2). In HT Tarqu had 

been introduced as king of "Knsu''381, who intends to conquer "Musur"382 The 

designation in ed. B is thus proleptic.383 It further leads to the literary difficulty 

that Tarqu as ''[sar matmu$ur u] matkosi" (i52) sets off "ana ... [ekem matmu]sur" 

(i59). Such creation of literary inconsistencies is of particular interest since their 

presence belongs to the most important criteria for the recognition of 

redactorial intervention. Even if their presence can be established there still 

remains ambiguity as to how they originated.384 

deposed by Assurbanipal after the unsuccessful revolt. If the two names do not refer to the 
same city Si~u may be identified with Pelusium (Sin; thus Kitchen Third Intennediate Period, 
p.393, n.877). 

379 Cf. also A's addition of a campaign formula (Aviisuw) to the account(s) of ASSurbanipal's 
campaigns against Arabs (d. B~ff). 

380 Restored after prism D. 
381 Ll.15.30.38.66. See above p.87. 
382 Obv.2. Cf. also obv.28! 
383 Cf. also A's expansion of description of Uwaite~'s insubmissiveness in which several 

sentences are anticipatory (d. Avi~9S / / Dts3-S7.7S-89 / / viii31ff and above n.37~ While B 
had stated that the Assyrian army dispatched against Uwaite~ killed "nikmei m taribi mala 
itbUni" Bviligc and only from a later passate (Bviii23) it is apparent, that Uwaite2 escaped, VAT 
5600+ 1,50 added "ittisu" (/ / Aviiu7) and thus indicated that Uwaite2ts fate was different. 
Because the transfer of the descriptions of the wealth of the booty taken and the famine 
among the Arabs to a different passage A mentions Uwaite"s escape "ana ruqcti" immediately 
after the defeat. The second reference to U~te"s flight (Bviii31) had already been updated in 
VAT 5600 + II,23f by the addition of "ana matnabayate" U / Avii124). 

As in the case of Sennacherib's annals (see above n.268) there are also narratives which 
already in their earliest extant version contain proleptic remarks. Thus "attaDaka bltil" (Biiin ) 
may anticipate the success of ASSurbanipal's campaign against AbSeri. 

In B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against Urtaku the mention of the Elamite 
kings breach of peace (BiliI9_20) is followed by a description of ASSurbanipal's support for 
Elam in times of famine (ili20-W. The relation of Urtaku's rebellion in Biiizm indicates that 
the remarks in Bili19_20 are antIcipatory. The reference to Sin plotting evil for Teummin (Bv4-
s) may be regarded as prolepsis of the signs given by Sin and Samu (Bvs-s 9). 

384 The creation of literary inconsistencies by omission can be exemplified in HT's 
abbreviation of E's account of ASSurbanipal's campaign against Kirbit. Although HT mentions 
only the capture of one city, Kirbit, a pI. reference was retained in rev.12 ("ilIni IatOnu" / / 
Eiv7: alini ~uniiti). In the preceding line HT had used a sgl. reference (niAem~. cr. also 
"bel aIaniSunu" (HT rev.8 - Bauer, /wA, p.33, n.3), which in Bi~ / / Civ33 was altered to "bel 
ili~unu and thus adapted to the further course of narration. HT further retained "iUudii" 
(rev.lt / / Eiii23), but added "kiSitti~" to the reference to the cities captured. 
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Developmental tendencies can also be observed in the alteration of the 

participant orientation pattern. The increase of the percentage of reversals from 

13.52 % (HT) to 29.73 % (B) is somewhat misleading. B's participant 

orientation pattern contains 11 reversals. Of these one had been created by the 

addition of the campaign formula and 8 more are found in a single paragraph 

Bi
70

-S6' B has omitted the second section of HT's account, in the third section 

relating the revolt and subsequent punishment of the rebels B has no reversals at 

all, and in the final section both HT and B have one reversal. It is only in the 

first section that the number of reversals increases from HT to B. Two of the 

additional reversals are created by B's adaptation of hSff to i71ff• the remaining 

two by the expansion of the description of Tarqu's fear (iS2),385 Both alterations 

can be ascribed to general tendencies of development. Thus this case does not 

contradict the trends towards a reduction of reversals. It rather demonstrates 

that other tendencies may have prevailed against it. 

We have noted above that in HT many secondary participants appear on 

the main line. In B, however, the only secondary participant functioning as agent 

is the messenger sent to Assurbanipal. It is the Assyrian king himself, who, 

according to B, leads his army to Egypt (Bi66ff), defeats Tarqu's army (i77ff), and 

The difference between eds. E and B with regard to Tanda's fate may be due to abe"otio 
occlili (Ita-an-da-a-a / la-ku-da-a-a). Biii12 mentions .Itanda bel lilisunu" as being taken to 
Assyria, whereas according to ed.E "Itanda bel ali" was killed by the Assyrian troops (iii34)' 
who captured "Iakuda nagirsunu" alive and and brought him before Assurbanipal (ivs). 

A further cause for inconsistencies was the tendency to emphasize primary participants. 
Thus while according to B's account the Moabite king defeated Ammuladdi (Bviii48_so), in A 
Assurbanipal claims the victory for himself ("abiktasu askun", Aviii23). In the narration of 
Ammuladdi's capture, however, 3rd p.pI. is used ("i~batilnimma ubilUni adi mabriya", Aviii26 / 
"u$abbit ... adi mabrilya usebilaJ" with the Moabite king as grammatical subject, Bviii48_S0' 

restored after prism D). 
For examples of literary inconsistencies in early versions cf. above n.307. 

385 Cf. above n.23. 
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even captures Sarruludari (ii6).386 Since for the references to M~urbanipal's 

enemies the same trend is apparent387 these alterations should not be (solely) 

attributed to the egocentricity of the Assyrian kings.388 B has also reduced the 

number of primary participants. None of the rebels (C) appears as agent of a 

main line verb.389 

386 Cf. also the alteration of "mibrit ummanateya" (HT obv.16) to "ana m$iya" (Bi74). For 
further alterations d. participant orientation table above. 

Similar changes have also been carried out in other campaign accounts. In their version of 
the Kirbit campaign B/C have have altered all verbs with the Assyrian army as agents to 1st 

p.sgl. and thus reduced the number of participants in the main line. For the mention of the 
capture of Kirbit (and other cities) we can note a development of participant designations 
from "iUudO" (Eiii23, HT rev.H), referring to the Assyrian army, to "kisitti qiiteya" (HT 
rev.12), to "aksud" (Biiill I I Civ3~ with the Assyrian king as agent. As a consequence of B's 
abbreviations the participant relation in Biiil2 is A-B. F omitted the fll'st part of B's account 
of Assurbanipal's campaign against Abseri (Biiil 6-30)' where secondary participants for the 
Assyrian king appeared as main line agents. F has also omitted all references to secondary 
participants and consequently also to all internal participant relations from the main line of its 
account of ASSurbanipal's campaign against Teumman (see below, appendix ill, table 8). The 
Assyrian king is the only main line agent. In its account of ASSurbanipal's campaign against 
Ounanu, B narrates that Tammaritu's servants rebelled (Bviis4) and mentions that IndabigaS, 
who had instigated the revolt took the throne (Bviis6.S7)' F and A, however, relate that it was 
IndabigaS, who defeated Tammaritu r.tii20 I I AivI~. In the narration of Tammaritu's escape 
A has further replaced "i~batO sepe I sarrutiya" (Bvii70) with all refugees as grammatical 
subject with "sepe sarrOtiya unassiqma" (Aiv28)' even though in ivus and v21 A refers to this 
incident with "Sa ... imm sepelIya". " ... unassiq" and Aiv29 correspond to the contents of 
Tammaritu's speech (d. above n.374). For additional alterations of references to participants 
in this account see above n.372. In the report of the fll'st campaign against Uwaite~, A has 
replaced all mentions of the Assyrian army as main line agents by references to ASSurbanipai 
(d. appendix III, table 12). In the report of Ammuladdin's defeat VAT 5600+ has omitted the 
reference to the Moabite king (viii43-4s), but replaced "[iddima)" (Bviii49, restored after D) 
with "addisuma" (VAT 5600+, 11,34). The addition ofthe suffix is noteworthy, since in B the 
context implied that Ammula.ddin and his subjects were taken to Assyria (d. viii46)· 
CQnsequently " ... ana alninuak1 adi mabr[iya uSebila)" (BviiiS9) was replaced by "uri ana 
matassur" (VAT 5600 + 11,46). IT has further abbreviated this passage by omitting the mention 
of Ammuladdi's fight against the Amurrite kings, which in Aiii16 parr are introduced as 
secondary participants for Assurbanipal ("sa dassur distar u i1iinimes rabutimes usadgila 
panu'a"). Cf. also above n.384. 

387 Cf. the alteration of "umaZera umman5u" (HT obv.8) to "iI1aka" (B~). 
388 qontra Mowinckel, "Die vorderasiatischen Konigs- und Fllrsteninschriften", p.285. 
389 Sarruludari, a third primary participant apart from ASSurbanipai and Tarqu, appears once 

as the patient of "~bat" (B~). Secondary participants for C are not mentioned. The cities 
punished by Assurbanipal are referred to with "Sa ibbalkiru itti Itarqu iSkunii piSun" (B~97; 
HT: "mala ittIsUDu [Saknu)" - restored after ed. A, with the pronominal suffix referring to the 
rebels). 

In its report of ASsurbanipal's campaign against Dunanu, F has reduced the number of 
participants by changing the remark that that Tammaritu had fled before the "weapon of AHur 
and Htar" (B~r) to "before IndabigaS (Ftii23). 

By the omission of the reference to the decapitation of one of Teumman's generals (Bvi)9-
4J' participant relation: A C') F and A have reduced the number of participants and unified 
the main line. F and A have further omitted the description of the ravaging of Gambulu (vi4s-
46) and only retained a description of the conquest and destruction of Sapibel, where Dunanu 
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Related to the tendency to concentrate on primary participants is the 

trend to clarify their relationship. Thus B has altered the order of narration of 

stage and inciting event. According to HT Tarqu first moves to Memphis (obv.5) 

and then sets off to fight against the Assyrians (obv.6ff). In B his intentions are 

stated first (iS7-60) and his move to Memphis is supplemented by "[~Irussun]"390 

(Bi60), where the reference of the suffix may include Niku. It is expressly 

mentioned at the beginning of the account that Tarqu's actions are directed 

against the Assyrians. 

The next extant edition, that of C and A391, exhibits an intermediate 

stage between E and HT on the one side and B on the other. C and A followed. 

B in the first part of the account, narrating that the Assyrian king himself led his 

army, but agree with HT in ascribing the capture of the rebels to Assurbanipal's 

officers.392 Between the two events C and A have inserted a reference to 

Assurbanipal's return to Nineveh. The literary relationships of the various 

versions are thus complex. Either we have to assume that C and A were 

dependent on a non-extant Vorlage or that they combined different sources. In 

any case, for an analysis of the structural development C and A have to be 

compared with HT rather than B. On the other hand, since C, A and B agree in 

the first parts of their accounts, the statements made above on the development 

and his brother(s) were captured (cf. appendix III, table 11). To be noted further is HT's 
omission of the reference to the settlement of foreign peoples in Kirbit, which did not concern 
the main conflict and denoted a switch in the participant orientation pattern. For further cases 
cr. also above n.386. 

In its account of the campaign against Agseri A has added a note of the killing of Abseri's 
relatives Thus it might constitute a witness for an intermediary stage between F and A. 
(Aiiito). The latter are, however, mentioned with pronominal suffixes referring to AbSeri 
("abbemelu qinniilu zer bIt abIlu"). The presence of this line in BM 82-3-23,5218 (d. Bauer, 
IWA, p.58) may indicate that A took it over from its source and that B may have omitted it 
from its Vorlage. 

390 Restored after D and A. 
39t Prism F omits Assurbanipal's frrst Egyptian campaign. 
392 Cf. also C/ A's narration of. the punis~ent of rebellious cities, where C/ A partly agree 

with B against HT, and partly With HT agamst B. See above n.377. 
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of time structure and participant orientation are valid for C and A, too, and 

need not be repeated here. 

C and A do not narrate the second, unsuccessful, expedition against 

Tarqu (HT obv.24-32) and thus have reduced the number of peaks. We thus can 

note a simplification of the narrative structure from originally four peaks (HT) 

to two (C and A) and to one peak. This parallels the development of the 

account of Sennacherib's first campaign.393 

Figure 11 Discourse profile of HT's account of ASsurbanipal's first Egyptian 
campaign indicating text retained by B, C, and A 

2 10 20 30 40 

retained by ed. B 

retained by eds. CIA 

50 60 

Both C and A have lists not present in the preceding editions. C adds a 

list of vassal kings from "abi tamtim qabal tam tim u nabali", who were sent by 

393 Similarly F has omitted narrative sections containing peaks from B's versions of 
Assurbanipal's campaigns against Abseri (cf. appendix n, figure 2, with comments) and against 
Teumman (BvS9-vi13). 
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Assurbanipal to support the Assyrian troops, whereas A has a list of Egyptian 

vassal kings reinstalled after Tarqu had been defeated by the Assyrians. From 

the narrative point of view the only purpose apparent for the addition of these 

lists is preservation of information. The effect of their inclusion on the narrative 

structure is thus difficult to evaluate. They turn attention away from the course 

of events.394 For the establishment of plot profiles we have disregarded these 

insertions, of which we, nevertheless, have to take notice. 

The kings from "abi tamtim qabal tamtim u nab ali" who were sent to 

Egypt by ASsurbanipaP9S are probably identical with those from "eber nari" who 

are mentioned in HT obv.25, but not in B. el A and HT, however, differ 

considerably in wording. Furthermore, the position of this episode within the 

course of the narrative is different. In HT the kings were sent to Egypt after 

Tarqu's army had been defeated and the Ethiopian king had fled to Thebes. In 

el A, however, they are sent to Egypt at the beginning of the campaign. Since 

el A have ASsurbanipal himself leading his army to Egypt and have omitted the 

narration of Tarqu's second escape the original position of the passage could 

not be retained. The resolution of the chronological order is indicated by the 

fact that in el A the passage is introduced by "ina metiq girrlya".3% The addition 

of ana "matmu$ur u matkasi ustessera barranu" (el Ai67f) identifies the meaning 

of "matmakan u matmelubba" in the campaign formula ([ell Ais2 I I Biso) and 

creates a parallelism to the introduction of Assurbanipal's second campaign. 

394 Of the kings listed in cd. C none, and of the list in ed. A only Niku (and the cities of Sais, 
Pindidi and Si~nu) is mentioned in the further course of the narrative. 

395 White C mentions the names of the kings, A only states their number. The names given in 
ed. C are very similar to those mentione.d in ~n inscription of Esarhaddon (cf. Borger, 
Asarhaddoll, p.60). Apart from orthographic vanants all but two names are identical. C has 
otlia-ki-in-lu" for lma-ta-an-ba-'a-al" and "lm-mi-na-ad-bi" for "lbu-du-ilu". The alterations may 
constitute updates. The different purpose of the list in the two inscriptions may indicate that C 
Esarhaddon's prism did not constitute C's immediate Vorlage. ' 

396 "ina metiq girrlya" is also used by F to mark an insertion of an account of the Bit-Imbi 
affair into its report of the ftrst campaign against Ummanaldasi (cf. below n.474). 
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Since Tarqu had been mentioned as "[~ar matmu~ur u] matkosi" (i52) the 

participant orientation has been further clarified. 

A has expanded the description of M~urbanipal's reaction to Tarqu's 

attack to an EEN construction: 

libbi egugma 
~~arub kabitti 
ani qateya ~alli daHur u diStar aHuritu (~397) 

and thus adapts the passage to Ai56.66f.84' This further simplifies the participant 

orientation, since it becomes apparent that AUur and Btar act on 

M~urbanipal's behalf.398 

a) ABurbanipal's Second Campaign in Egypt 

(1) The Structure of the Earliest Extant Version 

The oldest of the major editions for Msurbanipal's campaign against 

Tandamane399 is that of HT, which will be taken as point of departure. 

HT has separated this section from the previous one only by the 

introduction of a new grammatical subject (Tandamane; HT obv.67). The new 

paragraph is linked with the previous one by referring back to Tarqu with a 

pronominal suffix.400 

Only very few literary devices are employed. This conforms with the fact 

that the Assyrian king does not dominate a single main line verb in this account. 

There is, therefore, no substantial rise or fall of the rhetorical level. Tension 

397 Without equivalent in C. 
398 Clarification of the participant relations can also be observed in A's version of 

ASsurbanipal's campaign against Abseri. A has added a promise of IStar to the narration of 
Abseri's death. Through IStar's statement "mittitu labSeri Sac matmana kima sa aqbu ippus" 
(Aii~_7) it becomes apparent that Abseri's servants act as secondary participants for the 
Assyrian foddess. In ed. B this could only be deduced from "wur u diStar imntlSu ina qatiiII 

ardanime su" (Biii83)' 
399 Ed.B: TaSdamane. 
400 "mar &MatUu" (obv.67). 
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increases with the report on Tandamane's preparations for war, but decreases 

quickly after the outcome of the decisive battle is mentioned (obv.71).401 

Tension rises again with the report on the Assyrian army pursuing Tandamane. 

The overall surface structure peak of this narrative is found in the description of 

the capture of Thebes with the intensifying supplements "ana sibirtIsu" and 

"abubiS" in obv.74. The enumeration of booty taken from Thebes and the 

parallelism "use~ima" / "ana sallatiS imnu" slows down the narration and the 

decrease of the rhetorical level. The mention of the safe return of the Assyrian 

troops (rev.ll.5-6) concludes this section. 

Figure 12 Discourse Profile of HT's account of Msurbanipal's second Egyptian 

campaign 

-
Vs.67 70 74/Rs.l 5 

The significance of the narrated events has found only weak expression 

in the surface structure. The importance of the sack of Thebes for the Assyrians 

is evident from the fact that it is the only event from Assurbanipal's first two 

401 "ina tukulti .... , "ina ~eri rapsi". 
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campaigns to be mentioned in the Htar Temple Tablet (1.80).402 The same is 

true for prism H, which has introductory remarks in 11.1-6, then mentions the 

capture and looting of Thebes in 1.7, and continues with the mention of Balalu 

of Tyre.403 

The account in HT appears to follow a chronological order. 

Since HT's version is very brief, statistical data have to be treated with 

care. 

The main line reads: 

HT B F 

obv.l.67 iisibma B + 

1.68 

1.69 

1.71 

1.72 

402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 

410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
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uma""ir B B' I 
iskun B B' I 
upabbir B B' I 

uSatba B (B') A' I 
i~bata B A' I 
iskunii A' B r 
uparririi A' B' I 
ipparsidma B (A') r 
erub B (A') I 

Henceforth IT. Cf. Thompson, "Excavation at Nineveh", pp.80-90. 
Cf. also K 3127+4435 (Bauer, !WA, pp.66f.). 
"idkii" - B B'. 
"esirma" - B A'. 
"i~bata" - B A'. 
"illikamma" - A' A [B]. 
"iqba" - A A' [B]. 
"aSnIma" - A [B]. 
"ustessera" - A [B]. 
"iSmema" - B A. 
"[umassirma]" (restored after prism D) - B [A]. 
"innabit" - B [A]. 
"illikiinimma" - A' A [B]. 
"unassaqii" - A' A [B]. 
"a~bat" - A B. 

I 
I 
1404 

I40S 
1406 

r407 
1408 

f"09 
1410 + 
c411 r 

1412 I 
1413 I 
c414 r 
1415 1 
1416 1 



1.73 illiku A' B r 1417 1 

r418 r 
1419 1 

1.74 iksudu A' B' 1 r420 r 
ispunu A' B' 1 

rev.lA use~unimma A' B' I 1421 I 
1422 I 

imnu A' B' I 1423 

1424 

1425 

1.5 iSsunimma A' A s 1426 

unassiqu A' A I 

(12 x 1[75 %J, 3 x r [18.75 %J, 1 x s [6.25 %]) 

The participant orientation pattern in HT exhibits only few reversals. 

Secondary participants for both protagonists appear on the main line. There are, 

however, only two agents, the Assyrian army and Tandamane. A~~urbanipal is 

not mentioned as agent even in transitional passages. In the passage containing 

the overall peak, the participant relation is between secondary participants (A' -

B'). 

(2) The Structural Development 

There is evidence that B's Vorlage differed from HT. Tandamane's siege 

of Memphis, which had not been mentioned by HT is also referred to in the 

Kushite king's Dream Stele427• Possibly B was dependent on a source earlier 

417 "allik". 
418 "umassirma" - B [AJ. 
419 "innabit" - B [AJ. 
420 "iksuda" - A B'. 
421 "assubma" - A B' 
422 "alqa" - A B'. 
423 "aslula" - A B'. 
424 "usamrirma" - A B'. 
425 "astakan" - A B. 
426 natura" - A. 
427 Cf. Spalinger, "Assurbanipal and Egypt", pp.324f. 

From the parallel between HT opv.30 and obv.73: 
"ana a1ni' at danniiti Itarqu sar matkiisi illikii malak arbi X iime" (obv.30) 
"malak arbi X ume urbi pasqiiti arkiiSu illikii adi qereb alnP" (obv.37). 
it could be deduced that the battle between Tandamane's and Assurbanipal's forces took 

place near Memphis. 
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than HT.428 Any analysis of the differences between the editions is thus only 

provisional. Until further finds clarify the textual dependence between the 

various manuscripts we shall nevertheless regard HTs text as B's source. 

The table above shows that ed. B has substantially expanded HTs 

account. Most of the events added by B to HTs version of M~urbanipal's 

second campaign to Egypt are standard in Assyrian campaign accounts and have 

parallels in the accounts of the first Egyptian campaign. The alterations also 

follow the tendency to have the main line dominated by primary participants. 

The arrival of a messenger at the Assyrian court corresponds to B~3 

parr. As in its account of M~urbanipal's first campaign, B has the Assyrian king 

himself leading his army to Egypt. The phraseology resembles ~7f' In B, both 

Tarqu's and Tandamane's actions are preceded by a reference to their learning 

of events: 

Itarqu .. , alale girrIya iSmema ... idki t~u (Bi71_73) 

Itarqu ... iSmi tabte ummliniitesu ... a mimpi umassirma ana suzub napiStiSu innabit ana qereb 
al ., (. ) m 178-8.5' 

Itasdamane [alak girrIya] iSmema ... almimpi [uma!Sirma ana siizub napiStISu innabit an[a qereb 
alni,]429 (ii20-22)' 
tib tiibiizIya emurma alni' umaSsir innabit [ana alkipkipi]43O (ii27-28). 

B's report of Tandamane's second flight to Kipkipi may constitute an 

update of the account.431 It also parallels HTs mention of Tarqu's second 

escape.432 According to prism B, after Tandamane's defeat and escape the 

Egyptian vassal kings paid homage to M~urbanipal. A counterpart may be seen 

in C/ A's version of M~urbanipal's campaign against Tarqu, where a reference 

428 Cf. above p.83f. 
429 Restored according to eds. C and A. 
430 Restored according to eds. C and A. 
431 Cf. e.g. the insertion of a reference to _Lute's death by Chic.-Tayl. (see above n.254). 

Comparable is further the addition of "ana matnabayate" by VAT 5600 + n,23f to the narration 
of Uwaite"s escape (cf. Bviii31). _ 

432 tlltarqu Sa alale ummliniiteya iSme alni' ... umaSsir nariaru'1l ebir[ma ... " (obv.31-32). 
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to the submission of kings "sa abi tamtim qabal tam tim u nab ali" is related (i68-

71)·433 

The parallelism between B's accounts of ASsurbanipal's first and second 

campaign has also found its expression in "asnlma ana matmu~ur [u matkusi] 

ustessera barranu"434 (Bii18-19) which refers back to "ina mabre gi[rrlya] ana 

[matma]kan u mat[melubba] lu allik" (Biso_S1).435 The formal beginning of the 

campaign narrative is thus to be found in Bii18-19 parr. 

The assimilation of the narrative of comparable events, which have 

already noted for B's version of Assurbanipal's first campaign has reached a 

higher level here. Not only passages within a narrative but a complete narrative 

was adapted to another one. This has at least two very important implications. 

For the attempt to trace earlier stages of development in late versions, it means 

that it is not possible to reconstruct the altered passages. The consequences for 

the treatment of suspected doublets are of even greater importance. We cannot 

a priori assume that two similar narratives constitute alternative versions of one 

story. In the light of the literary development of Assyrian annals the assimilation 

of originally different accounts with common features seems more probable. 

Further examples will be given below. 

The conception of the crushing of Tandamane's rebellion as a campaign 

of the Assyrian king has led to an increasing separation of this account from the 

previous one. In B the insertion of "arkanu" marked the beginning of the new 

section. The adaptations also affected the discourse structure. 

433 Since, however, the two passages have different functions within the accounts - in the 
report on the first Egyptian campaign the vassal kings are sent to Egypt to support the 
Assyrian troops, whereas in B's version of the second Egyptian campaign the Egyptian vassal 
kings submit to the victorious king - the comparison is a weak one. It is also possible that Bi24 
reflects HT rev.5. 

434 Restored after cds. C and A. 
435 The next campaign, against Ba'alu of Tyre, is referred to as Assurbanipal's third campaign 

(Bii41)· 
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In B stage and inciting event are marked and separated' from the account 

of the campaign proper by the mention of a messenger arriving in Nineveh. The 

description of Tandamane's preparations is downgraded by the replacement of 

the two sentences containing "usatba." and "isbata barrana" by the more usual 

"idka.".436 The battle between Tandamane's forces and the Assyrians is not 

mentioned in B. The resolution of the conflict with the Assyrian king as agent is 

therefore found in the passage on the conquest and looting of Thebes, which 

contains the overall peak of B's account. HT's "aspuna abobis" is omitted, but 

the looting is described with three main line verbs ("assubma", "alqa.", "aslula" 

[11.35-36]). 

B's summarizing remarks (ii37-38) reflect the tendency towards placing 

more emphasis on results than on a sequence of events.437 The account is 

concluded with the mention of ASsurbanipal's return to Nineveh (Bi39). 

436 

437 
Cf. HT obv.16 parr.; B~ parr. 
Similarly, VAT 5600+ has omitted the mention of a victory against Ammuladdin (Bviii43-

4S), but rather concentrated on the result, Ammuladdin's capture (11,40-44). IT further left out 
the references to Ammuladdi's fight against the Amurri and narrates only that Ammuladdi 
was captured alive and brought before Assurbanipal (1.114). Cf. also IT's remarks on the 
submission of Uwaite"s (U.113.119-121.123-126, see below n.439) and Natnu (U.123.124). 

This trend can also be recognized in HT's omissions from E's account of the Kirbit affair. 
HT has only retained the narration of the destruction of Kirbit and the capture of its mayor 
(rev.11-12), but left out references to prior events. The preference of mentioning results 
against relating a sequence of events implies a reduction of tension and thus HT's account is 
episodic. This is also true of F's version of the campaign against Teumman, where the 
tendency is underlined by altering the order of narration (cf. below n.437) and expanding the 
description of the conquest of Elam (Fi~2-66 / / BV93_98, cf. below, appendix II, table 8, and 
appendix III, figure 3 with comments). By its omissions F has created a historical inaccuracy. F 
retained the time denotation of BVnrr (lj Fiis7), but left out its reference, the mustering of 
the Assyrian army. In F, therefore, "in arilbulii1 ... " relates to the conquest of Elam. 

A has expanded the narration of Abseri's death by a inserting a parallel line (Aiii9), a 
reference to Abseri's relatives (Aiii lO), and a quotation of IStar's promise (Aii~_7) and thus 
placed more emphasis on the resolution of the conflict. Unfortunately IT's version is 
mutilated, but since 1.87 concludes IT's version of Gyges' submission and 1.89 mentions Ualli, 
there remains only one line for the Abseri episode. From the account of the campaign against 
Ounanu IT has only retained that Assurbanipal captured Sapibel and took Ounanu with rich 
spoil to Assyria (11.105-107). 

A part of the last section of F's account of Assurbanipal's first campaign against 
Ummanaldasi is paralleled by the text of a prism represented by NO 4378B, 5527, 5529, and 
5533 (cf. Knudsen, "Fragments of Historical Texts from Nimrud", pll.xxi, xxiv, xxv, xxvi), 
assigned by Knudsen to ed. C. Freedman, however, argued convincingly that the prism belongs 
to a different edition (Assurbanipal's "annals", p.8f). Since the fragments' text agrees with C 
against F and A in other passages (Ci"66fr, without equivalent in F and A), we shall assume 
that they present an earlier version compared to F and A. NO 4378B + ll.x+ 1-x+ 11 
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, ~', , ; 

,With regard to 'the development of the participant orientation pattern, 

" 'B's 'adaptation of the actouttt to~ the preceding one and to the usual sequence of 
~, , 

" 

"j 1 "ey~¥~si"nl'~: ~g~~stt.h¢ tenden(y to reduce the numbe: of reversals on the main 

" ~ li~~ (lIT: 3xr~ 13.33\ %; B: 0' x t~ 24%). B's main line is generally dominated by 

primary participants. Only in the reports of the arrival of a messenger and of the 

submission of vassal kings do secondary participants appear as agents. The 

participant relation in the passage containing the overall peak is A B' ,438 

In the description of the booty taken from Thebes B has resolved the 

chronological order by adding that Assurbanipal took two obelisks to Assyria 

(Bii33-35). Four lines later his return to Nineveh is mentioned. B has combined 

similar passages describing the taking of booty and thus resolved the 

correspond to Fivs_16 (f / AVS3-62)' Up to "aslula ana miitassur" (txt 12) the text is identical 
with that of editions F and A. Then the prism continues to give a summary of Assurbanipal's 
conquests and the booty taken and mentions the distribution of the spoil among Assyrians. 
This is narrated in neither Ps nor A's account on the first campaign against Ummanaldasi, but 
a similar passage is found later in the two editions (Fvi12ff / / Avi125rr) in the context of a 
second expedition against the Elamite king, the last campaign reported in ed.F. A mentions 
briefly a further expedition against the Elamite king (A~16)' Since the similarities of the 
descriptions could be due to the subject and there are also differences. (U.xt 12-31.40-44 are 
not represented in F / A; F / A add "dnusku" to the list of gods in l.x+ 36, A further adds "dadad" 
to l.x+ 34, and the texts of Fvi16_21 / / Avi3_s are not present in the preserved parts of the 
prism. The evidence does not require the assumption of a textual dependency, but on the other 
hand it cannot be ruled out. It is quite conceivable that F transferred parts of this passage from 
the end of a first campaign against Ummanaldasi to the end of the report of a second 
campaign against the same king. Of B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against 
Umm!lnigas (Bvii3-42) F and A have only retained that Ummanigas who had accepted a bribe 
from Samas-sum-ukln was killed by Tammaritu (Fii~l1 / / Aiiil36-iv2)' 

Similarly A has transferred the account of the wealth of booty taken during a first 
campaign against Uwaite~ and of a famine among the Arabs to a passage after the report of a 
second campaign against the Arab king (Bviii12_31 / / VAT 5600+ 1,54-11,22 [ef above n.374] 
/ / Aix42_74) 

An exeption to the general tendency is provided by A's addition of v15-16' 
438 The development of the participant designations at this point is significant. While HT had 

3rd p.pl. ("iksudU"; HT obv.74) referring to the Assyrian troops, B - followed by C/ A, and F -
has retained the pI. ("iksuda"; Bii29) with "qatiiya" as grammatical subject. The pronominal 
sufflX refers to Assurbanipal. The development ends with the use of 1st p.sgl. ("aksud") in ed. 
H (ii7)' 
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chronological order of narration to a thematic one.439 

The text of C/ A is almost identical with that of B.440 A has replaced 

"mar abatI~u" (iil0) with "mar l~abaku" and inserted "ina ~ane girrlya" after the 

439 A thematic rather than a chronological order can also be observed as a result or redactorial 
intervention in F's version of Assurbanipal's campaign against Elam (Biv87_88: "against 
Teumman"). The order of narration is according to importance; fIrst the victory over Elam, 
then the killing of the Elamite king and then of his soldiers. Thereafter the account returns to 
the description of the extent of Assurbanipal's victory, which is thus stressed twice. F has 
transferred the remarks on UmmanigaS' and Tammaritu's escape to the passage narrating 
their enthronement (Fii68.70), thus further altering the chronological order of narration 
towards a thematic one (cf. Biv74-86.89-96)' This purpose may also be responsible for the 
twofold mention of Uwaite~'s punishment (Aviiil_14' Ai"97_114)' The insertion of the first 
passage may have been prompted by the mention of Uwaite~'s escape, whereas the second 
passage introduces the description of punishments inflicted by the Assyrian king on 
insubmissive enemies. 

Several of IT's accounts can be adduced. Unfortunately IT's report of the campaign against 
Teummlin / Elam is only poorly preserved. The extant portions are different from the 
preceding versions. IT 1.100 mentions alsusan alpi_[ dil-ma]. Since the next line narrates the 
taking of booty, the cities probably are mentioned as having been conquered. This took place 
during Assurbanipal's second campaign against Ummanaldasi (Fiv36.38 / / AV84.87)' IT 1.102 
relates the installation of Tammaritu as king of ijidaIi, which in eds. B, F, and A is mentioned 
after the campaign against Teumman. Thus IT appears to have put together information from 
several campaigns against the Elamites. IT's order of narration of ASSurbanipal's expeditions 
against Arabs differs from that of the major e<!itions: Ammuladdi (1.114), Natnu (U.I23-124), 
Uaite~ (ll.113.119.[I24]-I26). The narration of Samas-sum-ukio's fate may have prompted the 
first mention of Uaite~ (1.113 .Iuwaite~ [sa pi it]tIsu issaknu"). The second mention (1.119: 
"Iiaute~") is part of a list of kings humiliated in Nineveh (d. Ax17-30). The list notes Elamite 
kings first and follows a reference to Assurbanipal's conquest of Elam (11.115-118). The third 
mention (1.124 - king's name not E.reserved) followed the narration of the submission of 
Natnu, king of Nabayati ("sa ana matn]abaya[ti ittak]lu u ta[martiSu .... "). It is interesting to 
note that U.113.119 have both orthographic forms ofythe name, although the extant Vorlagen of 
this passage use only one. Uwaite~'s support of Samas-sum-ukin is mentioned by Avi~9 
(Uwaite~) and VAT 5600 + 1,42-44 (Uwaite~). Uwaite"'s humiliation is narrated in A (Uwaite~). 
Cf. also below n.l026. Both passages in IT mention him as king of "Sumuili", which has no 
equivalent in B, VAT 5600 +, C or A. 

A resolution of the chronological order of narration is also recognizable in A's resumption 
of Aimu's capture in Axl-4 (/ / ix19-22). The redactor presumably placed Aimu's execution 
(Axs) in its historical context rather than mentioning a separate event (contra Weippert, "Die 
Kampfe des assyrischen Konigs Assurbanipal", p.49). It is noteworthy that the first part of the 
later passage is narrated in subordinate clauses. A has also inserte~ the account of Abiate"'s 
entronement to between the reports of the latter's support for Samas-sum-ukIn against 
MSurbanipal and of another conspiracy together with Natnu (Aviii.ts-Sl.68fC' d. below n.913), 
both of which had not been reported in the preceding versions. Whether Abiate~ was re
installed or B and VAT 5600 + omitted the former incident cannot be decided from the texts. 

However, thematic order is not necessarily a sign of redactorial intervention. In the case of 
Assurbanipal's first campaign against Ummanaldasi it is already present in the earliest extant 
account, that of ed. F. F's account begins with the submission of cities (Fiii39_61) and then 
turns to individuals (F~2ff)' 

For the presence of resumptive repetition in early versions and its employment by redactors 
to mark secondary insertions see below appendix II p.236 with n.913. 

440 For minor alterations see below. 
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mention of the messenger, thus omitting the back-reference and separating the 

two accounts more clearly from each other. 

Edition F has the account of the campaign against Tandamane as its first 

campaign account441 and thus concentrates on the final confrontation between 

the Assyrian and a Kushite king. F further has omitted the stage of B's version 

including the mention of the messenger, B's summarizing remarks and the 

reference to ASsurbanipal's return to Nineveh.442 

Thus in F no conflict is introduced and there is consequently only one 

peak, the conquest and looting of Thebes. 

As has been noted above, Ed. H has retained only the peak section. 

Figure 13 Discourse profile of HTs account of ASsurbanipal's second Egyptian 
campaign indicating omissions by F and H 

10 15 20 25 30 35 39 

441 Consequently the Egyptian vassal kings are described with "sa assur-abba-iddina sar 
matassur abu banu'a istakan qereb mU1;iur" (Fi41), whereas B reads "sa qereb matmu1;iur askun" 
(ii23)' 

442 An abbreviation of the stage is also apparent in HT's treatment of E's account of 
Assurbanipal's campaign against Kirbit (see appendix III, table 6) Even though E's text is 
badly mutilated, enough has been preserved to indicate that that E's stage was far more 
extensive than that in HT (rev.8·9). B/C have further abbreviated HT's stage by leaving out 
rev.7, which paralleled rev.8. They also omitted the inciting evellt, the request for 
Assurbanipal's intervention by the inhabitants of Deru (HT rev.l0). 

Comparable is furthermore Fs omission of the frrst part of B's account of Assurbanipal's 
campaign against Asberi (Biii18_32a; cf. appendix TIl, table 7). The omitted passage narrates a 
first battle between Assyrian and Mannean forces before Assurbanipal entered Abseri's 
territory. F has drastically abbreviated B's account of Assurbanipal 's campaign against 
Teumman by compressing B's stage into one subordinate clause ("sa ikpudu limuttu"; Fii61) 
and omitting the ill citing evellt (Bv15_24)' 
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b) The Gyges Affair 

In the discussion about appropriate usage of Ancient Near Eastern 

material for literary criticism applied to Old Testament narratives, A's account 

of the submission of Gyges to the Assyrian king has received special attention. 

In Aii100f we find a twofold mention of a messenger sent by the Lydian king to 

AS~urbanipal. It is the presence of two different terms for "messenger", "rakbu" 

and "mar-~ipri", that caught attention. K.AKitchen argued that this passage and 

others indicate that the presence of varying terminology cannot serve as 

evidence for conflation of sources.443 On the other hand M.Cogan and 

H.Tadmor444 have argued that A was dependent on two different versions of ed. 

E, El and E2. While El is argued to have used "rakbu", E2 had nmar-~ipri". 

Further differences between the versions are claimed to be recognizable in the 

fact that in El the messenger could not be understood because he spoke a 

"barbaric" language, whereas E2 presupposes that he spoke a "mutually 

intelligible language"445 Cogan and Tadmor also ascribed to E2 the 

development of the dream sequence. From this reconstruction Cogan and 

Tadmor concluded that HT and A used both versions of E.446 HT preferred 

rakbu (El) but retained the dream (E2). A is said to have conflated both 

versions by including both, a rakbu as well as a mar-~ipri. These results were 

accepted by J.H.Tigay, who argued that literary-critical methodology, using 

variations in vocabulary as indications for sources was thus corroborated.447 

The expansion the description of Uaite:lts "sin" by ed. A (vUs6.88.9Of.l04-106) may have been 
prompted by Uaite~'s capture and punishment (cf. ~-114) 

443 Ancient Orient and Old Testament, p.l24. 
444 "Gyges and Assurbanipal". 
445 P.74. 
446 Cf. pp.nf. 
447 "Stylistic Criteria", pp.154f. 
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There are, however, various difficulties with Cogan and Tadmor's 

reconstruction of the literary history of the Gyges story. They have convincingly 

shown that the length of a col. of E2 was 80 lines.448 If the mention of the mar

sipri in BM 134454 col. B, 1.2' belongs to the account of the Gyges affair then 

the whole account must have comprised more than one complete col., for BM 

134454, col. A contains part of the narrative. Of those at the very least 80 lines 

are (partly) preserved: 

BM 134454 col. A: 
BM 134445 + 121018: 
BM 134455 + 127923: 
BM 134454 col. B: 

11 lines 
14 lines 
14 lines 

1 lines 
41 lines. 

This leaves at least 39 lines of E2 which are completely lost. There is no 

reason to exclude the possibility that these lines could have contained the 

mention of a "rakbu". Of ed. El even less is preserved. Thus the distinction 

between two hypothetical versions of ed. E is not as certain as Cogan and 

Tadmor believe. 

Cogan's and Tadmor's reconstruction ignores the agreements between A 

and other editions. A would have used Eb E2, B, and perhaps HT and C, too, 

for an account of 14 lines. In A's account of Gyges' downfall and his son's 

accession both terms are used (Aii l11.122)' As in the account of Gyges' 

submission a "rakbu" is (not) sent "ana sa:>al sulmeya" and the mar-sipri delivers 

a message. The difference in meaning between the two terms could provide 

enough reason for A's additional reference to a "mar-sipri" relating Gyges' 

dream. The parallelism does not necessarily imply that according to ed. A two 

distinct envoys were sent by the Lydian king. The construction may rather be 

448 P.70, n.18. ed. E probably did not contain the list of the Egyptian vassal kings found in 
Ai90ff (partially paralleled in C). Both E and HT have a relative clause narrating that 
Assurbanipal's father had installed these kings. A and C do not have this clause since the 
information had already been given together with the names of the kings (AillO I I Cii84 [/ I 
BID]). HT did not have the list. It is thus not probable that it was present in E. 
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regarded as overlay and might reflect E's high rhetorical level in the narration of 

the messenger's arrival at the Assyrian court. 

"iimu Suttu annitu ~ 
Suttu annitu Sa emurii 

IrakbilSu .iWu:l ana mabriya ana Sa~ sulmcya 
ina qiitiiII 'mar-Sipri i§puramma uSanna iiti" (Aiil00-UW 

In any case the two different terms cannot possibly be used for the 

identification of different sources of ed. A!449 The same is true for the presence 

of the dream The bad state of preservation of the supposed E1 does not permit 

to exclude the possibility of a dream episode in E1. 

The preserved portions indicate that E's account(s) were far more 

extensive than those of the later versions. The extant parts of E's main line(s) 

read: 

K 1821// A 792()450: 

1.3 itba B' A 
1.4 imurusuma A' B' r 
1.5 iqbfiSu A' B' I 
1.9 ubilUniSSu A' B' A I 
1.12 ul ibSima A' I 
1.13 nakratma B' r 
1.14 Iii iSemmu A' B' r 
1.16 fibila B' r 

BM 134454, BM 134445, BM 134455, BM 127923451: 

BM 134454 col. Au' [la iSmu] [A'] 
At7' usamqi[tfi] C 

BM 134445 / BM 121018 col. Cg. usannima ? 

BM 134455 / BM 127923 col. C12 u][se)bilamma B 
ambur A 

A 
(B) r 

It is evident that in E's version(s) the rhetorical level was comparatively 

high. E's participant orientation pattern exhibits comparatively many reversals 

and references to internal participant relations. Secondary participants like the 

449 Since Cogan's and Tadmor's study was used by J.H.TJgay ("Stylistic Criterion", p.154) as 
basis for his argumentation for an empirical model for Pentateuchal criticism the point made 
above has to be emphasized. 

450 Cogan and Tadmor's E1• 

451 Cogan and Tadmor's ~. 
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Lydian messenger or the inhabitants of Assyria figured prominently. All this has 

changed in HT. The account was compressed to five main line verbs. HT has 

drastically reduced the rhetorical level. Only one passage contains direct 

speech. Correspondingly HT has simplified the participant orientation pattern. 

There are only two main line agents (Assur and Gyges) and only one reversal. 

In HT the beginning of the account of the Gyges episode is marked by 

the mention of a new name. The introduction sentence is comparatively "heavy". 

Much emphasis is placed on the fact that Gyges country was "asru roqu". Gyges 

had not been a vassal of Assurbanipal and therefore this account does not deal 

with the crushing of a rebellion. This provides an explanation for the fact that 

neither Assurbanipal nor his generals are mentioned on the main line as 

grammatical subjects. The introduction line mentions that Assur appeared to 

Gyges in a dream. The exhortations given by Assur to the Lydian king are 

mentioned in HT's account in a construction, which consists of 3 + 1 members. It 

is noteworthy that they are given in direct speech: 

sa lassur-ban-apli ... sepeIImes rubutIsa ~abatma 
Sarriisu pitlubma 
sulla beliissu 
sa epis ardiiti u nadin mandatti lillikus suppuka 

Thus the contents of the dream are emphasized and the rhetorical level 

increases. This is also evident from the fact that the actual reason for Assur's 

appearance to Gyges has not yet been told in the account. This is different from 

the usual (strictly chronological) order. It is only from a subordinate clause and 

after the conflict is solved that the reader learns what had happened before. 

Unfortunately due to the bad state of preservation of manuscripts belonging to 

edition E we do not know whether this deviation from the expected order 

constitutes a secondary development.The time denotation "umu suttu annitu 

emurU" links the second section of the account with the first. Contrary to the 

first section the second is narrative rather than descriptive. HT plainly narrates 
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that, after Gyges had sent a messenger to Murbanipal, he defeated his enemies 

and sent (them ?) with tribute to Nineveh. The rhetorical peak of HT's version 

of the account of the Gyges affair is found near the beginning in the retelling of 

Gyges' dream. It coincides with neither the point of highest tension nor that of 

the DENOUEMENT. The same tendency as that of the plot development is also 

found in the structuring of the dream section, where the greatest emphasis is 

placed on the first member. It is noteworthy that the only Assyrian intervention 

happens in the dream section. 

HT's main line reads: 

HT B F A IT 

rev.15 uSabriSuma A" B + + + ljl 
rev.19 iSpura B B' A r r r ri52 l 3 

1454 

1455 

rev.20 iksuda B C s s456 
g457 s I 

rev.21 uSebila B C A I I I I r4S8 

unaSsiq B A s I 
+459 

In the report of the Gyges affair the literary development appears to be 

inconsistent. B, C, and F have an abbreviated version of HT's account, whereas 

A has a more extensive report. But since ed.A relates the contents of Gyges' 

dream, paralleled in E and HT, but not in B, C and F, we may regard the text of 

A as the earlier one compared with that of the latter editions.460 

452 "iSpwii" (subjunctive), but Var.: "ispura". 
453 Thompson, "Excavation at Nineveh": "[ispuru ... J" (1.87). 
454 "iSpuramma" - B B' A. 
455 "uSanna" - B A. 
456 "ikSud". 
457 "utamme!Jma" - B C. 
458 "UiJDartiSu kabitJti uiebilamma" - B A. 
459 A then continues to narrate Gyges' rebellion, his downfall and the accession of his son 

(Aiilll-12S)· 
460 Cf. also the agreements between a variant reading AU", and HT rev.15 and of a variant 

reading to AiitOO to HT rev.19 noted in Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyrischen /(jjnige, 
p.20, nJ and g, against B, C, and F. "uSanna" (AiilOZ) may have a parallel in E (BM 134445 1.9': 
"usannima"). E is, however, too mutilated, and the parallel of too a common kind to deduce 
any literary dependency from it. 
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B has omitted from HT the quotation of Assur's exhortations, that part of 

the narrative in which the highest rhetorical level was found. B also replaced 

HT's "iksuda" with "utammebma" (iii2)' B retained the relative clauses and 

appositions of HT and further amplifies "utammebma" by adding a mention of 

the weapons used. Since the expression used by B is common461, it does not 

constitute a substantial rise of the rhetorical level. 

At the end of the narrative B omits the remark on the kissing of 

Assurbanipal's feet, but adds a different phrase ("atammaru danan assur u 

dmarduk"). The addition, however, was not retained in the later editions. The 

tendency to abbreviate prevailed. Thus C like B does not have the mention of 

the kissing of ASsurbanipal's feet, but also omits B's final phrase. 

A follows HT more closely than B, C, and F had done. Thus a direct 

quotation of the dream contents is given, though it differs in wording from HT. 

The exhortations of ASsur as narrated in A comprised only two commands. The 

first one ("~abatma") constitutes an abbreviation of HT's first command 

(rev.17). A has not taken over any of the other commands, but has added a 

different one: "ina zikir sumIsu kusud lnakreka" (emphasizing Assurbanipal's 

importance rather than ASsur's), whereby the contents of the dream (kusud) are 

linked to the narration of the later events ("iksuda"). A has not only retained the 

reference to the conquest ("iksuda"), which was already found in HT, but also 

"utammebma" from Band C as a link between "iksuda" and "usebila". Like C 

and F, A has not taken over B's additional remark at the end of the narrative. In 

A the account of the Gyges affair does not end with the reference to Gyges 

paying tribute to ASsurbanipal, but continues to report the following changes of 

Lydio-Assyrian relations. 

The IT, too, exhibits an account of the Gyges affair. It omits the 

description of Lydia as a "distant place ... ". The reference to Gyges' dream is 

461 Cf. Aiil31.iii60. 
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retained, though the word order is different. Campbell Thompson gives 

"sumeya" in square brackets. If IT indeed read so, then it would have agreed 

with A against HT, B, C, F, which all read "sarrtltl'ya".462 IT also quotes the first 

exhortation of ASsur to Gyges in the same text as A, apart from the omission of 

"sar matassur" after the mention of Assurbanipal. Unfortunately the 

continuation of this sentence is mutilated in IT. Campbell Thompson only gives 

"-ka". If IT 1.86 indeed was identical with Aii99, ASsur's second exhortation, then 

we would have another case of assimilation of the descriptions of command and 

fulfillment, for the extant part of IT 1.86 is very similar to Aii99t only that it is 

given as an indicative in the 1st person, not as imperative. The development of 

the correspondence between the relations of dream and event would thus be: 

HT sa laSsur-ban-apli sepemes rubUtiSu 
rev. 17. ~abatma 
20 

~f. sepall IdaSsur-ban-apli sarri mataSsur 
l03f ~abatma 

ina zikir sumiSu kuSud InakriitjDleSka 

IT sepa IdaSsur-ban-apli ~a~atma] v 

U.85f [ina zikir sumiSu kusud nakremes]ka 

19imiraya .•. ikSuda qatesu 

ultu libbi lime Sa ~batii sepe Sarriitiya 

19imiraya •.. ikSud 

ina zikir sumiya Inakremessu ikSud 

IT has, however, omitted the correspondence to "sepa Idassur-ban-apli 

sa[batma]". The development of this passage, especially the treatment of HT by 

A, resembles that of Akkadian epic literature. However, the correspondence is 

not between comparable situation, but between command and fulfillment. It is 

noteworthy that the tendency to abbreviate prevailed. 

462 HT + "kabti". 
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c) The Mugallu Mair, the Iakinlu Affair, and M~urbanipal's Campaign 

against Ba:lalu of Tyre 

In HT the report of the Gyges affair is followed by the account of the 

submission of Mugallu, king of Tabal (rev.22-26). As in the Gyges-episode 

Assurbanipal does not intervene in the course of events.463 No rise or fall of 

tension is apparent in the short narrative. The participant orientation pattern is 

unified. There is only one reversal at the end of the section. No internal 

participant relations are described and no secondary participants are 

introduced. 

The account of Iakinlu, king of Arvad's submission is similar. Again the 

Assyrian king does not intervene, the submissive king lives far away464 and the 

account is brief and episodic. It narrates the last incident reported in HT. 

However, the literary relationship between the extant versions is 

complex. On the one side there is reason to assume that A's account represents 

an intermediate stage between HT and B465, on the other side there is slight 

indication that it is secondary compared to B.466 

We shall thus regard both eds. B and A as being dependent on HT's 

version, but disregard their mutual relationship. A's version indicates that the 

463 Tabal is described as "bu!sanu sadu pasqatu". Cf. the description of Lydia as "nagu nibirti 
tamti asru riiqu sa sarranimes alikiit maori abbeya la ismu zikrj sumiSu" (HT rev.14-15). 

464 "Ikkilu asib rapasti qabal tamtim sa klma niini ina memes Iii nmi [ina gi(?)b]is edc danni 
sitkunii subtu sa eli tam tim gallati ihlma" (rev.27-29) 

465 As HT, edA has separate accounts of the submissions of the two rulers (+ Sandisarme, 
king of ijilakka) and mentions horses as tribute only for Mugallu (HT rev.26 / / Aii73-74)' In B 
the reports are drawn together into one unit. 

466 B in its summarizing remarks at the beginning of its account mentions "sadc saqiiti" (ii68), 

which is paralleled in HT (rev.22), but not in A. Thus B's Vorlage probably diffsred from A. 
Furthermore, A has a difficult text in Aii73ff: "eli ImugaUi sIsemes rabutimes mandattu 
sattisamma ukln ~erussu". Either "eli Imugalli" or "~erussu" is redundant or we have to regard 
"eli Imugalli" as the introduction of a new participant ("as for Mugallu"). However, Mugallu is 
already the grammatical subject in the preceding passage. The same sentence also occurs in B, 
where the passage preceding "eli Imugalli" had had a compound grammatical subject. 
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report of Sandisarme's submission probably existed in an independent form. We 

shall assume this for B's Vorlage. 

For convenience the texts will be given here. 

HT rev.22-31 

Imugalli sar [mattabal] asib 
bursaru saw paSqiiti sa ana 
~arrarumes abbeya 
l~kakkemes sitpurii etappalii 
da~ati qereb matiSu batti 
imqussuma pulubti sarriitiya 
!SlJupsuma balu epes qabal 
~kakk~meS taban ana 
ninuaki iSpuramma ~alla 
beliiti sisemeS rabOti 
[mad]attu nadan matiSu ukin 
~irussu 

likki1u sar mataruada liSib 
rapaSti qabal timtim sa kInta 
niini ina memes la moi [ina 
gi?b]iS ede danni sitkunii 
subtu sa eli tam tim gallati 
ilfuna la kitnuSii ana nIr 
beliiti [~al]lfuna ana epes 
ardiitiya iknuSma i~iita 
absaru bur~emeS sipate 
samatemeS sipate 
salmatemes niinemes 
i~~iiremes sattisamma ukin 
eliSu 

B~7-81 

malki qabal tamtim u 
sarranimes asibuti Sade 
Saqiiti danan epSetiya annati 
emuriima iplabii beliiti 

liakinlu sar mataruadda467 
Imugallu Sar matt!lbala 
Isandisarme say matlJilika sa 
ana sarrarumes abbeya la 
kamii iknusii ana niriya 
marate ~it libbiSuou itti 
nudunne ma'adi u tirbati 
ma'assi468 ana epes . 
abrakkiiti ana ninuaki 
iibiliinimma uoaMigii sepeya 
eli Imugalli sisemeS rabOti 
madattu sattiSamma ukin 
~erussu 

liakinlu Sar mataruadda asib 
qabal tamtim Sa ana 
brrarumes abbeya la kamii 
iknuSii ana niriya marassu 
itti nudunne ma'adi apa epes 
abrakkiiti ana ninuaki 
iibilamma uoaMiqa sepeya 

Imugallu Sar mattabal sa itti 
brranimes abbeya idbubii 
~ti bintu ~it libbiSu itti 
tirlJati ma'assi ana e~s 
abrakkiiti ana ninualti 

iibilamma uoaHiq sepeya eli 
Imugalli sisemes rabuti 
mandattu SattiSamma ukin 
~irussu 

sandiSarme bilakka sa ana 
brrMimes abbeya Ia iknuSii 
la iSiitii absaosuo mlirtu sit 
libbiSu itti nudunne ma'adi 
ana e~s abrakkiiti ana 
ninua ubilamma uoaSSiq 
sepeya 

A has adapted the different accounts to each other and placed them after 

an account of Ba:>alu's submission, which had not been related in HT. The order 

of narration has been changed in A. The account which bears the greatest 

similarity to that of Ba:>alu's submission, the Iakinlu-episode469, is placed first. A 

467 
468 
469 
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has retained elements present in both of HT's accounts and, we may assume, 

probably in A's SandiSarme-Vorlage, too: a reference to the kings' former 

insubmissiveness and their later obedience.470 A has retained only few distinct 

elements of the accounts471 and has thus increased the similarity of the two 

accounts. 

HT HT (Ikkilu) : A (Mugallu): A (Iakinlu): A(Sandisarme) 
(Imugallu): likkilu sar Im!:lr.allu sar liakinlu sar sandisarme 
Imur,allu sar mataruada asib rna tabal mataruadda bilakka 
[rna tabal] liSib rapasti qabal liSib ------ qabal 
bursani sadi tam tim tam tim 
pasqiiti sa kIma niini 

ina memes la 
nwi [gib?]is 
ede danni 
sitkunii subtu 
sa eli tam tim 
gallati iluma 

sa ana sa la kitnusU sa itti sa ana sa ana 
sarranimes ana nIr beluti sarrfulimes sarranimes sarranimes 

abbeya [u~al]luma abbeya idbubU abbeya la abbeyala 
i~kakkemes da~ati kansii iknusu la isutu 
sitpurii absansun 
etappalU da~ati 
qereb matisu 
batti 
imqussuma 
pulubti 
sarriitiya 
isbupsuma 
palu epes qabal 
l~kakkemes 

tabazi ~na ana epes 
ninuak1 ardUtiya iknusu ana 
ispuramma iknusiima niriya 
u~alla beliiti isiita abSani 

470 See table below. 
The apparent replacement of :sa la kitnusu ana nIri" referring to Assurbanipal as a primary 

participant by "sa ana sarranimes abbeya la kansU" disagrees with the .usual deveJopment. In 
HT's Iakinlu-section, however, the phrase "sa ana Sarranimes abbeya l~kakkemes sitpurii" is 
found, which has no correspondence in A except "sa la kitnusu ana nIri". Thus A's alteration to 
"sa ana sarranimes abbeya la kansii iknusu ana nIrIya" in fact increases the internal coherence. 

471 From the Iakinlu-episode, which had contained the most extensive description of the 
geographical location A took over "liSib qabal tamtim" and from the Mugallu-episode A 
retained the mention of "sIse rabuti" as tribute (cf. below, n.477). 
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sisemes rabuti 
[mad)attu 
nadan mlitiSu 
ukIn ~erussu 

bur~mes 
sipate 
samatemes 

sipate 
~almatemes 
niinemes 

i$$iiremes 

sattisamma 
ukin eliSu 

bintu ~t libbiSu 
itti tirbati 
ma'assi ana 
epes abrak\cuti 
ana niouaki 
ubilamma 
uowiq 5epeya 
eli Imwzalli 
sisemeS rabtiti 
madattu 
sattiSamma 
ukin ~erussu 

marassu itti 
nudunne 
ma'adi ana 
epes abrak\cfiti 
ana niouaki 
ubilamma 
uoaSSiq 5epeya 

marlu ~il 
libbiSu itti 
nudunne 
ma'adi ana 
epes abrak\cfiti 
ana niouaki 
ubilamma 
uowiq sepeya 

A has also added material to the Mugallu- and Iakinlu-episodes. The 

phrase "unaS~iq ~epeIIya" (Ai416.72(SO» may have been taken from A's Vorlage of 

the account of Sandgarme's submission or from HTs summarizing remarks 

(rev.33). By the insertion of "marassu (/ bintu / martu) ~It libbI ~u itti nudunne 

ma:>di (/ terbati ma:>assi) ana epe~ abralckoti ana ninuaki ubilamma (Aii65-67.70-

72.78-80), A adapted the accounts to that of Ba:>alu's submission (Aii56-57 [/ / 

Bii53-54]: "martu472 ~It libbI~u ... ana epes abrakkiiti l1bila adi maijrIya").473 The 

mutual assimilation of the accounts does not necessarily imply that the added 

elements are not historical. It is interesting to note that in IT the accounts of the 

submissions of Iakinlu and Sandi~arme were combined whereas that of Mugallu 

is given separately. IT mentions only in the latter section, not even in the 

account of Ba:>alu's submission, that the king's daughter was sent to 

Msurbanipal. This may be regarded as a complete distortion of the actual 

events, but it also may be due to a different Vorlage. 

472 

473 
BiiS3: "marassu". 
Comparable is C's addition of: "ana re~u[t IsamaS-sum-ukIn)" (viiilS) to Band K. The 

addition increases the parallelism between the UmmanigaS- and the Tammaritu sections in the 
account of Assurbanipal's campaign against Ummanigas (Bvii49 / / Cviii46_ • .,), which had 
already been linked by "kima sasfima ta'liti imbur" (Bvii47 parr. / / Bvii7-8 parr) 
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B has contracted all three accounts into one474 which is preceded by 

generalizing anticipatory remarks.475 The submission of the three kings is 

related as an example of these. Of the distinct elements only the mention of 

Mugallu's tribute was retained. The proleptic remarks draw upon the 

phraseology of the two accounts in HT. "malki qabal tamtim u sarranime~ 

asibiiti sade saqiiti" (Bii67-68) resembles HT, rev.22 "asib bursani sa de pa~qilti" 

and HT, rev.27 "a~ib rapasti qabal tamtim". Bii69 refers back to the account of 

the campaign against Ba:lalu. Biho, "emurma iplabil beliltIya" resembles HT, 

rev.24 "pulubti sarriltIya isbupsuma". 

B continues with a report of events after the death of Iakinlu, which 

probably had not taken place, when HT was composed. 

This report is very similar in B, C, F, and A. Differences between the 

versions include the use of different euphemisms for Iakinlu's death, the 

additional mention of names of Iakinlu's sons, the abbreviation of "itti 

tamartrsunu kabitti illikunimma unassiqu sepeIIya" to "itti tamartrsunu unassiqu 

474 The order of narration agrees with that of edA against HT. 
A further example for the incorporation of originally separate accounts is provided by F's 

inclusion of the BIt-Imbi episode in its account of Assurbanipal's first campaign against 
Ummanaldasi (cf. iii33-36)' BM 134436 notes this incident as As§urbanipa.I's 11th campaign 
(x65a-65b: "ina l1-e girrlya alik ana a1mt)Imbi iii tukult[i sa matElamtikl]). Whether the 
inscription belongs to ed. C (thus Freedman - BM 134436 overlaps with NO 5406, K 1794 and 
NO 814, even though the account is missing in K 1794) or ed. K (thus Cogan and Tadmor, 
"Assurbanipal's Conquest", p.234) is not of primary importance for our question. We note that 
a separate account was appended at the end of an annal edition and later incorporated into a 
larger unit. 

Unfortunately BM 134436's account breaks off at the equivalent to Fiii55. Thus the length 
of the original account is not known. Freedman in his reconstruction adds only two lines up to 
the mention of Assurbanipal's return (~k / /Fiii57). F then continues to narrate the capture of 
Teumman's wife and sons (-Fii~l) in BIt-Imbi. The mention of Ummanaldasi (Fii~2) starts a 
new paragraph. The incorporation may have been prompted by the mention of the subjection 
of various Elamite cities (Fiii39-4S)' It is important to note, that in F the insertion was marked 
as such by the formula "ina metiq girrlya" (Fiii46; cf. above p.108). 

F and A have incorporated the originally separate account of Assurbanipal's campaign 
"against Ounanu" (cf. Bvi17-vii}) into their narratio!} of a campaign "against Elam" lFii33ff !/: 
Aiii27ff). They have marked the insertion with: "ultu l$kakkemes dassur u distar eli matelamti 1 

usamrirU astakan dananu u IItu ina tayyartIya ... askun panlya" (Fii72_76 / / Aiii50-53)' 
475 These are missing in F, where, as in ed. A, the mention of Iakinlu is followed by "asib qabal 

tamtim". It is therefore not probable that F is dependent on B, but rather that both have a 
common Vorlage. 
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sepeIIya" which is only found in ed. F(!) and the alteration of the description of 

the restoration of Iakinlu's sons by C and A 

C and F in their accounts about Mugallu and Iakinlu follow B closely. 

They have taken over the report of the submission of Ba:lalu before narrating 

the events concerning Mugallu and Iakinlu. They have, however, omitted the 

lines with which B had linked the two sections, thus removing a sign of 

secondary literary development. 

IT has combined the accounts of the submissions of Iakinlu and 

Sandisarme (11.83-84)476, but has a separate report of the Mugallu-affair, which 

is related in a different context (l1.138b-140). This indicates that IT had separate 

accounts as Vorlage. Thus we note that both B and IT (independently) combined 

accounts with similar contents and parallel structures. In IT all three accounts 

(including that of Ba:>alu's submission) are very brief and do not give additional 

information. In view of the briefness of IT's reports it is noteworthy that the 

reference to Mugallu's tribute was retained.4TI 

B's report of the campaign against Tyre is more extensive than those 

about Mugallu and Iakinlu, presumably because of actual Assyrian involvement. 

In B, (C,) F, and A it is introduced as a separate campaign. 

B's version presents an episodic account, there is no substantial rise or 

decline of tension. Ba:>alu's "sin" is mentioned in the supportive material, no 

inciting event is narrated, and the Assyrian king dominates the main line up to 

the mention of tribute. 

476 

477 
Placed after the narration of Ba"alu's submission (11.81-83). 
The fo~owing booty items are mentioned in IT: 
1. 89: "Imcrsiseme~ rabfttimesn (from Valli - the context is mutilated, thus other items may 

have been mentioned) 
1.140: "?nersisemes rabfttimeS" (from Mugallu) 
1.154: "1IDersisemeS rabQtime~. and various other goods (from Dugdanu). 
Thus apparently the "sisemeS rabutimes• were of special importance. Their mention, 

however, is not marked in the surface structure of the account. 
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Nevertheless, the account is related on a comparatively high rhetorical 

level. Parallelisms with two or three members are present in Bii44-45.54-56 (two) 

and Bii45-47.51-52 (three). The highest rhetorical level is probably found in the 

passage describing Assurbanipal's withdrawal of the siege of Tyre which 

constitutes an EEN-construction: 

remu arsISuma 
maru ~it libbisu utirma arimsu 
albal~emes sa [e]\i lba~li sar mat~urri urakkisu aptur 
ina tam tim u nabali girreHsu mala u~abbitu apti (Bii59-64) 

The participant orientation pattern is simple. There are no secondary 

participants and no internal participant relations on the main line.478 

Table 8 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of Assurbanipal's 
campaign against Ba:>alu 

ii42 
~44 
1145 
ii46 
~47 
1149 
~so 
1151 

iis2 
iiS4 
iiS6 
iiS8 
iiS9 

ii63 

478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 

B B C F A 
lu allik A B + + + 
urakkis A B I I I I 
udannin A B' I I 
u~abbit A B I I I I 
aprus A B I I 
usaqir A B' I I 
esirsunnti A B' I I 
usiq A B' I I I I 
ukarri A B' I I I I 
usaknissunnti A B' I I I I 
[ubi]la B A r r r r 
issa B A I [I] 1479 1480 
ambursu A B r r r r 
arSisuma A B I I I I 
utirma A B I I I I 
arimsu A B I 1483 1484 1485 

aptur A B I I 
apti A B I I 

Ba'alu's sons and daughters do not function as participants (cf. iiS3-58.60-61)' 
"usebila" 
"usebila" 
"usebila" 
"usebila" 
"addinsu". 
"addinsu". 
"addinsu". 

H IT 

I I 

I I 

I 
I 
I I 
r I 
1481 1482 
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amburSu A 

l1ti6 atura A 

B I 

I 

I 
1486 

I 

B, C, F, and A employ the standard campaign formula ina ... girrIya eli ... 

lu allik. The Assyrian king dominates the main line of this campaign narrative. 

Only two main line verbs have a different grammatical subject. They describe 

Ba:>alu's sending of his daughter and his son to Nineveh. The participant 

orientation pattern indicates the alternation of patients from primary to 

secondary participants. The latter had been introduced as "ni~eme~~u" in ii45, 

but after in 11.46 and 47 the sgl. suffix, referring to Ba!>alu is used, they are 

referred to in 1.48 with "-sunu". This may be taken as an example that literary 

inconsistencies do not necessarily indicate redactorial intervention. 

C has followed B faithfully. The only apparent significant alteration is 

the addition of "[pan iSnI]rlya utIramma"487 by which the the correspondence 

between the description of the siege and its withdrawal was increased (cf. Bii52 

parr.) 

F, followed by ~ has omitted Bii45.47-SO.62-7Ot a part of the description of 

the siege and the narration of its withdrawal. The lifting of the siege could be 

deduced from "remu arSIsuma" and the lack of a reference to "a capture of 

Tyre.488 The omission of Bii45, which contained a mention of "nisemessu" has 

left the plural suffixes in Fi62 without reference. 

H has abbreviated the account even further. The introductory formula is 

not taken over. BM 123425489, related to ed. H, mentions that Ba:>alu's son was 

sent to Nineveh, but does not relate what had happened afterwards. 

486 "utiramma". Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.43, notes "[pan i~ijriya utiramma" 
for B4. However, Freedman, Assurbanipal's ''Annals'', p.S, has identified Piekorn's B4 as 
belonging to ed. C. 

487 Cf. preceding note. 
488 Cf. Sennacherib's account of the siege of Jerusalem, where the highest rhetorical level is 

found in the description of the siege, and where no conquest of that city is mentioned. 
489 Cf. Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts", p.l08. 
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Thus H's account contains only one reversal. 

IT has drastically shortened the account of Ba:>alu's submission (11.81-83) 

It only mentions that the king did not keep Assurbanipal's command, that 

ASsurbanipal besieged Tyre and that Ba:>alu submitted. Thus IT has adapted the 

account of Ba:>alu's submission to that of Iakinlu's submission. IT's main line 

contains no reversal at all. ASsurbanipal dominates the complete main line. 

B An Example of the Chronicler's Editorial Methods: The Account of 
Sennacherib's Siege of Jerusalem. 

Having established a pattern of redactorial methods applied in the 

transmission of Assyrian royal campaign accounts we shall now compare the 

results of our investigation with the Chronicler's treatment of his sources. 

Fundamental problems with this undertaking have already been outlined above. 

1. The Chronicler's Vorlage is not extant.490 2. The Chronicler did not aim to 

produce a new version of'Sam.-Kgs.' but rather to supplement it. He is to be 

regarded as an author rather than a redactor. We therefore have to allow for a 

larger number of alterations due to his personal taste and style than in the 

Assyrian royal inscriptions. A comparison of Sam.-Kgs. and Chronicles can only 

be of illustrative value, but not on its own serve as an empirical model. 

We shall confine our brief survey of the Chronicler's methods to his 

treatment of the account of Sennacherib's invasion into Judah. We shall ignore 

490 Even if we accept the MT or LXX of Kings, whichever is closer to the MT of Chronicles, as 
the Chronicler'S Vorlage, extra-biblical sources have not been preserved. Only where the 
Chronicler has retained or abbreviated Sam.-I<gs. can we assume with some certainty that the 
Chronicler's Vorlage is extant. Wherever the Chronicler presents a more extensive account 
which can not be explained by a literary dependency on Sam.-Kgs., as e.g. of Josiah's passover 
(2 Chr.351_19, d. 2 Kgs.2321 _23), this may be taken from a non-extant source and thus 
impossible to investigate. The fact that large scale expansions by the Chronicler cannot be 
demonstrated, does, of course, not imply that they did not take place. It does, however, imply 
obstacles and uncertainties for any investigation of the Chronicler's editorial method. 

We further have to note that the Chronicler took over comparatively few narratives, often 
with only few significant alterations. Thus only few examples for the structural development of 
narratives can be adduced from his work. 
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here, as far as possible, the question whether the narratives in Kings themselves 

might constitute secondary versions. This would only affect our investigation if 

we were able to establish by source criticism the Chronicler's Vorlage. This, 

however, is not the case. 

The two versions of the narrative (2 Kgs.1817-1937) show substantial 

differences in structure and wording. Therefore a comparison can only be 

carried out in very general terms. Since 2 Kgs.1813_16 correspond to vv.9-12 and 

2 Kgs.1817ff do not refer back to a previous campaign, we regard 2 Kgs.1813_16 

and 2 Kgs.1817ff as reports of the same event. The first passage gives a general 

overview, the second a more detailed account with emphasis on the theological 

significance of the events. The division is supported by differences in the 

participant orientation pattern and by the fact that the parallel passage in Is.36-

37 has no equivalents for 1814_16.491 While the main line of 1814-16 contains 

solely references to the main participant relationship, the main line of 1813 and 

the second section has it only once (n;VI'" 2 Kgs.1817). Even in this single 

sentence the main participant relation is only given via a secondary participant 

(B-B'-A). On the other hand, 2 Kgs.1817ff presuppose information provided by 2 

Kgs.1813f.492 We have thus included both passages in the participant orientation 

table below. 

491 Since a dependency of the Chronicler on vv.14-16 is not evident, these verses may not have 
been present in his Vorlage. Since, however, v.14 and v.17 begin with n'Jvt' 1, omission because 
of homoioarkton cannot be ruled out. 

Further hypothetical source divisions in the Kgs.-version (d. e.g. Stade "Anmerkungen", 
pp.173-183, Childs, Assyrian Crisis, pp.69-103, Honor, Sennacherib's Invasion, pp.45-48, Dion, 
"Sennacherib's Expedition to Palestine") will be ignored here because a) they are hypothetical 
and would rely on criteria which are to be examined in the present thesis and b) it would be 
extremely difficult to demonstrate that the Chronicler was dependent on a source of Kgs. 
rather than on the Kgs.-version itself. Laato's attempt to show that the Chronicler used Bl (d. 
below n.569) rather than Kgs.' account ("Hezekiah and the Assyrian Crisis") failed. The 
mention of 0"'530 in 2 Chr.3217 (cf. 2 Kgs.1914) and the parallelism between 2 Kgs.1918 and 2 
Chr.3219 indicate that the Chronicler's Vorlage was more extensive than B1• 

492 2 Kgs.1813 provides the stage for the narrative and in v.14 it is mentioned that Sennacherib 
camped at Lachish (cf. v.l7). 
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The narrative as presented in Kgs. has a complex structure which is 

reflected by the participant orientation pattern. There are comparatively many 

and extensive speeches.493 In the table below different levels of quotation have 

been set out in different columns. The leftmost column gives the main line of 

Kgs.' account with participant orientations. The other columns contain contain 

the main lines of speeches, with quotations within speeches indented. 

493 An interesting parallel to the general course of events is found in B's version of 
Assurbanipal's campaign against Teumman (Bivs7ff)' 
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494 
495 
496 

497 
498 

499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
50S 
506 
507 
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Table 9 Participant Orientation Pattern of 2 Kgs.181T 1937 

494il~Y B A' 
D1I15Jn ", B A' 

49Sn'Jv1", A B 
I 
r 

Dtr1", BAr 
4%1n", A B r 
49"fli' A I 
Dln", A B I 

498n'Jv1", B B' A r 
'"Y''' B' (A) I 
')(J'" B' (A) I 

499,']y", B'(A) I 
sooU(J'" B' (A) I 
"ny", B' I 

SOl'K'i'''' B' A I 
2'a'" A' B' r 

so2'DK" , B' A' r 

2 Kgs.1813• 
2 Kgs.1814. 

2 Kgs.181S• 
2 Kgs.1816. 

2 Kgs.18 17• 

"mwn A-B 
Jut B-A 
~ A-B 

n~ A'-A 

> pc mss., LXX, S, v. 
> pc mss., LXX, S, v. 
2 Kgs.181S• 'K'i'''' > Is. (DiP~ > , ,,~. 
2 Kgs.1819. 

2 Kgs.l8zJ. 
2 Kgs.l8z0. 
2 Kgs.IBzl. 
2 Kgs.IBz2. 
A further speech is quoted. 

'1lK B-(A) 

S03J'Yllil' A-B 

S04(nnDJ) A 
n'DK A 
nnDJ A 
n"n A-B 

sosnnDJ A-C 
S06"DKn A/C-BS07 

, "Oil A-A" 

'DK'" A-A' 

il~nK' B-A 
J1n A-B 



517J 'Wll A_B'522 523'\n''J~ B-A 
'IJ~ A·-B 

50811J~"1 A' B' r 
lJl B'-A' 

lJln 'J~ B'-A' 
llJ~" 1 B' A' r 

''In'Jw B-B' 
50911J~"1 B' I 

~'jJ"1 B' A' I 
lJl"1 B' A' I 
11l~"1 B' A' I 

U1IlW A' 
516'1l~ B-A' 

~ "w" S~ A-A' 
518nDJ ~ ~ A-A' 

5191~IJ1i1n 'J~ A'-A lD~ B-A' 

U11l~ 'J~ A'-A 
5101W"1nil A' (B') r 520 1 "~il A·-A 
1l~ ~'J1 A' B' I 
511~J"1 A' A I 

11l "1 A' A I 
"il"1 

512!J1lv/J A I 
!J1P" 1 A I 
OJn"1 A I 

~J"1 A A· I 
513n w" 1 A A' A·' I 

51411D~"1 A' A·' I 
11l~ A-A·' 

521 !JIJW" A· -B' 
n"J1il1 A·-B 

5151~J"1 A' A·' I maUl1 A'-A·· 

508 2 Kgs.1826. 
509 2 Kgs.1828. 
510 2 Kgs.1836. 
511 2 Kgs.1837. 
512 2 Kgs.191. 
513 2 Kgs.192. 
514 2 Kgs.193. 
515 2 Kgs.195. 
516 2 Kgs.1829. 
517 2 Kgs.18z4' 
518 2 Kgs.183Q. 
519 2 Kgs.1831. 
520 2 Kgs.1833. 
521 2 Kgs.194. 
522 Although the context wt?uld rather point towards a speech by Sennacherib (11J~ inn" 

iln" nWil 1 n~T il r'~il I~ il'~ "'Jk), the mention of "l' 1~ makes it clear that Rab-
shakeh is speaking. . 

523 2 Kgs.l8zs. 
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Tnmm A'-A 

,IJK A·-A 

S25JVI'q B' r )(·J1n-~ A-B' 
~D'" B' B I S38TO· l A·-B 

S26~DV1'" BC s "n~~ B 
S27~n B s ~, C-B A·-B 

n ", B B' A I 

S30Tnmm B'-A 

;pal' ~ A·-A 
OO:l A 

S3S~DV1 A 
S28np'" A B' r In A·_AS37 

Tnln )('J [m'P'" A I S36, 'J "Iilil C· -C' A·-A'-
'J~', A A· I BS39 

'~'9'" A A· I 
S29 9n", A A· I 

'lJK'q A A· I 

n'w A· 
531ilDil A·-A 

~DV1 A·-A 
np9 A·-A 
il)(' A·-B 
~llV1 A·-B 

532'J',nil B-C 
5331)nl B-C· 

5341)~"VI' il A·-A'-B 

S24 2 Kgs.l96. 
525 2 Kgs.l9s. 
526 2 Kgs.l99. 
527 Is.379: YIlII ''1 may be due to scribal error prompted by several occurrences of YIlVI', in 

the context. Both readings are found in IQIs8 (J,II', YIlVl' / / LXX: Kal clKouO"ac; 
clnE:O"'tpelJ'€V) 

528 2 Kgs.l914. 
529 2 Kgs.l915. 
530 2 Kgs.l91O• 
531 2 Kgs.l916. 
532 2 Kgs.l917• 
533 2 Kgs.l91S. 
534 2 Kgs.l919. 
535 2 Kgs.l9u . 
536 2 K&s.l912. 
537 ~ 'i'l'J)( (v.lO) is the notional agent. 
538 2 K&s.l97. 
S39 ~'iI'm (v.1O) is the notional agent. 
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Hl1'1 C_Ao 

11l~ AO_A 

540 2 Kgs.1920. 
541 2 Kgs.1921. 
542 2 Kgs.1922. 
543 2 Kgs.1923. 
544 2 Kgs.1925• 
545 2 Kgs.19Z6' 
546 2 Kgs.19Z7' 
547 2 Kgs.1928• 
548 2 Kgs.1929. 
549 2 Kgs.1930• 
550 2 Kgs.1931. 
551 2 Kgs.1924• 

'nlllJvJ A*-A 
541i1T:J A'-B 

illI'lil A'-B 
542nElli1 B 

nE1l11 B 
nlll'1i1 B 
~n1 B-A' 

543nElli1 B-A * 
11l~1 B 

544nllllvJ B-A' 
iI'n':JiI A*-(B) 
54s'ilnl (B)-C 

1nn C' 
1vJJ'1 C' 

l'iI C' 
546 'n1l1' A'-B 
54"nlltu1 A'-B 

;pnJ'vJill A'-B 

548'lJ~ A 
11l1T A' 
,,~p A' 

lllDl1 A' 
l':J~l A' 

549i1:JO , A' 
iltul11 A' 
55~~n A' 

'n"l1 
n1:J~1 B 

iI~l:J~l B 
551 'n1p B 

'n'n1l1 B 
:J '1n~1 B 

B 
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i1Wn A*SS9 

SS2'tj" , (A*' <B>s) 
~" A*' (B') 1 

J" A*' B' 1 
,1l'J " B' r 

SS3yC" B 1 
"if'J', B 1 
J'~l B 1 
JVI~l B 1 

5541;", B 1 

,'~~~ B' B 1555 

"if~Il' 1 
B' 1 
B 1 

The participant orientation pattern exhibits several features which in 

Sennacherib's and M~urbanipal's annals we could associate with early stages of 

literary development. The table above indicates that there are extensive 

references to secondary participants and internal participant relations. Noted 

are, apart from the protagonists Hezekiah and Sennacherib (and the Lord), the 

Rab-shakeh, the Tartan, and the Rab-saris as secondary participants for the 

Assyrian king, Sennacherib's sons560, the king of Egypt, the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem, Eliakim, Shebna and Joah as secondary participants for Hezekiah, 

and Isaiah and the angel561 as secondary participants for the Lord It is 

552 2 Kgs.1935• 
553 2 Kgs.1936• 

SS4 2 Kgs.1937• 

555 The participant relation is ambiguous. The agent is introduced as '~'Wl 1'JD"K 
"lJ (with mIt mss. vrs.; cf. Is.3738) with the suffIx referring to Sennacherib. According to 2 
Kgs.197, however, Sennacherib's sons may be regarded as secondary participants for the Lord. 

556 2 Kgs.1932• 
557 2 Kgs.1933• 
558 2 Kgs.1934• 

SS9 Grammatical subject: . il'il '-mup 
S60 Cf. above n.555. 
561 It is noteworthy that the illil' lK'JD is not introduced by a transition passage as being 

sent by the Lord (cf. 1935), 
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noteworthy that the Tartan and the Rab-saris have no narrative function,562 the 

two main line verbs dominated by the inhabitants of Jerusalem mention that 

they did not answer563, and none of the three servants of Hezekiah mentioned 

by name plays a special role. This is also true for Tirhakah, who does not 

intervene in the course of events. 

The main participant relationship is introduced indirectly at the 

beginning of the story (B-B'-A, 2 Kgs.1817), but is not reversed on the main line. 

It is rather found in Rab-shakeh's first speech comprising a recitation of 

Sennacherib's first message to Hezekiah (1819-25, cf. table above). The same is 

true for A·-B. 

The Kgs.-version also exhibits a formal inconsistency. Hezekiah receives 

D'1:30 (1914)' reads them (D~1P' '), but then suddenly the sgl. is used 

(1i1\U1:3' '). We can further note the ambiguity in Rab-shakeh's speech as to 

whether J'Vln (2 Kgs.1824) is part of Sennacherib's message to Hezekiah or 

not.564 The speeches with their different levels of quotation contribute to the 

complexity of the narrative. Thus in 2 Kgs.1822 Hezekiah is quoted twice and in 

v.30 once in Sennacherib's speech recited by Rab-shakeh. In v.2S Sennacherib's 

message quotes the Lord. In fact, almost all messages are recited by secondary 

participants. Sennacherib's messages to Hezekiah and the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem are delivered by Rab-shakeh, Hezekiah's messages to Isaiah are 

delivered by his servants, the Lord's messages to Hezekiah by Isaiah and 

messengers. Only Hezekiah's prayer (1914-19) is spoken directly to the Lord. It is 

interesting to note that Hezekiah sent to Isaiah to ask the prophet to pray (192_ 

4), but also prayed himself.565 

562 The parallel passage in Is.362 only mentions the Rab-shakeh and omits Ht1P' 1 
,tJllil-;k (2 Kgs.181S)' 

563 1 lY }t'] ,1Vhn (1836), 

564 Cf. above n.522. 
565 This is comparable to events noted in B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against 

Teumman, which relates that lStar addressed Assurbanipal directly (Bv47ff) and through a 
message given to a seer in a dream (Bv50ff)' 
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The main line of the Kgs.-version contains: 

41 x I 73.21 % (40 x I 78.43 %)566 
12 x r 21.43 % (8 x r 15.69 % 
3 x s 5.36 % (3 x s 5.88 %) 

If we treat the references to the Lord (and Isaiah and the angel) 

separately, the percentage of reversals is still greater: 

36xI 
14xr 
5xs 
1 x srs 

64.28% 
25.00% 
8.93% 
1.79 %567 

(35xI 
(10xr 
(5 x s 
(1 x srs 

- 68.63 %) 
-19.61 % 
- 9.80 %) 
- 1.96 %) 

With the exception of 195 the narrative appears to follow the 

chronological order. 

The evaluation of the discourse profile is, of course, affected by our 

division of the Kgs.-version into two units. If the Kgs.-version is regarded as one 

coherent narrative, the number of peaks increases by one. We shall, however, 

concentrate on 1813.17ff. The narrative is related on a high rhetorical level. 

Speeches figure prominently (1819-25.26.27-35 193-4.6-7.10-13.15-19.20-34). This 

second section begins with the introduction of the protagonists, but the 

participant functions are immediately transferred to secondary participants 

("VlK ,,1l > ilpvl :1, ,D"D :1, ,Tn,n; 'il'pTn-'1,iJ > C'JvJ"'). The 

narrative then continues to relate the encounter between envoys of the two 

kings (1818). The mention of the primary participants in Rab-shakeh's speech 

leads to a rise in tension. The speech is structured clearly. Rab-shakeh gives 

four reasons why it would be better for the Jerusalemites to surrender: 

1. Hezekiah is dependent on help from the Egyptians, which they are unable to provide 
(v.21), 

2. Hezekiah is dependent on the Lord, whose altars he has abolished (v.22), 
3. the Judean army is too weak to stand against the Assyrians (w.23t), and 
4. Sennacherib is sent by the Lord himself (v.25). 

S66 The number in brackets denote the participant orientation functions (exclp~ 1814-16). 
567 The additional reversals are t.he transitions to 1llK'l (2 Kgs.196) and n'JV1'l (1920). The 

switches are to 2('J, (191) and ']~" (1914). Thesrs-function is present in the transition to 
J"~ 1 (198). 
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While the first two points concern internal participant relations, the last 

two refer to the main participant relation. With regard to the phraseology used 

it is noteworthy that in three of the four parts of Rabshakeh's speech nOJ is 

prominent. Sennacherib's message to Hezekiah culminates in his claim to be 

sent by iniP, which is the least expected of the four arguments. At precisely 

this point Rab-shakeh is interrupted by Hezekiah's officials. 

After his refusal to continue his speech in Aramaic, Rab-shakeh 

addresses the inhabitants of Jerusalem. While his first speech and the 

interruption had been introduced with a plain 'n~'1 (vv.19.26), the 

continuation of Rab-shakeh's speech is introduced by a cluster of verbs 'n~' 1 

1n~" 1J'" n"'il' "'l-',pJ ~'P'1 ilpW-J1 (v.28). This 

constitutes a further rise in the rhetorical level which also affected the main line. 

The second part of Rab-shakeh's speech, too, is well structured. Four 

negated exhortations, of which the first and the third are amplified by ilJ (' J) 

1'Vh{ "n / "nil 'n~ (vv.29.31), introduce the different sections: 

DJ; K'W' ;~ 
DJnK nD;J~ 'JK 
In'pTn '7K lYDv.tn ;K 
In 'pm ;K wown ;K (vv.29.30.31.32) 

While the first part states expressly that Hezekiah is unable to protect his 

people (1829)' this is not stated of the Lord who is referred to in the second 

section. "J~ and ,nUl in the third section (v.31) remind of and contrast with 

v.27. The juxtaposition of life and death (1n1nn ~'1 1'n1) in v.32 as the 

options left to the inhabitants of Jerusalem concludes the third section. The 

fourth section resumes the first two. In both passages ,~ l is prominent. Again it 

is stated that Hezekiah cannot save his people (v.32), but the last section goes 

beyond the second section in comparing the Lord to the gods of the conquered 

peoples (vv.33-36). Here the climax of the second part of Rab-shakeh's speech 

is found. In each of the two parts one root figured prominently, nOJ in the first, 

,~ l in the second. 
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With the description of the Jerusalemites' reaction in a parallelism the 

scene changes. The immediate confrontation is over and the narrative focusses 

on internal participant relations. Tension rises with the mention of Hezekiah as 

agent and the relation of his reaction to Sennacherib's message which is 

described more extensively than that of the people (191). The reference to 

Hezekiah going to the Temple and sending envoys to Isaiah constitutes a 

transition to a further participant. In Rab-shakeh's speech the final participant 

relation had been A· _B.568 In a rhetorical question Sennacherib had claimed 

that the Lord could or would not save Jerusalem. Thus the conflict is intensified 

and tension rises further. This is even more the case with the Lord's 

announcement of Sennacherib's death (197). The scene switches again to Rab

shakeh and Sennacherib (198-9). On learning of Tirhakah's advance the latter 

sends another message to Hezekiah.569 While the first message emphasized the 

relationship between Hezekiah and his subjects (A-A'), the second one focusses 

on the relationship between the Lord and Hezekiah (A·-A). Again we can note 

a rise of tension: 

S68 
569 

'1'n P)i11' nK n1n' "'!'-'J(v3~. 
. .. "']vi' 1 JVI' 1 (v.9). 
1998 as fulftllment of the promise of v.7 is one of the basic arguments for the division of 2 

Kgs.18(13.)17ff into different strands (cf. above n.491.). This view demands that 19(36.)37 
belongs to the same source as 197, There are, however, several difficulties with this opinion. 
The author of strand Bl (18(13 .. )lT199a) remembered details of the campaign such as the 
siege of Lachish, the titles of the Assyrian officials, or the names of the Assyrian king and the 
Pharaoh as well as circumstances of Sennacherib's death (cf. Bab.Cbron. liii34_36, Babylon
stele of Nabonidus 13S-4Ot and RBorger's remarks in TUAT, 1,4, pp.391f). It does not seem 
plausible that he should have been wrong about the reason of Sennachenb's return to Assyria 
(cf. Chic.-Tayl.ii78-iii16). There is no reference to a battle against the Egyptians, Sennacherib's 
fear, Hezekiah's relief, or the emptiness of Sennacherib's boasts (d. 184) in B1• 

A different interpretation of 2 Kgs.197 may be tentatively suggested here. Since Hezekiah's 
requFst repeatedly eptphasizes the Lord's taking notice of Sennachen'b's words (yllVl' '''~K 
;pn?K n1n\ ;pn?K nm' YIlVI 1WK - 194) and the Lord's reply begins with K1'n IK 
nvml 1WK D'1J1n , 19n (196) it cannot be ruled out that nY1m1 ynW (v.7) refers to 
Sennacherib having to take notice of the (fulfillment of the) Lord's announcements. 
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The anonymity of Sennacherib's envoys sent to deliver his second 

message gives more prominence to the Assyrian king as the primary participant 

and thus corresponds to the intensification of the conflict recognizable between 

the contents of the two messages. Hezekiah's reaction to Sennacherib is 

described more extensively than after Rab-shakeh's speech (1914-19, cf. 191_2), 

N ow the focus is on Hezekiah's prayer rather than on Isaiah's570, another 

transition from a secondary to a primary participant. The Lord's answer to 

Hezekiah's prayer, too, is more extensive and on a higher rhetorical level than 

its counterpart. It contains comparisons, parallelisms and EEN-constructions. 

Then the narrative accelerates and the outcome of the conflict is related. 

The Chronicler's narrative structure is much simpler than that of his 

Vorlage. Only one encounter between Assyrian envoys and the Jerusalemites is 

related.571 After mentioning Sennacherib's invasion (2 Chr.321) he added 

references to Hezekiah's preparations for a siege (w.2-6a) and a speech by the 

Judean king to encourage his people (w.6b-9). This first part of the Chronicler's 

version, not paralleled in Sam.-Kgs., exhibits comparatively many terms 

common to the Chronicler's Sondergut. We can note niw ,pTnnil ,J,; (v.5), 

nnn;n ,,'" ,YJp (v.6), T 'IJil (v.7), 'Ul D~' (v.8).572 This creates a 

linguistic unevenness between the two parts of the narrative. The building 

operations noted by the Chronicler as Hezekiah's preparations for a siege may 

well have been taken from a different source.573 A speech of Hezekiah had 

570 Cf.19lf. It should not be ignored that 191,too, mentions Hezekiah going to the Temple. 
571 Cf. also the Chronicler's omission of the Bath-shebah episode (2 Sam.ll-1~5) from his 

account of David's Ammonite war. 
572 Cf. Driver, Illtroductioll, pp.535-540. 
573 Cf. Is.22gff. References to building operations have also been added in other parts of the 

Chronicler's work (cf. 1 Chr.11sf, 2 Chr.81_6 115-12 14Sf 1712f 269f 3314 and the discussion of 
these passages in Welten, Geschichte und GeschichtsdarstellulIg, pp.9-78). This indicates that 
these insertions are due to the Chronicler's personal preferences rather than to general 
developmental tendencies. 
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been referred to but not quoted in the Kgs.-version (1829_31).574 By the 

upgrading of indirect to direct speech the account becomes more balanced. The 

Chronicler first relates a speech by the Judean king, then quotes the Assyrian 

king. Both speeches are directed towards the inhabitants of Jerusalem. The 

insertion together with the description of the Jerusalemites' reaction prevents 

the rise of tension. The Chronicler notes that they trusted Hezekiah and thus 

the unsuccessfulness of Sennacherib's attempt to persuade the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem to surrender is anticipated. This is made explicit by the connection of 

the two passages with ilT ,rm (2 Chr.37). 

The Chronicler's version of Sennacherib's message summarizes the 

Assyrian messages of the Kgs.-version. 

o 'nD:1 Olm ilD-a,y (2 Chr. 3210) - d. 2 Kgs.I8t9-2S.30 1930 
OJIli( n'o' ?K ,DJIlK n'OD lil'i'Tn' lbil (2 Chr32u) - d. 2 Kgs.l~2 
n1D~ OJIlK nn; (2 Chr.32u) - d. 2 Kgs.l~ 
KIJ~:11 :1111:1 (~Chr.3~1) - d. 2 Kgs.I8z7.31 
ll~'!' ll'il~ il1il"f (2Chr3~1) -d.2Kgs.l~32 
. . . lnl]:1 lm 1'Oil 1il'i'Tn' K1il-)bil (2 Chr32u) - d. 2 Kgs.I8n" 
. . . 'nJKl ' lK 'n'w ilQ 1111n K~il (2 Chr.32t3) - d. 2 Kgs.I8n.lS 
'1'1] DJIlK ~,~; DJ'il?K ;J" 'J(2Chr.32t3) -d.2Kgs.l~ 
'1'1] OJlm 1 '!' K; OJ'il?K 'J-tp( (2 Chr.32ts) - d. 2 Kgs.l~ 
OJlm 1il'i'Tn K'W'-'JK(2Chr.321S) -d.2Kgs.l~. 

The Chronicler took up key words from the speeches in 'Kgs.' (, nDJ 

'J~l ,n'D ,K'VI), but did not retain them as key words. He thus omitted 

repetitions and reduced the rhetorical level. 

Vv.16-20 are of special significance for an analysis of editorial 

techniques. The narrator with his mention of (a) further speech[es] by the 

Assyrian messengers (3216ff) enters a different level of story telling. Not the 

events themselves but rather their significance is focussed on (1,J'J' TlIIJ'J 

S74 For the insertion of comparable speeches, which G.v.Rad termed levitische Predigt 
("levitical sermon") d. also 1 Chr'~_10' 2 Chr.2~_8 152-7 196f 2015_17 2~o 32,_8a and von 
Rad's discussion in "Die levitische Predigt". 
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'J~1\U' 'il~ il'il''J cl1n'J ,C'JilJ'J ,"Yil n~).575 This is also apparent in 

the Chronicler's omission of 2 Kgs.1935b, where the Assyrians' surprise had been 

expressed by illil'. 

The order of narration in the Chronicler's version is thematic rather than 

chronologica1.576 He notes, that the Assyrian envoys spoke'J"l 'J,p 
n"'il' (v.18) after he mentioned Sennacherib's letter(s) (v.17). V.17, part of 

Sennacherib's message, notes that foreign gods could not save their peoples 

(DT.lY), v.18 mentions the "people of Jerusalem" (0'1\11'" OY), and v.19 refers 

to the "God of Jerusalem" (0'1\11'" 'il~). 
The participant orientation pattern, too, was simplified: 

577~JB 

~J"B (A') 
T""B A' 

'0l('1B A' 
578~'''1A B 
yv.P1A A' 
'~Ji"'A' 
10nO"1A' 

579pTnn"'A 
JJ"'A 
"11't lA 

PTn"1A 
580Tn"'A A' 
D~JP"'A A' 
'J1"1A A' 

I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

575 Cf. also v.19b which was taken from Hezekiah's prayer (2 Kgs.1918b) to the main lille and 
D" l:J nVlJJ (v.21). COqIparable is further the Chronicler's replacement of 

1Y;l nl0' ~ "nn ... 'Ol("by 
1Y;l nl0' ;~ m;y; lnnO" (1 Kgs.2;//2Chr.182}. Cf. als02Chr.127 285.16 

3~1' 
The difference between these two levels of narration parallels the difference between what 

J .L.Austin termed /oeutiollary, iIIoeutionary, and per/oeutionary aets in the utterance of 
statements (How to Do Things with Words). While the Kgs.-version concentrated on the events 
themselves, which can be compared to the /ocutionary aspect, Chr also emphasized their 
purpose (illocutiollary aspect) or effects (perlocutionary aspects). This parallels in the Assyrian 
annals the emphasis on results rather than on the course of events. 

576 Cf. also 2 Chr.22n,.8 285.16-21 3;6.31' 
577 2 Chr .321, 
578 2 Chr.3;. 
579 2 Chr.325. 
580 2 Chr.326. 
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592lpln A' 
l~~ A' 

lK1"n A' 
lnnn 'JK A' 

581 l:JDO" lA' I 
582n'11l1B B' A- r 

5931bK B-A' 
D'nDlA' 

D'JII1'A' 
594n'ObA-A' 

59S"OilA 
1bK'1A 

S96l~nA'-B 
, ~.-C' 

S97K"l1 , -A' 
n"o" -A' 

ll'mGl ~'-A 
'7:J ' 1 C--C' 

5831 ':J'B' AlA- I l'7"~"A-S98_A' 
584ln:JB A* 

581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
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I 
.,,~, 2b A--A' 

2Chr.32g. 
2Chr.3~. 
2 Chr.32t6' 
2Chr.32t7· 
2Chr.32ts· 
2Chr.3219· 
2Chr.3~. 
2Chr.3~1· 
2Chr.3~. 
With LXX (Kat Kat€ttauaev crutou.; - Di1~ n 1 , 1) for MT D~i1l , , 
Pc mss LXX· Vg sgl. 
2 Chr.77. 
2Chr.32to· 
2Chr.32t1· 
2Chr.32t2· 
2Chr.3213· 
2Chr.32t5· 
Grammatical subject: D'ilX Nonn mss .,,~, (d. v.l7b). 

1'7"~" A--A' 

lll1l'1l1n A' 
l1'opn A' 



C'~'JlJCA·/A r 
~J'1C· A I 

The participant orientation pattern indicates a greater emphasis on 

primary participants. Sennacherib's messengers remain unnamed599, Hezekiah's 

envoys are not even mentioned.6oo In the second part of his account the 

Chronicler does not note the inhabitants of Jerusalem as main line agents (cf. 2 

Kgs. 1836)' Because of the omission of 2 Kgs.1935b the same is true for the 

Assyrian army. Isaiah appears only once as main line agent, in a compound 

subject (2 Chr.3220). Internal participant relations between Band B' are not 

mentioned on the main line.601 The Chronicler's concentration on the main 

conflict can also be recognized in Hezekiah's designation as ~'JlI, with the 

599 Cf. the Chronicler's lKJ 1V1K C'J~lJ (1 Chr.199) for a list of Aramean kings (2 Sam.10g). 
In his version of the Babylonian emb'lssy to Hezekiah (2 Kgs.2012_19 / / 2 Chr.3231) he has 
replaced ~JJ l~lJ l1K'J-TJ l1K'J 11K1lJ (2 Kgs.2012 [MT reads" ••• 11~1:J'1) by 
,JJ '1\17. This parallels exactly the development of participant designations in Assurbanipal's 
account of the rebellion of Egyptian vassal kings (see above n.366). 

600 Comparable is the omission from 1 Sam.317 (/ / 1 Chr.106) of the reference to Saul's 
armour-bearer. In other passages, however, the Chronicler retained mentions of the latter. 
Similarly the Chronicler mentions only Joab in his report of the execution of the census 
commanded by David (1 Chr.214), whereas the corresponding passage in Sam. had also 
mentioned 'lrmy leaders (2 Sam.244). This created an inconsistency between David's command 
(1 1~O 1:J' [pl.!], 1 Chr.192) and its fulfillment. In his version of Ahaziah's death the 
Chronicler has omitted, apart from the narration of Israelite affairs as the killings of Jezebel (2 
Kgs.930-37) and Ahab's seventy sons (101-14), all references to Elisha or the latter's disciple 
(91-6)' This passage deals wit~ internal participant relations and has secondary participants as 
main line agents. The same IS true for Jehu's acknowledgement by Israelite soldiers (911_ 

14a.15b) and the dialogue betw~~n Joram ~nd.t?e wa~chman (917-20, with alternation bctween 
primary and secpndar,y llartlClpants). Slgmflcant IS the replacement of n1lJKl • • • 
. • . ~~1\U" -~ l'lJ' ;1" nrwlJ i1 1 ill 1lJ~-i1J (2 Kgs.93) with • i1 1 i1 " 1 nV1JJ 1V1K 
• . (2 Chr.22,). Cf. also the Chronicler's abbreviation of Kgs.' account of Hezekiah's illness 
and convalescence (2 Kgs.201_11 / / 2 Chr.3~). The Chronicler mentions neither the prophet 
Isaiah, nor Hezekiah's servants, which had appeared as main line agents in Kgs. account. 
Consequently there are no internal participant relations in the Chronicler's version. Isaiah's 
announcements are represented in 2 Chr .3;4 by 1'] 1lJK' 1 with the Lord as grammatical 
subject. 2 Chr.3~4 contains only one reversal. 

A reverse alteration in 1 Chr.193 / /2 Sam.103 (1 "1JY-nK 1" n~V1 > 1 '1J11 1~J) 
adapts the passage to the context (cf. 2 Sam.102 / / 1 Chr.192). The additional references to 
Priests and Levites (cf. 1 Chr.15 161-6232426 27, 2 Chr.512 76 814-151113-14 13g-10 178 198_11 
2019 2~.4.6.7.8.18 245-6 29-31 34g.12.13.30 351-17.18 probably reflcct the Chronicler's personal 
preferences rather than general tendencies of literary development. 

601 Cf. the Chronicler's omission of 2 Sam.l~7_30' 
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pronominal suffix referring to il'il1 (2 Chr .3216).602 Thus Hezekiah's function 

in the conflict is that of a secondary participant for the Lord. Correspondingly 

Sennacherib's letter, which in the 'Kgs.'-version was sent to Hezekiah (2 

Kgs.191O•14) according to the Chronicler was written il'il"' cnn" (2 Chr.3217)· 

In both versions the conflict had been resolved by the Lord's intervention.603 

The Chronicler has thus edited the narrative with its outcome in view. 

We can also note a reduction of reversals. The participant orientation 

functions of the Chronicler's account are: 

25 x I - 83.33 % 
5xr -16.67 % 

If we disregard the Chronicler's concluding remarks (2 Chr.32n_23) the 

reduction of reversals is even greater (23 x 1[88.46 %], 3 x r [11.54 %]). 

We can thus note that the structural differences between the accounts of 

Sennacherib's invasion of Judah as presented in Kgs. and Chr. parallel those 

between different versions of Sennacherib's and AUurbanipal's campaign 

accounts. 

C The Microstructural Development of Assyrian Annalistic Texts 

From our investigation of the development of the structure of Assyrian 

campaign accounts we obtained a partly negative answer to our question 

whether it is possible to establish the relative stage of development of Old 

Testament narratives. If we take the redactorial treatment of Assyrian campaign 

accounts as an empirical model, we may be able to suggest that a narrative with 

602 This led to the juxtaposition in v.16 of , '1lY, with the suffix referring to Sennacherib, and 
'1lY, with the SuffIX referring to the Lord. 

603 In the parration of Sennacherib's death the Chronicler uses the unusual expression 
l1nl ,n"9n (2 Chr.3221 ; d. 2 Kgs.1937: l1nl lnln), which alludes to the Lord's 
announcement in 2 Kgs.19~7' The latter passage had not been taken over by the Chronicler. 
This may indicate that the Chronicler presumed the knowledge of his Vorlage among his 
readers. 
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a certain discourse structure and participant orientation is in an early stage of 

literary development, but late stages cannot be identified with any certainty. 

We shall thus proceed to investigate minor changes and analyze the 

effects of redactorial treatment to the grammatical texture of narratives. Again 

we need to emphasize that we can only describe the differences between 

versions, but not explain them. We can note alterations and their agreement or 

disagreement with more or less general tendencies of literary development. 

Since such tendencies can only be recognized from the alterations themselves, 

they cannot provide explanations, but are only of statistical value. 

We have already seen above that basically, if narratives were altered at 

all, they were abbreviated. The easiest way of abbreviation is, of course, that of 

plain omission. No replacement is given for the omitted text. We may 

distinguish two sorts of omitted material: Firstly information that, apparently, 

was not thought to be important enough for retention and, secondly, 

information that was important, but already contained in the context or was 

regarded as being self-evident.604 

The different categories in which the alterations have been grouped 

cannot be strictly separated from each other. For example, the omission of a 

sentence may unify a passage and at the same time give more prominence to the 

later part of a series of actions. However, to avoid repetition we have generally 

noted alterations only once. There are other alterations for which no motivation 

is apparent or which are of too little significance to be considered here. It is 

further important to note that to all of the changes mentioned below contrasting 

604 An interesting parallel may be seen in the results of D.J .Allterton's study of the 
formulation of sentences ("Deletion and proform reduction"). Allerton established the 
following hierarchy of treatment of information: 

'NEW' = Indefinite 
'GIVEN' = Definite 
'SUPER-GIVEN' = Proform 
'HYPER-GIVEN' = Deleted (p.236). Allerton deduced from this the general validity of a 

"law of least effort" (p.213). 
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examples may be adduced. Several, as for example the insertion of anticipatory 

remarks or A's additions of speeches, have already been mentioned above and 

these will not be repeated here. None of the trends whose existence is argued in 

the present thesis is universally valid and without exception. The redactor's 

personal preferences or the specific form or contents of some narratives may 

have prompted alterations against general tendencies. This has, of course, 

consequences for the application of our suggested empirical model to Old 

Testament narratives. Narratives, passages within narratives, sentences within 

passages may have been treated differently from their contexts. 

Categories which have already been noted above, such as the emphasis 

on results or the tendency towards the unfication of the main line, will not be 

repeated here. For each of the major developmental tendencies one example 

from Sennacherib's annals and one from AS~urbanipal's annals will be given in 

the main text. 

1 Omission 

a) Omission of Main Clauses 

(1) Omission of the First Part of a Series of Actions 

We have already seen above that redactors often concentrated on results 

rather than on the sequence of events.60S The omission of the first part of a 

series of actions is related to this. Fs omission of ASsurbanipal's first Egyptain 

campaign is a drastic example. Further alterations related to this tendency are 

updates606 and resolutions of the chronological order.607 The tendency can also 

be observed on a smaller scale. 

Example 1: Bull 4 has omitted the report of the conquest of Lule's cities 

(Chic.-Tayl. ii41-46) and mentions only the installation of a new king there.60S 

605 See above pp. and . 
606 Cf. above nn.252 and 429. 
6()7 Cf. above n.437. 
608 Cf. also Bull 4's omissions of "alme" as the first of a series of successive verbs in Chic.-Tayt. 

ii72 and of "illiku re$1Su" from Chic.-Tayt. Ug}. 
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Example 2: B, C, and F have omitted the contents of Gyges' dream (HT 

rev.16-18) with the mention ASsur's orders to Gyges and have only retained the 

narration of their fulfillment.609 

(2) Omission of Sentences Without Relevance for the Main Course of 
Events 

With the identification of omitted sentences as being of little importance 

for the main course of narration, there is, of course, the danger of circular 

reasoning. The very fact that these sentences were omitted shows that they were 

regarded as dispensible. However, the participant orientation patterns indicate 

main conflicts, and sentences contributing to the narration of this main conflict 

can be distinguished from the remainder of the narrative. We can further note 

the omission of events that had no consequences in the further course of 

narration. Comparable also are omissions of negated sentences. 

Example 3: Rass. has omitted Bell 1.10 which relates the unsuccessful 

pursuit of Merodach-baladan. The unsuccessfulness is expressed by a negated 

main line verb ("ul innamir").610 

Example 4: A omits the reference to the accession of Indabigas (Bvii57b) 

after his victory over Tammaritu is reported (Aivll / / Bvii56-57a) which is 

609 From HT's report of the Kirbit affair Band C omit that the inhabitants of Deru asked the 
Assyrian king for help and that Assurbanipal dispatched his generals (rev.l0-11). The 
description of the siege had already been omitted in HT (cf. above n.435). We can also note 
Fs and A's omission of Biii18_32 from the account of Assurbanipal's campaign against Abseri. 
The two latter editions have retained only the description of the destruction of the country and 
the taking of booty (Fii26-31 / / Aiil30-133)' F and A have omitted the reference to the siege of 
Izertu and two other cities (Bii47_49) and mention only the ravaging of the district (Aiii2_3 / / 
BiiisO-S1)' From B's report against Dunanu F and A have omitted B vi21-22 which narrate that 
Assurbanipal "covered Gambulu with his battle array like a storm". F and A only report the 
conquest and destruction of Dunanu's capital and the deportation of captives and booty (Fiirr 
iiis / / A iii54-69)' 

A's additional report of massacres among Uwaite~'s subjects (viilOS_l1S), which contrasts 
with the omissions noted above adds details to the accounts of B (cf. viiis_9) and VAT 5600 + 
(cf. iV13_14)' It may well be due to a different source which has not been preserved. For the 
addition of a stock-phrase cf. also Aiiis9f / / Fiiso. 

610 We can further note Bu1l4's omission Chic.-Tayl. iS2 iii6b_7. 
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without immediate consequences for the main conflict (Assurbanipal -

Tammaritu). 

(3) Omission of Descriptive Sentences 

This category is related to the previous one. Here we note the omission 

of sentences with descriptive rather than narrative force. Formally these 

sentences are main clauses, but their function may be compared to that of 

adverbs or adjectives. 

Example 5: Bull 4 has omitted Chic.-Tayl. i70' one of three sentences 

describing the difficulty of the terrain by narrating Sennacherib's actions.611 

Example 6: HT obv.4 ("[eps]et marustu ... ul ibbalkit ina libbISU") has no 

equivalent in the subsequent versions. This sentence does not denote a progress 

of events.612 

b) Omission of Descriptive Sentence Constituents 

We have already seen above that with progressive transmission the 

rhetorical level of several narratives was reduced. Sometimes, as e.g. in the case 

of E's account of the arrival of the Lydian messenger, whole passages with high 

rhetorical level were omitted. Redactors also omitted qualifiers from retained 

paragraphs and thus increased emphasis on the main line of narration. They 

611 We may also note the omission of Chic.-Tayt. ius referring to ASsur's encouragement of 
Sennacherib. The function of this sentence might parallel that of "ina emiiq wur" (Chic.- Tayt. 
i35), "ina tukulti aSSur" (Chic.-Tayt. iiil ), "ina qibit aSSur" (Chic.- Tayt. v7J. The omission also 
reduces the number of main line participants by removing ASSur as grammatical subject from 
the main line of the account of Sennacherib's second campaign. Cf. also Bull 4'5 omission of 
Chic.-Tayl. iilS (" ••• kima zi .. .") and of "urappiS mati" from Chic.-Tay1. ii32. The omission of 
"uSarme karmiS" from Chic.-Tay1. i78 resolves the EEN-construction and leaves only the usual 
"abbul aqqur". Thus the omission may also be regarded as an adaptation to common 
phraseology. The case is similar with the omission of "titaliS uSeme" (Chic.- Tay1. i79-80) by 
which a parallelism is resolved. Here, too, the more usual expression "ina girri aqmiima" was 
preferred. (d. Chic.-Tayt. ii19, ivd. Cf. also Belt.'s omission of "imqussu baUu gimir" (BM 
113203, 1.26). 

612 It is also noteworthy that the main line verb is negated and that before and after this 
sentence Tarqu is the grammatical subject. Thus the omission also unifies the passage. 
Comparable are the omissions of "libbu usarbissuma" (HT obv.55), "ispuna abiibis" (HT 
obv.74), HT rev.7 (negated), and HT rev.18 by the later versions, of Bvn..7-48 (1.48 negated) by 
F (retained in A). and Bii4S.48-49 by F and A. 
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omitted adjectives613, appositions614, subordinate clauses615, abbreviated 

613 Chic.-Tayl. has omitted "~eber rabin (Bell. 1.22 / / Chic.-Tayl. i22). Bull 4 has omitted 
"zaqrUti" (Chic.-Tayl. i6S / / Bull 4, 1.9), "mabra", (Chic.-Tayl. ii29 / / Bull 4, 1.16), "kabittu" 
(Chic.-Tay1. ii35 / / Bull 4, 1.17). 

From HT's account of the Gyges affair the later versions have omitted "alikUt mabri" (HT 
rev.14). F and A hav~ omitted "zikra sinnis ~eber u rabi" (Bvi37). F (iii9) has omitted "la kenu" 
after the mention of SamaS-sum-uk"in (Bviis) and has only retained "nak[ri". Thus the negated 
modifier was not taken over. 

For additions of adjectives cf. Bi76 (/ /Ais2) / / HT obv.17 (stock-phrase), Fi46 (/ /Aii36) / / 
Bii27 (/ /Ciiiss), Aii12 / / HT obv.58. 

614 BM 113203 1.6 contains several appositions after the mention of Merodach-Baladan and a 
subordinate clause which refers back to one of the appositions. All these are omitted in the 
later versions. Cf. also Chic.-Tayl.'s omission of "nakri aksi" from Bell. 1.20 (/ / Chic.-Tayl.~) 
and Bull 4's omissions of Hal beliitIya" after the mention of Nineveh (Chic.-Tayt. iii47), the 
name of the governor of Hararate (Chic.-Tayl. iss), a list of booty items (Chic.-Tayl. iSS-56), 

"sUt reslya" before "bel pabati" (Chic.-Tayl. ii6 and ii31), and "kadre beliitlya" after "mandattu" 
(Chic.-Tayl. iii36)' Bull 4 has further replaced "bit ~eri kultari mfisabiSunu" (Chic.-Tayl. i78_79) 
with "bit ~eri kultarIsunu" (1.11). 

From HT the later versions omit "ardu dagil panlya" after the mention o(Niku (obv.52), al 
sarrfitIsu asar tukultISu after the mention of Memphis (obv. 20), fInis ilanimes" after "ade" (HT 
obv.54 / / A i~; B, C, and F omit complete passage), "sar kusi" after the mention of Tarqu (HT 
obv. 66, cf Bii7, Ciii32, and Aii20) and "mimma aqru" from the list of booty items taken from 
Thebes (HT rev.l). HT (obv.50 / / Aiis) omits from Eiv1!\f. (BM 134481) Hal bcliitlya" after the 
mention of Nineveh. F and A have omitted "sar elamti I" after the mention of Tammaritu 
(Bviss). They have further omitted the names of conquered cities (Biii34_36), appositions after 
the mention of the month of Ululu (Bv77_7S)' the patronym after the mention of Dunanu 
(Bvi17, cf. Fii74 and AiiiS2)' and an apposition after the mention of Sapibel describing the cities 
geographical position ("sa qereb naremes", Bvi24; cr. Fii77, Aiiis9). 1\ has left out "ardlsu" after 
the mention of Indabigas (Fiii23) and "bisibti dassur sar ilanimes bel gimri" (Aii9S / / HT 
rev.16). 

For additions of appositions cr. HT obv.25 / / Eiii13, HT obv.20 / / Eiii3, Bii36 (/ / Aii44) 

HT rev.4, Aiiss / / Biiss (political relevance? Yabimilki was allowed to return to Tyre and may 
have succeeded Ba'alu as ruler there), Fii79 (/ / Aiiiss) / / Bvi25• 

61S From Bell. 1.13 Rass. (/ / Chic.-Tayl. i42) omitted "sa klma mlrani ~ahri qereb ekalllya irbu". 
Cf. also Rass.' (/ / Chic.-Tay1. iss) omission of "sa ultu ana nlrlya la kitnfisu" (negated !) from 
Bell. 1.8, and the Bu1l4's omission of this clause from Chic.-Tayl.i67 and of "sa ina qitrub tabazi 
umassiru" from Chic.-Tayl. i26• Cf., however, the addition of a subordinate clause in Chic.-Tayl. 

iii19· 
F has omitted from B's account of Tammaritu's escape to Assyria the remark that 

Tammaritu had spoken disrespectfully about the decapitation of Teumman (BviiS9-61)' Cf. also 
the omissions of "la kansu ana nlrlya" Bvi20, "(sa) damiqti la bassu la i~~uru ade mamit ilanimes 

rabutimes" (Bviis_6)' "sa nib a la Isu" (Bvi3S)' "sa ela sasu iqsu" (B vii4S) by F and A. A has 
further left out "[sa ina mih;ir matIsu asbfi" (Bvii~). IT has not retained the subordinate clauses 
after the menti), "sa ela sasu iqsu" (B vii4S) by F and A. A has further left out "[sa ina mi]~ir 
matIsu asbfi" (Bviii6). IT has not retained the subordinate clauses after the mention of Lydia 
(Ai~s_96)' From HT obv.61 ~he subsequent versions have omitted "sa [kar bel] matati sumsu". 

For additions of subordlOate clauses cf. Bi67 (/ / Cii3S' Ai66f) / / HT obv.14 Biii3 / / HT 
rev.21, Aviiss / / Bviii1, and, perhaps, HT obv.52 [E's account mutilated]. 
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construct chains616 and circumlocutory expressions617, but often reduced the 

vividness of accounts. Thus in several cases we can note the omission of adverbs 

or adverbial phrases618 Since subordinate clauses are of descriptive rather than 

narrative function their omission parallels that of descriptive main clauses as 

well as that of adverbs, adjectives, and appositions, all increasing the emphasis 

on the main line of narration. The effects of other alterations, as e.g. omissions 

from lists619, cannot be traced in the narrative structure. From some passages 

several qualifiers were omitted.620 

616 Bull 4 replaced "ana nir beliitiya" (Chic.-Tayl. ii36) with "ana niriya" (Bull 4 1.17). Cf. also 
Chic.-Tayt. ii38 I I Bull 4 1.18, Chic.-Tayl. ili16 I I Bull 4 1.27. From a list of rulers and cities in 
Chic.-Tayt. ili32-34 Bull 4 has only retained the names of the cities (1.30). 

Comparable is the abbreviation of "Sa ina Sarranimes abbeya mamman Ii iSu" (Chic.-Tayl. 
ii34) to "Sa sarranimes abbeya Iii iSu" (Bull 4, 1.17). 

F (ili26) has abbreviated "i$batii sepen Sarriitiya" (B vii,o) to "i$batii ~penya" and omitted 
"malisu" after "nise" from Bvi37 (Fii7g, cf. also Bvi27_3S)' A has omitted "am at" before 
"Iemuttim" (HT obv.48 I I Aii1). B, followed by C and A, has abbreviated "mibrit ummanateya" 
(HT obv.16 I I Bi74, Cii74, Aigo) to "ana mabriya". The alteration has also changed the 
reference from a secondary to a primary partippant. 

Comparable is the omission of "sa eiamtiki" (Bviiti3) by Fiii22 and Aiv23' 
617 Chic.-Tayl. i30-3S I I Bull 4, 1.6, Chic.-Tayl. iii21-27 I I Bull 4, 1.28 (cf. Borger, ABL, p.76), 

BM 113203, 1.60 I I Bell. 1.16, HT rev.4 I I Bii36, HT obv.69 I I Bii14, HT rev.20 1/ AiiU16' 
618 Bull 4 has omitted "arkiya" (Chic.-Tayl. ii4g), "ina qitrub tabazi" (Chic.-Tayl. ~), "nams" 

(Chic.-Tayl. iin), "ina qabal tambari" (Chic.-Tayt. ills), "(ana) epes ardiiti" (Chic.-Tayt. ii49)' 
HT has omitted "arkanu" (Eiiix+ 1 I I Aillg). B, C, F and A have omitted Wadi mabriya" (HT 

rev.19). F and A have omitted "ana dalal i1iitiSun rabiti .. ." (B~). The omission of the 
reference to the Assyrian officer from the same passage and Bvii38 may be that of a secondary 
participant. F and A have further omitted (Bviiis7). C has omitted "eninna yati" (Bviiis7' 
Cf.CxS8)' A has omitted "ina qereb tambari baltussu" (HT rev.20, d. Aii106). IT has omitted 
"ana mabrIya" (Aiino). 

Several of the added adverbial constructions are stock-phrases (d. Bii81 / / Aii74, Frii29 / / 
Aiv33 / /Bvii72' Biii10 / / HT rev.11, Aviiu6 /1 Bviiig, Aix43 / / Bviii13), others clarify the 
narrative structure (Fiii12 1/ Aiv3 / / Bvi4s), Aii103 / / HT rev.l9f, Aviin7 / / B~). A further 
cases are ~ / / B~. 

619 Cf. BM 113203,11.31-33/1 Bell. 1.8, Chic.-Tayl. i2S /1 Bell. t.7), Chic.-Tayl ii13 / / Bull 4 
1.13, Chic.-Tayt. ii27 / / Bull 41.15, Chic.-Tayl. ii73f /1 Bull 4 ll.22-23, Chic.-Tayl. iiis.ll / / Bull 
411.25.26 (cf. Chic.-Tayl ii74 /1 Bull 4 1.23), Bell. 1.7 1/ Rass., (1/ Chic.-Tayl. i31).HT 
abbreviated the list of booty items from E's the account of the campaign against Kirbit (K 1821 
iV2f: "[nisemc)S a1pemcs ~nemeS [sall)aSu kabittu iSluliini") to "iSIula ~su" (UT obv. 11). Cf. also 
the omission of Bvi31_33 by F and A. 

For additions of or too lists d. above p.73 and Bii12 (1/ Aii23) / / HT obv.68, Aiis3-s4.91-92 
/ / CiiiI23-124, iVl.3 (I /Bii83.88.90), ~ / I Bvi3S, Fili3 (I / ~) / / Bvi3S• 

62oCf. Chic.-Tayl. ~ / I Bull 4 t.9, Chic.-Tayl. i47-49 1/ Bull 4, 1.19, Chic.-Tayl.iiSO-6Q / / Bull 4, 
t.2O, Chic.-Tayt. ~7-68 1/ Bull 4 1.21, Chic.-Tayl. ili12-13 I I Bull 4,1.26 

HT obv. 5-8 1/ AiS7b-S9 (I/BiS6-S9> Cii22_26), HT rev.16f / / ~ /1 IT 1.85, A further case 
is found in the report of the submission of Ikkilu's I Iakinlu's son. B iis6.s7 /1 F ii4, Bvii7-8 / / 

F~ / / Aiii137, BviiiS4-S7 / I ~7-49.s8 I I A~2.64· 
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2 Contraction 

A further means of abbreviating a Vorlage is that of contraction. While 

omitted material cannot be recovered in late stages of narratives without the 

existence of earlier Vorlage contracted passages are more likely to indicate the 

presence of a secondary edition. Thus the application of this technique by 

redactors may provide us with some criteria for the identification of late stages. 

a) Subordination 

A redactor combining material from two passages or sentences may co

ordinate or subordinate the retained text. An example of co-ordination, that of 

the accounts of Mugallu's, Iakinlu's, and Sandgarme's submissions has already 

been discussed above.621 More often one passage or sentence was subordinated 

to another one. 

Example 7: 

BM 113203, 1.26: "u sii epiS lemneti akamu girrIya ana riiqcti emurma imqussu battu gimir 
ellatISu ezibma ana matguzummani inl!.abit" (1.26). 

BM 113203, 1.34: urribma arkIsu ana matguzummani Imundab~Iya ana qereb agamme u 
apparate uma"'irma 5 iime uba""iisuma asarsu ul innamir 

Bell., 1.6: "ina qabal tambari suatu ezib karassu edis ipparsidma ana matguzummani innabit 
qereb agamme u apparate erumma napistus etir" (1.6). 

Bull 4: sii ana siizub napistIsu edis ipparsidma 

Here we can note a combination of co-ordination and subordination. 

Bell. has placed side by side the narrations of Merodach-baladan's escape. It is 

apparent that the redactors have progressively reduced the number of main line 

verbs. This simplifies the discourse structure, because there are fewer verbs 

denoting progress of narration. In BM 113203 three different grammatical 

subjects had been mentioned. Bell. and Bull 4 have each replaced a main clause 

by an adverbial phrase and thus increased the ratio of modifiers per verb in the 

621 Cf. also Chic.-Tayl.'s combination of BM 113203,11.58.62 in Chic.-Tayl. iS7-60. 
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later versions. Bell. and Bull 4 have both reworded their Vorlage. The passages 

combined by Bell. related Merodach-baladan's fate. In BM 113203, 1.26 he is 

mentioned as grammatical subject, in BM 113203, 1.34 as grammatical object. 

Bell. harmonized the references to Merodach-baladan, who now dominates all 

main line verbs of this passage. The only phrase in BM 113203, 1.26 which did 

not have Merodach-baladan as grammatical subject ("imqussu battu gimir) was 

omitted by Bell. The combination of the two passages from BM 113203 led to a 

resolution of the chronological order. Bell. also retained an equivalent of BM 

113203, 1.34. Thus the contraction could have been identified as being 

secondary. In Chic.-Tayl., however, the later passage is omitted. There only the 

verb-modifier ratio could have given slight, but not conclusive, indication of 

redactorial intervention. In Bull 4 all signs were removed. The case is different 

with Bell. 1.5, which summarizes BM 113203, 11.5-25 and which was retained by 

both Chic.-Tayl. and Bull 4. Bell. 1.5 contains only one main line verb, but 

several qualifiers: 

ina res sarriitiya sa Idmarduk-apla-iddina sar matkarduniai adi ummanatbi elamtiki ina 
tamerti kiSki astakan tatJtasu. 

There is no further sentence like this in Bell.'s account. Not the 

comparatively high number of qualifiers but the unevenness within a narrative 

may thus be taken as a criterion for the identification of late stages. However, 

this identification does only affect the passage concerned, not the account as 

such. Indeed, in the retained portions of BM 113203's account Bell. has carried 

out only few noteworthy omissions.622 

Example 8: The different designations for the people of the conquered 

district of Kirbit provide a good example from AUurbanipal's campaign 

accounts: 

622 See above p.70ff. 
For a further case cf. BM 113203, 1.30 / / Bell. 1.8. 
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Eiv7_9623: on alanimes imgaris iktuntiima ... niscmes ... isluliini ... nisc iiSibiiti alani suniiti 
HT rev.12: iSlula nisemessu nisemes alanimes satunu kisitti qatellya 
Biiil4 : nisemes alkirbit mala aSlulu 

Again we can witness progressive downgrading and subordination. HT 

has replaced " ... alanimes imbariS iktumuma" with "kiSitti qateIIya" and B has 

downgraded "iSlula nisemessu" to "mala aSlulu".624 

b) Replacement of Lists by Common Denominators 

Related to the preceding category is the replacement of lists by common 

denominators. 

Example 9: 

Chic.-Tayl. i39ff: lurbi laramu Ikaldu sa qereb urukki ... use~amma sallatis amnu ina 
tayyartIya ... (names) ... I~ramu l.a kansiiti mitbaris akSud 208,000 niSemes ... sallatu 
kabittu aslula ana qereb matassurki• 

Bull 4, 1.7: ina tayyartIya laramu sa siddi naridiglat nar puratti aksud aslula sallasun625 

Example 10: 

A has represented "assassu maremessu maratemessu salsekretIsu 

amnaremes salnaratemes" (B Vi27) by "qinnusu zer bIt abIsu" (Aiii61)626 

623 Cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.14, BM 128306 and BM 134481 (cf. Millard, 
"Fragments of Historical Texts from Nineveh", pI.20), BM 134445 and BM 121018 (d. 
Thompson, "A Selection From the Cuneiform Historical Texts", ## 20.21). 

624 Cf. also HT obv. 11-14 I I B i66-70 (//C,A), HT obv. 69 I I A ii 24, Bvi3S-49 I I Fiii2 I I 
Aii~, Bvii3-46 I I .~iiil36-ivf.'. B~~,94.9T~ih I I ~ vii82~~! HT ob~.67 /1 Biin I I C~~~5 / I ~ 
ii22, Biv74-78 I / Fll~61 I ( Am3?' BV116 I ~ ~11l8' BV1l4S-46 Fll~12 I I ~IV3-4' CxSO:?6 I I AV111~~, E18_ 
10 (cr. Piepkorn,.!!,stoncal Pnsm InscnptlOns, p.1O) / / ~154f' Blv79_86 / / FU68.70 (I A1l145.1~' 
E (BM 134445 1111) /1 HT rev.9, HT obv.21-22 /1 B 184b-8Sa' HT obv.18 / / BI77 (= CU77' 
Ai82), IT 1.85 /1 Ai104-106, BviiS3 / / Fiii18 (cf. also A ivlO /1 Bs), Eivs (Cf. Piepkorn, Historical 
Prism Inscriptions, p.14, with the restoration of the mayor of Kirbit's name from BM 134481.) 
/ / B iii12_13 / / Civ33-34' B vi17_19 1/ Fiis3 /1 Aiii27, Biins I I Hii22· 

For expansions d. HT obv.48 / / E (BM 128230 iii6-7 [d. Millard, "Fragments of Historical 
Texts From Nineveh", p1.19]), Ciil21-122 1/ HT obv.41, Ciii92 (/ IF~, Aiis9) 1/ Biis6, Avii86 / / 
Bviii1• Aixs2 / / Bviii21, Fiii26 (/ / Aiv25) / / Bvii70, Aix53f 1/ Bviii23, Aixs5 /1 Bviii23, CxS8 / / 
Bviiis7, Aixs6 / / Bviii24· 

625 Cf. also Bell., II. 28-30 / / Chic.-Tay1. ii16ff / / Bull 4, 13-14, Chic.-Tayl. i74-76 / / Bull 4, 1.11, 
Chic.-Tayl. iii45 I I Rass., Chic.-Tayl. ii62-63 1/ Bull 4 1.20, Chic.-Tayl. i52 / / Rass., Chic.-Tayl. 
ii69-71 I I Bull 4, 1.22. 

626 Cf. also the A's replacement of the names of Egyptian vassal kings mentioned in HT obv.33 
by "sarranimes annUli mala apqidu" (i1l8)' The booty items listed in E's account of the 
campaign against Kirbit (Eiv26 cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.14) have been 
summarized to "sallassu" by Biiill and Civ32' 
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IV Application of Results 

We have already noted above that literary-critical hypotheses applied to 

the study of Old Testament narratives were not supported by our study of the 

Ii terary development of Assyrian campaign accounts. Since, however, these 

hypotheses purport to be derived from the texts themselves only by an 

application of our new analogy to Biblical stories and a comparison with usual 

literary-critical methods can we reach further conclusions. 

We shall thus examine the validity of both our proposed analogy and 

literary-critical methodology in an analysis of narratives from the Old 

Testament, 1 Kgs.221_38 and 1 Kgs.20.627 Of course, even if we succeed in 

627 We shall concentrate on the literary aspects and disregard, as far as possible, the question 
of historicity. It may suffice to remark here, that the presence of "common motifs" or 
Wandermotive alone cannot give enough reason to question historicity (contra H.Weippert, 
"Ahab el campeador?") This is admitted by Jepsen, "Israel und Damaskus," p.156, 0.15, who 
nevertheless argues from other reasons that 1 Kgs.22 constitutes a prophet legend to which 
various fairy tale motifs were added. Both matters, historical reliability and literary 
development, are, of course, inseparably bound to each other. If one assumes that 1 Kgs.22 is 
the result of various redactions, the historicity of the narrative must be questioned. If on the 
other hand the historicity of the narrative is questioned this may have consequences for a 
literary critical analysis. Thus for historical reasons it has been argued that the Israelite king 
mentioned in the narrative in 1 Kgs.22 originally was not Ahab, but that 1 Kgs.22 rather 
constitutes a compilation from sources dealing with the alliances of Jehoshaphat with Joram 
and Joram with Ahaziah (C.P.Whitley, "The Deuteronomic Presentation of the House of 
Omri"). Since internal reasons, too, are used it is necessary to discuss this line of 
argumentation briefly. Whitley argues that the Biblical accounts draw a distorted picture of 
Ahab. Ahab's children bear Yahwistic names (already noted by Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 
p.289) and there is no evidence that Ahab set up altars for Baal outside Samaria. Ahab is said 
to appear throughout in the same narratives as Elijah and Elisha. Internal inconsistencies 
within this group of narratives are seen between 1 Kgs.191S-16 and 2 Kgs.813; 94, Whitley 
reaches the conclusion that there is reason to suspect the accuracy of the documents under 
consideration. He argues that a ruler of Ahab's strength would not have submitted to a Syrian 
king as is narrated in 1 Kgs.20. In 1 Kgs.2013 the Israelite army is said to have consisted of 
7,000 men which Whitley thinks is too little compared with Ahab's army at Qarqar (10,000). A 
small Israelite army would agree better with Hazael's invasion during the reign of Jehoahaz, 
son of Jehu (2 Kgs.131_9). Benhadad's offer to return cities conquered by his father (1 
Kgs.2034) corresponds to Jehoash's victories over Benhadad, son of Hazael (2 Kgs.~). The 
presence of Syrian troops in Samaria (2 Kgs'~f) is thought to suit the reign of Ahab best. 
Whitley also sees an inconsistency between the representations of Jehu and Hazael by the 
Deuteronomic writer and Assyrian documents. He reaches the conclusion that wars against 
the Arameans ascribed by the Biblical writer to the dynasty of Omri belong rather to the later 
dynasty of Jehu (pp.147f). Whitley also refers to 1 Kgs.2240 for evidence of Ahab's natural 
death and to parallels in phraseology in other narratives to explain how the narration of the 
killing of Ahab arose. In 2 Kgs.914-1S it is narrated that Joram was killed by an arrow, just as it 
was related of Ahab in 1 Kgs.2~. Both kings were killed as punishment for the killing of 
Naboth. J oram retires wounded from the battle and is killed by Jebu's arrow - Ahab is hit by 
an arrow and dies from the loss of blood. Prom this Whitley deduces that 1 Kgs.22 is a 
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establishing the superiority of one of the two methods against the other, this 

conglomerate of different strands. However, the parallels drawn between the various Biblical 
accounts are artificial. Many differences between them could be adduced. According to 
Whitley's own analysis the size of Ahab's army at Qarqar (10,000 men and 2,000 chariots 
according to Shalmaneser Ill's Monolith) included the Judean forces. Furthermore, the Old 
Testament reports an extensive famine in Israel during Ahab's reign (1 Kgs.18). Thus the size 
of Ahab's force mentioned in 1 Kgs.20 is by no means surprising (2 Kgs.137 notes that after the 
Aramean invasion 10,OOO_soldiers and 10 chariots were left to Jehoahaz). The correspondence 
of Benhadad's offer with Jehoash's victory is indeed striking, since no war between Omri and 
Benhadad I. is reported. An explanation may be seen in 1 Kgs.1520 where it is reported that 
Benhadad took cities from Baasha. The second part of 1 Kgs.2034 would then refer to a 
different time, after the foundation of Samaria by Omri. No definite explanation can be given. 
The cities referred to in 2 Kgs.1~5 as being conquered by the Arameans during the reign of 
Jehoahaz were probably Galilean cities (cf. Keit, Commentary, p.379), since Jehu had lost all of 
Gilead to Hazael, if the identification of Aphek (1 Kgs.2026.3Q) with 'En-Gev (with the ancient 
name being preserved at Fiq) at the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee is correct. The cities 
referred to in 1 Kgs.2034, however were probably situated in Gilead (cf. Aharoni, LOB, p.335; 
Miller, ·The Rest of the Acts of Jehoahaz,· p.339, prefers S.Toltowsky's identification of 
Aphek with the present village of Faqqua situated on Mt. Gilboa). Thus the two passages 
should be regarded as referring to different incidents. Miller (liThe Elisha Cycle and the 
Accounts of the Omride Wars"), assumes that the Israelite kings originally were anonymous in 
the stories of the Elisha Cycle. He follows Whitley in regarding the two battle accounts in 1 
Kgs.20 as belonging to the three victories mentioned in 2 Kgs.1~ which leaves the question, 
why and how the stories were transferred from their original position! The third narrative is 
found in the ·extremely composite account" of 1 Kgs.22 (the LXX has these three accounts in 
immediate succession). Miller argues that Ahab died a peaceful death, referring to 1 Kgs.2127_ 
29 and 2240, While it is evident that 2240 does not exclude a violent death (see below) the MT 
of 2129 speaks of the House of Ahab (JKnK-n':J) rather than of the king himself (the LXX 
omits these words; only 0 + has a representation. The omission by the LXX may be explained 
by the incre~sed p~rallelism wit~ the ~rs .. part of the prophecy)! And it.is the House of Ahab 
that is mentIOned In 2 Kgs.97_9 III Ehsha s order to Jehu to carry out Judgement (cf. also 2 
Kgs.103Q)' There is thus no evidence for a peaceful death of Ahab. Miller also argues that the 
Assyrian annals imply that Israel and Syria were allies rather than enemies during Ahab's last 
years. The Assyrian texts (actually only the Monolith inscription of Shalmaneser III.) mention 
Ahab and Hadadezer as members of a coalition in Shalmaneser's 6th year. This note does not 
present enough evidence to exclude the possibility of a war between Israel and the Arameans. 
Miller further questions the necessity of conquering Ramoth-gilead since 2 Kgs.1032_33 implies 
that Gilead was in Israelite hands. But according to 1 Kgs.223 Ahab wanted to capture a city 
not a region. In the same verse he states: "Do you know that Ramoth-gilead belongs to us and 
we keep quiet ..... And Ramoth-gilead is where the battle takes place (v.29). Thus the narrative 
assumes that Gilead is in Israelite hands (contrast 1 Kgs.2026 with the battle taking place at 
Aphek implying that Gilead was occupied by the Arameans; cf. also 1 Kgs.2034 mentioning the 
restoration of cities to Israel). Miller, like Whitley, concludes that different stories have been 
combined to produce the narrative in 1 Kgs.22, but unlike Whitley he only reckons with two 
stories, one of them narrating the battle at Ramoth-gilead, during which Joram was injured (2 
Kgs.82s), the other one dealing with Jehoahaz (2 Kgs.13). Both battles took place at the same 
place and thus the accounts could easily be confused. Then the battle accounts in 1 Kgs.20 <yld 
'].2 were adapted to the stories of the Elisha cycles by replacing the kings' names with 'l)?n 
'JK1\l1' and later subjected to the opposite tendency. The anonymous stories were ascribed to 
well known personalities. Later on the stories in 1 Kgs.22 and 2 Kgs.3 were again revised to 
emphasize Jehoshaphat's piety. Miller further argues that the Moabite campaign narrated in 2 
Kgs.3 could only take place during the reign of Jehoshaphat, since only after the latter's death 
did Edom have a king (2 Kgs.820-22) and in 2 Kgs.39 the liking of Edom" is mentioned. 2 
Kgs.~o states that Edom revolted from the Judean rule and set up a king of their own. It is not 
stated that previously there had not been a "king" of Edom. A governor over Edom may well 
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would not prove that all narratives were subjected to the same kind of editorial 

treatment. The purpose of the application of our results is rather to outline the 

consequences for the study of Old Testament narratives and to obtain a working 

hypothesis, the validity of which nevertheless has to be constantly examined. 

have been mentioned as "king" but nevertheless have been subject to the king of Judah. 
Jepsen, "Israel und Damaskus", argued that an Israelite-Aramean war would not suit the 

historical picture (alliance at Qarqar) for Ahab's reign. He also draws attention to the fact that 
at the time of Jehu's assassination of Joram, Ramoth-gilead was in Israelite hands. 
Furthermore, Ahab's relationship to the D'K':ll as depicted in 1 Kgs.22 is thought to differ 
from that of 1 Kgs.17-19 where Ahab is shown as the prophets' enemy. rmally, Jepsen refers 
to 1 Kgs.2034 and argues that a defeat of Omri by the Arameans leading to a loss of Israelite 
cities and the establishment of bazaars by Arameans in Samaria would not suit Omri's reign. 
That Israel and Damascus fought as allies against Shalmaneser does not a priori exclude the 
possibility of wars between them. If 1 Kgs.22t refers back to 1 Kgs.20, then a Syro-Ephraimite 
war would also have preceded the alliance, for it is not likely that both wars took place after 
Qarqar (Jehu paid tribute to Shalmaneser 1lI in 841 B.C.; the battle at Oarqar took place in 
853 B.C., Jehu reigned for 6 years [1 Kgs.10361, before him. reigned Jehoram for 12 years [2 
Kgs.31J and Ahaziah for 2 years [1 Kgs.22s1J [accession years counted». It is quite conceivable 
that Israel and Syria could have put their quarrels aside as long as the Assyrian threat lasted. 
The Israelite occupation of Ramoth-gilead at the time of Jehu's accession, too, does not imply 
historical inaccuracy in 1 Kgs.22. As we have pointed out above, Gilead was probably in 
Israelite hands at the time of 1 Kgs.22, thus the border city could well have been captured by 
Jehoram. As for Ahab's relationship towards the D'K'Jl it was Jezebel, not Ahab, who had 
the prophets of the Lord killed (cf. 1 Kgs.184.13' 192) and Ahab's addresses to Elijah in 1 
Kgs.1817 and 2120 parallel his statements about Miciah (cf. 1 Kgs.22uS>. A further example is 
found in 1 Kgs.2013ff. Jepsen, however, argued that 1 Kgs.20, too, originally did not refer to 
Ahab's reign. Jepsen further argued that Ahab would not suit as a contemporary of Benhadad, 
but rather, as indicated by an Assyrian inscription (TUAT 1,4, p.365) as a contemporary of 
Hadadezer who succeeded Benhadad and was assassinated by Hazael and thus 1 Kgs.22 is 
thought to have taken place in Jehu's dynasty, the king in question being Jehoash, whose father 
Jehoahaz was had been defeated by the Arameans (2 Kgs.1032). However, according to 2 
Kgs'~-lS Benhadad was killed and his throne usurped by Hazael, which is paralleled in the 
Assyrian records by the description of the usurpation of Hadadezer's throne by Hazael and by 
describing Hadadezer's death ("sada!u emoou"). Thus both records mention that the throne of 
the Aramean king contemporary to Ahab was usurped by somebody named Hazael. If 
Jepsen's suggestion is accepted two errors have to be assumed in the Biblical accounts for that 
period. The name of the Israelite king mentioned in 1 Kgs.22 originally was not Ahab, and it 
was not Benhadad, but Hadadezer who was killed by Hazael (it is, of course, theoretically 
possible but very unlikely that both kings, Benhadad, son of Hazael and contemporary of 
Jehoash, and Hadadezer were killed by somebody named Hazael). It is less difficult to assume 
that the Benhadad of the Biblical account and the Hadadezer of the Assyrian text are in fact 
the same person (for a possible parallel in Assurbanipal's annals d. below 0.1026). This was 
suggested by Albright on the basis of his reconstruction of the so-called Melcarth-stele ("A 
Votive Stele Erected by Ben-Hadad I of Damascus to the God Melcarth"). However, Pitard's 
new reading of the inscription indicates that the stele probably was not set up by any of the 
known kings of Damascus (Ancient Damascus, p.137-144). 

We conclude that there is no cogent historical evidence that 1 Kgs.22 originally did not deal 
with Ahab. Thus we can disregard the historical aspect and concentrate on the literary part. 
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Since internal criteria for the identification of redactorial intervention are 

necessarily ambiguous, such a working hypothesis is of crucial significance for 

the understanding of narratives in the Old Testament. 

A 1 Kgs.221-38 

Scholarly opinion about the literary pre-history of the narrative in 1 

Kgs.22 is not unanimous. While on one side the literary unity has been 

argued,628 literary-critical analysis has led some scholars to the identification of 

different layers in the story.629 Before we examine these attempts to reconstruct 

the literary history we shall analyse the present form of the narrative with 

regard to the criteria applied in the above investigation of the transmission of 

Assyrian campaign accounts. 

Table 1 Participant Orientation Pattern of 1 Kgs.221_38 

63OnVl'1 (C B) 
631 'il'1A B 

,,'1A B I 
632'D~' 1 B B' r 

OnlJ1'il B' 
O'VlnD BIB' 

633'D~'1B A I 
"nil A 

'D~'1A B r 
634'~'1A B I 

VI" B_Ao 

628 Cf. e.g. Wellhausen, Composition, p.284, Noth, Uberlie/enmgsgeschichtliche Studien, p.80, 
H.Cancik, GTUndziige der hetithischen und alttestamentlichen Geschichtsschreibung, pp.198f. 

629 W. Roth gives a brief review over the interpretations of 1 Kgs.22 by Wellhausen, Kittel, 
GreBmann, Nolh, Montgomery, Wiirthwein, and Rofe ("The Story of the Prophet Micaiah"). 
However, he focusses on the interpretations derived from literary critical research rather than 
on the literary critical work itself. Cf. also De Vries, 1 Kings, p.270 ("seldom has a simple 
prophet story undergone so complex a process of editing and redaction, and seldom has a 
passage raised so wide a range of theological problems ... "). 

630 1 Kgs.221• 

631 1 Kgs.22z. 
632 1 Kgs.2~ 
633 1 Kgs.224• 

634 1 Kgs.22s. 
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635 
636 

637 
638 
639 
640 

641 

642 
643 

644 
645 

646 
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635YJp' 1 B B::646 r 
'1m'1B B I 

'1m"B" B I 

636'Im"A B r 

637,nK'1B A r 

'1m"A B r 

638K'P , 1 B B' r 
'1m'1B B' I 

639D 'JV1'B/A I 
D'KJlnOB" B/A I 

640W'1B
o 

I 
'1m'1B*1 B I 

641D'KJlB" I 

6421J1B' A" I 

643'1m"A
oI 

B' r 

644K1J' lA" B I 
'1m"BA

oI 
r 

'1m"A" B r 

645'OK'1B A" r 

1 Kgs.226• 
1 Kgs.22,. 
1 Kgs.22g. 
lKgs.2~. 
1 Kgs.221O• 
1 Kgs.2211. 
1 Kgs.2212. 
1 Kgs.2213• 
1 Kgs.2214• 

1 Kgs.2215. 

,'JK" B 
~1rm-1m B 

il~Y B 
1n', A'-(C)-B 

i1V111 1 1 A{B-A" 

1 'l1Kl~ B_Aol 
KJln' K A*'-B 

,Im' 'JK B 

il1ilO B' 

11m A' 

il~Y B 
n~;:Cil B 
Tnll A'-(C)-B 

'il' A" 
n'J11 A" 

'J'K A" 

'~lil A/B-C 
~'nl 1m A/B-C 

il~Y B 
n~;:Cill B 

Tnl1 A*-(C)-B 

1 Kgs.22
1
!>.. d' ation is derived from ~'K'Jl This partIcipant eSlgn 

"lln B-C 

, 1 'K'Jl (v.22). 



647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 

64711l~' 'A·' B r 

64811l~' , B A r 

64911l~' , A·' B r 

650V11"B·' r 
ilJ , , B:: A:: I 
11l~"B A I 

65111l~"A·' B·' r 

65210l't' , B B' r 

1 Kgs.2217· 
1 Kgs.2218 
1 Kgs.2219. 
1 Kgs.22z4. 
1 Kgs.22zs. 
1 Kgs.2~6· 
1 Kgs.2~0. 
1 Kgs'~1' 
1 Kgs.22zz. 
lKgs.2~. 

1 Kgs.2~7' 

'Yll1::1V1J:l B-A·' 

'n'~1 A·'-B' . ., 
11l~" A.~A 

11111 A 

'n1mt B-A 
~::1ln' 1't'" A·'-B 

'n'~1 A·'-A· 
65311l~ , , A • 

11l~" A·' 
Il~ A·' 1 ., 

654~~', A .' 11l11" A., • 
11l1't" A -A 

. .' 11l~" A.:A 0 

65511l~' , A -A 

6561nl A·-Ao'_B·' 
1::11 A·-B 

1::1l1 A·'-B·' 

il~1 BO
' 

l'tJn BO

' 

np B' 0' 

, ilJ 'Wil B'-A 
657n11ll't B' 

1::11n lb A·'-B 

iln~ A·' 

1't~ A·' 
'n"il' A·' 

(losm A·' 
":31n A·' 
~~ A·' 

I".. A.' illl",' 
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658'DK'1A·' 8 r 

,zm'1Ae
, 8/8' I 

659"1" 1 8/ A r 
66O,zm'18 A I 

II15Jnn'18 I 
Kll'18 I 
661il11C C' 8 sr 

662'il' 1 (C' A) s 
1'zmc' I 

1'O'1C' A I 
~111 '1A r 

3'iP1C' A r 
1l1""1C' A I 

6641V/DC' (B) s 
ill'1C' 8 I 

'DK'18 B' r 

665il'Jllnl 
il'ilB I 

nl3'1B I 
Pl'1(B) I 

666'll1' 1 
667nl3' 1B I 
Kll'1B I 

11lP'1B' B I 
668C]DV1' 1 B' I 

1P"'1X669 (B) r? 
11nlX670 (B) I 

658 1 Kgs.2~. 
659 1 Kgs.2;9. 
660 1 Kgs.2~. 
661 1 Kgs.2~1. 
662 1 Kgs.2~2. 
663 1 Kgs.2~3. 
664 1 Kgs.2~. 
665 1 Kgs.2~. 
666 1 Kgs.2~. 
667 1 Kgs.2~7. 

n'l' K" A· -A·' 

Willi 671 

Vl5Jnnil 8 6'n 

Kl1 B 
VfJ'J A 

1Dn"n K" C' 

19i1 B' 
, lK'11il 8'-B 

668 1 Kgs.2~. 
669 Grammtical subject: D'l"lil. 
670 Grammatical subject: 01 l1il. 

,.. 8 
1D'W8'-A

e
, 

1il"'JKi18'-A
e

, 

671 Grammtical subject: D"J D'Dll. 
672 Indirect speech? LXX, S, T have 1st pers. sgl. That Ahab is the agent is evident from the 

context and ilnK 1. 
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It is apparent that the participant orientation pattern is comparatively 

complex. There are two switches (3.64 %), thirty identical states (54.54 %), and 

almost as many reversals (22 x r, 1 x sr - 40% + 1.82%). The percentage of 

reversals is higher than in any of the Assyrian campaign accounts studied above. 

There are also many participants in the story. Apart from Ahab and 

Jehoshaphat, the narrative mentions four hundred prophets (vv.6,12f), Micaiah, 

son oflmlah (vv.6.13.15.24ff), a messenger sent by Ahab (vv.9.13) Zedekiah, son 

of Chenaanah (vv.ll.24), the Lord (vv.13ff), the people of Israel (vv.17), the 

heavenly court (vv.19f), a "lying spirit" (vv.21f), Amon, the governor of the city 

(v.26) and Joash, the king's son (v.26), king of Aram (v.32), thirty-two Aramean 

officers (v.31ff), an Aramean soldier (v.34), the driver of Ahab's chariot (v.34). 

Most of these are also mentioned on the main line. 

The complexity of the participant relations is paralleled in the narrative 

structure. There are speeches with different levels of quotation and, apparently, 

little effort was made to unify the main line. Ahab's interruption of Micaiah's 

prophecy (v.18) could easily have been omitted by a redactor, which would have 

reduced the number of reversals, but evidently was not. The narrative is related 

on the locutionary673 level and no anticipatory remarks are apparent. The 

narrator follows the course of events. This is recognizable in the separation of 

Ahab's dispatching of the messenger (v.9) and the mention of the latter's return 

(v.13) and, as was already noted, in Ahab's interruption of Micaiah's speech. No 

significant unevenness of the grammatical texture is apparent. The rhetorical 

level is comparatively high and there is a clear rise of tension in the story up to 

its resolution in the narration of Ahab's death (vv.34ff). Taking the development 

of Assyrian campaign accounts as point of departure, there is every indication 

that 1 Kgs.22 t _38 is in an early stage of literary development. Various 

673 cr. above n.574. 
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characteristics of the narrative have nevertheless led scholars to different 

conclusions which will be examined below. 

1 E.Wiirthwein's Analysis 

In a detailed study E. Wiirthwein distinguished several redactional layers 

and various minor additions in 1 Kgs.221_38.674 He derived his identification of 

different strands by analyzing suspected inconsistencies and isolating self

sufficient passages (Luckenprobe). He suggested that the nucleus of the 

narrative was found in a campaign account, comprising vv.2h-4.29-37, into which 

a prophet story was incorporated. The prophet story itself is seen as the result of 

two redactions of a basic narrative. Wiirthwein identified vv.l.23.28b.35d.38a as 

minor additions by various redactors. We can note that his reconstruction only 

reckons with expansions, not abbreviations. 

Wiirthwein assumed a first difficulty in the course of narration in the fact 

that Jehoshaphat's speech to Ahab is introduced twice, in vA and v.S with 

'm11U' ,'ll-'m D~1il' 'llK'1 in connection with the fact that Jehoshaphat 

asked Ahab to inquire the word of the Lord after he had already agreed to 

Ahab's suggestion. Furthermore, the consultation of the prophets remains 

without consequence in the further course of narration. However, the twofold 

introduction of Jehoshaphat's speech may be explained by the change in subject. 

Jehoshaphat agrees in principle with Abab's suggestion, but would prefer to 

inquire the Lord's word first.675 This also removes the difficulty that Wiirthwein 

674 Die Bucher der ](jjnige, pp.255ff, "Zur Komposition vqn 1 Reg 221_38", 
675 This would explain why in contrast to 2 Kgs.~ il'W is missing from Jehoshaphat's 

answer. Further cases of repeated speech introductions are found in Gen.91.8.12.17' 925.26t 
152.3, 155.7, 169.10.11• (179.15.) 209.10, 2424.25, 2736, 3721.22' 4139.41, &.35.6, 314.15, 45.6, 
(54.5.&) 61.2, (714.19. 726.81, 1~2.33') 3319.20.21' (351.4, Num.2421.23') Dt.912.13' Jdg.8n.24' 
1912.13, 1 Sam.1734.37• 2310.12• 269.10• 2617.18. 2 Sam.(153.4.) 2422.23• (1 Kgs.323.24.) 2 
KgS.1317.18• Jer.3717.18. (Ru.3t4.15• 2 Chr.2to.u ). Uncertain cases are given in brackets. The 
only case of repeated speech introduction to be treated in the Chronicler's work, the double 
introduction of Araunah's speech in 2 Sam.2~2.23. was resolved by the Chronicler (1 
Chr.2123). The only case of possible repefled~peecb introduction in the ~hronicler's work is 
found in 2 Chr .210.11 : 'OK " 1 ... ilO'''-7K n'JVI" 1 JI1JJ '1-,'J0 D'l n 'lJK" 1 
D"n. The first part of Hiram's "speech" parallels 1 Kgs.521• which in Kgs. is not part of 
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saw in the contents of Jehoshaphat's speech. Wiirthwein supposes that the 

narrative was written in Judah when the Judeans were Israelite vassals because 

of the negative view of Ahab, which also would explain why Jehoshaphat 

followed Abab's order in spite of the danger involved. This, however, is mere 

speculation. One can, on the other hand, note that Ahab plays the leading role 

in the narrative and from the outset has the initiative. Thus it is quite 

conceivable that Jehoshaphat agreed in principle to Abab's suggestion, but 

nevertheless preferred to inquire the word of the Lord. There is no real 

difficulty with the double speech introduction, but the explanation is rather to 

be found in the contents of Jehoshaphat's speech(es). 

In Wiirthwein's analysis vv.2b-4.29-37 were isolated as a self-sufficient 

unity ("Liickenprobe"). He argued that vv.29ff do not refer back to the prophet 

story. A back reference may, however, be found in v.36 vJ'~' ,,'y-'m vJ'~ 
,~,~-;~ which may resume ,n'J; W'K of v.17. This does not, of course, 

Hiram's letter but is given in 3rd pers. In Kgs. then follows the letter introduced separately. 
Thus 2 Chr.21O.1l are not the result of a comb~nation of sources. To be sure, in some cases the 
speech introductions have been ascnbed to dtfferent sources (Gen.152: I, 153: E; Gen.1611: I, 
1~.1O: redact. expansion; 2424: I, 24zs: E; 736a: I, 2736b: E; 3721: 10::111(1 without textual 
support emended to il1'il'), 372: E; 3939-40: 1,3941: E; Ex.3s: 1,36: E; 54: I, 5s: E; 61: 1,62: P; 
714: I, 719: P; 726: 1,81: P; (according to Ei8feldt, Hexateuch-Synopse), but there still remain 
enough cases to question the certainty of the division into sources in 1 Kgs.224.S• We thus 
conclude that repeated speech introduction should be regarded as a literary device rather than 
an indicator for redactions. It is, of course, possible that 1 Kgs.224 was adapted to 2 Kgs.3'7. 

Interesting cases of double speech introductions are found in the Neo-Assyrian version of 
the Gilgames-epic in Gilgames' replies to Siduri and Ursanabi (the parallel passage in 
Gilgamd' reply to Utnapistim is not extant). Gilgames first tells what happened to Enkidu and 
then addresses Siduri, resp. Ursanabi, resp. Utnapistim. While in the DB version of Gilgames' 
reply to Sid uri report and address are part of the same speech (in the DB version the 
preserved portions of the report of Gilgames' encounter with Sursunabu / UrSanabi differ 
greatly from those of his encounter with Siduri; the report of Gilgames's encounter with 
Utnapistim is not preserved), the Neo-Assyrian version has separate speech introductions for 
the direct addresses (Xii1s· iii32· [v22]) although Gilgames is already speaking. Since the double 
speech introductions in the Neo-Assyrian version cannot be explained by general trends of the 
development of Akkadian Epic Literature, we may refer to these passages, although, as a 
whole we have rejected the Gilgames epic as empirical model for the transmission of Old 
Testament narratives. Thus another possible explanation for the twofold introduction of 
Jehoshaphat's speech would be, that the author/redactor intended to contrast the two parts of 
the speech. 
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reduce the self-sufficiency of w.2b-4.29-37, but it is questionable whether self

sufficiency alone provides sufficient reason for assuming redactionist 

expansions.676 It is always possible to isolate different scenes from a narrative 

and to ascribe them to different redactors, and to assign all linkages to attempts 

to harmonize the various sources. In principle no complex narrative would be 

exempt from this approach. Yet to deny the possibility of complex narratives as 

works of authors rather than redactors is methodologically not justified. 

Nevertheless we concede the possibility that this passage might indeed 

constitute a story nucleus. Wiirthwein's further suggestion that the prophet story 

incorporated into this narrative should itself have undergone two redactions is 

improbable. If Wiirthwein's reconstruction was right the prophet story in its 

original version would have to have existed independently. But, as we shall see, 

it is only understandable in connection with the campaign account. It is also 

improbable that the result of two further redactions should lead to a story that 

by chance could be inserted in a campaign narrative which did not have to be 

altered at all. There remains, however, the possibility that the original version of 

the prophet story as analyzed by Wiirthwein was included in the campaign 

account and that it was subjected to two redactions after it had become part of 

the account. Although this does not agree with Wiirthwein's analysis, we shall 

nevertheless follow up this possibility. 

Wiirthwein's reconstruction is attractive. It results in a story nucleus that 

is simple and coherent, although with a somewhat abrupt beginning. 

Jehoshaphat is mentioned as the grammatical subject of the first main clause 

although the story is mainly about the king of Israel. 

The prophet story is regarded as the result of a basic narrative and two 

subsequent redactions. The various strands are thought to constitute a 

676 Wurthwein himself doubts this ("Zur Komposition von 1 Reg 22t-38"' p.246)! 
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discussion of the problematic relationship between prophets of salvation and 

prophets of doom. In the first strand the confrontation between the two kinds of 

prophets is related. The second strand introduces Zedekiah ben Kenaanah and 

thus characterizes the behaviour of the prophets of salvation. The third strand 

discusses the prophets of salvation's claim to possess the spirit and reaches the 

conclusion that the spirit they have is a lying spirit. It is very doubtful whether 

this reconstruction can be deduced from the text. It rather seems to be due to 

circular reasoning and to have determined Wiirthwein's analysis. One would 

expect the reflections of later opinions to supplant earlier ones. Why should 

such a discussion have been necessary, if it was already apparent that Micaiah 

was the true and the four hundred were false prophets? It further seems strange 

that such a controversy should have been expressed in a narrative. Furthermore, 

as SeebaB677 has pointed out, Ahab's attempt to disguise himself, but not 

Jehoshaphat (!) receives its motivation from Micaiah's prophecy. 

The basic version of the prophet story added to the campaign narrative is 

thought to be present in vv.5-9.13-18.26-28a. These passages do not constitute a 

self-sufficient story. V.5 would be a very abrupt beginning of a story mentioning 

both Jehoshaphat and the king of Israel. Jehoshaphat is not introduced as king 

of Judah. No reason is stated in this passage why anyone should seek the Lord's 

word. The prophet story would end with Micaiah being thrown into prison. For 

a prophet story this is not a satisfying conclusion. The narrator is expected to 

relate which prophecy was fulfilled. No reason is given why this passage should 

have been added. Ahab's death could already have been regarded as the 

fulfillment of a prophecy (cf. 1 Kgs.21 19). To make this explicit the addition of 

vv.35d.38, regarded by Wiirthwein as later expansions, would have been 

sufficient, presupposing, of course that 21 19 was known to the redactor. The 

677 "Micha ben Jimla", p.1l5. 
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addition of a reference to four hundred prophets whose prophecy was evidently 

wrong is even less likely. The redactor would have added the reference to 

further participants, thus making the plot more complex. He would also have 

added reference to a prophecy that was not fulfilled. One could, however, argue 

that it was the prophecy of the four hundred prophets that was heeded by the 

two kings and thus it was thought necessary to include the reference to the false 

prophets. That the twofold introduction of Jehoshaphat's speech is the result of 

redactorial activity is not very likely. It would have been conceivable if two 

independent sources had been interwoven, but this is evidently not the case with 

the campaign narrative and the prophet story. In v.13 the relative clause after 

1K~Di1 would not have been necessary if the passage had followed immediately 

after v.9. v.28a refers back to v.19 to Micaiah's own statement and not to l6b 

which is part of Abab's speech. According to Wiirthwein's analysis, however, 

v.19 had not yet been added. We concede, that it is possible that this portion 

was added. The redactor would have had added a reference to a secondary 

participant, the 0"0. He also added the reference to a further protagonist, 

Micaiah ben Imlah. Since the prophet story had no independent existence it is 

strange that the name of the prophet of the Lord is mentioned, but not the 

name of the Israelite king. The redactor did not have to mention the prophet's 

name. With SeebaB,678 who refers to Thenius, we have to emphasize that there 

is nothing unusual in the fact that prophets were consulted in face of a war. 

Thus there is no break between v.4 and v.S - neither in form nor in contents. 

The second strand comprises vv.lO-12.24-2S. Wiirthwein follows 

Schwally679 in his analysis of this passage. Schwally sees a difficulty in v.lO. He 

regards v.lO not as an introduction of that episode but rather to the preceding 

one which, in his opinion, is given too late. The presence of such a "late" 

678 
679 
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introduction in Jer.362l.22 indicates that this feature of the narrative should be 

regarded as a literary technique rather than as an indication for red acto rial 

activity.680 A further difficulty is seen between vv.6-7 and v.12. Schwally thinks 

that v.12 is written as if the author did not know w.6-7. Therefore he regards 

v.12 as a parallel rather than as a continuation of vv.6-7. This, however, is 

certainly wrong. D'}(':lliJ-;~ in v.12 clearly refers back to the earlier mention 

of the prophets. The repetition is used to express the link between Zedekiah 

and the four hundred prophets and for intensifying the description of the 

conflict between Micaiah and the false prophets. It further served to show more 

clearly the identity of Micaiah's first answer with the false prophets' message. 

Micaiah's first answer to Ahab (v.15) resembles v.12 more closely than v.6: 

:,~~~ 1'J 'l1K Tn', ~~~6 
:,~~~ 1'J ~,~, lnl' n~~n' 1Y~l n~1 ~,y12 

:,~~~ 1'J ~,~, Tnl' n~~~' ~~y15~1 
That Zedekiah was one of the four hundred is not stated in the text and 

thus an explicit back reference to the prophecy of the four hundred is not to be 

expected and its absence cannot be used to support any theory.682 

Zedekiah is introduced as Micaiah's opponent. Still the problem of the 

reference of v.28a to v.19 remains to be solved. Why would v.IO have been 

added? Zedekiah's reaction to strike Micaiah is better understandable if 

Micaiah has accused him of speaking with a lying spirit. The prophecy of the 

four hundred would have been sufficient reason for Ahab's and Jehoshaphat's 

going to war in spite of Micaiah's message. Micaiah's threat towards Zedekiah 

(v.25) is without consequence in the narrative, as noted above. No reason is 

680 Cf. also (1 Sam.253) 2 Sam.1318 1332 1510 16n 191.5 (1933). 

681 The missing of 1~'l n~1 in v.lS is due to the fact that it was mentioned in the king's 
question preceding Micaiah's answer, whereas it had not been mentioned in the passage 
preceding v.12. 

682 Contra Schwally, ·Zur Ouellenkritik", p.161, Wiirthwein, "Zur Komposition von 1 Reg 221_ 

38"' p.2Sl. 
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given why it should have been added and why a redactor should not have added 

a remark on the fate of Zedekiah. 

The third strand consists of vv.19-22. For the isolation of this passage 

Wiirthwein follows Volz683 in referring to a different usage of "" in vv.20-23 

and v.24.684 "" in vv.19-22 is supposed to be even more personalized than in 

v.24. The usage of "" in v.24 is, however, compatible with the mention of a 

person685, whereas this is different in vv.22a.23. If thus a difference is seen, it 

should be set between vv.19-21.22b.24 and vv.22a.23. v.22 provides a link 

between both usages of "". The author of vv.(21-)22 did not have any difficulty 

with the co-occurrence of both usages. The distinction thus is artificial! Volz 

further argues that according to v.24 the reason for the false prophecy is that the 

ini'" "" has left whereas according to vv.19-22 the reason is the presence of 

a ,pVl "". However, these statements do not exclude each other. Schwally 

further draws attention to the fact that "", albeit a femininum, is construed 

here with masc. verbs, which he links to a development of the imagery of later 

times. To retain the established link between v.18 and v.24 he is, however, 

forced to omit "" from v.24. This is methodologically not justified. Whether 

his evolutionary view of the development of angelology is correct or not does 

not concern us here. It is important that vv.19-23 and v.24 agree in their 

grammatical usage of "". Wiirthwein further regards the linkage between v.18 

and v.19 as bad. The connection between v.18 (':1 :nb ''N KJln' K''J 
l1'-DK) and the prophecy of vv.19ff is found in v.23 (iTln ~''N 'J1 il'il"), 

which is regarded by Wiirthwein as a redactorial expansion. The latter is, 

683 Geist Gottes, p.lO. 
684 Volz (Geist Gottes, p.20) regards v.23 as a secondary linkage between vv.19-22 and v.24. 

There the concept of "" is regarded as less personalized; d. also Schweizer, 
"Literarkritischer Versuch", p.7, n.12. 

68S The verbal form is masc.! As for the usage of n~D ,JY with "" there is no 
fundamental structural difference between '"KD illil' "" ,JY ill-'K and 'JYl' 
ll'nK mm (Dt.2g). 
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however, without foundation. Zedekiah's reply with its reference to the"" 

il'il' speaking through Micaiah presupposes the presence of Micaiah's second 

prophecy. Only Micaiah's second prophecy contains the prophet's express claim 

to speak the word of the Lord (v.19:il'il'-'J1 l11:lvJ T:J;). A further difficulty, 

according to Wiirthwein, is found between v.17 and w.24-25. The first passage 

implies a disaster only for Ahab, whereas the second passage, according to 

Wiirthwein implies a greater catastrophe. It is, however, not stated anywhere in 

the narrative that both judgments will be carried out through the same event. 

The reference of K'ilil C"il is not clear. Possibly it refers back to Micaiah's 

prophecy, possibly to the day of Zedekiah's fear. The threat against Zedekiah 

only states that Zedekiah will hide himself on "that day". Thus the difficulty is, 

or at least may be, artificial. F.L.Hossfeld and I.Meyer686 have adduced the 

following reasons for the secondary nature of w.19-23: at the beginning of v.19 

the speaker is not mentioned by name, only in this passage Ahab is mentioned 

by name, w.8 and 18 have, 11' v.23 has ilY', only in w.19-23 the prophets are 

termed Ahab's prophets, in vv.19-23 Micaiah's message is not given in a 

metaphor, v.24 cannot refer to vv.19-23, because Zedekiah would have 

misunderstood Micaiah. They also refer to the similarity between 1 Kgs.22 and 

Is.61_8· 

Each passage within the narrative necessarily has its own peculiarities. 

Thus it is not enough to point out these peculiarities, it needs to be shown that 

these features demand the assumption of redactorial activity. Of the features 

adduced by Hossfeld and Meyer only the difference between Y' and ilY' and 

the missing mention of the speaker at the beginning of v.19 need to be taken 

seriously. While the latter may be due to the fact that in v.19 Micaiah resumes 

the speech which had been interrupted, the former feature clearly does not 

686 Prophet gegen Prophet, p.32f. 
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point to different sources. The word-pair 11' -J10 is shorter and more common 

than i'lln-ilJ10. Co-occurrences of 111 and mn are not unusual.687 As for the 

supposed parallelism with Is.61_8, this may be due to an author just as well as to 

a redactor. 

With the insertion of these verses, v.28a has its reference. The redactor 

would have added a second prophecy by Micaiah, necessitated by the addition 

of the first redactor. For the addition of Micaiah's second prophecy no reason is 

apparent. If a redactor had added vv.19-22 it would have been more natural to 

insert it before v.18 and thus reduce the number of changes of the grammatical 

subjects and have both prophecies of Micaiah in one passage, especially since 

Micaiah's prophecy ends with ill1' ;,..'111 ,J, il1il'1 (v.23) and Ahab 

complains l1'-D~ ':3 :nD ,'Jy ~ln' ~,'1 (v.1S). But we are not to judge 

what redactors might have preferred, we can only examine whether the 

assumption of a redaction is required by the narrative in its present state or not, 

or at least if the assumption of a redaction makes sense or not. With the 

assumption of a sufficient number of redactions any hypothetical literary 

development of a given text can be explained. The explanation with the smallest 

number of supposed redactions should be preferred. Thus it seems easier to 

assume the literary unity of at least the prophet story than to assume the 

sequence of these developmental stages. Firstly, because the prophet story 

would have to have be inserted in its supposed first stage of development and it 

seems strange that subsequent redactions should have affected only the prophet 

story and not the campaign narrative. Secondly, there are internal 

687 cr. Gen.6s ~9.34' Num.111O.lS, 1 Sam.296.7, 2 Sam. 1316.22., 1 Kgs.2120.21.25.29t 2 Kgs. 
(812.18) 212.6.9.12.15.16.20> IS·~.l1' Jer. (619.29) 76.12.24.118.12.14.~.17 (124.14) 1511.~1 16to.l.2 
(18g.10.V.12)O) .(23;0.V.12.14.17.n). 3~.30.32.42 3912.16 ~.4 42t; .10.17' Mi.2t.3 ~ ("P).l1 , 
Ps.3414 .15 .17 .20.22 416.8 5~.5 9413.23 1402.3, Job ~.7.10.11' (Pr.614.18 1115.19.21.27' 
1317.1!J.~11~2.32 1526.28 164.6 17n.13 2416.20 ~3.26 285.14.22' Ko·2t7.21 86.9.12); passages 
contammg the word-pair Y' -J 1 D are marked with asterisk. 
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inconsistencies if the material thought to have been added in redactions is 

omitted from the story in its present form. 

By the insertion of the prophet story and subsequent redactions the story 

is thought to have expanded and become more complex. To the main line of 

events side lines would have been added, which contrasts with the 

developmental tendencies recognized in our analysis of the transmission of 

Assyrian royal campaign accounts. 

2 H.Seeba6' Analysis 

H.SeebaB688 has proposed a similar literary development for the Ahab 

narrative in 1 Kgs.22. The advantage of his reconstruction over that of 

Wiirthwein is, that it reckons with greater units of text and thus makes the 

imagined redactions simpler. SeebaB regards as the story nucleus vv.1-9.13-

19a.26-38. The campaign account and a basic prophet story are regarded as a 

unity. A redactorial expansion is seen in vv.19b-23. SeebaB thus sets paragraph 

divisions differently from Wiirthwein (13-18.19-22.23). He follows Wiirthwein in 

regarding the references to Zedekiah in vv.1O-12.24-25 as secondary. v.19a is 

regarded as belonging to the story nucleus and referring back to Micaiah's first 

prophecy. Thus he is forced to read 1J K; with LXX (mix oih:w<; v.19) for 1J; 
of MT. SeebaB' reconstruction differs from that of Wiirthwein in that the former 

regards vv.19b-23 as being added earlier than vv.10-12.24.25. In principle, 

however, both approaches are similar and thus to be rejected for the same 

reasons. 

688 "Micha ben Jimla". 
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3 H.Scbweizer's Analysis 

A different model of literary development for the narrative of Abab's 

war against the Arameans was reconstructed by H.Schweizer.689 

Schweizer reached the conclusion that the present version of the 

narrative is the result of the combination a basic narrative with one major 

redaction and a few minor expansions. The basic narrative consists of 

vv.3.6.9.15-16.19-28a.29* .34-35. The redactorial treatment as analysed by 

Schweizer has not been consistent. In vv.I-9 the redactor mainly took material 

from 2 Kgs.3690 whereas in vv.IOff he felt free to present his own material. 

Schweizer discovers a difficulty between v.6 and vv.4-5.691 While the latter 

passage mentions both kings, Abab's question in v.6 only uses the singular. He 

further sees tension between v.6 and v.IO, vv.ll-12 and v.15. In v.15 the king's 

question has the plural whereas Micaiah's answer has the singular. Like 

Schwally Schweizer fails to note that Micaiah's answer in v.15 constitutes a 

repetition of the false prophets' message.692 Thus the difference in number may 

not be used for literary critical purposes. The pI. in Abab's question in v.15 

689 "Literarkritischer Versuch". 
690 Schweizer's argument for a literary dependency of 1 Kgs.224b.7 on 2 Kgs37.11 (Elischa in 

den Kriegen, pp.32ff) fannot be regarded as succ~ssful. Schweizer argued that a redactor 
having to omit JK1n 7K from 2 Kgs.3, add~d lY'l nn, at the end of the sentence which 
resulted in "bad Hebrew" and therefore iln",n'J was omitted by the Chronicler. It seems 
strange that a Hebrew editor should not have realized that he created a sentence in "bad 
Hebrew". It would have been easier for an editor to replace one adverbial phrase with another 
of the same kind. Schweizer further argues that the comparisons in 1 Kgs.224b lack a verb for 
r~ference. He thus fails to notice that in 2 Kgs.37 9J1nJ , l1nJ cannot refel back to 
il'SlKbut rather constitutes an independent sentence. Furthermore, in 1 Kgs.224 il?W (sgl., 
referring to Ahab only) would have been out of place, since it was Jehoshaphat who asked for 
a consultation of prophets. Schweizer also claimed that by the omission of il 1 il , -II( from 2 
Kgs.3n the editor of 1 Kgs.22, would have obscured the meaning of th~ sentence, since it was 
not clear who was inquired. This, too, has to be refuted since a) il1il" K'Jl occurs in the 
first part of the sentence in both versions, and b) in 1 Kgs.22s Jehoshaphat asks Kl"" 
il1il' 'J,-nK ..• and thus in v.7 nn1Kn ilV1"l1 ... ) the supplement was not 
necessary. Since literary dependency could not be demonstrated, two other possible 
explanations for the similarities seem more probable: they could be due to the use of a fIXed 
formula (LLande, quoted by Schweizer, Elischa in den Kriegen, p.34, n.39) or to a common 
author of both narratives (Thenius, KOnige, pp.273-4). 

691 "Literarkritischer Versuch", p.6. 
692 Cf. above, pp.173f. 
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probably refers back to the plural in v.7 (iTV1"l).693 The supposed difficulty 

with v.lO has already been discussed above.694 The "late" mention of Zedekiah 

is due to the same reason as the repeated reference to the prophets and the 

introduction of the scene in v.IO, it leads to an increase of tension. The 

mentions of the two prophetic opponents are close to each other. Thus the 

supposed tensions are artificial and cannot be used for the identification of 

hypothetical sources. A further difficulty is seen by Schweizer in the 

continuation of v.IS by 1:3'.1. The only reason given by him is that such a 

continuation would be "makaber sadistisch".695 Since the personal taste of the 

literary critic must not determine his methodology Schweizer's suggestion has to 

be rejected.696 Schweizer regards Micaiah's two prophecies as so different in 

content and phraseology that it cannot be made probable that they belong 

together. Here we have to ask whether it has to be made probable that they 

belong together or whether it has to be made probable that they do nQ1 belong 

together. Furthermore the difference in content determines the different 

vocabulary used. If it is not impossible that one prophet pronounced two 

messages of different content Schweizer's line of argument is invalid. A further 

inconsistency is seen between v.31 and vv.34-35.697 vv.34-35 relate an extensive 

battle which, according to Schweizer, contrasts with v.31. V.31, however, does 

not contain an order to prevent fighting against the Israelite and Judean army, 

but rather to concentrate on trying to kill the Israelite king. The inconsistency 

apparent to Schweizer does not exist. The narration of the order of the Syrian 

king increases tension because it increases the probability that Ahab's plot 

693 Contra Schweizer, who re~ards Ahab and Micaiah as the reference of the plural in v.IS. It 
should be noted that G and T have sgl. in v.IS. 

694 Cf. above p.173. 
695 "Literarkritischer Versuch", pp.7f. 
696 The reading of pc mss, lJ ~, creates an internal inconsistency with v.23. Thus the MT is 

to be preferred. 
697 Cf. "Literarkritischer Versuch", p.8. 
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could be successful. That Micaiah was the true prophet is presumed throughout 

the narrative. Thus the confrontation of prophetic message and the king's 

attempt to escape the judgment is increased. Schweizer regards the twofold 

mention of Ahab's death and the double time statement in vv.3S-36 as 

indications of redactorial intervention and concludes the story originally ended 

with v.3Sa.698 As for the second time statement no reason is adduced why this 

should have been added by a redactor. Thus the assumption of redactorial 

treatment does not resolve the problem. Furthermore :J'lIil and VlIlVIi1 K':1J 

differ in meaning699. Schweizer also sees difficulties between vv.l2a and (8.)lOb. 

In lOb K:11 is used in the Hithpa'el, whereas in v.12 it is found in the Niph'al. 

This, however, is not unusual.7OO Schweizer further sees a tension between v.IO 

and v.tS. While v.tO mentions both the Israelite king and the Judean king, v.IS 

relates that Micaiah came to the Israelite king - Jehoshaphat is not mentioned. 

This however can be explained by the fact that it was Ahab who had sent for 

Micaiah and that it is only the Israelite king who speaks to the prophet. Thus, 

again, the inconsistency is artificial. All of Schweizer's criteria have been shown 

to be inconclusive. The features, which he draws attention to, are better 

explained as literary techniques than as indications of redactorial treatment. 

The insufficiency of Schweizer's analysis becomes even clearer when we 

investigate how the hypothetical redaction would have altered the text. The 

basic narrative according to Schweizer is to be found in vv.3.6.9.1S-16.19-

28a.29*.34-3S. There are various inconsistencies in this hypothetical story 

nucleus. Schweizer himself recognizes that the call for the prophet Micaiah is 

698 For a brief discussion of the different mentions of Abab's death see below. 
699 Cf. J oS'~9' lOu.27' 
700 Further co-occurrences of Niph'a1 and Hithpa'el of KJl are found in I Sam.IOu (ni), I 

Sa!D.I0S.6.10.13 (hit~); 1 Sam.192Q (ni), 1 Sam. 19?O.21(2xl:~.24 (~th); Jer.14t4 (~), Jer.14t4 
(hlth); Jer.2316 (Dt), Jer.2313 (hith); Jer.2620 (Dt), Jer.~o (hlth); Jer.2931 (Dt), Jer.2926.27 

(hith); Ez.1317 (ni), Ez.1317 (hith); Ez.377 (ni), Ez.3710 (hith). 
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unmotivated.101 Further unmotivated features of the narrative are the Israelite 

king's adjuration of Micaiah to tell the truth, after Micaiah had almost verbatim 

(v.12 is not part of the basic narrative) repeated the message of the four 

hundred prophets. Only Micaiah's second prophecy is part of this story nucleus. 

This part of Micaiah's message explains the message of the false prophets. 

Without Micaiah's first prophecy the second prophecy would refer to Micaiah's 

first answer to the king. One further would expect the prophets to figure more 

prominently in the text since they are addressed by the only prophecy given in 

the story nucleus. Schweizer's reconstruction mentions them only in v.6. The 

reconstruction of the basic narrative contains too many inconsistencies and 

difficulties to be convincing. Zedekiah's reply to Micaiah includes ,JY in-"~ 

'n~1J iT,jp-n" (v.24). This is better understandable if a prophecy of 

Zedekiah preceded that of Micaiah. Furthermore, the king injured by an 

Israelite soldier (the Arameans are mentioned only in v.35) orders his 

charioteer to take him away from the camp702 (v.34) but nevertheless continues 

to fight.703 Micaiah would not be expressly mentioned as grammatical subject 

until v.25 if v.15 followed upon v.9. Especially for K'J'" in v.1S one would 

expect a grammatical subject to be mentioned. Apart from the internal 

inconsistencies and difficulties created by the assumption of a basic story 

nucleus, the formal development would sharply contrast with the developmental 

tendencies isolated in the first part of the present work. Again the redactor's 

ability to insert a substantial amount of text without having to alter or omit even 

a single word of his main Vorlage is astonishing. It would have been much easier 

to rewrite the whole narrative. Schweizer does not give any reason why the text 

701 "Literarkritischer Versuch", p.ll. 
702 Schweizer prefers the MT (illnlJ) as lectio difficilior to the reading of the LXX (EK '[ou 

noA€I·LOU). 
703 The implications of 1:Jil and "IJ will be discussed below in connection with H.Weippert's 

reconstruction of the literary history of 1 Kgs.22. 
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should have been extended. His reconstruction has a very simple participant 

orientation pattern. The redactor would have added a time statement (v.l) and 

an introductory remark introducing another participant, the king of Judah, and 

mentioning his presence at the Ahab's court (v.2). Since the redactor 

emphasized the parallelism to the story narrated in 2 Kgs.3 why did he not take 

over 2 Kgs.37a? He added a conversation between Ahab and Jehoshaphat (w.4-

5). While in the basic narrative it was Ahab who asked the four hundred 

prophets, in the extended narrative this happens on Jehoshaphat's initiative 

(v.5). No reason is apparent why v.5 should have been added! The redactor 

would further have added w.7-8, the second part of Jehoshaphat's and Abab's 

conversation. While in the story nucleus it was Ahab, who called for Micaiah, in 

the extended story this happens on Jehoshaphat's initiative. Again, no reason is 

obvious for such an alteration. The redactor further would have added w.IO-ll. 

We have already discussed the supposed problem with v.IO. As for v.ll we have 

already mentioned that 'J~ in Zedekiah's reply to Micaiah's second prophecy 

assumes a preceding prophecy by Zedekiah. If a redactor added references to 

Jehoshaphat, which according to Schweizer's reconstruction was the case, it 

seems strange that in v.ll he should use the sgt. (n1ln) and not the plural. The 

redactor further added w.13-14, the conversation between Micaiah and the 

messenger sent by Ahab. This conversation is not necessary for the further 

course of narration. The redactor would have added a mention of a secondary 

participant as grammatical subject. In the story nucleus the messenger did not 

occur on the main line. The redactor further would have added vv.17a,18. 

Assuming that C" l1K (v.17b) refers to both kings, Schweizer treats v.ITh as a 

further redactorial expansion. However, it is more natural to treat the 

grammatical plural as a notional singular here.704 Micaiah addresses Ahab, not 

704 Cf. e.g. Is.194• Mal.16• 
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Jehoshaphat. Even to Ahab's question, containing a 1st pers.pP05 reference, the 

prophet replies with 2nd pers.sgl. (v.15).706 We have already mentioned above 

that this prophecy is necessary for understanding the further course of narration 

and thus should be regarded as part of the original story. v.17a is very short and 

does not expressly mention judgment for Ahab. With v.1S the redactor would 

have added another address of Ahab to Jehoshaphat. It is difficult to 

understand why the mention of Jehoshaphat in v.29 should have been added not 

by the first but by a further redactor, since the Judean king's presence in the 

battle is presumed by v.32, which, according to Schweizer, was added by the first 

redactor. It is difficult to see how and why the meaning of the whole narrative 

could have been altered without changing the wording. We have also pointed 

out that the time statements in v.35 and v.36 are not synonymous but 

complementary.707 The redactor would have added a mention of the king of the 

Arameans as grammatical subject. In v.36 the redactor would have added a 

sentence with an impersonal subject. 

It is difficult to see, why v.37 should not have been present in the original 

form of the story, since Micaiah claimed that Ahab would not return in peace 

and Ahab claimed that he would. This conflict would have remained unresolved 

if Schweizer's reconstruction was right, v.35b and v.38 belong together. It is 

possible to argue that both passages are secondary, but it would not have been 

necessary to separate them into two parts. It would have been easier for a 

redactor to add both remarks at the end of the narrative. Since there is no 

compelling reason against the originality of the two remarks it seems better to 

regard them as belonging to the original story. Thus as the only possible part of 

Schweizer'S discussion remains that a redactor adapted 1 Kgs.22 to 2 Kgs.3 by 

the addition of vvAb.4cd.7abc. 

705 The sgl. forms in the LXX can be explained as adaptations to vv.6 and I5b. 
706 Cf. also v.2D. 
707 Cf. above, p.ISO. 
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4 O.H.Steck's Analysis 

A variation of Schweizer's approach was presented by O.H.Steck708• The 

main differences are: 

v.n 
vv.13-14 
v.15709 

v.16 
v.17 
vv.19-23 
vv.36710-37 

Schweizer: strand B 
Schweizer: strand B 
Schweizer: strand A 
Schweizer: strand A * 
Schweizer: strand A 
Schweizer: strand A 
Schweizer: strand B 

Steck: strand A 
Steck: strand A 
Steck: strand B 
Steck: strand B 
Steck: strand B 
Steck: strand B 
Steck: strand A 

The cardinal point of Steck's analysis is found in the observation that 

there are two separate layers of tradition in vv.24-28 and vv.19-23. In his view 

vv.24-28 do not presuppose vv.19-23. Steck conceives the following differences 

in the two strands: In v.24 Zedekiah only refers to himself, not to the other 

prophets. According to v.24 the iT,iT' "" has left Zedekiah, whereas 

according to vv.19-23 Zedekiah still has the spirit, though a'i'VI "". V.25 

announces judgment for Zedekiah, while according to vv.19-23 he acts 

according to the Lord's order. According to vv.24-28 Zedekiah's prophecy is 

false, because he does not have the spirit whereas according to vv.19-23 it is 

false because he does have the spirit ('pv1 ""). From this observation Steck 

unfolds his analysis which leads him to the conclusion that a basic narrative 

consisting of vv.3.6.11.9.13-15aa.17.24-28a.29*.34-35aba.36*-37 was 

supplemented by vv.2b.4.5.7-8.10.12.15*.16.18-23.29*.30-33.36*,111 Steck's 

reconstruction differs from Schweizer's in that the former regards v.ll as part of 

the original narrative and thus the introduction of Zedekiah is not as abrupt as 

708 "Bewahrheitungen des Prophetenworts". 
7('1} + minor addition. 
710 + minor addition. 
711 Steck regards vv.1-2a.35b6.38 as linkages to the context (cf. "Bewahrheitungen des 

Prophetenworts", p.92). 
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in Schweizer's reconstruction. From the observation that Jehoshaphat is not 

mentioned in some passages (vv.3.6.l1.l7.24-28.34-37), where Steck had 

expected him to be mentioned, Steck deduces that the Judean king did not 

participate in the original story. However, in v.3 a mention of Jehoshaphat is not 

necessarily to be expected, since Ahab asks Jehoshaphat separately in v.4. The 

prophets' reply in v.6 is given in sgl. (ilr,lI) since it was Ahab, who had asked 

them. Since the story took place at Ahab's court and Ahab is the initiator of the 

campaign 712, the fact that "only" Ahab is asking the prophets is not surprising. 

Ahab's leading role in the undertaking also explains why vv.lt.17.24-28.34-37 

lack mentions of the Judean king (cf. v.20!). Arguments based on a scholar's 

expectations of a narrative have two major difficulties. They are based on 

subjective impressions and they fail to note that course and form of the 

narrative in question may be determined by the events reported. The isolation 

of the basic narrative was based on a "Liickenprobe". Keeping v.ll as part of the 

original narrative Steck alters the succession of verses found in the MT of 1 

Kgs.22 and places v.ll before v.9. This leads to an immediate succession of 

order and fulfillment. Steck argues that the present position of v.9 is due to the 

fact that the redactor created a second scene at the gate. But it is difficult to see 

why he should not have been able to retain v.lt after v.6 or why vv.lO.12 would 

have been added at all. Thus there is no reason for an alteration of the order 

v.ll - v.9. to the present one. Furthermore, there is the problem of the relative 

clause after the mention of the messenger in v.13, which is not necessary if v.13 

immediately followed upon v.9. Steck does not regard Micaiah's first answer 

(v. 15aBb ) as part of the original story. The addition of a first answer which did 

712 Ahab did not ask Jehoshaphat . .• ,Inil but rather '1n~ ,~nil ; cr. also v.31, where 
only the Israelite king is mentioned as main target for the Aramean's agression. 
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not reflect Micaiah's true opinion 713 would contrast with the developmental 

tendencies recognized in the first part of the present work. While Schweizer had 

regarded Micaiah's second prophecy (vv.I9-23) as original, Steck's conclusion is 

that Micaiah's first prophecy (v.I7) belongs to the story nucleus. Steck's choice 

is inferior to Schweizer's, since Zedekiah's reaction suits Micaiah's second 

prophecy better than his first, because the second prophecy is directed against 

the false prophets. Furthermore, the splitting of v.IS makes the redactorial 

process imagined for I Kgs.22 more complex and thus the analysis less 

plausible. Steck draws attention to the fact that Micaiah is introduced with 

patronym in both v.8 and v.9. Since both mentions occur in direct speech 

towards different people (v.8 to Jehoshaphat, v.9 to the messenger) the 

patronym is necessary in both instances and its presence may not be used for 

literary critical analysis. Jehoshaphat did not know Micaiah, and the messenger 

had to know exactly whom to fetch. If v.8 and v.9 were not speech but narration 

and one of the two verses had been added by a redactor, the latter would, 

713 Evidence for the ironic character of Micaiah's first answer may be seen in tpe fact that 
Micaiah repeats the false prophets' messa§e of v.12 and refers to the king with ,'JDil (1 'J) 
whereas in his second prophecy he uses 2° p. ms. (~'K'Jl '~'''Y). Ahab did not believe it 
was Micaiah's true opinion, as is shown by v.16! For ,"Dil l' in v.12 the LXX (B, L) read 
de; XElQac; oou KQL tOV fJaa~€Q l:upiac;. Thenius takes this as a reflection of the original text ( 
01K ,'Dil Ol ~'1'J; better: 01K ,"D; possible is also ~1'. cf. w.6.15 (A) and a Vorlage 
without Dl (cf.v.13» which having become illegible was corrected towards v.6 (d. also 
De Vries). Micaiah learnt from the messenger only the content of the first prophecy of the four 
hundred. It is, of course possible that the text of the second prophecy was adapted, but not to 
the 4OO's first prophecy, but rather to Micaiah's answer (v.15) and/or the parallel text in ehr. 
A lacks l:upiac; whereas the other mss. lack KQL It is difficult, if not impossible, to decide 
which reading is original. The reading of the LXX contains the difficulty that the phraseology 
would differ from v.6 n'JDil l' " ( , ) 1 ') without apparent reason. Then we would expect 
Micaiah's answer to be adapted to the prophecy of the four hundred rather than vice versa. On 
the other hand the development of MT's reading is more easily explained than that of LXX 
and in 1 Kgs.22 the LXX generally gives a literitI translation. Their different readings may be 
due to scribal error, since ,'JCil l' and ,'JC ~1' (which may have constituted the 
Vorlage of A only differ in one letter /sound.l:upiac; may have been taken from v.lll:upiav 
(cf. also 2013.42). Since the correctness of LXX's reading has not been demonstrated yet, we 
base our investigation on M. That the text of Kgs. was adapted to Chr. does not seem likely. 
Thus the alteration of the text of Kgs. would have to have taken place before the Chronicler's 
work, but nevertheless G had a text with the correct reading. It seems easier to assume that M 
has the correct text. 
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presumably, not have used the patronym. This could only have a certain 

probability if two independent sources had been combined, which evidently is 

not the case in 1 Kgs.22. 

Steck regards the succession of events narrated in vv.13-18 as 

complicated. But Micaiah's first answer is clearly ironic714 and thus there is no 

alteration of his message. Steck's distinction of Micaiah's speaking evil from the 

Lord ordering disaster is artificial. (it) Y1 refers to the effect of the message for 

Ahab (',Y) and Micaiah is only secondary participant for the Lord. Thus, 

again, the difficulty Steck adduces does not exist. Steck takes up the argument 

that according to w.30-33 only the Israelite king is the target of the Arameans' 

attack and not his army.715 We have already argued that this view is not tenable. 

We shall now examine the redactional process that follows from Steck's 

analysis. Difficulties in the course of narration are found in Steck's story 

nucleus: 

- v.3 would be a sudden beginning for a narrative 716 
- the calling of Micaiah (v.9) is unmotivated717 

- in the reference to the messenger in v.13 the subordinate clause is redundant, the 
exhortation to Micaiah is not necessary, since it implies that Micaiah's prophecy of 
doom was expected, then the calling of the prophet is even less motivated. 

- Zedekiah's reaction (v.24) is not motivated. 

Steck does not give an explanation for his view on v.36. His comments 

seem to imply that the first part of v.36 is regarded as belonging to the story 

nucleus while the second part of the verse was added later. This has the 

advantage that pronominal suffix in '~1~ can refer to Jehoshaphat, but the 

addition would seem unmotivated, since nothing more is narrated of 

Jehoshaphat. 

714 Cf. previous note. 
715 Thus also Josephus, Ant., VIII,15,4, who adds that except the Israelite king nobody was 

killed during the battle. 
716 The addition of a historical introduction would contrast with the developmental tendencies 

established above. 
717 Especially the presence of il1ilJJ is noteworthy. 
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We can note with Steck (p.93) that the main purpose of Strand "B" is to 

supplement strand "A". B has added references to Jehoshaphat and linked the 

consultations of the prophets to requests by the Judean king (vv.5.7f). B has 

introduced a second scene in which Zedekiah appeared. B further added a 

speech of Micaiah before and after the original one. Especially, the addition of 

Micaiah's first answer would not make sense and is completely unmotivated. 

The addition of vv.4-5, of an order the fulfillment of which is already reported, 

would contrast with the tendencies established above. The same is true for the 

addition ofvv.7-8. We have already discussed the hypothetical addition ofv.l0 

above. By the introduction of a new scene the plot would have become more 

complex. The addition of v.12, too, seems unmotivated, since the information 

had already been supplied in v.6. This has, however, the advantage against 

Schweizer's reconstruction that the form of Micaiah's answer in v.15 is 

explained. It would, however, have been easier to retain the phraseology of v.6. 

For a discussion of the addition of the further passages see above. 

5 H. Weippert's Analysis 

In a recent essay718 H.Weippert has developed Schweizer's and Steck's 

analyses further. She begins with the observation that the various participants 

are mentioned with different types of reference.719 The Israelite king 

participating in the story is 17 times mentioned as "king of Israel", 12 times as 

"the king"720, and only once as Ahab 721 (+ twice in a "redactorial end note"). 

718 "Ahab el campeador?". 
719 Already been noted by Wiirthwein, "Zur Komposition von 1 Reg 221_38., pp.247-248. 
720 Some of these cases have to be disr~arded because th~ designations occur in direct speech 

(1~llil in vv.6.8.12.13.15.27; 'JK1W'-,'b in vv.31.32). ,'bil outside direct speech is found 
in vv.15.16.35.37. Especially the passaie in vv.13-17 is remarkable: 

D'K'Jlil '1Jl Kl-illil 11lK' ,,~ lJl ,il'J'1l13 K1P~ ~-~ lK~bil' 
1~K,,14 :J'D nlJl' Dilll lnK lJ1J ~'1Jl Kl-'il' ,5Ilil~ J'D lnK-ilD 
1~~il-~K K,~,,15 :1J1K 'OK ,~ il'il' 11lK' lWK-nK 'J il'il'-'" 'il'J'1l 
" 1IlK" ~1"l-DK ~1l"~Il~ lY~l nbl-~ J~lil 'il'J'1l ,,~ '~~il 11lK" 
'lK D'IlYD ilbJ-1Y l'llil "~K lbK,,16 :l~Dil 1'J il'il' Tnl' " In, il~Y 
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Both mentions of his opponent in war are "king of Aram". Jehoshaphat however 

is mentioned 3 times as "Jehoshaphat, king of Judah" and 10 times as 

"Jehoshaphat" only. Micaiah is mentioned once as "prophet of the Lord", 7 times 

as "Micaiah", twice as "Micaiah son of Imlah".722 Zedekiah is mentioned twice 

as "Zedekiah" and twice as "Zedekiah son of Kenaanah". Further participants 

are "Amon the ruler of the city" and "Jehoash the king's son"723 and many more, 

not mentioned by name. The designations for the two kings as given by the 

narrative portions of MT and LXX724 are as follows: 

v.2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 
15 

725"~'1U'-~0 j3cxCYlA€Cl I apat'lA il'1il't-'''0 D~V11il' I waa<jlClt j3cxO'tA€Uc; 10000 
"~'IU' , 0 j3cxO'tA€Uc; 100p<rI'\A 
"~'IU' ,"0 j3cxO'tA€Uc; 100pat'lA D~1il't Iwat+x't 

.725 DElVllil" Iwat+x't 
"~'IU" ,"0 j3cxatA€Cl I apat'lA D~V11il" IwO't+x't j3cxO'tA€Uc; 10000 
"~'IU' ,"0 6 j3cxO'tA€Uc; I apat'lA 

6 j3cxO'tA€Uc; 726 
. npoc; j3cxO'tA€Cl IO'p<rI'\A D~1 il" I wat+x't 

~'1/J" ,"0 o j3aO'tA€Uc; I apat'lA D~V1 1 il" I waa<jla't 
"~'1/J"-'''0 6 j3cxatA€Uc; I ap<rl'\A 

il'1il"-,"0 DElVllil" Iwat+x't txxO'tA€Uc; LOoOO ~'IU"-]"D o j3cxatA€Uc; IO'pat'lA 727 
,'Dil j3cxCllA€Cl 

5~'1/J,,-5J-n~ "n"~' '0~"117 :illil" OWJ nD~-p, ".,~ 'J'n-~" 'WK ~VJVlD 
lJ1W' il~" O'l'~-~" illil' 'D~"1 ilV' Oil~-l"~ ,~ l~~J O"'ilil-~~ P"~~l 

O"V1J In''J''-Vl''~ 
Here the reference to Ahab by ,"lJil seems to prepare for Jhe prophecy in which he is 

referred to with ilV' and 0" l1~ . The other passage using ,'JlJil outside direct spe"ch 
(vv.35.~7) narrates Ahab's death with v.36 referring back to v.17 (1n' J" / , l' "V-'~ 
1~,~-n). The usage of ,"Oil in the narrative sections may also be used for making the 
c9ntrast of events and prophecx of the four hundred clearer. The four hundred stated that 
,'lJil would be successful, but l'lJil died. Thus to a certain extent the designations for Ahab 
seem to have served literary purposes and thus cannot be taken as traces of redaclorial activity. 
That Ahab is mentioned by name in v.20 is due to the fact that he was enticed not because he 
was king of Israel but because he wasAhab. 

721 V.20 (direct speech). 
722 Weippert adds one mention as "zur Jahwebefragung geeigneler Mann" but this cannot 

properly be called a mention of Micaiah. In v.8 Micaiah is mentioned in direct speech. 
723 Weippert adds the mention of Ahaziah in 1 Kgs.2240' but this verse is not part of the 

narrative proper. 
724 The mentions within speeches have been disregarded here, since e.g. the address of a king 

may have been conventional and not open to the narrators choice. 
725 +~ npOl; j3cxO'tA€Cl IO'pat'lA O. 
726L adds lapat'lA. 
727 L adds AXaaP. 
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'~Dil 1Jaa~£Uc; 
16 '~~il 6 IJaatAEUc; 
18 'JK'W1',D 1Jaa~£Uc; IupanA D9I11il' lwaa+at IJaav.E:Q lou8a 
26 'JK'W1' '~D IJaatA£Uc; I upanA 

il'lil'-'~D D9I11il' lcooa+at 1Jao"&MUc; lou8a 29 'JK-,w' ,'D 1Jaa&MUc; IapanA 
30 'JK'W'-'~D 6 IJaatA£Uc; I upanA D9I11il' lcooa+at IJaav.E:Q louOO 
32 09V11il' lcooa+at IJaav.E:Q lou8a 

'JK-,w'-,'D 
D9I11 il , Icooa+at 

33 1Jaa~ IapanA 
34 'm'W'-,'D IJaUtAEQ IO'panA 

- ]]J!, 

35 ,'Dil 6 1Ja0'1A£Uc; 
37 '~Dil 6 IJaatA£Uc; 

,'Dil 'rev IJaalEa 729 

From the fact that the Israelite king in MT's version of the story is not 

mentioned by name in 29 cases (including mentions within speeches) Weippert 

concludes that the insertion of his name is only secondary. She disregards the 

additional mentions of LXX. While it is apparent that LXX adapted mentions 

of Jehoshaphat to those of the Israelite king, it cannot be ruled out completely 

that LXX in its mentions of Ahab was dependent on a Hebrew text and thus 

could represent a version closer to the original than MT.730 In our investigation 

above we have seen that later versions tend to state functions of events or 

participants in narratives.?31 Thus, e.g. in Ahaz's call for help Tiglathpileser is 

referred to as "king of Assyria" and not mentioned by name. The same is true 

for the mention of the Aramean king in 2 Chr.2423-24. It has to be said, however, 

that we did not observe cases where this tendency led to narratives like the one 

in 1 Kgs.22 where in the narrative Ahab is only mentioned twice by name. We 

could also refer to the tendency of adaptation to context. Mentions of Ahab may 

have been adapted to mentions of "the king of Israel". Although we cannot rule 

728 L adds 6 1Jaa1A£Uc;. 
729 L adds AXaaIJ. 
730 DeVries, 1 Kings, pp.26lf, regards the additional mentions of Ahab's name in LXX as 

"explicative" . 
731 cr. above n.575. 
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out that this is the result of a developmental tendency, it may well be due to 

reasons of contents. 

In the Old Testament narratives about Ahab there is a striking 

inconsistency of referring to the Israelite king. While chs.18 and 21 almost 

exclusively use the personal name this is different in chs.20 and 22. Designations 

for the Israelite king in ch.20 (LXX ch.21) are: 

v.2 ;~11l"-"1J :JK11~ Axoo/3 tkxO'tA€CX IO'paTlX 
v.4 ;~1W'-"1J 6 tkxO'tA€Uc; IO'pcx1'\A 
v.7 ;j{1W'-,'jl 6 tkxcrtA€Uc; Icrpcx1'\A 
v.ll ']}(1W,-,'71J 6 tkxcrtA€Uc; Icrpcx1'\A 
v.13 ;~1\7' -,;IJ JK11~ 1:4> tkxO'tA€l I crpcx1'\A 
v.14 J~rnt Axoo/3 

Axootl 
Axootl 
tkxcrtAEUc; 100pcx1'\A 
tkxcrtAe:cx I crpcx1'\A 
1:4> tkxO'tAEl I crpcx1'\A 
tkxcrtAe:cx I crpcx1'\A) 
1:4> tkxcrtAEl I crpaTlA 
t4> tkxcrtAEl I crpanX 
(, fXxO'tAEtK; 
1:0V tkxcrtA€CX 
6 tkxO'tAEUc; IO'pcx1'\A 
(, tkxcrtAEUc; I crpcx1'\A 
6 tkxcrtAEUc; IO'pcx1'\A 732 

Here the prophet / man of God remains anonymous, but the name of 

the Aramean king is given. Again it is possible to argue that the mentions of 

Ahab are secondary.?33 But then the question has to be answered why the 

narrative was thought to be dealing with Ahab, since there is no other 

connection between Benhadad and Ahab reported in the OT. There is a very 

732 Here again, DeVries, 1 Kings, regards the mentions of the Israelite king's name in the MT 
in v.13 and in LXX in vss.14b and 15 as "explicative". There still remain, however, the mentions 
in vss.2 and 14a, which are found in both versions. 

733 Thus DeVries, 1 Kings, p.247, who regards the mentions of "Ahab" in v.2 and v.14 as later 
additions and prefers for v.13 the reading of LXXBL which lack an equivalent for "Ahab". But 
LXX has additional AXoo/3 in w.14.15. It is methodologically unjustified to regard in both, the 
MT in v.13 and LXX in (ch.21) w.14.15, the longer text without further reasons as "explicative" 
(DeVries, p.244). Cf also the David-Goliath story (1 Sam.17), where Goliath is usually called 
'nv/;:li1 and only twice mentioned by name, or Rab-shakeh's speech to the Jerusalemites (2 
Kgs.181.2 ~~2<.t.35)' mentioning Hezekiah by name and referring to the Assyrian king as ,'JlJil 
1'~ ,;D 711lil (Cf. Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, pp.230f). 
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interesting parallel in 2 Kgs.3, where a war of Joram and Jehoshaphat against 

Moab is narrated. The designations for the participating kings are: 

v.4 ~"WI,-,'Jn'J 'tqlliaalM'l I apar\X 
5 11,1' ,'JnJ EV IiaatMllapartX 
6 01'il' ,'Jnil o Iiaala£U; IwpaJ..L 

il1'il,-,'Jn D9V1'il' Ic.xrc+rt IiaatAialouOO 7 
9 'JK"WI'-:1'JD 6 Pao'v.£u; lopart). il'lil,-,'JDl Ka161iaav.£iJI; louOO 

~1~ ,Ij~, 6 IiaatMUc; EllwJ.l 
10 "WI' 1 D IiaaV.EUc; I apartX 
11 ~11U' :1;D IiaatMUc; I apartX Kal D9V1 1 il , Ic.xrc+rt 

~'1~ 11j~1 Kalliaav.W; EllwJ.l 
734D£JV/lil' I~ 1iaav.W; louOO 12 ~1~1' , D 1iaav.e:Q lapartX 

'JK"WI' ,;n 
D9V11il' I~ 

13 6 Pao'tMUc; lapartX 

Joram is introduced as "'JK1\r1' 'Jl1 ,'JO O"iI'" (v.l) and then called 

"'JK'''''-,'JO'' (vv.4.5.9.10.11.12.13<2x» and only once "O"iI' ,'J llil " 
(v.6).735 The Judean king, however, is called "iI"iI,-,'J1l DDVI'iI'" Both 

narratives have to be treated in the same way. If we regard the designations for 

the king in I Kgs.22 as an indication that the story originally dealt with a 

different Israelite king then the same must be true for 2 Kgs.3. There however, 

the chronological position of the narrative is clearer. There is a reference to 

Abab's death in v.5 which seems to imply that the Israelite king mentioned in 

the narrative is Ahab's successor. It is interesting to note that in the first 

reference to Ahab, in v.4, again 'JK''''' -,'J1l is employed, and only in the 

734 2 mss + il11i1' 1'D 
735 The two narratives are similar in that in both instances the Israelite king asks to join him 

against a foreign king, who acted wrongfully. The parallelism extends to phraseology: 
1 Kgs.22,4: 
~DY~ 'DYJ ~1lJ 'l1lJ ... '~'1 1Y;1 nD' ilDn'Jn; 'nK 1,nil 
2 Kgs.3.7: 
'010J ~DYJ 'DYJ ~llJ 'llDJ il;~ ,nK'l ilnn;D; JKln-~ 'n~ 1;nil 
~010J. 

In both instances the Judean king requests the consultation of a "prophet of the Lord: 
1 Kgs.22,7: 
lnl~ i1W11l' "Y illil'; ~'Jl il9 1'~1 D9V11il' 1bK'l 
2 Kgs.3,11: 

lnl~ illil' nK nw"ll nln'y ~'Jl ill9 1'~' D9V11il' 1bK'l . 
However, the remainders of the narratives differ completely from each other. 
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second mention in v.S his name is given. But our concern is not with whether the 

story in 1 Kgs.22 was originally about Ahab but rather whether the picture of its 

evolution as it is drawn by modern scholarship agrees with our results above. 

We thus concede that it is in principle not impossible that the story was 

originally not told about a specific king or a king not identical with Ahab. It is 

nevertheless a striking fact that the only mention of the king's name within the 

story proper is found in Micaiah's prophecy and not where it would have been 

more expected, used by the narrator in a narrative portion.736 

That there is no need to explain the mentions of the Israelite king in 1 

Kgs.22 as secondary insertions is further underlined by the fact that in several 

Babylonian Chronicles the mentions of the protagonists are comparable to 1 

Kgs.22.737 A first example is provided by Chronicle 3's report of Nabopolassar's 

12th year 738: 

24M[U xnkam ina itiAbi kurMa-da-a-a ana mubbi Ninuaki ki-i x x x [ ... ] 

25[x (x)x i-bi-sam-ma uruTar-bi-~u alu sa pi-bat Ninuaki i[~-~]ab-tu x[ ... ] 

26[ldl-d]iq-lat irdi-ma ina mubbi Bal-tilki it-ta-di ~al-t6 ana libbi ali ripus1-m[a ... ] 

27[x]x it-ta-ar dabda niseme rabatime lim-nis iltakanan bu-bu-ut-su ib-ta-bat sil-[lat-su is-ta
lal] 

28[sar A]kkadiki u [umma]nime-s6 sa ana re-~u-ut kurMa-da-a-a illikuku ~al-t6 61 ikSududu 
iil[u] x [ ... ] 

29[sltr Akkad]irki(?)l [u(?) m]U-[ma-ki]s-tar ina mubbi ali a-ba-md ittamru(igi)meS tubtutu 
u su-Ium-mu-u itti a-ba-mes iskunumes 

30[ ... mU-ma-ki-i]s-tar u ummanimes6 ana mati-s6 it-tur sar Akkadiki u ummanime-su ana 

mati-su itiiriiru 

Here we can note that in 1.29 two kings are mentioned in grammatical 

co-ordination.739 Cyaxares, the king of the Medes is mentioned by name only 

736 If the story was written down in the northern kingdom it might not have been necessary to 
mention Ahab by name. SeebaB has proposed that the Israelite king was not mentioned by 
name because by this the typical characteristics of an era, which was marked by the alliance 
with Judah, were meant to be captured ("Micha ben Jimla", p.116). 

737 Text and designations of the Chronicles are taken from Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian 
Chronicles. 

738 BM 21901 (96-4-9,6). GrtYfion,Assyri!ln and Babylonian Chronicles, pp.9O-96. 
739 cf. also 1.40: [s]ar Akkadi [1 x] x [ ... mU-m]a-kis-tar x x x-a-ni u-se-bir-ma. 
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(as in 1.30), without any apposition - not even introduced as king of the Medes, 

whereas Nabopolassar is referred to as "king of Akkad" without express mention 

of his name. Indeed, his name is mentioned only once, at the beginning of the 

tablet in 1.1, dealing with his tenth regnal year; he otherwise is only referred to 

as "king of Akkad" (11.6.8.1 0.11.16740.18.19.20.21.28741.29742.30.31.[32] .38.38743 

.40744.46.47.49.53745.56.58.59.63.64.74665747.68.70.75.76). Contrarily, apart from 

Cyaxares (11.29.30.40.47), also Sin-sarra-iSkun (1.44), Assur-uballit 

(11.[49.60].61.66) are mentioned by name. Strikingly 1.30 exhibits another feature 

which is also found 1 Kgs.22: while in the first part of the line the compound 

subject is used with the sgl., in the second part of the line the pI. is construed 

with a very similar grammatical subject,748 

The case is similar in Chronicle 4749. There, again, Nabopolassar is 

mentioned only in the first line and thereafter referred to as "king of Akkad" 

(11.1.4.5.8.12.17.18.18.23.27), while his son Nebuchadnezzar is mentioned by 

name (11.6.9.27), though in the first and final mentions with appositions.750 In 

the preserved portion of Chronicle 5751, which includes the first line of the 

tablet, we find another parallel to 1 Kgs.22. Just as Ahab in the Biblical account, 

Nabopolassar's name is not stated in his first mention in obv.1 (sar Akkadiki), 

but only later (obv.9). His son Nebuchadnezzar is introduced as "mdNabft

kudurrI-u~ur mar-su rabftu" [mar] sarri sa bIt re-e-du-tU (obv.1) and thereafter 

mentioned by name only (obv.8.9.10.12.15) until his accession is reported 

740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
750 
751 
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Only "sac Akkadiki" preserved. 
Only "A]kkadi" preserved. 
Only "[sar Akkad]ifki(?)l" preserved. 
Only "sar Akk[ adiki" preserved. 
Only "[s]ar Akkadi'k[i" preserved. 
Only "sa]r Akkadiki" preserved. 
Only "sac [Akkadi]kill preserved. 
Only "[sac] Akkadi[ki]" preserved. 
cr. 1 Kgs.2210: D 1 JVf1 pI. and 1 Kgs.2219: r,y 1, sgl. 
BM 22047 (96-4-9,152), Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, pp.97-98. 
cr. also 1.8, where he is referred to as "mar Sarri". 
BM 21946 (96-4-9). 



(obv.15). Then he is referred to as sar Akkadiki in obv.21, rev.3.5.8.9.11.14.I6.I8. 

21.25 and once as sarro, which further parallels mentions of Ahab in 1 Kgs.22 

(1'Cit in vv.15.I6.35.37). In Chronicle 5, rev.2 a certain mdNabu-suma-rmirl. 

This is found in a portion where the Babylonian king is only referred to as "king 

of Akkad". Chronicle 7752 is not well preserved.753 It, therefore, does not permit 

firm conclusions. The extant mentions of the Babylonian king are: sarru 

(i,3(?).7.14; ii,5.[5.] 10.18.19.23.[23.]; iii,23), mdNabu-na:lid (iii,15.16). Because of 

the tablet's bad state of preservation it is not possible to argue with any 

certainty that the first mention of Nabonidus did not include his name, but in 

the light of the previous example it would be quite conceivable. Further 

participants are: dNabu-dbel-dan(kal) anu [ ... (i,15f), mKu-ras sar An-sa-an (H,I) 

/ mKu-ras (H,2.3, iii,12.15.18.19[.24]) / mKu-ras sar kurParsu (ii,15), mIS-tu-me

gu (iii,2), mrUgl-ba-ru (iii,15.22) / mGu-ba-ru (iii,20), mKam-bu-zi-ia maru sa 

mK[u-ras] (iii,24). Thus again we have an unbalanced pattern of participant 

mentions. If, therefore, it is argued that the mentions of the Israelite king's 

name in 1 Kgs.22 are secondary, the same has to be held for the mentions of the 

Babylonian kings in the Babylonian Chronicles referred to above. There is, 

however, no indication at all for the latter!754 

Weippert follows Wiirthwein in arguing that the twofold introduction of 

Jehoshaphat's speech(es) in vv.4.5 indicates two different sources / 

redactions.755 Further features of the narrative in 1 Kgs.22, to which 

H.Weippert drew attention are that the death of the Israelite king is reported 

752 BM 35382 (Sp II 964). 
753 Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, p.l04: "Besides some surface breaks the 

bottom and most of the left-hand side of the tablet is missing." 
754 The parallels in the Babylonian Chronicles may sugge.st that the narrative in 1 Kgs.22 was 

recorded in the northern kingdom, where the name of ,'Cil was self-evident. This contrasts 
with the view that the criticism of the Israelite king implies that the narrative was written down 
in Judah (cf. Schmitt, Elisa, p.45). 

755 See above p.169. 
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three times (vv.35.37.40)756, that after Jehoshaphat's cry (v.32) nothing else is 

reported about him 757, that it is not related what happened to Micaiah, who had 

been thrown into prison 758, and that the threat against Zedekiah has no 

consequences in the narratives. The last of the three mentions of Abab's death 

is not part of the narrative proper but in an end note 759 and thus cannot be 

counted. As for the second mention of the king's death the LXX has it as a 

continuation of the direct speech from v.36 (1'Jon no', / 01;l 1;e:9VTlK€V 6 

llaO'LX€u<; [no' ':l] and for 21t,:J', they have 'ilX90v [121t:J"D.160 It is, 

756 1 'n1JK O~ JKmt JJV1' 1 in v.40 is thought to imply a peaceful death (probably first 
adduced by G.Holscher, "Das Buch der Konige", p.185; taken up by Weippert, "Ahab el 
campeador", DeVries, 1 Kings, p.97, Whitley, "Deuteronomic Presentation", p.l48 and others), 
claiming that the formula is not applied anywhere in the Old TC\tament to a violent death of a 
king. In 2 Kgs.l~2 we fmd, however, the clause 1 'mJK O~ ,'Oil-JJV1 '1ffi(, referring to 
the death of Amaziah, who is expressly stated to have been assassinated. DeVries notes this 
clause but regards it as a gloss. Although no reason is given for this verdict, even if it is a gloss, 
it nevertheless shows that a violent death is compatible with its description with JJW! 
BAifrink, "L'expression 1 'mJK O~ JJ1I1," interprets ,'Oil in 2 Kgs.14n as referring to the 
king of Edom, but neither Edom nor its king are mentioned in this passage, but only Elath. It, 
therefore seems more probable that ,'JDil refers to Azariah's father Amaziah, who is 
mentioned in 1 Kgs.1421. Thus the remark cannot be used for arguing that the story in 1 
Kgs.22 originally dealt with a different Israelite king. In this connection 1 Kgs.9,26 is quoted as 
further indication of Abab's peaceful death, but that passage applies only to Ahab's house, not 
to Ahab himself! H.SeebaB, "Zu 1 Reg XXII 35-38" has suggested, that the formula could be 
used, because the king did not die during the battle but later from his loss of blood (see 
SeebaB' reconstruction of the original text below n.761). Anyway it remains to be shown that, 
even if presupposed that one or both of the two short remarks imply a peaceful death their 
historical reliability is gr~ater than that of 1 Kgs.22. 

757 Cf. however 1~1K-'K VI'K in v.36 (cf. below p.199)! Why did the final redactor not 
relate Jehoshaphat's fate. Weippert's stages of development thus necessarily has the same 
inconsistencies as she claims MT has! 

758 Wiirthwein, "Zur Komposition von 1 Reg 221_38", pp.246-247. 
759 For another case where (because of particular circumstances) the death of a king has been 

reported in a narrative and in the end note cf. 2 Kgs.1419.22; cf. also 1 Sam.314.5.6.7.8; 1 
Kgs.1527.28· 

760 H.SeebaB has advanced a different explanation of the twofold mention of Abab's death. He 
regards the MT of v.37 as correct b\lt prefers his reconstruction of the Vorlage of the LXX in 
v.35. There MT reads:JJ1il p'n-'K ilJOil-O' P~'1 J1~J nO'1 . The LXX has: ano 
npwt ewe; €anepae; Kat QneXUVVE to Ql).la EK tile; n~T\yfle; Ele; tov K6~nov tOO Op).latoc;. 
SeebaB suggests that the LXX has preserved in this passage translations of variant readings 
which arose through scribal error: J1~ ,~ 1pJO / J1~J no' 1. The omission / addition 
of 1~ could be explained as Haplo- / Dittography. There remain J no' 1 and 1pJO. 0 and 
J are found in both phrases and 1/1 n / p '/1 are similar in the Aramaic cursive script of 
the 4th and 3rd centuries. SeebaB regards J1~ ,~ 1pJO as the original reading, since 
no' 1 would have been mentioned too early in the narrative. 1 111lV1 K 1 J , 1 with Ahab as 
grammatical subject would then contrast with Ahab's order 01'Jvf.:i 'KJ ,~ ... (v.27) 
and agree with Micaiah's prophecy 01?v1J J1,," J1W-DK (v.28). 
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therefore, no certain case either. nil" can also be understood as Pluperfect, 

which also would reduce the significance of the second mention of the king's 

death. The repetition of the mention of the king's death by an author seems 

more probable than that a redactor should have added a mention if one was 

already present. As for the other features of the narrative, the absence of 

narrations of the fates of Jehoshaphat and Micaiah and the unfulfilled threat 

against Zedekiah, could all be explained by omission, whether by the author or 

a later redactor cannot be decided. This, however, is not taken into 

consideration by H.Weippert. On the contrary, she assumes a growth from a 

nucleus to the massoretic version. 

H.Weippert regards vv.3a-c.lla-d.29a· (DElVJ'il" is regarded as 

secondary addition ["11" in sg. ]).34a-35c as the narrative nucleus: 

nnpc D'vnc 'lnl~' 'Y;l nc, 'l;-'J Dny,'n ",JY ;~ ;~'W'-1;c 'C~,,3 
:D'~ ,;" ,'c nn~ 

nlln n;~J n,n' 'c~-nJ 'c~" ;t,J 'l'P nlYlJ-IJ n'p,~ ,~ wy"ll 
:Dn~J-'Y p'~-n~ 

:'Y;l nc, [n"r'-';C D~v'n"l ~'W'-l;C ~Y'129 
'C~'l l',wn T'Jl D'PJ1n T'J ~K'W' 1,c-nK nJ'l lcn; nWPJ lwc W'~134 
Dl'J ncn;cn n;ynl 35 :'n';nn 'J nlncn-Tc 'lK'~lnl ~", ,~n lJJ'; 

:J,YJ nc', D'~ nJl nJJ'CJ 'CYC n'n ,~cn' ~'nn 
While it remains to be made plausible why such a story should be 

transmitted in the first place, our main concern is whether the supposed 

expansion of this story agrees with the developmental tendencies recognized 

from the transmission of our proposed empirical model. There are, however, 

serious inconsistencies in this supposed story nucleus. According to Weippert 

the Israelite king is injured before the battle by one of his own soldiers761 but 

nevertheless he orders to take him out of his camp into battle. illnll, however, 

does not necessarily designate a stationary camp, but can also mean "army"762. 

From Ahab's order to his charioteer it is clear that the narrator did not refer to 

761 ItDas ist die Art und Weise, wie die Sage ihre HeIden sterben IaJ3tlt (ltAhab el campeador", 
p.461). 

762 Cf. e.g. Jdg.416. 
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the Israelite camp. ~", l$1 implies a return, and the injury is given as reason 

('J) for the order. The Israelite king wants to return because and not although 

he is injured. If Weippert's reconstruction was right, both phrases would have to 

be regarded as later additions. Another difficulty with her reconstruction is 

found in the fact that Zedekiah's prophecy was not fulfilled, thus it does not 

constitute a progress over the MT where the fulfillment of Micaiah's threat 

against Zedekiah was not reported. H.Weippert claims that Zedekiah's 

prophecy ~ fulfilled in the story nucleus, but there is no hint of an Israelite 

victory. On the contrary, the king died. It is surprising that far-reaching 

alterations could have been applied to a narrative and nevertheless the wording 

of the narrative have been completely preserved. Furthermore, there would be 

no preparation for the situation of battle in v.35 if Weippert's reconstruction 

was correct. In the reconstructed nucleus Zedekiah would not be introduced as 

a prophet in v.lt! If, however, v.lt is read after v.10 this becomes clear from the 

context, since Zedekiah may have been regarded as one of D'K'::lljJ-;J. 

In the second stage according to Weippert's reconstruction the narrative 

was set into context with other stories about wars between Israel and Aram and 

expanded by vv.1ab.2a.36a-37c: 

n'w~wn nlWJ 'n'12 :~K1W' J'Jl D1K J'J nnn~n J'K D'lW fl~ lJW'll 
:[~, ,~n-~ n1ln'-,~n DDWln' 11'1] 

nnpn o'wnn 1lnlK1 1Y~1 nn1 1l~-'J OnY1'n l'1JY ~ ~1W'-,~n 1nK,,3 

:D1K-'~D 1'D nnK 
nlln n~KJ n1n' 1nK-nJ 1DK'1 ~J1J 'l1P nlYlJ-1J n'p11 1~ ~'111 

:Dn~J-1Y D1K-nK 
:1Y~l nn1 [n11n'-'~D COW1n'1] ~1W'-'~D ~'129 

1nK'1 l'1Wn l'J1 D'pJ1n l'J ~K1W' ,~n-nK nJ'1 1nn~ nwpJ ,wn W'K134 
:'n'~nn 'J nlnDn-1D 'JK'11n1 ~'1' 19n 1JJ1~ 

:J1YJ nn'1 D1K nJl nJJ1nJ 1nYn n'n ,~nn1 K1nn D1'J nDn~nn n~Yn135 
nn'137 :111K-~K W'Kl 11'Y ~ W'K 1nK~ wnwn KJJ nlnnJ nl1n 1Jy,,36 

:111DWl '~nn OK 11Jp'1 1110; K1J'1 '~Dn 
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While the insertion of a transition is conceivable, it is not clear why 

w.36-37 should have been added. According to Weippert, the king's heroic 

death did not fit into the concept. Again, no reason for this is obvious. We may 

ask, which concept? The victory had to be turned into defeat. Since in 1 Kgs.20 

Ahab's victory against Benhadad is related, there is no reason why in this 

narrative the Israelite king should have to be defeated. Anyway the addition of 

w.36-37 states neither victory or defeat expressly. This can only be deduced 

from the mention of the Israelite king's death which was already present in the 

first of Weippert's stages of development. In this second stage direct speech 

with an impersonal grammatical subject was added. A second time denotation 

being synonymous with the first one would have been added, too. The direct 

speech with ,~,~ ,~ VI'K only makes sense if the Judean king participates in 

the story,763 

The next stage of the literary development as reconstructed by Weippert 

was marked by the insertion of the narrative expanded by w.35d, 38a, 40b into 

the Ahab history. The added material is: 

JJ,n P'" ~~ nJDn-O' p~', 
T"DW nJ'J ~y JJ'n-n~ ~DW" 

,J, ,~ n,n' ,J,J ,~"' n'l,tn, 'DJ-~ O'J~Jn ,p~" 
,'nnn 'lJ ,n'DnK '~D" 

Although it is of course possible that after the story was thought to deal 

with Ahab, the narration of Ahab's death was adapted to the prophecy (1 

Kgs.21 19)' One would, however, expect that the passage describing the 

fulfillment would be left in one piece. We have seen that the chronological 

succession was resolved in secondary versions. Thus it would not have been 

necessary to adhere to the chronological order. It is, however, also possible that 

763 That '~'K-5K VI'K implies the participation of both Israel and Judah was already noted 
by Thenius, Bilcher der KOllige, ad lac. 
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v.35d was added later to prepare for v.38. v.35d has no equivalent in the 

prophecy. Apparently this editor did not believe in Ahab's peaceful death! It 

seems strange that although the story was inserted into the Ahab narrative the 

name of the Israelite king should not have been mentioned. If the story so far, 

as part of the Ahab history, did not have to mention Ahab's name, why should 

this be necessary for the work of an author? The addition of v.40b without v.40a 

is improbable since the mention of an enthronement usually is given after that 

of the predecessor's death,764 Again it would be possible to argue that v.40b was 

added first and then v.38, but even then it remains to be shown why the death 

succession sequence should have been interrupted. The repetition of the 

mention of the king's death would be more probable. After the further addition 

of vv.39a and 40a the story comprised vv.la-2a.3a-c.lla- d.29a· .34a-

35c.39a.40a.b. This is regarded as the result of a basic narrative that had 

undergone two redactions, the first one having turned a victory into a defeat and 

the second ascribing the story to Ahab. 

According to Weippert the final redaction led to a "Jehoshaphat 

recension" (addition of 2b.4a-l0b.12a-28c.29a·.30a-33c) which is the narrative as 

we have it now. The editor introduced a number of new participants: 

Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, four hundred prophets of Baal, the prophet 

Micaiah son of Imlah and a messenger. Also mentioned are Amon, governor of 

the city, and the Israelite king's son Joash. According to Weippert's own figures 

the redactor has added to the basic narrative comprising 18 sentences and the 

redactional expansions comprising 9 and 7 sentences further material to a total 

of 129 sentences. Again it is surprising to find that all the previous editions are 

preserved in their original wording in the final edition. It would have been much 

764 cr. 2 Sam.101, 1 Kgs.1143 1420.31 158.24.28 166.10.22.28 2251, 2 Kgs.l17 815.24 1035 12n 
139.24 1416.29 157.10.14.22.25.30.38 1620 1937 2021 2118.26 246, Exceptions are found in 
synchronistic remarks (1 Kgs.[121711525 1~ ~, 2 Kgs.31 1513). 
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easier for the final redactor to rewrite the complete narrative, especially since 

passages like v.3 are of no importance for the "Jehoshaphat recension". It is also 

surprising that even the final redactor did not regard it as necessary to mention 

the Israelite king's name apart from v.20. The story would have developed from 

a simple nucleus with only few primary participants to a complex narrative with 

primary and secondary participants and remained thus. Weippert's reconstruction 

implies that the first version was written down, a redactor obtained either the 

original or a very faithful copy and changed the basic thrust of the narrative. A 

second redactor obtained either the original or a very faithful copy of the first 

redactor's work, and identified the Israelite king with Ahab. He did not know 

the very first version or agreed with the first redactor's treatment. In any case he 

did not regard it as necessary to change the wording. Then a third redactor 

obtained either the original or a very faithful copy of the second redactor's 

work. He did not know the very first version or the first redactor's version, or, at 

least, he agreed with the second redactor's treatment of the first redactor's 

treatment of the original. He, too, did not regard is as necessary to change the 

wording, but rather tried to express his viewpoint by additions only. All 

subsequent potential redactors obtained the original or faithful copies of the 

third redactor's work. They did not know the very first version or the two first 

redactions or they agreed with all redactorial treatments of the narrative known 

to them and did not regard it as necessary to change the wording of the final 

one. Thus we either have to assume very extensive redactorial activity and by 

chance we have just this one of many different versions that were created of the 

story nucleus, or, we have to assume that each new version completely replaced 

its predecessor and had some kind of authoritative status. It is not sufficient to 

isolate different layers in a narrative; the analysis of the redactorial process 

involved is more important! 
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6 SJ.DeVries' Analysis 

So far we have discussed attempts to reconstruct the development of 1 

Kgs.22 proposing a story nucleus, which was supplemented in subsequent 

redactions. DeVries suggests that 1 Kgs.22 is the result of a combination of two 

independent sources by a redactor. He begins his analysis by demonstrating the 

compositeness of the narrative in 1 Kgs.22. In addition to features already 

discussed above 765 De Vries draws attention to the following supposed 

inconsistencies: v.10 is thOUght to be inconsistent with v.30 (~'11J VIJ~) and to 

be redundant after v.6, vv.6 and 12 (LXX) differ in form, the king summons a 

0"0, but a 'K~ll returns, TJ~ (v.19) is thought to have to be preceded by 

something spoken by Micaiah Oil' l~~ O'K:llnn O'KJlil-~J' is thought to 

be redundant afterv.6 and inconsistent with v.12b. DeVries also draws attention 

to the incongruence between ~":11 (pI.) and Oiln 1rm ':11 (sgl.) in v.13. In 

his opinion the plural points to Micaiah's different prophecies and thus could 

only stem from a redactor's hand. DeVries further notes that the change of 

grammatical subject at the beginning of v.19 is not marked as such. He also 

argues that the two occurrences in 1 Kgs.22 of K'ilil 0":1 referring to the 

future in v.25 and to the past in v.35 indicate two separate sources. De Vries 

adduces Dt.3116_22 and 1 Sam.31_21 as the only other passages where the 

expression is used for future and past. 

The 0"0 mentioned in v.9 was not termed a 1K,n because at this point 

he was no messenger. Various other passages show the same development of 

765 The singular address in vss.10-12.15 (in v.15 DeVries, 1 Kinlf, regards the sgl. as found in 
G, Tf as original) in contrast with the co-ordination of the two kings at the beginning of v.IO, 
Micaiah's different replies, scene change in v.IO, double speech introduction in vv.4b.5, double 
introduction of Micaiah in vv.8.9. With regard to the incongruence of sgl. - pI. between v.IO 
and v.12 we may add to our discussion above that Zedekiah's message, too, is given in the sgl. 
If thus v.IO and v.12b belong to different sources, the same must be true for v.IO and v.U. 
Thus DeVries' reconstruction is inconsistent. We have already pointed out above that in v.15 
the reading of the LXX can be explained as adaptation to v.6, and thus the MT has a superior 
text. 
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designations.766 The presence of TJ7 in v.19 does not imply that it originally 

constituted a continuation of a speech of the prophet. Firstly the text is 

uncertain 767 and secondly T J7 can be used to begin a speech.768 It is true that 

Oil" J5J7 O'::1Jnn O'~::1Ji1 7:n does not present new information. The 

assumption, however, that in the original version of a given narrative every 

sentence must provide new information is not justifiable and thus it does not 

matter for literary critical purposes whether the sentence is redundant or not. 

Indeed one wonders why it would have been added in the first place if it was 

redundant. DeVries does not explain where the inconsistency between v.10 and 

v.12b is to be found, possibly in the use of the pI. in Oil' J5J; in v.IO and the 

address in the sgI. in v.12b or between o"~JJnn and O'~JJ. In either case, as 

we have seen above, the assumption of different strands is not justified. As for 

the supposed incongruence of ~"J' with DiTD 'n~ ,::1" it is noteworthy 

that the "p, supported by mIt mss, S, T, V and the parallel passage in Chr., has 

the sgl. ~'::1'. But even if the "::1 has the original reading, it seems 

inconceivable that the messenger could have asked Micaiah to foretell a victory 

in several prophecies, when only because Micaiah did exactly as he was told by 

the messenger, further prophecies were demanded. ~"::1' would then be 

easier understood as "words" rather than "oracles". As for the uses of 0"::1 

~'i1i1, it is difficult to see why this should be incompatible with single 

authorship or redactorship. Furthermore, in all three passages the expression 

referring to the future occurs in direct speech while the expression referring to 

the past occurs in narrative. Thus the supposed inconsistency is artificial. There 

remains the change of grammatical subject at the beginning of v.19. LXX have 

766 l~'lJit ~J' 010J l' l£J~1J vJ'~ n~vJ' 1 (~Kgs.6,32), Dn~1p~ n~vJ1 JJ1 np 
Oit 1Y l~~lJit ~J ... ln~1P) 010it JJ1 ''''1 ... (2 Kgs.9,17.18), 'lvJ 'it'1 
... O'J~ Dit 1JvJ'1 ... Oit'1~ 0'010 JJ1 (2 Kgs.7,14); CC. also D'J~"Dit in 
Josh.6,17-25 who had been mentioned as O'V1l~ in ch.2. 

767 LXX: oUX ou-rwc;. 
768 Cf. Gen.41S (LXX, (1, e, (S, V): OUX ou-rwc;), 3015• Jdg.87 118 1 Sam'~(2x)' 
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an additional MLXaUXC;, but no reason for an omission of 'iI'J'1l is apparent. 

Thus we have to leave this question open. The assumption that v.19 was 

inserted by an editor does not solve the problem, since an editor, too, could 

have inserted a mention of the speaker. DeVries' claim that the story as it 

stands in 1 Kgs.22 has no meaningful sequence is subjective and need not be 

discussed here. Although DeVries' attempt to demonstrate the compositeness 

has not proved to be successful, we shall continue to examine the implications 

of his reconstruction of the literary history of 1 Kgs.221_38• De Vries assumes that 

1 Kgs.224b being dependent on 2 Kgs.37769, which he regards as "late Jehuite 

polemic", is a late addition. Further redactorial expansions are '1lK" at the 

beginning of v.19, 111'11 nil' '10" '111" in v.20, v.12a and v.13. The 

remaining text is split into sources. Like Wiirthwein, De Vries has isolated the 

different scenes and combined them into two sources. Those parts of the text 

which would have disturbed the unity of the hypothetical sources were ascribed 

to a redactor. Thus the result has determined DeVries' method. The two 

sources isolated are: I Kgs.222b-4a.4bB-9.15-18.26-37 and 1 Kgs.221O-12a.14.19·.1fJaQ• 

2Ob_25·770 

Although narrative A, due to De Vries' methodology, does indeed 

constitute an internally consistent account, narrative B contains some 

difficulties. The narrative has no proper beginning. The reader / listener is not 

told why the prophets were consulted and O'X':Jlil-'J:J has no reference in 

769 Cf. the discussion of the relationship of 1 Kgs.224b - 2 Kgs.~ and 1 Kgs.~ - 2 Kgs.311 
above nn.690.736. 

no Vv.1-2a.35b8.38 are regarded as minor redactorial remarks. That w.1-2 are secondary has 
also been argued by J . Morgenstern, "Chronological Data of the Dynasty of Omri" on the 
grounds that Jehoshaphat appears to have travelled to Samaria without his army but is ready 
to go to war with his army when being asked by Ahab. Furthermore, as bas been pointed out 
the reference of the "3 years· is unclear. Morgenstern dates a first campaign against the 
Arameans in 870 B.C. and then interprets 1 Kgs.22t-2 as having originally mentioned a journey 
of Jehoshaphat to celebrate (cf.2 Chr.181_V betrothal or marriage of Jehoram, Jehoshaphat's 
son, with Athaliah in 867 B.C. There is, however, not enough evidence to support 
Morgenstern's proposal. 
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narrative B.771 In narrative B Micaiah is introduced without patronym. De Vries 

deduces from this that at the time narrative B was written Micaiah had become 

a legendary figure like Elijah and Elisha.772 This assumption is without any 

foundation, but it is necessary for De Vries' reconstruction. It is easier to regard 

the mention of Micaiah in v.14 not as the first mention of the prophet and to 

question the validity of De Vries' reconstruction. V.14 with its emphasis on 

grammatical object ('m~ ... '~-nK) seems unmotivated in narrative B, 

whereas it suits the messenger's attempt to influence Micaiah's message. 

DeVries' redactor would have had before him two narratives about the prophet 

Micaiah, son of Imlah. In each the king of Israel is about to campaign against 

the Arameans and in each Micaiah's message is opposed. De Vries does not 

adduce any reason why a redactor should have combined the two accounts. He 

could have simply left them in their original forms. Fortunately the two accounts 

were in such a form that it was possible to combine them without having to alter 

them. The redactor only had to add a few sentences. He added v.4bcx and thus 

converted Ahab's speech into Jehoshaphat's. In 2 Kgs.37 it is Jehoshaphat who 

utters the same sentences. It seems strange that in 2 Kgs.3 they form 

Jehoshaphat's reply, whereas in 1 Kgs.22 they are part of Ahab's question. The 

redactor would also have added 'IlK'1 at the beginning of v.19. It seems more 

probable that a redactor would have added 1il':J'Il, too, as the LXX did. No 

reason is apparent why Micaiah's speech consisting ofvv.14.19 should have been 

split up by a redactor. V.14 could have been inserted before v.17. The addition 

of vv.12b-13 by the redactor with the introduction of a secondary participant 

would not have been necessary. The redactor would have added a speech 

(v.12b) which was phrased after Micaiah's speech in v.1S, rather than adapting 

771 Such a reference is, of course, not necessary (cf. v.6) but De Vries' reconstruction would be 
more convincing with it. 

m Prophet against Prophet, pAO. 
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Micaiah's speech to that of the four hundred prophets, which would seem more 

probable, since the narrator's / redactor's point was that Micaiah repeated the 

false prophets' message. The redactor would also have inserted 111'11 n01, 

since the place was not mentioned immediately before his insertion in v.12. This 

would contrast sharply with other instances of lack of attention for which, if 

DeVries is correct, the redactor was responsible. This, of course, is only valid if 

MT of v.12 is correct. If LXX has the correct text the insertion does not make 

sense at all, since there is no hint in the narrative that it was Ahab's intention to 

capture the king of the Arameans. The redactor further would have added 

111'11 nil' 'J~', '111" to v.20. If this sentence is missing, no object for 

enticing Ahab is mentioned. There is no hint that this sentence should be 

secondary. In narrative B it is not clear whether the spirit is successful in 

enticing Ahab or not. Thus we note that De Vries' reconstruction is not superior 

to the ones discussed above. Two accounts about a certain prophet existed in 

such a form that they could be combined without major alterations. Just these 

two accounts were combined by a redactor. This indeed does not seem 

probable. 

BIKgs.20 

Another narrative which may be considered is found in 1 Kgs.20. The 

narrative may be compared to early stages of Assyrian campaign accounts. The 

discourse structure is complex, there are many participants on the main line, 

many reversals, secondary participants figure prominently and there are 

extensive references to internal participant relations. The story is related on the 

locutionary level773 and appears to follow the chronological order. The 

rhetorical level is high and speeches contain different levels of quotations. Yet, 

m Cf. above n.575. A possible exception is v.33. 
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various scholars have isolated various scenes and ascribed them to different 

authors or redactors. 

1 J.Wellhausen's Analysis 

J.Wellhausen separated passages dealing with king and prophet from the 

rest of the narrative and regarded the former as secondary. In his opinion 

vv. 13. 14.22.28 were inserted to form a vaticinium ex eventu,?74 Similarly vv.35-43 

are regarded as being dependent on 221ss and presupposing ch.21 between ch.20 

and 22.775 The parallelism oft'Jl1T1 '0 1n'J-'l1 'm'W'-171J 1"1 (2043) 

and t'Jl1T 1 '0 ,n' J-'~ J~n~ ~J' 1 (214) does not necessitate the 

assumption of dependency of one passage on the other. Even though '0 

t'Jl1T 1 occurs only in these two passages, the similarity in wording may be due to 

a common author/redactor. It may have been a fixed expression. Even if we 

regard a dependency as the most likely explanation, it remains to be shown that 

2043 is dependent on 214 and not vice versa. And even if 2043 should be 

dependent on 214 it is difficult to see why this could not have been the case with 

ch.21 preceding ch.20. The designation of the purpose of a passage as to form a 

vaticinium ex eventu does not affect the literary unity of a narrative in which this 

passage is found. Thus Wellhausen's analysis remains inconclusive. 

Wellhausen's analysis was developed by Benzinger776, who adduced 

further reasons for regarding 1 Kgs.20 as a composite narrative. The passages 

mentioning prophet(s) are taken as being "non-essential" for the course of 

774 Cf. Composition, p.284. 
TIS "vv.35-43 beziehen sich gerade so auf 22,1ss wie 20,22 auf 20,23ss, vgl. v.13.14.28. Aber sic 

sind erst spater eingesetzt, da sie wie 20,43 mit 21,4 zeigt, das 21. Kap. zwischen dem 20. und 
dem 22. voraussetzen". (Composition, 283). 

TI6 KOllige, ad loc. 
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narration.777 He further discovered internal difficulties, since according to v.12 

the Arameans attacked first, whereas in v.14 the prophet encourages Ahab to 

attack. Benzinger also refers to 1 Kgs.22, where the relationship between 

prophet and king is completely different. Benzinger is even able to supply us 

with a motif for the redactorial expansion: a reader of the story took offence at 

the fact that only Ahab's failures were regarded as divine ordinance but not his 

victories. 

Benzinger follows Wellhausen in separating vv.3S-43 from the preceding 

mentions of the prophet. He draws attention to similarities with 1 Kgs.13. There 

is similar phraseology (il'iP ,J,J in v.35 and 131.2.5.9.17.18.32), in both 

narratives absolute obedience is demanded and the prophet is punished by 

being killed by a lion. The prophet is different from that of vv.13. 14.22.28. While 

old sources are thought to deal with D'K'Jl only, 1 Kgs.20:3S-43 mention the 

D'K'Jlil , lJ. This leads him to assume a late date for 1 Kgs.2~5-43.n8 

Benzinger employs all three basic techniques for the source-critical 

analysis of Old Testament narratives: the Luckenprobe, the search for internal 

difficulties, and the comparison with the "usual" way of narration. If the passages 

mentioning the prophet are not necessary for the course of narration the same 

has to be said for vv.7-8 (the elder's council) and vv.23-26 (the Arameans' 

council). Narratives generally do not only consist of "necessary" passages. Thus, 

the fact, that a passage appears to be non-essential does not imply that it is 

secondary. The similarity of 1 Kgs.2035-43 to 1 Kgs.13 is indeed striking. But it 

remains doubtful whether the points of parallelism are specific enough to 

postulate dependency of one narrative on the other. il'il' ,J,J also occurs in 

1 Sam.321779, Jer.~, Ps.336, 2 Chr.3012
780. The D'K'Jlil , lJ are mentioned in 

m KOnige, p.119. 
778 Konige, 121£. 
779 mit Mss ,., '1J; cf. Targ.edd, V; > LXX, 015. 
780 Pc. mss S, T "1:;1. 
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2 Kgs.23.5.7.15, 41.38(2x)' 522, 61, 91, Their mention in 1 Kgs.20 is thus not unusual. 

Further details will be discussed below.781 

A further expansion of Wellhausen's analysis had already been presented 

by Schwally.782 In his opinion, vv.15-20, too, suffered redactorial treatment. The 

mentions of the n, l"'111il ,,\U ""Y l are to be regarded as secondary, 

because of the occurrence of iTl' '1l.783 

2 H.-C.Schmitt's Analysis 

Schmitt784 lists the following difficulties, which led him to the 

assumption of different layers of tradition in 1 Kgs.20: 

_ the Israelites' advance and their victory over the Arameans are reported in both, v.19f 
and v.21. 

_ according to v.12 the Arameans attacked first, according to v.14 Ahab attacked first.785 

_ in 1-12.21/31.32 the title "king of Israel"786 is used while v.13-20 speak of "Ahab". 
_ vv.22.23 mention the "king of Aram" whereas vv.1.5.8.19 / 26.30.32.33 refer to him as 

"Benhadad" . 
_ passages speaking of a battle in 1n1'1J or D'PIJY are suspicious, for the environment of 

Aphek is not substantially different from that of Samaria. 
_ in vv.l-34 prophets mentioned only within redactorial expansions; it is therefore likely 

that vv.35-43, too, are comparatively late. 

He thus reaches the conclusion that 1 Kgs.20 is a combination of a 

Grundschicllt with three redactoriallayers. The Grundschicht consists of vv.1-

12.21/26f.29-34. The redactoriallayers are seen in vv.13-20787/22-25.28/35-43. 

Schmitt then proceeds to argue that the added material consists of three 

781 For the supposed internal contradiction as to who attacked first cr. p.213f. For the 
relationship between 1 Kgs.2035-43 and 1 Kgs.13 see below p.211. 

782 "Quellenkritik", pp.158-159. 
783 See below n.793. 
784 Elisa, pp.46-48. 
785 Already noted by Wellhausen, Composition, p.284. Cf. also Benziger, KtJllige, p.119. 
786 "Ahab" in v.2 is regarded as redactorial insertion. 
787 Parts of this passage had already been ascribed to a redactor by Schwally, "Quellenkritik", 

pp.157-159, who regards Ahab's question in v.14 as "absurd". The mentions of the '1\l1 '1Y;] 
it) '11Jit in 15a.17a.19 are also regarded as secondary, since it;] '11J is not Hebrew but 
Aramaic. Schwally further argues that v.19 is not necessary, since it had already been stated 
before that army and the ·servants of the governors of the districts· had gone out of the city. 
v.3O is seen as "legendary" and discordant with the rest of the narrative, since Israel could have 
entered Aphek once the wall had fallen. 
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separate strands which nevertheless belong together. Indications of the former 

are seen in the different designations for participants and the different 

relationship between king and prophet, a unifying factor is seen in the formulae 

"the Lord will deliver into the hands of NN" (w.13.28) and "to know that I am 

Yahwe". If Schmitt's reconstruction of the literary development of 1 Kgs.201-43 

is right, two narratives relating conflicts between Israel and Arameans were 

expanded by prophet stories and combined. First the second story was 

expanded by w.22-25,28 and influenced by this (?) the other story was expanded 

by w.13-20. Finally a third prophet narrative (w.35-43) was added. w.22-25,28 

are regarded as part of the extensive redaction adding references to prophets, to 

which also 1 Kgs.22, 2 Kgs.34ff, and 2 Kgs.624ff were subjected.188 Schmitt is 

aware that there are fundamental differences in the functions of the prophets 

between 1 Kgs.20 and 22. He argues that the redactor was forced to retain the 

positive picture of Ahab presented in 1 Kgs.20 and could not mention the 

prophet's name because he did not know any prophet with such a positive 

outlook towards the Omride dynasty. Schmitt probably did not notice that 

according to his view the first redactor expanded not the whole Grundschicht 

but rather only w.26f.29-34. There we do not find so positive a picture of Ahab 

that could not have been altered. Speculations as to whom or what hypothetical 

redactors might have known cannot render Schmitt's reconstruction more 

convincing. 

The various designations for the participating kings will be discussed 

below. Schmitt's argument for separating the different redactorial expansions 

from each other would mean that a redactor could or at least would only have 

used one designation for each of the participants. Consequently, the 

Grundschicht would have to be split up further with the result that almost every 

788 References to prophets are thought to have been added in order to explain events during 
campaigns as fulfillment of prophecies. Cf. Schmitt, Elisa, p.49. 
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verse would constitute a separate strand. This presupposition cannot be 

supported and thus Schmitt's claim has to be rejected. As for the different 

references to the prophet(s), Schmitt's line of argument is even less convincing. 

The prophets are mentioned as "'m~ ~':Jl" (v.13), 1~':Jli1" (v.22), and 1'V1'~ 

D'i1;~i1" (v.28). 'm~ ~':Jl and ~':Jli1 are the expected forms of first and 

second reference to a participant and D'i1~' V1'~ is used as a synonym,789 

Schmitt further argues that vv.35-43 are "very late". Indications for this 

are seen in dependencies on various other Old Testament texts. The motif of 

punishment through a lion is thought to be taken from 1 Kgs.13, the expression 

"he went ~YT' '0 ,n':J ~ from 1 Kgs.214' and D'~':Jli1 , l:Jl.l 'n~ V1'~ 
from Elisha-narratives (1 Kgs.41' 91), From this Schmitt deduces that the 

passage in 1 Kgs.2~5-43 presupposes the books of Kings in roughly their present 

extent. This line of argument assumes that all of the possible sources available 

to or narratives influencing the author / redactor of 1 Kgs.2035_43 are extant in 

the Old Testament. This assumption is not justified and so Schmitt's argument 

has to be rejected. Furthermore, even if a literary dependency is assumed, it 

remains to be shown that 1 Kgs.20 is dependent on the other narratives and not 

vice versa. 

There are several difficulties with Schmitt's reconstruction of the literary 

development of 1 Kgs.20. Firstly, it is not quite true that v.21 simply is a doublet 

of v.19f. v.21 rather constitutes a summarizing remark at the end of a narrative, 

which is shown by the resumption of :1:1" 0'0 from v.1. This explains ~!:C', at 
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the beginning of v.21. Furthermore, v.l9f have the n'l"llil ' .. "lIl and 

the people of Israel as grammatical subject whereas in v.20 it is the king of 

Israel. If vv.13-20 are ascribed to a "late" redactor the Grundschicht would not 

have mentioned Benhadad's fate. This would be unexpected, since the latter 

figures prominently in vv.1-12790 and the other Aramean kings are only 

mentioned in v.1 and 12 in the Grundschicht. In v.1 Dn'J', has only Benhadad 

as grammatical subject and in v.12 it is he who issues the command to attack. 

Thus v.19f have to be part of the Grundschicht. Then, however, at least vv.1S-

18791, too, must be regarded as part of the earliest version of the narrative.792 

790 Cf. especially v.7 where emphasis is placed on his personality. 
791 The place of vv.13-14 in the literary development of the narrative will be discussed below. 
792 The mentions of ill '113 in vv.(14.)15.17.19 cannot be used as evidence for the 

compositeness of 1 Kgs.201-21 (contra Schwally, see above n.788). A word used by a redactor 
could just as well have been used by an author. That ill'113 otherwise occurs only in "late" 
texts (Ez.19g; Ko.2g 57; Est.11.3.16.22 23.1g 38.12.13.14 43.11 85.9.11 .12.13.17 
92.3.4.12.16.20.28.30' Da.82 1124; Esr.21; Neh.13 76 113 (Hebrew passages) / Da.248.49 

31.2.3.12.30; Esr.5g ~ 716 (Aramaic passages) might only be used for dating the narrative as a 
whole. It is an interesting fact that this word occurs in a passage narrating an Israelite war 
against the Arameans. One might conjecture that the n, l '113 were part of the Aramean 
rather than of an imagined Israelite administrative system. This would suit the fact that 
Benhadad was able to proceed as far as Samaria into Israelite territory, while after the defeat 
he was checked already at Aphek (see above n.627). The people of Israel and the'1k1 '1Yl 
n, l ' 113 are carefully distinguished from each other. 

Schmitt further argued that the presence of the word ilQ~ in v.24, which is supposed to 
occur elsewhere only in exilic/post-exilic or undatable texts indicates a late date of that 
passage (vv.22-25.28). ilQ~ is commonly regarded as an Akkadian loan word derived from ~l 
pi'bati/pagati. But taken on its own this does not imply a "late" date. As a common Assynan 
administrative term it is likely to have been widely known in the eighth and seventh centuries 
B.C. at least. This is also indicated by the probable occurrence of the term on a stele errected 
by Barraklb for his father Panammu(wa), son of BRSR, king of Ja~udi (=Sam~al). The stele 
was found 1888 near Zinjirli and is dated by Donner and Rollig (KAJ II, p.223) to the second 
part of Jhe 8th ct. (between 733/32 and 727). The passage reads: 

.,'n.ilK'n.ilKln""K','nK','nD."VK12[ ••. ],."VK.,~n 
[Y'1. .] VhJ. 1JJ. 'J'713. ~Y. "VIK. Donner and Rollig regard 'n9 (and 'ffi(, a defective 
form of 'n'K ) as stat. cstr. pI. being construed with "K'. The syntactical parallelism of 
'nK and 'n9 seems to indicate that the governors are not to be regarded as Assyrian officials 
but rather as officials of Ja~udi. Landsberger (quoted by Koopmans, Aramiiische 
Chrestomathie, 1.Teil, p.74) has advanced an alternative explanation of 1.12. He regards 'nD 
and 'n2( as being derived from K'n with 9 as conjunction ("and he lived and Ja~di lived / 
and he made Ja'udi live"). The grammatical subject of this sentence would be Panammu(wa), 
which is indicated by the introduction of a new grammatical subject with i'n(,n. Gibson, 
Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, II, p.84 follows Landsberger and refers to the fact that 
in Hebrew the pI. of ilnEJ is n,nEJ or n1 ,n9 - fem. The arrangement of topics on the stele 
would, however, favour the former explanation. The context would necessitate to translate 
2('n with "livingjbeing well". The well-being of Ja~di is mentioned on the stele already in 0.9-
10 whereas from 1.10 onwards the relationship of Panammu(wa) with the Assyrian png and 
other kings is described. Furthermore, in 1.17 iln'2( is followed by the apposition 'J'713~This 
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Schmitt's next argument for the compositeness of 1 Kgs.20 rests on his 

interpretation of C'W in v.12: 1'Yil-;Y ,lJ'W', ,lJ'W "':JY-;~ 1lJ~". 
LXX reads for this passage Kal €tn€v 1:01<;; nalalv aU1:ou OlKOBoJ.Lnaa1:€ 

xapaKa' Kat €9€v'to xapaKa €nl 1:TtV nOAlv. LXX has xapa~ to translate the 

following words ,~ (Ez.2127), :J~Q (ls.293), "~Q (Ec.914), "~Q (Dt.2019), and 

iT'i?O (ls.3733' Jer.40(33)4, Ez.42, 268).193 Of these passages Ez.2127 is of special 

interest since here O'W and an equivalent of xapa~ co-occur (0'1:J O'W; 

0"wt-;y).794 Thus it may be suggested that (0'1:J-n~) was accidentally 

dropped from MT. While this is, of course, possible 795, it is not likely that the 

same word should have been accidentally omitted twice in the same verse. It 

seems more plausible that LXX has supplemented an elliptic formula. In any 

case, the actual meaning of Benhadad's order is not clear. Even if 0'1:J is to be 

would parallel the co-occurrence of "In~ and "InD in 1.12. Cf. also 1.3 where it is narrated that 
70 ilJ~ "In'~ were killed - the grammatical subject of the sentence may not have been 
preserved. The last grammatical subject mentioned is !I~dad in 1.2. n'~ further occurs in an 
inscription by Panammu(wa), son of QRL [Donner-Rolhg, KAI, no.214] 1l.24.27.2B.30.31. Of 
these especially 1l.28-30 seem to indicate that n'~ may imply some official function. Thus 
Donner and Rollig's interpretation is preferred here. According to SA.Kaufman (Influences, 
p.82) H.L.Ginsberg showed that the reading of ilnD in the passage noted above is incorrect. 
Kaufmann refers to "Aramaic Studies Today", p.236, n.35. There, however, Ginsberg only 
states that ,~, 'nD means "so he lived and Y'dy lived" and discards the possibility of "and 
(he) let Y'dy live" by referring to the causative prefixil in 1l.4.8. iln:J further occurs in a 
letter to Pharaoh Necho dated from the end of the seventh or the beginning of the sixth 
century B.C. (Donner-Rollig, KAI no.266, 1.9). 

A different explanation for the presence of iln:J was advanced by Benzinger (K6nige, 
p.120): "Man kann vielleicht vermuten, dass ein aufmerksamer Leser, der die 32 D "1'111 in 2231 
schon vorfand, diese mit den 32 Konigen so combinierte, dass er annahm, die Konige seien 
durch D ,,111 ersetzt worden. Fur D "111 ware dann spater der ubliche Titel m n:J eingesetzt 
worden." Since, however, in 1 Kgs.22 D ,,111 was evidently retained, Benziger suggestion is not 
convincing. 

793 In Is.319 MT1~ '1~-'vt~ il1il"l-D~l 1 ,,111 OlO ,nn1 '1J~'" '1100 1Y~01 
: D?vtn'J 1~ "lm l' '~J is represented by LXX as nhp<;l 'YOp nEp1.AT)J.l~9ftaoV1:CXl We; 
XOpaKl Kat t11:1:T\9naOV1:al, 0 fiE ~EU'YWV (xAWaE1:CXl. TooE AE'YEl KUplO~ MCXK6plo~ lie; bEl ev 
l:lWV anEPllcx KCXt otKeio~ €V lepooocxAT)J.l. 

794 Cf. also Mi.414: 1 l"l ~Y DIU 1 1 ~O; LXX: auvoXTIV €1:cx(ev €~. t1J.l&;. 
795 The omission may be ascribed to Homoioteleuton: 
"Yil ~Y a") n~ 'O'II1'~'J n~ '0'111. If, for the first omission '0"1 is accepted as 

basis for the Homoioteleuton another' would have to have been inserted before 10 'W"I. The 
same is true for a possible omission of D "I J~O (pI. not in OT) or D "11 1 ~O. 
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supplemented, the beginning of a siege by the Arameans does not constitute a 

contradiction to v.14.796 

Schmitt also refers to the designations for the various participants to 

support his identification of various strands in 1 Kgs.20. 

v.1 11il-~J ui.Oc; A6€p797 
D"lK-, lJ 

2 
'JK"B1'~ AX~ lXtal>.Ea 

I~ 

3 (11il-1J ulOc; A6€p)798 

4 ~'-'~lJ o IXtav.ro; 
IoparlX 

5 ( 11il-l J ulOc; A6€p) 

7 ~'-'~lJ 61Xta1MiJc; 
I~ 

9 "il-1J uloOA8ep 
n;Cil -) 

10 11il-1J ulOc; A6€p 

11 ~'-'~lJ 61Xtav.ro; 
I~ 

13 
~,~ '[~ IXtalM'l 

I~800 

14 ::mrm AX~ 
- Ax~ 

15 - Ax., _ _799 

16 _801 

11il-1J ui.Oc; A8ep 

17 '1il-1J -

796 For D'W with the meaning of arranging an army for battle Keil refers to 1 Sam. Un and 
Job 117, Then the phrase would not imply the actual attack. 

797 LP,O + ~lMuc; ouptar;. 
798 Mentions in direct speech are given in brackets. 
799 L: Kat (0) ~~£UC; £~£p J,l£t autou. 
800 txt: B ~e2 L; too ax~ (too)~. reI. 
801 bo~~ + 0 j3a0~£uc; J,l€'[ autooV (-'[oo~; tOU b). 
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1 '7 t~ ~0'v..€1l:upiac;802 

18 • .803 

20 11il-]J uiOc; Ao€p 
01~ ,';JJ txxO'v..€Uc; ~upiac; 

21 '7~1W' ,'70 txxO'v..€Uc; IO'p<lT'\X80S 

22 

23 

26 

28 

30 

31 

32 

(0"»\-,'70 utOc; Ao€p 
tkxO'v..€Uc; ~upiac;) 

01~-,'7JJ tkxO'v..eC1lC; ~upiac; 

11il-P uiOc; Ao€p 

33 (11il-P ULOc; Ao€p) 

34 
_ .804 

38 

39 

40 

41 

43 

• .807 

_ .808 

,'713i tkxO'v..€l IO'pa1'\X 

,'Oil 6jkxO'IA€Uc; 
,'Oil tov jkxO'v..ea 

~1W' -,'70 0 fkxO'v..€Uc; IO'p<lT'\X 

~1W'-';0 0 fkxO'IA€Uc; IO'pa1'\X 

;1ot1W' -,;0 0 jkxO'IA€Uc; IO'p<lT'\X 

802 The Hebrew .•• l' 11'l" 11il-TJ n;vI', is represented in the LXX by Kat 
lxnoO'teUOOOlV Kal lxnayye:UOOOlV t~ tkxO'v..€l ~upiac; .... The table above is thus somewhat 
misleading. 0 agrees with the MT: a1t€O't€v..€V UlOC; cxO€P Kal avrryy€Mv outw. 

803 b:o tkxO'IA€\Jf;; oc2e2: 0 fkxO'lA€\Jf; auptaC;. 
804 Z boc2e2 + tkxO'v..€\Jf; auptaC;. 
805 B: 1}Q0'v..€\Jf; lO'p<XIlA.; A: f}a0'v..€\Jf; O'Up~. 
806 For'm1W' n'J 'J"Dresp.10n 'J'D(v.31)NreadsfkxO'v..€uc; .... 
807 Z + axaat3. 
808 Z bo~e2 + axaat3· 
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An analysis of the designations employed for the Israelite king in 1 

Kgs.20 does not confirm Schmitt's conclusions. In the supposed Grundschicht 

the latter is referred to by the narrator as 'J~n"r.-,'JD in w.4.7.11.21.31.32, and 

as 'J)t''''' -,'JI) J)tn)t in v.2. In the supposed redactorial expansions he is 

referred to as 'JK'W,-,'J1l JKnK (v.13), JKnK (v.13.14), 'JK,,,,,-,'J1l 
(w.22.28.41.43), and ,'Jllil (w.38.39.40). Two of the four designations used for 

the Israelite king occur in both the Grundschicht and the redactorial expansions. 

,'Jllil is used only in vv.35-43. In the preceding passages two kings were 

mentioned and thus ,'Jllil would have been ambiguous. In vv.35-43 only the 

Israelite king is mentioned. JKnK is used but once by the narrator809 and thus 

there is no clear-cut distinction of layers with regard to participant designations. 

With regard to the titles used for the Aramean king the result is no different. 

We see that in w.1-12.21 /26f.29-34 (Grundschicht) the Aramean king is called 

by the narrator "il-TJ (w.9.10.26.30). He is called D~-,'J1l "il-TJ in v.I. 

In the supposed redactorial expansions the narrator refers to him as "il-TJ in 

w.16.17, as D~-,'J1l "il-TJ in v.20 and as D~-,'J1l in v.23. We thus note 

that two of the three designations employed occur in both the Grundschicht and 

redactorial expansions. The single occurrence of the third designation, used only 

in v.23, is not enough evidence for an identification of different strata.810 The 

case is slightly different for the designations employed by the Greek versions. 

There we find that in the supposed Grundschicht the LXX only uses ulOc:; A&:p 

(vv.1811.9.10.26.30). With one exception (v.9) even in direct speech only this 

809 Twice according to the LXX. 
810 The reference to the Aramean king in v.23 as D"lK ,'JO may wen be due to the preceding 

prophetic speech where the same designation is used rather than to a later redactor. Since in 
the prophetic speech the narrator does not have free choice of the designation used for the 
Aramean king, no literary-critical conclusions regarding different layers of tradition may be 
drawn therefrom. 

811 Adapted by Land 0 to the Hebrew D"lK-,'JO 11il-TJ. 
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designation is employed (vv.3.32.33). The supposed redactorial expansions use 

various designations: uti><; AOEP (w.16) IlCXO'lAEVc; ~uptac;; (vv.17.23) and in v.20 

and the prophetic speech in v.22 uti><; AOEP I3cxO'IAEuc;; ~uptaC;;.812 But still there 

is no clear-cut difference in designations for the Aramean king, since utoc;; AOEP 

is employed in both strands. We thus conclude that the designations for the 

various participants do not constitute valid criteria for the establishment of 

redactional layers. One would have to argue that any given redactor only used 

one designation, a claim without any evidence. 

Schmitt then proceeds to argue that the passages mentioning ,,1l1'lJ or 

0' PlJY are secondary ("suspicious"). If the story presupposes that the 

geographical environment of Aphek is fundamentally difficult from that of 

Samaria and that is not the case, this could be used to question the accuracy of 

the narrative but not its integrity. A mistake could be made by a narrator just as 

well as by a redactor. But, accepting the correctness of the identification of 

Aphek with cEn-Gev813 and of Schmitt's impression of its geographical situation 

the narrative does not state that the Arameans aimed to fight the Israelites 

there. The actual meaning of ,,1l1'lJil in this passage is not certain. While the 

term usually describes the tableland of northern Moab,814 in 1 Kgs.20 it might 

refer to the Golan815 or the valley of lezreel816 , or it may not describe a 

specific region at all but just refer to general tactics. In any case it cannot be 

used to identify sources. 

Schmitt's final argument, that w.35-43 are to be regarded as secondary, 

because the other passages mentioning prophets have been shown to be 

812 It is interesting to note that 0 and L, in spite of their tendency to adapt the Greek text to 
the Hebrew, differ from the MT here (D'~C"D). 

813 See above n.627. 
814 Cf. Aharoni, LOB, p.39. 
815 Thus Koehler-Baumgartner, Hebriiisches und aramiiisc/les Lexikon zum Alten Testament , 

3rd ed. 
816 Thus Gesenius-Buhl, Hebriiisclies und aramiiisches Halldworterbuch, 17th ed., who also 

regard Aphek as having been situated there. 
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inserted by later redactors, is not justified. Nothing in the passage itself forces us 

to regard it as secondary. 

Thus we conclude that our working hypothesis according to which 1 

Kgs.221_38 and 1 Kgs.20 should be regarded as representing narratives in their 

early stages of literary development still remains valid. 

V Conclusions 

From the of the empirical model to 1 Kgs.221-38 and 1 Kgs.20 suggested 

in the present thesis, it has become apparent that the Assyrian Royal annals 

may constitute a valid analogy for the transmission of Old Testament 

narratives.817 

The four Akkadian epics considered did not meet the requirements of an 

adequate empirical model, because their late stages and the present form of Old 

Testament narratives exhibit fundamental structural differences. The usefulness 

of the Chronicler's work is, for several reasons outlined above, only a very 

limited one. The Assyrian campaign accounts, on the other side fulfilled the 

conditions set to a valid analogy. 

Our investigation of the transmission of the latter has basically 

confirmed Olmstead's generalizing view of a progressive abbreviation.818 It is, 

however, important to note that it oversimplifies the matter. We have seen that 

in several cases manuscripts written at a later date nevertheless provide an 

817 Abbreviations of Greek and Latin literature, the 'EmtoJUlt provide interesting parallels to 
the treatment of Assyrian annals. Opelt ("Epitome", cols. 968-972) mentions omissions of 
speeches, interpretative remarks, repetitions, contractions, but also some additions (d. also 2 
Makk.219_26 for an epitomizer's description of his aims). It is important to note that some 
epitomes were accomplished by the same authors as their more extensive Vorlagen (d. Galdi, 
L 'epitome nella litteratura latina, pp.257ff, Opelt, "Epitome," cols.957f). Jerome expressly 
described the Biblical Books of Chronicles as epitomes of the Books of Kings (ep53,8,18; 
quoted in Opelt, "Epitome", col. 946). 

818 "The procedure of the Assyrian scribe is regularly the same. As soon as the king had won 
his rust important victory, the rust edition of the annals was issued. With the next great victory, 
a new edition was made out. For the part covered by the earlier edition, an abbreviated form 
of this was incorporated" (Assyrian Historiography, p.8). 
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earlier text version.819 Furthermore, there are additions and expansions as well 

as omissions and abbreviations. The latter are more numerous in number but 

the existence of the former should not be ignored. It reminds us that the 

application of any analogy necessarily implies some inaccuracy. An empirical 

model can only give a broad picture. Any narrative within a collection, any 

passage within a narrative, any sentence within a passage may have been treated 

differently from its context and general developmental trends. Yet analogies are 

necessary and provide us with an important touchstone for literary critical 

methodology. 

In our analysis of the development of Assyrian campaign accounts we 

were able to establish the following indications of narratives in their early stages: 

- a complex discourse structure 
- the presence of several peaks 
- relation of sidelines to the main course of events 
- several scenes 

- a complex participant orientation pattern 
- high ratio of reversals 
- many participants 
- secondary participant as main line agents 
- co-occurrence of primary and secondary participants as agents in 

comparable situations 
- main participant relation mentioned in the supportive material rather than 

on the main line 
- a simple time organization 

- chronological order of narration 
- relation of sequence of events rather than concentration on results 

- a high rhetorical level 
- comparatively extensive use of rhetorical devices 
- descriptive sentences and phrases 

_ enumerations as compared to common denominators. 

We have found far fewer signs of secondary versions: 

_ emphasis on the significance of the events rather than on the events themselves 
(illocutionary / perlocutionary aspects)820 

- linguistic inhomogeneity 

819 Cf. e.g. Chic.-Tayl. as compared to Bull 4 or A's version of Assurbanipal's Egyptian 
campaigns. 

820 If the speeches added by ed.A are not taken from early sources, but rather express the 
redactor's ideology, they may ~e noted here. This provides an interesting parallel to the 
Chronicler's insertion of prophetic speeches and a comparison between them may yield further 
insights into the Chronicler's work and the redactions of Assyrian campaign accounts. 
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It is in the nature of things that there are more indications for early stages 

of narratives. The work of an author can in various respects not be strictly 

separated from that of a redactor. Thus, for example, already in the earliest 

version of a story the narrator may decide to present the events in thematic 

rather than chronological order or emphasize significance of events rather than 

merely relate them. From the narrative alone we cannot decide whether such 

"redactions" took place in the narrator's mind before he actually told his story or 

were carried out by subsequent editors. This implies that the narrative features 

associated with early versions, do not have to be present there. Narratives may 

be episodic already in their earliest extant version.821 

All this has important consequences for source criticism. The assumption 

of universal progressive expansion or growth of Old Testament narratives with 

all its implications822, if it cannot be supported by further evidence, should be 

abandoned. This constitutes a serious obstacle for source criticism. If narratives 

were abbreviated and text omitted, earlier stages of development are lost and 

cannot be recovered. 

A second result of our investigation concern applies to our 

understanding of supposed doublets and type scenes.823 We have seen above in 

the investigation of the transmission of accounts of Iakinlu's, Mugallu's 

SandiSarme's and Ba:>alu's submissions, that stories exhibiting similar features 

were further assimilated to each other. With the application of common 

literary-critical methodology the three brief accounts in ed.A may have been 

identified as doublets, referring to the same incident. The same is true for B's 

accounts of Assurbanipal's two Egyptian campaigns. However, since earlier 

821 Cf. e.g. the Bit-Imbi episode in ed. C. 
822 This concerns primarily the establishment of developmental stages of narratives, (d. e.g. 

Gunkel's statement: "je knapper eine Sage ist, desto wahrscheinlicher ist es daB sie in alter 
Form erhalten ist" [Urgeschichte und Patriarchen, p.26] and above, nn.5.7). 

823 Cf. Irvin, Mythyrion. 
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versions are extant, we can demonstrate that the development was a different 

one, the accounts were assimilated, not dissimilated. The narratives' distinct 

features are not secondary but present in the earliest extant version. This 

presents a further difficulty for source criticism, because originally distinct 

features may have been omitted or altered and are thus not recoverable. We 

have further seen that the development of Assyrian campaign accounts 

according to the trends recognized above, for example abbreviations or the 

preference for references to primary over mentions of secondary participants, 

could create formal inconsistencies, which therefore do not necessarily indicate 

the presence of different strands in a narrative.824 Inconsistencies or historical 

inaccuracies were also caused by the concentration on primary participants or 

on results825, updates may have created anachronisms, the general 

trustworthiness of the accounts, was, however, not affected. 

The results of our investigation also affect the criteria for the 

identification of Sagen as opposed to historical literature in the Old Testament. 

We can note that most of the "epic laws of popular poetry" ("epische gesetze der 

volksdichtung") proposed by A.Olrik826 can be recognized in the Assyrian 

campaign accounts or can be explained by general tendencies of literary 

development in the latter. The most important of Olrik's laws are: 

_ "eingangsgesetz und gesetz des abschlusses"827 
_ "gesetz der wiederholung"828 
_ "gesetz der dreizahl"829 
_ "gesetz der szenischen zweiheit"83O 

824 Cf. above n.5. 
825 E.g. according to cd. B Assurbanipal lead the Assyrian army in "his" first Egyptian 

campaign, whereas according to the earlier versions he stayed in Assyria. cr. also F's dating of 
the conquest of Elam rather than the departure of the Assyrian army during Assurbanipal's 
campaign against Teumman (see above n.437). 

826 "Epische Gesetze". Olrik's suggestions were taken up be Gunkel in the 3rd ed. of his 
Genesis commentary, p.LI, n.1, cf. also Westermann, Genesis 2, pp.33ff. 

827 The narrative relates a conflict and its resolution. 
828 Comparable situations are related in similar or identical wording. 
829 The number "three" is of special significance. No more than three participants appear in a 

scene. 
830 The narrative relates the confrontation between two protagonists. 
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- "gesetz des gegensatzes"831 

Since secondary versions tend to concentrate on the main conflict, the 

characteristics of the first, third, and fifth of these "laws" may be explained by 

redactional treatment. The second law, that of repetition, does not apply to 

Assyrian campaign accounts, but rather to the epics considered above. It is 

important to note that it does not apply to Old Testament narratives either! 

Linguistic research suggests that the third "law" with its maximum of three 

participants is probably valid for any narrative literature.832 For us it suffices to 

note that it applies to Assyrian campaign accounts. It is easily recognizable in 

episodic accounts and, since the number of participants is generally reduced 

during the process of transmission, also in secondary versions of complex 

accounts. 

Our investigation has mainly yielded negative results, arguing against the 

validity of common source critical hypotheses. literary critical research plays an 

important part in the study of the Old Testament. Since its results are 

inseparably bound to its presuppositions, continuous re-examination of the 

latter is thus crucial. The preliminary nature of a methodology based on 

hypotheses should thus be emphasized and undergo continuous re-examination. 

The present thesis suggests an empirical model for the transmission of 

Old Testament narratives, that implies a view of their literary development 

which differs markedly from that of common literary critical methodology. It 

cannot answer all the questions raised and it does not claim to be able to. Until 

further evidence is adduced, the analogy taken from the redactorial treatment 

of Assyrian Royal annals can, however, provide us with a working hypothesis 

and a general conception of how Old Testament narratives may have been 

edited. 

831 Popular poetry tends to polarize, e.g. between good and evil. 
832 Cf. Grimes (Thread of Discourse, p.269): "Four participants operating at once has not been 

found yet." 
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6 

APPENDIX I - SOURCES OF CHRONICLES 

Chronicles and 4QSama 

MT(Sam.) LXX(Sam.) 

1 Sam.313 / /1 
Chr.l03 

~K btl 

1 Sam.314 / /1 
Chr.l04 

~ np6c; 

2 Sam.53 //1 
Chr.113 

2 Sam.54b_5 
/ /1 Chr.113

833 

2Sam.56 //1 
Chr.115 

2 Sam.58 //1 
Chr.115 

+ 

... OK 'J 

'1l~J ifl'1 
o'nO~il-nK1 
O"1i7il-nK1 

1U~l uq~ 
P-~if 11i 
1ur nIJK' 
K~ nO~1. 

K1J' 
n'Jil-~ 

833 Cf. however, 1 Chr.2927• 
834 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.80. 
835 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.80. 

+ 

oon:Ea9w e:v 
nop<x~l,iOl Kol 
'[0Ue; XwAOUe; Kol 
'[0Ue; 't\)~AOUe; 
Kol'[oUe; 
J.llO'oOv'[cxc; rilv 
lJIuX1)V ~QUtO' 
b1lx '[00'[0 

e:poOO'lV T~Aol 
Kol XwAol mJK 
ElO'€A€UO'OV,[Ol ,... , 
€lC; OlKOV KUPlOU 

836 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.60.188. 
837 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.60. 
838 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.66.128. 
839 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.83.129. 
840 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.136. 

4QSamli MT(Chr.) LXX(Chr.) 

834~~ ~~ lnt 

835'JK ;K '[~ 

836 

837 _ 

838'J 

839~l , 

840ilKlW 

i11 il' 'J1J KO,[cX tOv 
~KlJ1U 1':l Myov KUplou 

blO X€tpOI; 
}:0JlOUT\A 
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7 2Sam.58 //1 846. ill1ihC'J 
Chr.US ~'., il1il' 

Y'1 1W1 
TJ JK1' 

'il'1 il'''~ 853Vh(1 

8 2Sam.59 //1 ,,, TJ" Kal!j>KOO6J.lTlC7€V 847"y illJ'1 "Yil TJ" 
Chr.U8 J'JO UtV n6~w K~ 8S4J'JOD 

848il'il" 
'il'Jx il1il'1 9 2 Sam.51Q / /1 KUpWf; il1iP 1 

Chr.119 n1KJ~ TtaII'tOKp{rtoop n1KJ~ 
843 ,'p 'vt"ln 

10 2 Sam.511 //1 fY 'vt"ln 't£K'tOVac; (<Moov 84911J[ , 1 ] ,'p 'vt"ln 
Chr.141 TJK 'vt"ln1 KaL't£K'toVac; D'DJ 'vt"ln1 

842"p ~l9wv Kal n1lJ" 
1lJ'1 !j>KOO6J.lTlC7av844 

11 2 Sam.513 I II D'"l"5) yuva'Ucac; Kat D 'lU[l~"'5) D'"l 
Chr.l~ D'lIl1 ~a.;84S 0]1 

12 2 Sam.513 / /1 "Y""'" Kat Eyevov'to 1:4\ 851"y """ "1' ,'','' 
Chr.1~ 

,,, AaulBhl ,lY 

13 2 Sam.(~/1 1 1VhC DY "J n&;oMOc;o 85211lK [ 'Jx11U' "J 
Chr.136 1 11m J.l€'t' aU'toO 

841 Cf. also the table of correspondences in Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.194-197. 
842 ,'p TJK 'vt"ln may be a combination of TJK 'vt"ln, represented by LXX(Sam.) and 

,'p 'vt"ln, represented by MT(Chr.) and 4QSam8 ; cf. Rehm, Textkritische Untersuchungen, 
p.123. 

843 0: + 0 9€6c; O. 
844 0: ~(9f.1)V 'tolXOU, L: 't01XOU or 't01XOU ~l9wv. 
845 0: naUaKa.; Kal yuvalKac; (O·A: En'ta ~a.; Kal yuva'Ucac;). 
846 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.189. 
847 Ulrich, Qumran Text, 70. 
848 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.66. 
849 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.99 
850 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.I92. 
851 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.83. 
852 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.194. 
853 The reading could be expected in Samuel, too. There, however, Joab is already mentioned 

as leader. Josephus mentions David's offer (Antiquities, VII 31), 

8S4 The reading may have been prompted by the preceding 111 1 'Y; cf. Rehm, Textkritische 
Untersuchungen, p.63. 
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EV npcmU; '"' 
£crtal€~ 
QpxovteX ICCIl 
de; crtpar\yOr 
Kal6llilkl m' 
atn:nVtv 
np«IJ1:0U; Ioq't 
ulOc;~ 
KalEY~ 
£ie; 6px6vta 

Kal 
rfJK066J.lflC7€V 
Utvn6>.w 
~ 

KUplOc; 
navtO~ 

obc066vouc; 
'tol.xf.l)vmi 
't£K'tOva.; 
(iWdv 1:00 
obcoOOJ!.fiam 
aU't4\oOOw 

yuva'ilcar; 

KaiE1:Ex9rtadl 
&aulB £1:1 

n&;I~ 



14 2 Sam.62 I 11 '~YJIJ ano"[wv I ~'n I n~YJ ~~ nn;YJ CtV£PT'\ Elt; 
Chr.136 n',il' Ctpx6v"[wv Iot& ~7ln]'1p 0'1Y' n'1p n6Alv ~Cl\ltB, ii 

n"n'; 1~ ~v "toO 10000 

15 2 Sam.62 I 11 T"~ n)v KlPw"[OV "[00 as in Sam., 111K n)v K If}w"[OV 
Chr.136 1~ O'il;~n BEOU, e:4>' iiv however without 0'il'Jx,1 "[008EOO 

DW DVl K1Pl e:nEKAnBT'\ "[0 n1XJ~ illil' JVll' illil' KUPtou 
n1KJ~ illil' QV0J.la Kupiou and only once O'J11Jn Ka8T'IJ.lE:VOU E:nl 

Jill' "[wv OUV6:J.lEWV 858. DV1 OW K1Pl Xe:pouthv, 00 
O'J"~il KaBT'\J.lE:VOU tnt tne:KM8T'\ 

l' Y "[wv XEPOU~lV 6voJ.la oohoO 
e:n' aUUic; 

16 2 Sam.63 I 11 0'il;X.1 Kupiou 8591 [ liP] O'il;Xn BEOO 
Chr.137 

17 2 Sam.63 111 n;lYil-nX e:4>' QJ.la(av 860n;lyn In]K n~lYJ n)v QJ.la<av 
Chr.137 ilVl1n Kalvr)v 

18 2 Sam.64 I 11 1il~~" 1 aUv "tfj Kl~"[q, 861. 

Chr.137 n'JIJ Kat oi cXOEA4>ot 
1~ J'l'JK aU"[OU 

OY ilYJ1J E:nope:Uov"[o 

l"~ €j.mpocr8ev tilt; 
O'il~n Kl~"[o085S 

1;1n 1'n~1 
T l1x.1 'l~; 

19 2 Sam.6s II 1 n'J ;J oi uiot Icrp<xT\X 862~11U' 'lJ ;K11U' ;J n&; I crp<xT\X 
Chr.138 

;K11U' 

20 2 Sam.6s II 1 ,~ ;JJ E:V tcrXUl Kat E:V lY] lY-~J E:V n6:crn 
Chr.138 O'iI"J WOa~ 8630 '1 'V1J l 1 0'1'ilJ1 MV6:J.l€l Kat EV . ll; 

!JIaX "[q&'lI;R6S 

21 2 Sam.66 111 l1Jl NwOap~6 86411' /1l 11'J .866 

Chr.139 

~S 0: + Kat ~pav aUnlV ano OlKOU 'AJ.llVaOa~ E:V ~Uvq, (O-A: Oc; ~v E:V"[q, ~uvq,). 
856 B. A: Naxwv, a-A: Axwv, L: Opva "[00 I€~ucraLOU. 
857 Ulrich, Qumran Text, 194. 
858 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.194. 
859 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.194. 
860 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. YJ1J . nil1" is missing in 4QSam8 (Ulrich: "DiUography"). 
861 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
862 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
863 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
864 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
865 L: woa'll;. 
866 A: XetAwv. complures: X€(l)OwV. 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

867 
868 
869 
870 

871 

872 
873 
874 
875 
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2Sam.66 111 P"l( 'm 
Chr.139 O'il'm.l 

,J TnK" 

2Sam.6, 111 O'il'm.l DV1 
Chr.1310 

2Sam.~ 111 'JvIi1'Jy 
Chr.1310 

2 Sam.6, I 11 T'"l( DY 
Chr.13l0 O'il'm.l 

2Sam.~ II 1 11m" 
Chr.13I2 

2 Sam.613 I I 1 0'1~ i1V1V1 
Chr.1526 

2 Sam.613 I I 1 K'1n 1111 
Chr.1526 

2 Sam.614 I I 1 
Chr.1527 

OL: + Enl. 'tfj (> A) nponE:'tEIQ. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.195. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.l96. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 196. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 196. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 196. 
Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 196. 

UtV X£tpa aU'toO 
€nl UtV KtI3w'tOV 
'tOO 9£00 
Karooxelv 
aUUtV Kal 
€Kpcm,O'EV 
aU'tTtV 

€KElO 9E6c; 

.867 

napa UtV 
KijJw'tOV 'tOO 
Kupiou Evwmov 
'toO 9EOO 

XE:ywv 

(~O'av IJ£'t' 
." )rn' au'twv... 'ta 

X6pOl 

IJOOxoc; Kal iipva 

ll"l( 'm l1'~ UtV X£1pa 
868 [0 'il] "pt] il IlKTnK cmoOmO 

1l~1 1Ca1:00x£U1 t1'\11 
Ktl3wmv 

869 [ 0] 'il'mit CIt EKEl 

n'Jv1 1V1K 'Jy] n'Jv1 1V1K-'Jy 6u't 'to E:K't£U1at 
870'm ['1' 'Jy '1' UtV X£1pa 

T'lKiI aU'toO E:nL t1'\11 
KtI3w't6v 

'l~ D'il'JK '10" cXn£vavtlmO 
871[0']il[1] 9€oO 

87211m" 11m" At.ywt! 

873. 

0'10 inlJi1 0'19 inlJV1 E1t'tcl IJ6c7x~ 
ilJYSVl1 inI~' Kal. E7rtcl 

874[0' 'K 0' 'K KptOUr; 

10 words875 D' '''il "J mlv't€C; ot 
IlK O'KWnil Awl'tal 

l'lKiI 
D'11V1rJil 

a\pov't£Ca Utll 
KtPwmv 'tflt; 

1Vi1 il'llJ' K ta9f\JalC; 
2$llil lCUpiou JCal. ol 

D'11V1rJil ~ 'tctOOl JCal. 
XWV£VIQI;O 

iipxwv 'tCdv 



~V'tWV 
Q,MV'tWV 

30 2 Sam.614 I I 1 111n ,,,, Kala ~cxutB 878"ln ,,,,, 'J~, Kal £nl ~cxutB 
Chr.15Z7 

1J ,,5m £VO€KOOWc; ,J 1'~~ O'tOAl1 
O'tOAl1V PUOOlVTl 
£~aUov876 

31 2 Sam.615 1/ 1 'JJ, "" Kat ~tB K(xl. 879[,,,] ", 'J~1W" 'JJ, n&c; IO'petTlA 
Chr.1528 ~'W" n"J n&; a otKOI; 

IOpa1'\A 

32 2 Sam.615 I I 1 ,,, 'J~", Kallxvitv€YK€V 880'J~" , 'J"1p'" Kal 
Chr.161 "l~'J mil'JlI ~cxul6 O1~~ npoanV€YKav 

iI'iI" aAoKcxu'twJ..la'ta aAoKcxu'twJ..lata 
£vwmov KUptoU 

33 2 Sam.7Z3 I I 1 DJ'J mw'J, 'toG nOlnoal mw~~'J] 017'1 J..l€ya 
Chr.17z1 iI'J'lil J..l€yaAwaUVTlv 881[iI 'll 

34 2 Sam.7Z3 I 11 '''iI~' Kat O'KT\vwJ..lata 88ZD"7i1~' 
Chr.17Z1 

35 2 Sam.81 I 11 ilIlKJ' 1nD tT\v 883i1DKJ' lnll iI'nlJ' nJ r €e Kal t(xc; 
Chr.181 .Pl0J..l€VTlV KWJ..lClf; ro'J'tT)C; 

36 2 Sam.8z I 11 "ilm KaL£Y€V€'to 884[01']iI' "ii" Kalnoav 
Chr.18z 

37 2Sam.84 111 illIJvI, ~'J~ xv..lcl'" (XpJ..la'ta JJP ~'J~ JJ1 ~'J~ X v..l<X lip J..la'ta 
Chr.184 D'vI1~ m~ Kate:n'ta 88 [~JV1' iI~J~ Kale:n'ta 

XtAtOO€C; inn€wv D'~ XtA~ 
D"vI1~ '(nnwv 

38 2Sam.86 I 11 ,,,'J (€y€v€t06 ,'[,,'J] 1"'7 (noav) t«7> 
Chr.186 D"J~'J l:upoc;) 't«7> ~cxutB 886D"J~ D"J~ ~tB Etc; 

de; OOUAOUC; na'iOac; 

876 The Vorlage for £(aAAOV may have been read by the LXX as 'J (Rehm, Textkritische 
Untersuchungen, p.53. 

877 A: e:n'ta. 
878 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 1%. 
879 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 1%. 
880 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 197. 
881 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.67. 
88Z Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.71. 
883 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.183. 
884 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.159f. 
885 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.56. 
886 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.159. 
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39 2Sam.8g 111 il)'il a¥>8Pa 888il)' il)' o+65Pa 
Chr.18g 

40 2Sam.8g II 1 EVaU"tcp "Oa,v, iIW il) ] i1W ~ E( a\mJO 
Chr.18g EnOlTlaEV ~9 ••• D' OK D' OK ilO rnoUlaEv 

l:a).wJ..l.W1l rltv OK' I1V1n lil ~)UlJVti\v 
9cV.aaaav rltv D"'OYil eoMaaav ti\v 
XaXKf\v Kat "toUc; I1V1nlil~~ xcWcf\vlCCd 
anJ).ouc; Kat wUc;~ 
rulv"ta Kat toUc; Kat ta 01C£6rt 
MUt:f\pOI; Kat "taXcWca 
rulv"ta ta O1CWrl 

41 2 Sam.lOs I 11 UnEP "twv 890D 'V1)2(,' [ 'Jy D 'Vll2(,' 'Jy ~ Chr.19s lxv6pWv 

42 2 Sam.lOs I I 1 '"") lJV1 Ka9iaatE EV 891m,' ,JV1 ,",'J ,JV1 Ka9laatEW 
Chr.19s I EP1XIIJ IEpl)(1IJ 

43 2 Sam.106 I I 1 89290J ,JJ 9'JK ,JJ 9'JK Xi).1Qt~ 
Chr.196 90) 

44 2 Sam.106 I 11 D"lKOK' _~7 )J, ~)'~O, )J, il)'~O' Kat£le~ 
Chr.196 il)'~ D'W1g D'W1g, Op)1Q"talCCd 

lmtElc; 

45 2 Sam.107 I I 1 9'JK D'1W dKoalXtA~ D['vhrJ D'~ D'lVI 8966U0Kal 
Chr.197 '''11 nEtiilv ~)J' 9 9'JK D'~1 "tpuJKovtCI 

)), XtA\lOJ; 
Op~ 

46 2 Sam.107 I I 1 POy ['lJl POY 'l)1 Kalol utol 
Chr.197 ~ l~OKl l~OKl AJl)UllV 

D''U1]i1 D"W ~ 
£Ie. 
n6AaaJv aJnIi'N 

~7 0: Kat POllJ~ Kal rltv ~upt.all muj3a, M: Bal9pO!.1l~ Kal tov ~UPt.all l:ouIkx. L: Kat Bal9pooJJ 
Kat "tov ~upov ~oufkx. 

888 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.45-47. 
~9 Ulrich" Qumran Text, p.45-47. 
890 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.85. 
891 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.136. 
892 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.152. 
893 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.152. 
~ Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.152. 
89S Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.152. 
896 BS: + clpJ.LCl"ra Kat mn£'lC; (ex 6 repet.). 
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47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

2 Sam.2416 / / iPil ~v 
1 Chr.2115 

2 Sam.2416 / / ill"Ril Opva 
1 Chr.2115 

2 Sam.2416 / / 
1 Chr.2115 

2 Sam.2417 / / il1il' KUPlOV 
1 Chr.2117 

2 Sam.2417 / / 'JlR1 Kal €yw ElJ.ll 6 
1 Chr.2117 "n"1Yil nOlJ.ll1v 

€KaKOnOlT'\O'a 

2 Sam.2418 / / 1'7 1IJK'1 
,..,. . ~ 

K(Xl ELn€V (xu1:C!' 
1 Chr.2118 OPil il'7~ exvatlrl9 l Kal 

O'rilO'ov 

2 Sam.2419f / / ,J, 'WR KaS • QV 1:p6nov 
1 Chr.2119f illil" DWJ €V€t€LAa1:0 

~PW" cxU1:Q KUPlO<;. Kal 
ill1l1R 8l€KUI\J€V Opva 

897 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.156-159. 
898 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.156-159. 
899 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.91.l56-159. 
900 Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp.156-159. 
901 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.86. 
902 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.105. 
903 Ulrich, Qumran Text, p.158. 

897,OUl 'OY €0',[Wc; 

898ill'[R ll'R Opva 

nR '''''1 RlU"1 '''1' R\U"1 Kat€n11pEV 
. .. 1" l "Y 1"l"Y nR ~(XlJlB ,[OU«; 
Y'RI, [1" J R'''1 ~eaAJ.lOU«; 

1" J 1 1R'7o-nR cxU'[oO Kal 
o [ "1 0 [ Vlil J JOY il 1 il , E1B£V'[OV 

il~1'7V1 '[JJ'"' Y'~' l'J OYYEAOV Eh; 
il"~lJ ,"J O'OWil 1"J1 Kupiou eO'tw'[a 

..• ~ Vl1" '7Y 'J'~' Cx.va J.l£O'ov rile; 
Y O"lPTil ,'''J il~1 W yfie; Kat exva 

Oil"[l~ '7Y ~"Dl J.l€O'ov toO 
o'oJJnn D ~'1' oupavoO,Kal1't 

8990 "PVI[ J 1'" ~"1 POJ.l~ia cxUtoO 
0'lPlil1 €O'1'taO'J.l£VT\ €V 

O'OJO -rfj XEtpl cxU1:o0 
o "pWJ €K1:E1:aJ.l£VT\ 

tnt 
I EPOUO'aAT'\J.l 

9OOillil" D'il'7Kil 9E6v 

ilY'il "Jl[R1J 'nY'il Y1il1 KaKOnOlWV 
901 "nY'il €KaKOnO IT'\O'a 

902il'7~ 10K'1 1'1''7 1nR'7 toO EtnElv 
il'7~' ':1 np6c; .6.(xul8 

D"Pil'7 "1' lva ixvaPu 1:00 
O'rilO'al 

ilU 'V/[RJJ il1X ,WRJ QV €AOATlO'EV 
903~pVI'" illil" JW"1 il1il" €V 6v6J.la1:l 

111R Kupiou Kal 
€n€O'tpEI\JEv 
Opva 
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54 

904 

230 

2Sam·~o// 
1 Chr.2120 

Cf. above, 00.49. 

rnn ,"Oil 
",JY 

"r,y D"JY 
2a', 

illll1K 
,nllJ1' , 

":JK ,')0" 
ilY"m 

'tOV lJaaiA€a Kal. 
'toUe; naWac; 
ai.l1:00 
nopanopeuo
J.l€vouc; £navoo 
aU'toO, KaL 
1tpOO€1CUl/na€v 
't4\ IJaatMl €TIl. 
np6awnov aUt:oO 
£111. UtV yflv 

1K"nil 
nYJ1K' 

,ny "lJ 
D'KJnnO 

vn 1l1K' 
D'Dn 

't6v~a 
Kal't€a~ 
uiolaU'toO 
J.l€'t' aiJ'toO 
J.l€'taxafSur JCCXi 
Opva~v 
0Mf)w nupoOr; 



The Chronicler's literary References905 

David906 'JK1IJYI '1J1 1'11 '1J1 
'1J1 / ilK1il 0' lvm1il 1'JIJil 
/ K"Jlil lnl 

mnil 11 "1J1 
..• ~"l1nK.11 
1n1J IJ-'JJ 011 

(1 Chr.2929_30) ln11Jll 
1vm O'nllill 

1 "'J1I "JlI 
'JK11U"-'J1I1 

Solomon lnl "1J1 ilIJ'JYI "1J1 1KY1 ilIJ~YI "1J1 15J0 ilIJ~YI "1J1 1n" 
nK1J~ / K"Jlil 0"lWK1il (1 Kgs.1141) i1W 1vm-'JJ 1 

"l1 "Ylil il'nK 0"l"nK.11 1nIJJn1 
"111' nltn / 

01lJ1 "-~11 ilTnil 
13Jl-IJ 

(2 Chr.929) 

Rehoboam il"lIIJYI "1J1 01lJn1 "1J1 "1J1 15J0 "1J1 1n" 
"111 K'Jlil 0" l1WK1il "J'JIJ'J O'IJ'il 1Y1K-'J:n 01lJn1 

ilTnil • •• 0" 1 "n~il 1 il11il' i1IUlI 
(2 Chr .1215) 01lJn1 m IJn IJ 1 (1 Kgs.1429) 

01lJ1"1 
O"IJ"il-'JJ 

Abijah K'Jlil Yl111J il"JK "1J1 1n" '1J1 1ElO O"JK "1J1 1n" 
1111 1'J111 'J'JIJ'J O"IJ"il ilW 1Y1K-~J 1 

(2 Chr.1322) il11il' 
(1 Kgs.157) 

Asa o "J'JlJil-1ElO KOK "1J1 "1J1 15J0 1~' 'JK11U'1 il11il''J 0' l1Y1K1il 'J'JIJ'J O'IJ"il KOK-'1J1- J 
(2 Chr.16n ) 0'l11nKil1 il11il' m11Jr'JJ1 

(1 Kgs.1523) ilW 1vm-'JJ 1 
1Y1K O'111il1 

illJ 

Jehoshaphat K1n" "1J1 '1J1 1n" "1J1 15J0 "1J1 1n" 
1vm "lln-1J 135JYl1il" "J'JIJ'J O"IJ"il U5JYl1il' 

1ElO-'J1I 907il~~i'I O"lY1K1il il11il" 1n'1J11 
'JK11U" "J IJ O"l1nK.11 (1 Kgs.2246) 1Y1K1 ilW-1~ 

908(2 Chr.2034) on 1 

905 For the reigns of Jehoram (cf. 2 Kgs.823), Ahaziah, Athaliah, Amon (2 Kgs.2125), Jehoahaz, 
Jehoiachin, and Zedekiah the Chronicler has no literary reference. 

906 A further reference to possible sources for the account of David's reign is 15J01J 
1"" 1'JIJ'J 0 "tp il- "1J1 (1 Chr.2724; LXX: E:V IitPAiqJ Mywv -rwv TtJ.l.EPWV -roO l3aaLAEW<; 
~cxut5). 

907 LXX has KCX"tEypcnpEV and the Vulgate reads digessit. 
908 cf also 1 Chr.91. 
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lehoash ,£JO Vh,n KIlnlil J" , '~J ',J, ,£JO 'K" ',J, 111' 
D'J"nil "0" l' SI 'J"n" D'n'il i1W "lVIK-":n 

(2Chr'~7) D'il'JK., n'J il'1i1' 
(2Kgs.l~) 

Arnaziah '~O ',J, ,n' ',J, ,£JO ',J, "lll' 
il"il'-'J n 'il'~nK 'J"n" D'n'il 1i1'~ 

'JK1W" D'lVIK'il il"il' 
(2 Chr .2526) D'l"rm." (2 Kgs.1418) 

Uzziah 1il'W' JnJ ',J, ,£JO ',J, ,n' 
K'Jlil nnK-ll ',J, ,n' 'J"n" D'n'il 1il",Sl 

(2Chr'~1) D'lVIK'il 1il'lSl il"il' i1W 1VIK-"J 1 
D'nrm." (2 Kgs.156) 

lotham909 
'JK"lW'-,~g Dm' "s' ,n' ',J, ,£JO Dm' ',J, "lll' 

1'n1nn n-"J1 'J"n" D'n'il i1W "* il"il ''1 ,'J", il',il' 
(2 Kgs.277) (2 Kgs.1536) 

Ahaz '~O 1 ',J, ,n' ',J, ,£JO lnK ',J, "lll' 
il',il'-'J n "J"-"J' 'J"n" D'n'il i1W "* 'JK"lW" D'lOOil il',il' 

(2 Chr.28u) D'l"rm." (2 Kgs.1619) 

Hezekiah 1il'W' ptn ',J, ,n' ',J, ,£JO ',J, 1n' 
K'Jlil nnK-~ 1il'ptn' 'J"n" D'n'il "J1 1il'pln 

'£JO- 1',on, il"il' 1VIK, ,n',J1 
il',il'-'J"n (2 Kgs.20z0) ilJ'J~ iUN 
~" il il-mn 

(2 Chr .32:32) D'nil-1lK KJ'1 
il"v.1 

Manasseh 'J"n "J1 1 '1J1 1n' '1J1 1£J0 i1V1ln '1J1 1n' 
91O'JK"lW' ,n"£Jm i11l1ln 'J"n" D'n'il i1W .-":n 

(2 Chr.3318) "il'JK-'JK il"il' "1V1K 1mmn1 
D'tnil ',J" (2 Kgs.21n) 2mn 

,,'JK D'1J,nil 
'il'JK il1il' DVlJ 

'JK"lW' 

911'T 1n '1J' In''£Jn 
(2 Chr.3319) '''-1n~il' 11lKDn- J, 

'''Sln, 
"lVIK m Dnpnil 1 
mnJ DilJ illJ 

909 L...~ furthe.,r reference to possible sources for the account on the reign of Jotham is: D"J 
1~1W'-' n DSlJ1' 'n'J1 il11il'-,"n Dn" 'n'J nnpnil(l Chr.517; nQv'[wv 6 

~x1D)l6r; tv E:J,l€palC; IEpolX>aJ.l tJaatAEWC; Io-pan).). 
910 ']x"" 'J,n> LXX. 
911 LXX: '[wv Mywv 'twv OpWv'[wv. 
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O"'~il '''lJ!Jil1 
"l£]' O"'O£]il1 

1!JlJil 

Josiah '£]0 ",J, ,n" ",J, '£]0 ",J, ,n" 
'~'ID"-"J'lJ 1",on1 1il"~" "J,lJ, D"lJ"il 1il"~" il'1il"1 n'1nJ JlnJJ il'1il" ilW ,~- J, 

(2 Chr.3526-27) ''''J1' .il1il" (2 Kgs.232S) 

D"l~'il 
O"l1n~" 

Jehoiakim "J,lJ '£]0 "'J1 ,n" ",J, '£]0 "'J1 ,n" 
il'1il'" ~'ID" ° "i''' 1il" "J,lJ, D"lJ"il D"i''''il'' 

(2 Chr.36g) , mJ!Jnl il1'il" ilW '~-;J' 
ilW-'~ (2 Kgs.24s) 

1"'!J ~~lJlil' 
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APPENDIX IT - DISCOURSE PROFILES 

Figure 1 discourse profile for B's account of ASsurbanipal's campaign against 
Agseri 

~ 
~ ,.... 

! Valli 

iii16 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99/ivl 

Figure 2 discourse profile for B's account of ASsurbanipal's campaign against 

Agseri, indicating alterations by F and A 
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Ualli 

iii 16 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99/iv1 

[I] retained by F and A 

added by A 



Figure 3 discourse profile of B's account of Assurbanipal's campaign against 
Teumman 

iv87 99/v1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99/vi1 10 16 

Comments: 

1. ASW'banipal's campaign against AbSeri (figures 1 and 2) 

The oldest account of the major versions is that of edition B. B begins 

the account with the campaign formula "[ina banse] girrlya eli Abseri sar 

matmana lu allik" (iii16). The account is divided into various episodes. A first 

unit is framed by the mention of Abseri as major enemy of ASsurbanipal (iii16) 

and the narration of his death (iii82-8S). Within this larger section iii16-69 narrate 

the campaign from the setting off of the Assyrian army to the safe return. Mter 

the account of the campaign proper a minor expedition against the Manneans is 

reported (iii70-81), Then a short episode narrates Abseri's fate (iii82-8S). This 

segment is introduced by the mention of the Mannean king referring to his 

insubmissiveness. A second major unit narrates the submission of Abseri's son 

Valli (iii86-iv2). 

Within the main campaign account (iii16-69) two sections, both 

introduced by "ina metiq girrlya" can be isolated (iii34-42; iii52-6S). We have seen 
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in A's version of Msurbanipal's campaign that this formula was used to mark an 

insertion of a list of submissive vassal kings.912 A similar function may be 

assumed for the expressions in iii34.51' We can further note a case of resumptive 

repetition913 in 11.50-51 and 1.66: 

"na~ Suatu mud abbul aqqur ina diSati aqmu 
malak 10 time 5 time uSalJribma914 Saqummata atbuk (U.50-51) 

ina tib tabazIya nufiSu uSalJrib" (1.66) 

The pronominal suffixes in "nagilsu" (ii~) and "matIsu" (ii4;7) refer back 

to Abseri, who was last mentioned in 11.43-46. There it is narrated that he fled 

from Izertu, his seat of government, to Atrana. 11.47-51 relate the siege and 

conquest of Izertu and other cities and the devastation of the whole district 

("nagil suatu"). L.66 thus resumes the narration where it had been interrupted 

for the insertion.915 When this insertion was made is impossible to 

determine.916 In our establishment of B's discourse profile we shall concentrate 

on iii16-33.43-51.66-69' Two further episodes (iv3-8.9-17) were separated from the 

previous sections by a horizontal line in the InS. and are thus treated separately. 

912 Cf. above p.107 with n.396. 
913 Cf. Talmon, "Synchroneity and Simultaneity". 

From F's account of A~~urbanipal's first campaign against Ummanaldasi (cf. rlii33-36)' 
where Fiii37f is resumed by Fiii70 is evident, that the presence of a resumptive repetition alone 
does not necessary imply that the framed section was inserted by a later redactor. If the text 
between these lines was secondarily incorporated the narrative in its earlier version would not 
have mentioned Ummanaldasi. Cf. also Bvii57.77. 

A further example is provided by the insertion of Cxso..56> which narrate that Yauta' fled to 
Natnu, who offered him protection from the Assyrians. Thereafter C relates Natnu's 
submission to ASsurbanipal. The inserted passage is framed by resumptive repetition (D4s-
48.57-59)' A has transferred the account of Natnu's submission into the context of a campaign 
against Abiate', Natnu's ally. Again the insertion was marked by resumptive repetition 
(Aviii48.69)· 

914 Thus K 1705, K 1:732, eds. F and A. B: "u§abrirma". 
915 Similarly "alale girriya" (iii43) refers back to "attaUaka" (iiin ). 
916 It should be noted that Biii34-42 in its extant form is not a self-contained unit. "adi qereb 

a1izertu" (iiilS) receives its significance from the report of Izertu's conquest (m..7-SO)' On the 
other hand in Biii34-42 there are no pronominal references pointing outside the section (F and 
A have added "-~u" to "alani" [Biii37 / / Fii26 / / Aiino))' It is only in iii44, that Izertu is 
described as "al brriitisu", in iii38 the city had been plainly mentioned. Since it might be 
expected that the significance of the city is mention at the earliest occurrence of its name, "adi 
qereb a1izertu" may be seen as an adaptation of the inserted passage to the context. No 
certainty, however, can be obtained. 
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As has been mentioned above, B begins the account with a campaign 

formula. The motive for Assurbanipal's campaign (Abseri's "sin") is given in 

subordinate clauses, first in general (lisa ana sarrani abbeya la kitnusu -1.19), 

then more specifically (itappalu da[bab]ati -1.19917). The inciting event, typically 

the arrival of a messenger or a request for help, is not mentioned. The first lines 

dealing with the campaign proper (ii20ff) mention that the Assyrian army went 

off and set up camp. 

The parallelism "usmannu addina / askuna karasi"918 constitutes a rise of 

the surface structure level. The next lines mention that Abseri learned of 

("iSmema") the Assyrian preparations for battle. Now both opponents have 

entered the scene and move towards each other - tension rises. The participant 

relation, which at the beginning of the account had been A-B, has changed to B

A. The description of Abseri's advance is unusually extensive.919 The 

supplements of itbuni constitute an EEN-construction: 

ina sat musi 
ina920 sipir nikilti 
ana epes tabazi (itbiini) 
ana mitbu~i ummanateya (iii25_27) 

The whole passage is arranged as overlay: 

ana 
ana 

epes tabazi 
mitbussi 

itbiini 
ummlinliteya 
sabe tabiizlya iUiSun imdabbasii 

iskunii abiktasun (iii26-29)' 

The mention of the Assyrian victory is further amplified by a description 

of its extent (iii30)' The conflict is resolved and tension decreases, only to rise 

917 Cf. Thompson, "A Selection from the Cuneiform Historical Texts", p.l04 (#25). 
918 The actual text of B iii21_22 is not certain. Piepkorn gives: "oo. askunu [ .... k]a-ra-si ... " 

and notes that the break is big enough to accommodate 11 signs. , n.18f, however, reads 
"askuna karlisi" with no break at all between the words. The text of BM 134441 (Thompson, "A 
Selection from the Cuneiform Historical Texts from Nineveh", p.l04, #25) is intelligible and 
constitutes a chiastic parallelism: "usmannu addina / askuna karasi". There is thus no literary 
reason to assume that some words have been omitted. 

919 For descriptions of enemies' advance after having learned of the Assyrian advance cf. HT 
obv.5-8.16; BiS7-62.66-67.73-74; iV33-34; vii9_29• 

920 Omitted in Thompson, "A Selection from the Cuneiform Historical Texts", #24. 
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again with the mention of M~urbanipal's advance. In the report of battle and 

victory 3rd p.pl. had been employed (participant relation A' B'). Now the scope 

has switched back to the Assyrian king (iii31)' While the first confrontation 

appears to have taken place in Assyria921 M~urbanipal then enters Mannean 

territory. The narration of this is intensified by "~altg" (1.33). 

Again Abseri learns of Msurbanipal's advance (1.43)922, but this time he 

leaves Izertu and escapes (11.44-46). Again, the report of the ravaging of the 

whole district (1l.47-50) is intensified by a description of the extent of the 

destruction (1.51), which parallels, and exceeds 1.30: 

malak 3 beri eqli salmatiSunu umallu ~era rapSa (iii3Q) 
malak 10 ume 5 lime usabribma saqummata atbuk (illSt)' 

This section constitutes an EEN construction: 

nag11 suatu aksud 
abbul 
akkur 
ina disati aqmu 
malak 10 lime 5 lime uS$ibma Saqummata atbuk (iiiso-S1)' 

While iii30 has the Assyrian army as agents, in the second passage 

M~urbanipal himself is the grammatical subject. Thus in the narration the result 

of the second confrontation contains the overall peak of B's account. The other 

sections do not exhibit substantial rise or decline of the rhetorical level. 

2. AHurbanipal's campaign against Teumman (figure 3) 

Of the major editions B provides the oldest extant report.923 Because of 

the extensive use of direct speech, parallelisms and EEN constructions the 

921 Cf. iii21f, restored after Thompson, "A Selection from the Cuneifom Historical Texts", 
p.104, #25, n.1Sf to "a1dur aSSur uSmannu addima ... ". 

922 The wording exactly parallels 1.23. 
923 K 2652 (cf. Streck, pp.189-195) may represent the text of one of B's Vorlagen. This ms. 

commemorates the dedication of a bow to IStar and relates ABurbanipal's prayer, IStar's reply 
and the seer's dream. The purpose of the inscription and the presence of "amSala" in K 2652, 
obv.25 (B: "ina sat musi suatu") point to a date not long after the event. 

The parallels between Band K 2652 can be explained by either assuming a) that B (or a 
non-extant fore-runner) incorporated part of the votive inscription in its account or b) that K 
2652 constitutes an extract of B's Vorlage, in which case it would be impossible, without further 
text fmds, to establish for each difference between the two manuscripts their relative order. 
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rhetorical level of B's account is comparatively high. The literary devices 

employed allow only a slow progress of narration. The narrative structure is 

complex and exibits two climaxes. 

B begins its account with the campaign formula "ina sibe girrlya elil 

teumman sar matelamtiki lu allik" (Biv87_88)' Teumman's relations with Assyria 

are described in a subordinate clause after the mention of his name. There it is 

stated that he sent a messenger to ASsurbanipal demanding the extradition of 

the Urtaku's and Ummaldase's sons who had sought refuge in Assyria. The 

mention of ASsurbanipal's refusal clarifies the conflict the resolution of which is 

related in the campaign account. 

At first Teumman's messengers are mentioned in a subordinate clause 

("sa ... iStanappara"; BivS9-94) and plainly described as "lrubemessu . 

. Assurbanipal's reply contain's only one main line verb: " ... ul aqbrsu" (Biv96)' 

Then B again refers to Teumman's envoys, this time in a main clause ("ina 

mubbi ... iStanappara") amplified by "arbiSam" (Biv97-98)' Teumman's officers 

are mentioned by name (Biv97) and his messages are described as "merebete" 

(Biv97)' Correspondingly Assurbanipal's reaction is related in a chiastic 

parallelism with two main line verbs: " ... urn amgur ul addinsu" (BV2)' The 

repetitive structure delays the mention of the inciting event and thus increases 

tension. 

K 2652 and ed.B differ greatly in their description of the campaign proper. In K 2652 only 
three lines (rev.11-13, 1.10 probably corresponds to BV7S-76) are devoted to the expedition. The 
text of K 2652 is not well preserved and, since it does not parallel ed. B, it cannot be restored 
with any certainty. According to K 2ti52 Teu~man appears to have been killed by his subjects 
(rev.12: "iddu Ipagar Iteumman sar matelamtiklll). B reports that Assurbanipal decapitated the 
Elamite king (viI)' In the prese~ed porti~ns of K 2652 this is only mentioned in rev.16: "eli 
nikkis qaqqadi Iteumman sar matelam[tikl]", which may refer back to the lost part of 1.12. K 
2652 with its reference to secondary participants appears to represent an older version 
compared to !3 (cf. also Bvii60-61 / / AivIS: "eli nikkis qaqqadi Iteumman sa ikkisu aburu 
ummanatemesia .. ."). Since with regard to the date of K 2652 no final conclusion seems 
possible, we have taken ed.B as our point of departure. The differences between K2652 and 
ed.B in the narration of Teuman's death provide an interesting parallel to 1 Sam.319_10 / / 1 
Chr.l09_10· 
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Another parallelism, immediately following the previous one, has the 

adversaries in opposition and clarifies the conflict even further: 

Iteumman lemutta iSteni'a 
dsin isteni'su itatmes lemutti (v3-s), 

It is noteworthy that this passage das not mention the Assyrian king. The 

conflict is still an indirect one. 

The narrative proceeds to describe astronomical phenomena (BV5_10924), 

foreshadowing Teumman's accident (BVlO_U).925 The conflict seems to be 

resolved and tension decreases. However, in the next lines the reader/listener 

learns that Teumman nevertheless intends to attack (BV14-15)' 

B then reports that ~~urbanipal received intelligence of the Elamite 

advance (BV15-24)' The message, and within the message Teumman's plan, is 

quoted in direct speech and thus increases the rhetorical leve1.926 

Correspondingly the description of ASsurbanipal's emotional response, too, is 

unusually extensive. The Assyrian king prays to Istar (Bv25_46) and receives her 

reply (BV46-49), which is continued by a seer's dream (Bv49-67)' ~~urbanipal's 

prayer is artistically composed. There are several EEN-constructions built in. At 

first the order of the appositions after mention of ~surbanipal's name follows 

Ehelolfs principle: 

"sar matassur 
binfit qateki 
sa ibsubfisu assur abu banfiki 
ana uddus esreti .. ." (Bv30-31) 

924 The reference of "inbu" (Bv9) is uncertain. It may either indicate the New Moon (cf. von 
Soden, AHw, II, p.381) or the execution of Sin's plan. 

92S The description of Teumman's illness is given in a triad: 
sapatsu uktambilma 
enull isbirma 
gaba~u iSsakin ina libbiSa. If with A 7962, P3, K 10621 we add -su to enu (cf. Piepkom, 

Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.63, n.4) the passage would constitute an EEN-construction. A 
7962 and K 2732 have libbiSu for libbiSa (cf. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscriptions,p.63, n.7) 
thus altering the reference from "enu" to "Iteumman" and increasing the parallelism. 

926 For common descriptions of comparable events cf. e.g. HT obv. 9.24; B i63-64; ii17; iv3S_ 
38.43-47' 
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The supplements of "imbu zikidu" are also arranged to an EEN

construction. 

"uddus esreti 
sullum par~ISun 
na~ar piriSti"sun 
sutub libbIsun927 (Bv31-32) 

The next three lines lines contrast Msurbanipal and Teumman: 

anaku asroo asteni'i allika ana palab ilutiki u sullum parslki u 
sii teumman ... la miisaqir ilani kussur kali ana mitbusu ummaniitcya (Bv35_36) 

The epithets of Btar, apart from the first one, are also arranged 

according to their length: 

(belit belIti) 
ilat qabli 
belit tabazi 
miilikat ilanimes" (Bv37_38) 

The same is true for Assurbanipal's description of Teumman's 

preparations for battle: 

"biltu [Ia iibila ]928 
idkli ummansu 
iksura t~bazi _ 
usa""ala lSkakkemessu ana alak matassur" (Bv42-43) 

and Btar's advice and promise to the Assyrian king in the seer's dream: 

"akul akala 
siti kurunna 
ninguta sukun 
nu~id ilmi" (Bv65-66) 

"paniika ul urrak 
ul inarruta sepeka 
ul tasammalle~tka ina qabal tabazi" (Bv69_70)929 

927 "sutiib libbISun" does not belong to the same category; the first three members all deal with 
cult, whereas the fourth is more general in meaning. 

928 The restoration of this line by Piepkorn is conjectural. If it is correct, then the first member 
would ~ave one syllable more than the second. Only the last three members, all having "ana 
alak matassur" as supplement, would constitute an EEN construction. If the phrase can be 
reconstructed as "biltu usabtil" (cf. Aiii24) the first and the second member of the construction 
would have the same number of syllables. It is, however, not reported that teumm n actually 
paid tribute. 

929 All three members contain the negation "ul". "paniika", "sepeka", and "1C'utka" correspond 
to each other. 
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The high rheoricallevel of stage and inciting event leads to an increase of 

tension at the beginning of the account of the campaign proper. The description 

of ASsurbanipal's mobilization of his forces, too, is more extensive than usual930 

and contains a chiastic parallelism. 

" ... urbu a$batma 
uStessera barranu" (Bv82-83)' 

Overlay is used in the narration of Teumman's reaction: 

Iteumman 
i$bassu battu 
iplabma ana arkiSu itur 

crub qereb alsuSan (BvS8-86)' 

The rise in the rhetorical level corresponds to the fact that the Assyrian 

king himself takes action, whereas in the previous section it had been the 

Assyrian gods. 

Then B continues to describe Teumman's preparations for war and his 

advance. Teumman succeeded in seizing water-holes from the Assyrians. The 

mention of the enemies' success against the Assyrians is unusual and leads to a 

rise in tension, since the resolution of the conflict is further delayed. Then very 

suddenly the Assyrian victory is reported. The change of situation is very abrupt 

and no emphasis is placed on the battle as such. B then continues with a 

description of the extent of the Elamite defeat, using a parallelism with a 

comparison, which marks a surface structure peak, which in this passage 

corresponds to the DENOUEMENT of the notional structure: 

"ina Ipagremessunu Dar ulaia askir 

$aimatesuDu kima i$baltati i$aSagi umalla tlimarti alsuSan". 

The relation of Teumman's decapitation (Bvil -3) closes the circle to the 

beginning of the account. Further concluding remarks mention the submission 

of Elam (vi4-S), the enthronement of UmmanigaS (11.6-7) and Tammaritu (11.8-9) 

and the taking and distribution of booty (11.10-16). 

930 Cf. Biil 8-19; ivso and the campaign introductions. 
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APPENDIX m -PARTICIPANT ORIENTATION PAITERNS 

Table 1 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's Second Campaign 

Main Line agent patient benefactive operation Rass./Chic.-Tayl. Bull 4 

1.20 utakkilannima A·931 A (B) 
Iu allik A B I I + 
arkabma A (B) I I I 

1.21 usassi A (B) I I 
attagis A (B) I I I 

1.22 alme A B I I 
aksud A B I I I 
use~amma A B I I 
amnu A B I 1 1932 

1.23 abbul A B I 1 I 
aqqur A B I I I 
useme A B I I 
aqmiima A B I I I 
useme A B I I 

1.24 utIrma A (B) I I I 
a~bat A B I I I 
udannin A B 1 I 
usesib A B I 1 I 

1.25 useridamma A B I I I 
usarme A B I I I 

1.26 amniisunUti A B I I I 
usepisma A (B) 1 I 
usastirma A (B) I I 
uIziz A (B) I 1 

1.27 utIrma A (B) I I 
a~~abat A (B) I 1 I 
umassirma B (A) r r r 
innabit B (A) I I I 

1.28 asbup A B r r r933 
1.29 abbul A B I I I 

aqqur A B 1 1 I 
aqmiima A B I I I 
aksit A B 1 
atbuk A B 1 
usalik A B I 

1.30 aslulam A B I I 
usaIiksunUti A B I 1934 

1935 1936 

931 Grammatical subject: "ASsur". 
932 "asIuIa". 
933 "aksud". 
934 "usaliksuma". 
935 + "u~abbir". 
936 "akSud". 
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1.31 abtuqma A B 1 1 1 
uraddi A B 1 1 

1.32 a~batma A B 1 1 1 
unakkirma A B 1 1 1 

J937 1 
J938 1 
J939 

1.33 ambur A B (I) (I) (I) 
usaknissuniiti A B 1 1 1 

First section: 38 x 1 (95 %),2 x r (5 %); second section: 2 (1) x I. 

Table 2 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's Third Campaign, Part 

1940 

Rass.941 Chic.-Tayl Bull 4 
(ii37 lu allik A B + +) 
ii39 isbupiiSu A*942 B I I 1 
ii40 innabit B (A) r r r 

}943 I 
ii46 isbupiisuniitima A*944 B' r r 

iknuSii B A' r r 
ii48 usesibma A B r r r 

~49 ukin A B I 1 
"60 issiinimma B A r r r94S 

ISSlqU B A I 1 
3 x 1 (37.5 %), 5 x r (63.5 %) 

Table 3 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's Third Campaign, Part 2 

Rass. Chic.-Tayl Bull 4 

"64 assubamma A B' (r) (r) (r) 
Urassu A B' 1 I 

"66 askunma A B' I 1 I 
emissuma A B' I I J946 

~ isat B A r r 
u72 alme A B' r r 

937 + "usesib". 
938 + "amnfuna". 
939 + "urappiS". 
940 Introductions of new participants divide Rass.'s account of Sennacherib's third campaign 

into four parts (f /ii38-60.60-72·ii73-iii17 iiil849). 
941 Line count according to parallel passages in Chic.-Tayt. 
942 Grammatical subject: "pulbi melamme beliitiya". 
943 "Sadasu emid". 
944 Grammatical subject: "rasubbat kakki dAssur beJiya". 
945 "iibiliini". 
946 "ukIn". 
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aksud A B' 
aslula A B' 

5 x 1(71.43 %),2 x r (28.57 %) 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Table 4 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's Third Campaign, Part 3 

Rass. Chic.-Tayl. Bull 4 
ii78 iplab B' (A) (r) (r) (r) 
ii81 ikterfinimma B' C (A) s s s 

illikii CjB' A (A) r r 
iiil usaooalfi C CjB' I I 
iii2 amdab~ma A CjB' r r r 

astakan A CjB' I I I 
iiis iksuda A CjB' I I 1947 

iii7 alme A B' s s 
aksud A B' I I 
aslula A B' I I 

1118 aqribma A B' I I s 
ii~ adfikma A B' I I I 
iiilO iilul A B' I I 
iiill amnu A B' I I I 

~~~14 aqbi A B' I I I 
11115 use~amma A B' I I I 
iii16 usesibma A B' I I I 
iii17 ukln A B' I I I 

13 x 1(76.46 %), 2 x s (11.77 %), 2 x r (11.77 %) 

Table 5 Participant Orientation Pattern - Sennacherib's Third Campaign, Part 4 

Rass. Chic.-Tayl. Bull 4 
1.23 alme A B' (I) (I) (I) 

aksud A B' I I I 
1.27 use~amma A B' I I I 

amnu A B' I I I 
1.29 esirSu A B I I I 

urakkisma A B I I I 
1.30 utirra A B'948 I I 
1.31 abtuqma A B I I I 
1.34 addinma A B I I I 

u~abbir A B I I I 
1.36 uraddima A B I I I 
1.37 ukln A B I I I 
1.38 isbupfisuma A B I I I 
1.41 irsu B' B A r r r 
1.48 usebilamma B B' A I I I 
1.49 iSpura B B' (A) I I I 

14 x 1(93.33 %),1 x r (6.67 %) 

947 a~bat. 
948 Grammatical object: "ii~e abul alIsu". 
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Table 6 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of AMurbanipal's campaign 
against Kirbit 

E HT B/CJ49 

+950 

[ ... ] 
iii2 [takluma]951 B' (A) 11 + 
~3 III [pitlul}u]952 B' A· 1 1 

~5 [ ... ] 
U17 it[ B'1 A'? 11 
[iiig.9] 

ib[tanabbatfi]953 B'? I?954 r ~10 A' I? 
wll uSabriru B'? A? I? I?955 

iii13 ispunu B'? A'? I? 
iii15 imburu'inni A' A B r r9S6 r 
iii16 ~aIIu A' A B I I 

~19 uma!Xlir A A' B I 1 
w20 eluma A' (B') 1 
iii21 [i]lmu A' B' I 
iii23 ikSuduma A' B' 1 I r957 

ispunu A' B' I 
iii32 iktumuma A' B' I 
iii33 isbupu A' B' I 
iii34 idiikfima A' B I 
iVl urassibu A' B' 1 
iV3 iSluluni A' B' I tJ58 
iV6 i~batfini A' B I 

ubluni A' B I J9S9 

iV7 assul} A B' I I I 
ivg us~bit A B' I I I 
iV9 uSesib A C s 

>21 x 1(>91.30 %), 1 x r «4.35 %), 1 x s «4.35 %) 

949 For probable differences between B/C's Vorlage and HT cf. above pp.83.111f. 
950 + lu allik (4th campaign). 
951 Cf. HT rev.7. 
952 Cf. HT rev.7. 
953 Cf. rev.9. 
954 In HT rev.S the mention of Tandli marks the beginning of an anacoluthon. This may extend 

to 1.9 (/1 Eiii4-14) or only comprise the fIrst verb thereafter (Mia iknuSU"), with the following 
verbs in 3rd p.pl.ind. rather than 3rd p.sgl.subj. The latter is supported by the readings of 
BillglIC, which insert "u niSemes asibuti a1kirbit" as express mention of the new grammatical 
subject. 

955 "uSabribu". 
956 "imdalJarfinimma". 
957 aksud - A B'. 
95g "aSlula" - A B'. 
959 "alqa" - A B. 
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Table 7 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of Assurbanipal's campaign 
against AlJseri960 

B C F A H 

11116 Iu allik A B +961 +962 
iii20 adki A B I 

ustessera A B I 
11121 allikma A B I 

addima A (B) I 
askuna963 A (B) I ... J 

iii24 ismema B A r [rJ 
u[maJ""era B B' A I I 

iii26 itbfini B' A' I [IJ 
iii28 imdabba~u A' B' r [ rJ 
iii29 iskunu A' B' I I 
iii30 umallu A' B' I 1964 

iii32 erubma A B I [IJ I I 
iii33 attallaka A (B) I [IJ I I 

11138 aksud A B' I [IJ I I 
iii39 abbul A B' I I I I 

aqqur A B' I [IJ I I 
aqmu A B' I I I I 

11142 use~amma A B' I [ ... I I 
amnu A B' I I I 

11143 iSmema B A r r r 
iii44 umassir B (A) I I I 
iii4S innabit B (A) I I I 
iii46 ebuz B (A) I ... J I I 
iii47 aime A B' r r 
iii49 esirma A B' I I 

usiq A B' I [II 
ukarri A B' I [II 

iii50 aksud A B' I [I] r r 
abbul A B' I I 
aqqur A B' I I 
aqmu A B' I [IJ 

iiiSI usabrirma A B' I [II I I 
atbuk A B' I [II I I 

11155 aksud A B' I [ ... 
akmu A B' I 
aslula A B' I 

lllS6 utir A B' I 
ii~1 aspun A B' I 

960 Cf. comments in appendix 2. 
961 ·ustessera barrauu·. 
962 ·ustessera barranu·. 
963 Thus Thompson, "A Selection from the Cuneiform Historical Texts", p.104, #25. Piepkorn, 

Historical Prism Inscriptions, p.50: "askunu". 
964 "umalli" - A B' 
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Ul62 
~ 

l1l6,S 

~ 
~7 
~9 

~~70 
Ul76 

iiiS3 
iii84 

~ 
iiiS9 

~ 

~ 

lllgs 

~ 
ii1n 

iV2 

iV6 

iV7 
ivs 

iV16 
iV17 

96S 
966 

967 

968 
969 

970 

971 
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aqmu A B' I 
aduk A B' I 
aslula A B' 1 
akSud A B' 1 
aspun A B' 1 
aqmu A B' I 

usagrib A B' 1 
uSabbir A B' I 
atUra A 1 

akbusa A (C) (s) 
akSud A C 1 
assub A C I 
aSlula A C 1 
a~bat A C 1 
utirra A C 1 

imnusu A* B B'jA*'96S (s/l) (I) 
uSabsii B'(/A*')B (A) r r 
iddii B'(/A*')B (A) 1 I 

iiSib B (I) ... J (I) 
emurma B A* 1 [IJ 1 
iknma B A 1 [I] 1 
ipta B (A) 1 1 1 
~alla B A 1 1 I 
iSpurma B A 1 [I] 1 
unassiq B A 1 1 1 
arsiSuma A B r [rJ r 
uma""irma A A' B 1 1 1 
usebila B A r [r] r 
issum B A 1 [I] 1 
uraddima A B r r r 
emissu A B 1 [I] 1 

970 

akSud A C [ ... J 
aslula A C 1 1 
a~bat A C 1 [I] 
ubila A C 1 1 

ikkisiinimma A' C [+] 
ubilii A' C A 1 [I] 

971 

AlJSeri's subjects function as secondary participants for ASSur and War. 
"tamniiSuma" . 
"imdassarii" - B' B 
"usamqitii" - B' B('). 
"uSebila" - B A. 
Ruling in ed.B. 
Ruling in ed.B. 

(1966) 
1 
1 
fJ67 

tJ68 

(r) 
1 
1 ... ] 
1 1 
I I 
1 1 
1 [IJ 
r 
1 
r 
1 fJ69 

r r 
1 1 



Table 8 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of ASsurbanipal's campaign 
against Teumman 

B F A 
iVS7 lu allik A B 

iV96 ul aqbisu A B A' I 
iV98 iStanappara B B' A r 
iV99 ustarab B B' (A) I 
vI atkil A AO (B) r 

v2 ul amgur A B I 
al addisu A B I 

v4 iSteni'a B A r 
isteni'su AO 972 B r 

0 1 
v6 ustanibma A I 

emursuma A·1973 A·I I .2 
v7 ustanib A2 B I 

ukallimanni A· A B I v9 
umbursuma A·~74 B I vlO 

vn uktambilma (A") B I 
isbirma (A*) B I 

v12 issakin (A·) B I 

vI4 ul ibbas B r 
idka B B' (A) I 

vI7 asbak A AO r 
usanni'ini A' A I 

v26 ambur A A· I 

v27 aziz A A· I 
akmis A A" I 

v28 usappa A A· I 
illaka A I 

v46 ism em a AO A I 

v47 iqba A· A I 

v50 utulma AO, I 
inattal A·' I 

vSl igiltIma A·' I 

v52 usanna A"' A I 

vso adki A A' (B) I 

vS2 a~batma A B I 
ustessera A B I 

v84 nadi B (A) r 

Vss ismema B A I 
i~bassu B975 (A) I 

v86 iplabma B A I 
itOr B (A) I 
erub B I 

v88 uza""iz B B' I 

972 Grammatical subject: §in. 
973 Grammatical subject: Samas. 
974 Grammatical subject: "mibru". 
975 Because of the parallelism with "iplabma" in the following line, Teumman has been 

regarded as notional subject. 
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V89 utiramma B B' I 
v90 ugdappiSa B B' A I 

v9I iSkunu B (A) I 
v92 i$bat B A I 
v96 askun A B r J976 I 

v97 askir A B I 
v99 umalla B' r _fJT7 

viI akkis A B r + 
viS isbupsuma A* B' I 

iknmu B' A r 
J918 I 
J979 I 
J980 I 
J98I I 

vi7 merib A B r J982 I 

~ askun A B' I I I 
viIS ~amma A B' I 

42xI (n.78 %), 12xr (22.22 %) 

Table 9 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of AUurbanipal's first 

campaign against Umrnanaldasi 

F A 

~~35 adki A A' B + 
~36 ustessera A B I I 
w37 ubit A A' (B) I I 

iii.w iSmu B' A I I 

042 isbupsunfiti A* B' r r 
ili4s imkuttiima B' A r r 

i$batu B' A I I 

ili48 aksud A B' r r 
illso anir A B' I I 
illSI akkis A B' I I 

apru~ A B' I I 
iliS2 alga A B' I I Bit-Imbi episode 
ilis6 use$amma A B' I I 

addiSuma A B' I I 
illS7 lira A B' I I 

~1 me$amma A B' I I 

rrJ6 "aktum" - A B'. 
fJT7 See below 0.979. 
978 "adak". 
979 "umalla". 
980 "mardi" 
981 "asrup". 
982 "meribsu". 
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amnu A B' I I 

~!63 ismema B A r r 

~ 
umassirma B A I I 

11165 innabitma B A I I 
eli B (A) I I 

iii68 ismema B A I I 
iii69 umassirma B (A) I I 

~bat B A I I 

11171 userib A B r r 
askunsu A B I I 

11173 imsIma B A r r 
isteni~a B A I I 

1983 
A· iii77 ibrfima B r r 

uba~ A· B I I 
11178 idkfinissuma A· B I I 

utirriinissu A· B I I 
usaknissus A· B A I I 

iii81 erubma A (A) I 
attalak A (B) I I 

utIr A B' I I 

iVll aksud A B' I I 
iV12 abbul A B' I I 

aqqur A B' I I 
aqmu A B' I I 

iV16 aslula A B' I I 

983 "iqbi" - B [A]. 
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Table 10 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of Msurbanipal's second 

Fiv19 ustessera A 
iV23 akSud A 
iV24 ismema B 

isbupsuma A* 
iv2S umaSSirma B 

!V26 innabit B 
IV27 ebirma B 

iSkun B 
iV28 [u]ktata~ar B 
iV29 akSud A 
iv30 akSud A 
iV31 aksud A 
iV32 akSud A 
iV34 akSud A 
iV35 aksud A 
iV36 mud A 
iV37 akSud A 
iV38 aksud A 
iV39 mud A 
iv40 aksud A 
iV41 ardema A 

allik A 
ina metiq girriya 
iV4S 
iV46 

iV47 
iV49 
ivso 

IVSl 
iVS2 

ivS4 
ivss 
iVS6 
iVS8 

984 

98S 
986 
987 

988 
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mud A 
ul Uqi A 
ul adgul A 

ebir A 
mud A 
abbul A 
aqqur A 
aqmu A 
utir A 
adiik A 
urasslp A 
innabitma B 
i$bata B 
aksud A 
aksud A 

"emurU" - A'. 
"iplabii" - A'. 
"uSabrima" - A * A'. 
"irbll$ii" - A A *. 
"ebirii" - A'. 

campaign against Ummanaldasi 

F A 

B 
B I I 
A r r 
B I I 
A I I 
A I I 

I I 
I I 

A I I 
B' r r 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B I I 
B I I 

B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 

J984 
J98S 
fJ86 
J987 
J988 

B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
B' I I 
A r r 
A I I 
B' r r 
B' I I 



abbul A B' 
aqqur A B' 

IV60 askun A B' 
~V61 usabbir A B' 
IV62 usapsib A B' 
iV64 aslula A B' 

iV66 attallak A 
ina tayyartfya 
iV70 
iV71 
iv 
iV72 
v2 

vI8 

v20 
v33 
v39 
v40 
v4I 
v42 
v43 
v47 
v48 

vS2 

vS3 
v54 

vss 

v65 
V67 

V69 
v7I 

VI3 
vi7 
~8 
~9 
~10 
VI 

989 

990 

991 
992 

a]kSud A B' 
eru]b A B' 
usib A B' 
[aptema] A B' 
use~amma A B' 
amnu A B' 
aslula A B' 
ubbit A B' 
ukappira A B' 
aslula A B' 
alqa A B' 
adqa A B' 
unassiba A B' 
usalpit A B' 
amna A B' 
erubu A' 
emuru A' 
iqmii A' 
abbul A B' 
aqqur A B' 
ukallim A B' 
alqa A B' 
emid A B' 
uzammlsuniiti A B' 
uSabrib A B' 
usappiba A B' 
aslula A B' 
esipa A B' 
alqa A B' 

usarb~a A B' 
uzamma A B' 

tusadgila A· A 
tukallim992 A· A 
atmub A A· 

ta~bata A· A 
useribsima A A· 

usarmis A A* 

"erubma" - A. 
"aspun" - A B'. 
"uzamma" - A B' (cf. FV71). 
"ukallimu" - A' 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1989 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1990 

1991 
I I 
I I 
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viIS [a~ruk] A A· 
uraddi A A' 

vi21 uza""iz A A' 

Table 11 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of AS~urbanipal's campaign 
against Dunanu 

B/C f993 A 

BvilS lu allik A B 
J994 I 
J995 I 

vi22 aktum A B,996 I 
vi24 ak~ud A B' I I I 

J99'7 I 
J998 I 

Vl26 u~e~a A B I 
J999 I 

vi28 me~amma A B' I 
amnu A B' I 

vi30 me~amma A B' I 
amnu A B' I 

vi32 [me~a]mmal000 A B' I 
amnu A B' I 

Vl34 uSe~amma A B' I 
amnu A B' I 

Vl36 me~amma A B' 1 11001 

amnu A B' 1 
vi38 me~amma A B' 1 

amnu A B' 1 

~41 a~bat A C' I(s) 
Vl42 akkis A C' 1 

arpis A C' I 
vi43 abbul A B' I(s) I I 

aqqur A B' 1 1 1 

993 The literary relationship between eds. F and A is difficult to discern. B agrees with A 
against F (Aiii6d IBvi25, Aiiil3,IIBviis_9, AivsIIBvii48' AivlOIIBviis3' Aivl4-1SI/Bvii60-61 ' 
Aiv40/ /Bvii,o) and with F against A (Ftiis-9/ /Bviig, Fiii19/ /BvUs,). The agreements of F and A 
against B necessitate the assumption of some kind of literary relationship between the two 
editions, either thy had an almost identical Vorlage, different from B, or A used both, B and F. 
If the former is true, in those cases where F and A disagree from each other and from B;t is 
not possible to evaluate Fs or A's redactorial treatment. 

994 "aStakan" - A B. 
99S "aSkuna" - A B. 
996 Since th~ target of MSurbanipal's campaign in B is described with "eli Idunani mar 1001-

iqiSa ana matgambull" (Bvi1S)' B and B' cannot be strictly separated as primary and secondary 
participants. We have nevertheless used both designations to destinguish between Dunanu and 
his subjects. 

997 "erub" - A B'. 
998 "utabbib" - A B'. 
999 "utammeba" - A BIB'. 
1000 Restored after prism D. 
1001 "aslula". 
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usbarmit A B' I I I 
vi44 usalik A B' I 
vi4S usabrib A B' I 
vi46 aprusa A B' I 
vi48 arnr A B' I 
vi49 atUra A B' I 

viS 1 iilul A C S 

viS6 erubma A I 

vi63 emurma C' C (r) 
i~bassuniiti C' I 

~ ibquma C' I 

~ isbula C' I 

~7 umabbira A C r 

Vl70 i~bat Bl002 B' A (sr) 

vi75 usebil B B' A I 

vi82 iibilsuniiti A B (r) 

vi86 aSlup A B' (I) 
asbuta A B I 

Vlgg iddusumma A' B (I) 
itbubuS A' B I 

~1 anir A B' I 

~ usebil A B' I 

vii2 usabsila A B' B I 

+ 1003 

~~ ispura B C A' I 
ittanallakii B/C (A') s V1l12 
ukkabasii B/C (A') I 

vii20 uma:X>irsuniiti B B' A' I 

~~21 iskuniisuniite B B' A I 
iqbi B B' A' I 

~~22 
~batUnimma B'/C' (A') I 

~28 
fhinimma A' B'/C' r VlI31 
iskunii A' B'/C' I 

~!34 
ikkisiinimma A' B'/C' I 

V1l35 iibila A' B'/C' I 

~~37 uma:x>ir A B I 
VlI38 iklama B A' r 

~~39 Iii utirra B A I 

V1l42 idinniiinni A· B r 

1002 Ummanigas, the agent of "i~b!lt", is mentioned as having been installed by the Assyrian king 
(ultu lummanigaS qereb elamtikt askunii ana sarrUli" [vi73]) and thus may also be designated 
as A'. v 

1003 A has inserted a passage about SamaS-sum-ukin's rebellion (Aiii70-135)' 
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vii43 ibbalkitma C B 

~44 urassip C B 
Vl145 imbur C 8 
vii46 iisib C 
vii48 ul isal C A 
vii50 illikamma C 8 1006 
vii51 urriba C A' 

~54 ibbaikitiima1OO7 C' C 
Vl155 urassibii C'/C 
vii57 iiSib C' 

viins ipparsiinimma C'/C A* 
vii70 ipsilUnimma C'/C A* 

~batu C'/C A 
vii71 imnfuna C A 
viin u~alla C A 
vii74 irbt1ni A* C 

Vl176 ulzissuniiti A C/C' 

vii78 Idfuna 8 A 
vii88 use~aSsuniiti B A 
~2 uSebiia B A 

1004 Retained in a subordinate clause. 
1005 Retained in a subordinate clause. 

(srs) (srs) (srs) 
I I I 
I 
I _1004 _1005 

s 
s I 1 
I I I 
r I I 
I 11008 I 
I I I 

11009 I 
I 11010 11011 
I 11012 11013 

11014 
11015 

I 11016 
I I 
I I I 
r 

11017 I 
11018 I 

r1019 
I I 

+1020 +1021 

sr 
I 
I 

1006 From here onwards, B designates SamaS-sum-ukIn. 
1007 "imburu" and "iSmu" (A* - A, vii53) probably are subjunctives continuing "Sa aMur u diStar 

usappu" (Bvii52). 
1008 "iskun" - C' C. 
1009 "innabtiinimma" - C A. An equivalent of "innabtiinimma", "ipparsidii", is already present in 

B, but there in a subordinate clause. 
1010 C'IC C'. 
1011 C'/C C'. 
1012 C'IC C'. 
1013 C'IC C'. 
1014 "unassiqma" - C A. 
1015 "use~ir" - C A. 
1016 "i~batma" - C A. 
1017 "izzizma" - C A. 
1018 "idallala" - C A. 
1019 "arslSuma" - A C. 
1020 C has inserted a description of a famine in Babylonia (Cviii<l1S-ix28). 
1021 A has added a description of a famine in Babylonia (Aiv41_109). The contents parallel C's 

account, but the wording is different. 
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Table 12 Participant Orientation Pattern for accounts of Assurbanipal's 
campaigns against Arabs1022 

BI023 C A 

+ 1024 
11025 

i~s imburannima B1026 A 
usalla B A 1 

""97 usazkirma A B r 

~ utIrma A B I 

1022 B's account can be divided into five part, the beginnings of which are marked by 
introductions of new participants (viig3-viii22.23-31.32-38.39-S0.S1-63)' All units are brief and no 
substantial rise or fall of tension is apparent. Only in the first and last section passages are 
marked by a comparatively high rhetorical level. In the first section this is found in the unusual 
narration of the distribution of booty items in Assyria. Bviii2o_22 constitute an EEN-
construction: 

"sinnisat aStammu ina nidni 
lsirasu ina dugoabe . 
lnukaribbu ina kissi imdanabaru pmeribi]lemeS u amelUti" 
This is set into contrast with the description of a famine among the arabs (viii25_27). A high 

rhetorical level is also found at the end of the fIfth section. The final three lines conclitute an 
EEN-construction: 

anaku gadis appali§s[ uma 
panlya damqatimes ellSU as[kun 
bilat mandattu sattisamma ukln sIrusu. 

1023 An account of Assurbanipal's campaigns against Arabs is also provided by VAT 5600+ 
(VAT 5600 + ~ 2802 + 304? +,,3049 + BM 98~91). ;o.r the text. cf. Weippert, "Kampfe .des 
assyrischen Komgs Assurbampal , pp.74-81. The lDscnptton contams a letter by Assurbampal 
to the god Assur. The literary relationship between B, VAT 5600 + and A is difficult to 
discern. VAT 5600 + first presents a historical introduction (1,3-12) which is found in neither 
of the other versions and then agrees with B against A in its order of narration and several 
readings (Bvii~ / / / / VAT 5600+ 1.51 - AviillS' Bviiill / / VAT 5600+ 1.53 - Avii122, Bviii24 
/ / VAT 5600 + 11,6 - Aixss),. but so~.~times also agrees with A aga~~st B (1,50. / / Aviip 7 -
Bviiig, VAT 5600+ I,5~ / / Aix43 - BVl1113, VAT 5600+ 1,38-44 / / AVllS9_100)' ThIS, espeCIally 
the presence of "ana matnabayate" in VAT 5600 + II,23f (/ / A viil24, cr. above n.431), seems to 
indicate that VAT 5600 + was written later than B but earlier than A. In one passage, however, 
it is probable that A has preserved an earlier version compared to VAT 5600+. (see above 
n.305). VAT 5600+ also agrees with C against B and A (VAT II,56-III,4 / / CxSO-S6)' 

1024 "adki" - A A' B. 
1025 "ustessera" - A B. 
1026 "Yauta~ mar tJazailu". For a possible connection between the two forms of the name, 

Vwaite~ and Yauta' cr. Weippert, "Die Kampfe des assyrischen Konigs Assurbanipal", p.40, 
n.6. Weippert's claims that the mention of the name without patronym refers to Vaite b. 
Birdadda and that in Aviiig6-ixg the campaign is directed against Vaite b. Birdadda (cf. ix2), 
whereas the corresponding passage in ed.B and VAT 5600+ the campaign was directed 
against Vaite b.Hasael ("Die Kampfe des assyrischen Konigs Assurbanipal", p.49), are not 
justified. VAT 5600 II,56f refers to Vaite b. Hazael (cf. 1l.17.23). The supposed difference 
between Aix2 and the parallel passages in B and VAT 5600+ (Weippert, "Die Kampfe des 
assyrischen Konigs Assurbanipal", p.59) can, if we ignore the variations in the spelling of the 
name, be explained by haplography because of homoioteleuton or homoioarkton: Itlua-a-te 
mar loa-za-ilu mar aoi abi sa lu-a-a-te-' mar Ibir-ddadda" (Aviii 1-2)' 
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~ 
viiil 

viii2 
viii3 

vii4 
viii5 
~ 

vilis 
~ 

viiill 

viii13 
viii15 
viii16 

viii19 
viii21 

viii24 
viii2S 
~26 
VJ1128 
viii31 

1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 

ibtiama B 
III ~$Urma B 
~Ia B 
iprusma B 
iklA B 

uSabalkitma B 
ibtanabbatii B' 
uma""era A 

iskunii A' 
urassibii A' 

u[saJbizii A' 
ipqidii A' 

isluliini A' 
umtanallu A' 
uparris A 
uza:lOjz A 
isammfi A' 
imdana{}arii A' 

usamqit A* 
issakinma A*'I044 
ekulii B' 
iSimiiSu A* 
imburSuma BI045 

Subordinate clause. 
Subordinate clause. 
Subordinate clause. 
"iSmema" - B C. 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

B' 
A' 
A' 

B' 
B' 

B' 
B' 

B' 
B' 
A' 
A' 

B/B' 

B 

"Ill ~~ura" - B A. 
"umaSsirannimma" - B A. 
"iddinSuniiti" - B B' C. 
"iSpuramma" - B B' C. 
"iStakan" - B C. 

1036 "usamkirma". 
1037 "adUk" - A B'. 
1038 "aSkun" - A B'. 

r _1027 

I _1028 

I _1029 

I r 
I I 

sl030 
S1031 
11032 

51033 
11034 
1103S 

A I 11036 
I I 

B r I 
11037 

I 11038 

I 11039 
rlO4O 
11041 

I I 
I 11042 

rl043 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
r 
r ... J 
r [+J + 

1039 "urassip" - A B'. Streck, Assuroanipai und die ietzlen assyrischen /(jjnige, p.66, n.c) notes the 
variant reading "urassibii". 

1040 "ipparsidma" - B A * . 
1041 "innabit" - B (A). 
1042 "iqmii". 
1043 "innabit" - B (A). 
1044 Grammatical subject: "sunqu". 
1045 Grammatical subject: "maruStu". 
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innabit B (A) I [I] + 

V11132 ilikamma B1046 A 
unaSsiq B A I + 
askun A B r r 

VllI35 askunsu A B I I 
viii38 ukin A B I I 

(viii iskunii1047 A(') B) [+] 45 
viii48 u~abbit A' B (I) 
viii49 [iddima]l048 A' B I 
viiiso usebila A' B I 

+ 1049 

viii53 isma B1050 A + 
s1051 
s1052 
11053 

viii5S ispu!!.mma B B' A I I 
unass1q B A I I 

~~~ 
u~analla B A I I 
apalliss[uma1054 A B r r 

~~~1 as[kun A B I [I] V11162 
viii63 ukln A B I [i) 

1046 Grammatical subject: Abiate. 
1047 The Moabite king is mentioned as grammatical subject. Thus the verbal form may be a 

subjunctive. One would, however, expect an indicative. It is not possible to decide whether the 
form is subjunctive or indicative pI. or a scribal mistake. 

1048 Restored after prism D. 
1049 Defeat of Adiya, queen of Arabia (Cx39-44)' cr. Bviiill. 
1050 Natnu 
1051 "iqbisuma" - B C. 
1052 "iplabma" - B (A). 
1053 "irsa" - B. 
1054 Restored after prism D. 
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AAA 

AfO 

AJSL 

BASOR 

GE 

HTR 

JAOS 

JBL 

JCS 

JL 

JRAS 

KAI 

WB 

OLZ 

RA 

RB 

SVT 

TUAT 

TZ 

VT 

ZA 

ZAW 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology 

Archiv fur Orientforschung 

American Journal for Semitic Languages and literatures 

Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research 

Neoassyrian version of the Gilgames-Epic 

Harvard Theological Review 

Journal of the American Oriental Society 

Journal of Biblical literature 

Journal of Cuneiform Studies 

Journal of Linguistics 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 

H.Donner und W.Rollig, Kanaanaische und Aramaische Inschriften (d. 
bibliography) 

Y Aharoni, The Land of the Bible (cf. bibliography) 

Orientalistische literaturzeitung 

Revue d' Assyriologie et d' Archtologie Orientale 

Revue Biblique 

Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 

Texte aus der Umwelt des Alten Testaments, ed. R.Borger, W.Hinz, 
W.H.Ph.Romer (cf. bibliography) 

Theologische Zeitschrift 

Vetus Testamentum 

Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie 

Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentllche Wissenschaft 

Abbreviations in text-critical remarks follow Biblia Hebraica Stultgartensia. Ed. K.Elliger and 

W.Rudolph. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1976/7 and Septuaginta, id est Vews Testamentum 

graece iuxta LXX interpretes. Ed. A.Rahlfs. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1935. Repr. 1970. 
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